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Preface

Malaysia is today undeniably a political society. Questions have been
asked, it is true, about how democratic it is. In fact, one commentator
has referred to the development in Malaysia of "a repressive-responsive
regime that can be called neither democratic nor authoritarian but
contains elements of both".1 But although the Internal Security Act,
Sedition Act and Official Secrets Act all place limits on political debate,
and the government controls key elements in the media and has
amended the electoral system in ways that assist the ruling coalition to
retain power, the fact remains that Malaysia is extraordinary for the
liveliness of its politics. Despite such authoritarian measures, Opposition
groups are always audible, expressing their views in print and on the
Internet. The juggling for influence between the main ethnic groupings
- the Peninsular Malay majority of 57.5 percent, the Chinese 27 percent
and the Indian 9 percent - and the clashes of interest and ideology inside
ethnic groups are played out in a distinctly political process. Electoral
struggles, competition for preselection of parliamentary seats, and the
quest for high position in political parties are all the focus of intense
public interest and speculation. Business, too, is often carried on within
the political arena, as entrepreneurs offer political support for political
patronage, and even those on the lowest rungs of the Malay economy can
obtain land and product distribution rights as a reward for political
loyalty. This is not mere underhand maneuvering, immoral 'money
polities'. Few in Malaysia assume that business should be free of politics.

Material benefit, however, seems not to be enough to explain the
passion for politics. In the words of one senior politician, 'politics' is
today 'the game' in Malaysia.2 The relish with which Dr Mahathir
Mohamad (Prime Minister since 1981) takes up a struggle against an
opposing Party, the International Monetary Fund, a Prime Minister of
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Australia, or perhaps a Malay sultan or a senior Islamic figure can convey
the sense of political 'game'. Even the pious religious scholars of the
Islamic Party admit (when interviewed) that they are politicians,3 and
the sultan who served as king at the time of the constitutional con-
frontation between Malay royalty and Prime Minister Mahathir in 1983
revealed in an interview that he had a powerful interest in politics. Amid
a certain amount of laughter, so it was reported, he half agreed that he
would enjoy being a politician.4

The present book is concerned with the origins of modern politics in
Malaysia and focuses, in particular, on the experience of the majority
Malay community. It traces the emergence of what was, for the Malays
themselves, a new form of activity and a new mode of public discussion.
In investigating this far-reaching transition in Malay society, however,
I also seek to throw light on some of the particular features of present-
day politics. The colonial and pre-colonial experience of the Malay
people, it can be argued, helps to identify and even explain some of the
divisions and competing values in Malay society, and also specific ways
in which Malays interact in the political sphere.

To suggest history can explain the present would be misleading in the
case of Malaysia and many other societies. The social and ideological
reconfiguration that took place in the colonial period was so deep as to
make it difficult to imagine some of the forms of human consciousness
prevailing in earlier times. Yet even accepting this proviso, there are
features of present-day political behaviour in Malaysia that make better
sense if we know something of Malay society in the past, and of the par-
ticular manner in which that society responded to the challenges of a
colonial modernity.

The colonial period, in spite of its deep-running injustices, was for
certain Malays a time of ideological adventure. There was talk of a
new generation', a 'new learning', and a new sedar, or 'awareness'. Some

people felt as if they had for centuries been like "frogs beneath the
coconut shell who believe the shell is the sky". Convinced they were now
in possession of a manifest reality, these Malays began to engage in what
they saw as a hard-headed analysis of their historical situation and of
possible strategies for reforming their society. Government, in the past,
had been the privilege of a royal elite; ordinary Malays themselves
now took initiatives - political initiatives - and found the experience
exhilarating.

Malaysia, like numerous other colonized countries, was transformed
by the economic and power imperatives operating within European
imperialism. In the following pages I indicate ways in which the colonial
subject succumbed to these seemingly irresistible forces, but the focus
of this book is not material processes. The aim is to explore that space
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of human endeavour which existed even under colonialism. I am
concerned with the longstanding historical issue - how did people
experience and adapt to changing circumstance?

At one level, this book is an area study which seeks to reveal the radical
character of ideological conflict in colonial Malaya. It re-examines
the period which has tended to be seen as the seed time of Malay
nationalism. In tracing the developing debate over community and
identity in Malay society - the contest between different concepts of
social or religious unity - it continues a story I began in an earlier volume
about Malay political culture on the eve of British imperial intervention.5

It shows how, in Malaya, as in other colonized countries, 'tradition' was
placed "on trial" (to employ a phrase used by David Marr with respect
to colonial Vietnam) ,6 or, at least, brought into dialogue with new visions
of the world.

The Malay experience, particularly their sense of having achieved
a new sedar, possesses also a wider significance. The texts which I
examine - and these texts and their authors are the heroes of my book
- have operated beneath the surface of social debate in many colonized
societies. It is the type of transformation of language as well as of ideas
that is currently being explored in European studies.7 The way in which
Malays spoke to one another altered. The Malay chroniclers, editorialists,
and essayists debated in a manner which suggests a profound change in
ethos. To encapsulate this change as "the arrival of nationalism", this
book will argue, entails adopting too narrow a viewpoint on a period so
ideologically busy. Indeed, I shall suggest that these energetic ideologues
were engaged in what might rather be termed the "invention of politics".

The book was written at the Australian National University and
the Institute of Advanced Study, Princeton. I am especially grateful to
Anthony Reid and Clifford Geertz for making it possible for me to plan,
read and write in the best possible conditions for academic work.

In Malaysia, the United States and Australia I have received assistance
from many people. There is much generosity in the academic world.
Those who commented on parts or all of the manuscript itself were
Cheah Boon Kheng, Harold Crouch, Tony Day, Jane Drakard, Virginia
Hooker, John Legge, Claire Milner, Anthony Reid, Craig Reynolds and
Oliver Wolters.

Others who offered suggestions, inclusions and comparisons include
Abdul Rahman Haji Ismail, Tom Abercrombie, Abu Bakar Hamzah,
Christoph Altenburg, Arjun Appadurai, Ariffin Omar, Azizan Abdul
Razak, James Boon, Lawrence Bryant, Carol Breckenridge, Edmund
Burke III, Bob Elson, Chandra Muzaffar, Jennifer Cushman, Diana
Carroll, Emilia da Costa, Donald Denoon, Nicholas Dirks, Lilly De,
Brendan Dooley, John Elliott, Clifford Geertz, Dru Gladney, Liah
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Greenfield, Ranajit Guha, John Gullick, Ray Hall, Albert Hirschman,
M.B. Hooker, A.H. Johns, Timur Kuran, Peter Lake, Lee Poh Ping,
Jo Levine, John Lynch, Campbell Macknight, Iain McCalman, John
Merritt, Catherine Newbury, Sherry Ortner, Ian Proudfoot, Pearl
Robinson, William Roff, Sarim Mustajab, James Scott, Joan Scott,
Shaharbi Shaari, Elliott Shore, Sandra Solomon, Amin Sweeney, Robert
Thornton, Maurizio Viroli and Michael Walzer.

In Princeton, Ruthe Foster typed from a messy manuscript and gave
wise and friendly advice on many aspects of the text. In Canberra I
should like to thank Marian Robson and Maree Beer. The final draft
was prepared for the publisher by Leanne Lynch at the Academy of the
Social Sciences. She fitted this task into a heavy schedule and yet found
time to improve both the presentation and the writing. At Cambridge
University Press I am especially grateful for the support and advice
of Robin Derricourt, Phillipa McGuinness and Carla Taines over the
two editions of this book.

From beginning to end I have discussed, and argued about, this book
with Claire. I am indebted to her most of all.

Notes
1 H. Crouch, Government and Society in Malaysia (St Leonards: Allen & Unwin, 1996), 12.
2 Shariff Ahmad, Menjunjung Kasih (Kuala Lumpur: Berita Publishing, 1983), 165.
3 Haji Abdul Hadi Awang,/*foz Islam Mentadbir (Kuala Trenggan, 1984), 4. See also Yusof

Harun, DialogDengan Pemimpin (Kuala Lumpur: Pena, 1986), chapter 9.
4 Rosnah Majid, Koleksi Temuramah Khas Tokoh-Tokoh (Kuala Lumpur: Utusan, 1985), 242-3.
5 Kerajaan, Malay Political Culture on the Eve of Colonial Rule (Tucson: University of Arizona

Press, Association of Asian Studies Monograph, 1982).
6 See David Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920-1945 (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1981).
7 J.G.A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and History: Essays on Political Thought and History, Chiefly

in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985); James Tully
(ed.), Meaning & Context: Quentin Skinner and His Critics (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1988); Maurizio Viroli, From Politics to Reason of State: The Acquisition and Trans-
formation of the Language of Politics 1250-1600 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1992); and other volumes in the Cambridge 'Ideas in Context' series.
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INTRODUCTION

Colonialism, Nationalism
and Contest

The revolutions erupting through Eastern Europe late in 1989 raised
questions as well as hopes, and one of these questions concerns the
concept of 'polities'. Several commentators remarked that the people
of post-communist states would need to learn not just about the art of
democracy but also about the practice of politics.1 'Polities', it would
seem, was viewed by such commentators as a preliminary step toward
mastering that higher art. For many of us who read judgements of this
type, however, the very notion of an absence of politics is puzzling.

We live in an age of politics. Just as the mediaeval European
considered "every activity, every day" to be "saturated with religion"
(thus making 'unbelief inconceivable),2 so we in the late twentieth
century possess a fundamentally political outlook. We tend to attribute
a political significance, often a political motivation, to virtually every
action no matter in what type of society or in what period of history that
action may have occurred. We take for granted, as the anthropologist
Louis Dumont has complained, that all communities "have politics",3 in
the sense that they consist of individuals maximizing their advantages
and manipulating their situations. We assume that each polity rep-
resents the sum total of the 'rational' political manoeuvrings of its
individual citizens.

Possessing such assumptions it is easy to neglect that transition in
European history when people began to see themselves as homo politi-
cus.4 Even in the study of 'political development', we tend to accept the
concept political' as a given, rarely seeking to define or dissect it.
Analysts of post-colonial societies, for instance, investigate the emerg-
ence of the state, of nationalism, and even of political systems but sel-
dom the actual development of politics.5 This neglect has implications
not just for the depth of our understanding of the dynamics and
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challenges of change within specific societies, whether they be post-
colonial or post-communist. To investigate the 'inventing' of politics in
specific situations, it might be argued, may also sharpen our under-
standing of politics generally as a practice and a discourse.

This book is concerned with the 'inventing' of politics in Malaysia.
The Malays (who today make up a little over a half of the population of
that country) have themselves alluded to this development and yet
their comments have provoked little curiosity among scholars. Certain
Malay writers have even remarked that until the late colonial period
"no politics" existed among the Malays.6 This comment seems to refer
to the absence of more than just political institutions and political
parties. There was in the Malay language no specific word for 'polities'.
In the twentieth century, Malays have experimented with an Arabic
term (siasat) as well as politik7 and one author of the 1920s went so far as
to refer to politics as a new adat or 'custom'.8

In the following chapters I shall develop the argument that the new
adat, or perhaps, discourse of politics can be identified in the changing
terms of ideological debate taking place in Malay society. These
changes began to occur in the British colonial era (which commenced
at the end of the eighteenth century) and they may be understood, in
part, as a product of the administrative and ideological forces of
imperialism. Malays themselves, however, were architects of the new
politics and it is in this sense that we might speak of a creative or
inventive process. What precisely was entailed in the process is a subject
which I examine in some detail. In this matter, furthermore, the Malay
experience possesses a wider, intercultural significance.

The project which led to the writing of this book, and determines to a
large extent its scope and presentation, was not initially concerned with
investigating politics as a discourse. My earlier intention, inspired by a
desire to understand divisions in present-day Malay society as well as by
a theoretical interest, was to examine the character of ideological
change and conflict in Malay society during the years of British imperial
power. (By 'ideology' I meant - and mean - no more than "that part of
culture which is actually concerned with the establishment and defence
of patterns of belief and value";9 to focus on ideology rather than
culture stresses the element of creativity and process in culture.) I was
suspicious of analyses which stressed the dominating presence of
colonialism to such an extent as to allow little agency to the colonial
subject.

In the ideological and certain other spheres, I anticipated, many
forms of colonialism, even apparently brutal forms, allowed their vic-
tims a vital degree of elbow room.10 In the case of colonial Malay society
(which suffered very little violent repression), we know that there
occurred what has been termed a "passive revolution" or "war of
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position" against the anden regime}1 A battle for ideological hegemony
was fought between, on the one hand, the defenders of the old
monarchical system which had dominated Malay society for some
centuries before the arrival of the British, and, on the other, the
exponents of new and subversive doctrines derived both from a
resurgent Islam and from Enlightenment Europe. Although those
engaged in this struggle responded in various ways to the threats and
stimulation of colonialism, it is clear that the agenda and pace of the
war of words were not governed merely by colonialist imperatives. In
order to uncover that agenda and to determine the terms of the
debate, I decided to examine a selection of written statements which
seemed to possess a special strategic significance in Malay ideological
writing. Although each of these statements is justificatory in style, the
assumption can be made that ideologues came in a wide range of forms
and professions. A school textbook or a coronation memento, for
instance, might be treated as 'ideology'.

An additional and perhaps obvious point ought to be made about my
approach to these selected texts. In seeking to understand the
operation of Malay ideology-making, I inevitably brought to bear my
own late twentieth-century perspective. Previous investigators into
Malay society in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have tended to
stress elements of unity, particularly those contributing to the
development of nationalistic sentiment.12 Because they wrote in the
1950s and 1960s, a time when nation-building in Malaya and many
other parts of the colonial and post-colonial world influenced the
writing of history,13 such a preoccupation was understandable. When I
commenced research, however, it seemed less important to understand
the unities than the divisions in Malay society. In the 1970s and 1980s
sharp rifts in that society became increasingly evident. There were signs
not merely of developing class divisions but also of ideological
confrontation over matters of religion, monarchy and nationalism. In
recent years books have been written with such titles as Dissension in the
Malay Community1* and the dominant Malay, nationalist party (The
United Malays National Organization, UMNO), which has governed
the country since independence, has become radically divided. A
discussion of the emergence of ideological division in colonial Malaya,
therefore, has an immediate significance for students of current Malay
history and politics. It possesses too a vital historiographical interest. In
the case of a country noted for its lack of military confrontations, of
wars of resistance or of rebellion, an ideological 'war of position'
involving not only the subversion of a monarchical system but also the
presence of contending perceptions of human association and human
purpose, offers a historical theme of universal significance.
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The structure and method of this book reflects in a number of ways
these initial aspirations. To probe as closely as possible the perceptions
and experience of the Malay colonial subject I take a long view. The
historical records of the Malays, unlike those of many Pacific and
African societies, allow such a view. In Malaysia and numerous other
regions of Southeast Asia, indigenous writings (in the form of inscrip-
tions and chronicles) survive from pre-colonial times and the existence
of such documents permits us to attempt to construct indigenous
perspectives from which to interpret the significance of the encounter
with colonialism. In Southeast Asian studies, this concern with an
indigenous point of view has been associated with an 'autonomous'
historiography15 which is sceptical of 'development' models. That is, it is
suspicious of perceptions of the past which are structured around the
fundamentals of modernity - the state, nationalism, capitalism, the
human individual and so forth.

Although the following pages attempt to delineate indigenous
categories and to avoid a 'development' approach, they also depart
from the stress on cultural continuities which characterizes much
'autonomous' history. My strategy might be described as 'prospective'.
In seeking to identify transition as well as continuity, I look forward
rather than backward into the colonial period. From a prospective
rather than a retrospective angle of vision, it is easier to perceive the un-
certainties, the ruptures and the tensions in any social situation. Such
an approach makes one wary of what have been termed master narra-
tives,16 whether 'developmental' or 'autonomous', which tend to sub-
sume and conceal many of the disjunctions and contestations which
characterize human experience. In the field of ideology it might be
argued that a 'prospective' analysis is likely to be sensitive to the way in
which indigenous perspectives are brought into dialogue with novel
and sometimes threatening ideologies. Seeking to survey the landscape
ahead rather than a journey accomplished, this strategy can bring into
view a wide range of alternative outcomes. It may highlight, too, the dis-
tance between these alternatives. In a 'retrospective' approach, depend-
ing on the moment of recapitulation, all roads converge before the
analytic eye.

The most influential, pioneering, study of Malay society in the
colonial period is in one important sense a retrospective analysis.
Written some thirty years ago, soon after Malaya had attained indepen-
dence in 1957, W.R. Roff's Origins of Malay Nationalism is one of those
works concerned to identify unifying elements and processes in
colonial Malay society. Roff combed the surprisingly large body of
indigenous Malay books, pamphlets and periodicals published between
the late nineteenth century and the Japanese Occupation, in order to
"trace the slow growth of communal, ethnic, and national feeling
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among the peninsular Malays". In his analysis he distinguished a
number of elite groups which offered "an implicit challenge to the
traditional status quo ... in the interests of a specifically Malay national-
ism"17. It is because Roff gave such prominence to nationalistic unity
that it is likely to be profitable today to re-read the documentation of
colonial Malay society. We need to tease out wherever possible elements
not of cohesion and agreement but of division and debate. 'National-
ism' might best be perceived not as an analytical given but as a novel
ideology which was only in the process of being defined. The present
book is a record of such a prospective re-reading.

My scope, in a sense, is both modest and controversial. Although
acknowledging the processes of power and economics which shaped
colonial and post-colonial Malay society, this book focuses mainly on
perceptions, that is, on the writings of Malays themselves. I also investi-
gate in detail only a limited sample of these writings.

Textual studies have sometimes been derided in recent years as the
flawed instrument of a reprehensible orientalism. But when Edward
Said, for instance, condemns those who prefer the "schematic authority
of a text to the disorientations of direct encounters with the human",18

the reply involves not merely the observation that the subjects of many
studies are no longer available for interview. It can also be argued that
the reading of texts sometimes offers far more than a substitute for
personal encounter. One may move around texts, scrutinizing them at
leisure, reading them against one another and in terms of the evidence
of their social context. Although unlikely to value texts above real
people, textualists are, at the same time, conscious of the closure
sometimes entailed in the notion of 'person'. We are wary, for instance,
of the essential humanism which pervades Said's own writing. The
'text' as a conceptual entity requires no fixed theory of authorship or
subjectivity. Interrogating texts rather than persons can thus give
greater scope, greater free play, to the expression of autonomous
perspectives.

Partly to facilitate this patient circumambulation the intention here is
to interrogate, to use a fashionable expression, selected texts. They are
not the 'hidden transcripts', the rare record of backstage communica-
tion of which James Scott has written,19 but rather public documents.
Yet it is my conviction that texts of this type can reveal a great deal of
the substance and character of ideological struggle. Such texts, of
course, require close reading. It is necessary to pay attention not only to
the arguments presented but also to the vocabulary, the rhetoric, the
idioms and the conventions employed. We need to be especially alert to
the presence of innovation in language and style, a concern which has
received remarkably little attention in the study of Asian societies.20

Bringing public documents into dialogue with one another is one way
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of assisting this type of analysis. In interrogating my chosen ideological
texts 'intertextually', I aim, in particular, to give a sense of the move-
ment, reconciliation, temporization, capitulation and other ideological
commotion which have distinguished intellectual life in British Malaya
and many other colonial situations.

The book begins with a consideration of certain notions concerning
allegiance and identity held in the peninsular sultanates (the kerajaan)
on the eve of colonial rule. My strategy is to read a nineteenth-century,
Western-influenced, Malay critique of the 'traditional' polity in
dialogue with certain 'traditional' documents. In the following chapters
I investigate further challenges driven by Islamic as well as European
ideology. The authors of these challenges were in intellectual
correspondence and competition with one another. Most importantly, I
also attempt to expose the different ways in which the spokesmen of the
Malay royal courts responded to the provocations of both these types of
critic and rival. The final text discussed in this book, a descriptive
account of Malay society in the last years before the Japanese
Occupation, enunciates the provocative doctrines of what today might
be termed a socialistic nationalism. In my account of colonial Malaya,
however, nationalism never achieves hegemony as a defined and widely
acknowledged doctrine. Even in the last years of the British presence,
the character and value of nationalism continued to be a matter of
debate.

Each chapter of this book, therefore, revolves around one or several
Malay texts. The discussion of these texts is concerned, first, with
understanding exactly what is being said by the different Malay ideo-
logues and how they disagree with one another. Attention is paid
especially to their views about community and identity, about the
foundations of social organization and the way in which the social
individual is perceived. In the cacophony of competing claims and
voices, I focus on three ideological orientations. These orientations
promote allegiance, respectively, to three distinct forms of community
in Malay society - the sultanate or kerajaan, the Islamic congregation or
umat and the Malay race or bangsa. In the third orientation we
encounter (in our prospective analysis) the postulating of doctrines
often associated with nationalism. In some situations, I argue, the
differences between these orientations are not merely concerned with
claims or programs. They are differences of what has been termed a
'thematic' type,21 that is to say, they entail disputes over the justificatory
aspects of ideology, the underlying concepts of knowledge and reality
upon which programmatic concerns are founded.

Having defined a range of Malay ideological positions, noting in
particular their thematic reach, we proceed to examine ways in which
the ideologues appear to respond to, and argue with, one another.22 In
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particular, I seek to identify elements of experimentation in ideology-
making, moments, perhaps, when Malay writers sought to comprehend
or reformulate alien doctrines. The resourcefulness and the creativity
of these writers is given particular attention. At specific points in their
dialogues and arguments it is also possible to detect a certain dialectical
progress. Examined over an extended period, ideas sometimes appear
to be bonded together in linked series or concatenations. Here we find
evidence of independent momentum, of 'autonomy', yet it is the auto-
nomy of processes rather than cultural continuities. In this particular
type of 'long view', the power of 'tradition' is demonstrated, but not by
its ability to retain ideological ascendancy or hegemony. What I stress is
its capacity to contribute to processes of change, for instance, to
influence in either a positive or a negative way the actual agenda of
ideological debate.23

It is in the revising of both this agenda and the terms of the Malay
debate that we encounter the 'invention' of politics. The reader will
immediately observe that the three ideological orientations which I
distinguish are in no sense fixed positions. They are each transformed
in dialogue with one another and, what is more, the specific character
of their interaction also alters during the colonial period. The struggle
for ascendancy in the 1930s, it is evident, is fundamentally different
from the contest of the early nineteenth century. Although the doc-
trines debated by the new community of journalists, pamphleteers and
incipient politicians active on the eve of the Japanese Occupation are
genealogically linked to those in dispute in the early British years, by
the later period a fresh intellectual climate had emerged. This climate -
what certain Malays spoke of as a new 'awareness' or new 'politics' -
entailed the construction of a novel architecture of debate in Malay
society. It involved changes not only in the topics addressed but also in
the language, rhetoric and rules by which that debate was pursued.
Although the struggle for ideological hegemony in Malay society was in
no sense resolved by the 1940s (or even by the last decades of this cen-
tury), it might be argued that the contest itself fostered the construc-
tion of a new discourse.

The concerns of this book go beyond describing this discursive
transition. What, we shall ask, were its origins? In certain instances the
new discourse seems to have been deliberately engineered; in other
situations the changes seem unintentional. The latter, it will be seen,
may be best understood as failed attempts to accomplish ideological
repair (what de Certau refers to as bricolage24), carried out perhaps in
ignorance of long-term structural consequences. Examining the
emergence of this new awareness inevitably clarifies our understanding
of the dynamics of political tension in post-independence Malay society.
It might also be argued that by attending to the appearance of 'politics'
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in Malaya, and by investigating the way in which this development
mediated ideological confrontation, we raise far-reaching conceptual
questions about 'politics' and the 'invention' of politics in both post-
colonial and post-communist states.

Notes
1 See, for instance, New York Times, 3 February 1990; and Christian Science Monitor,

1 December 1989.
2 L. Febvre, The Problem of Unbelief in the Sixteenth Century (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1982), 343.
3 'Preface by Louis Dumont to the French edition of The Nuer\ in J.H.M. Beattie and

R.G. Lienhardt (eds), Studies in Social Anthropology: Essays in Memory of E.E. Evans-
Pritchard by his former Oxford Colleagues (Oxford: Clarendon, 1975), 337-9. I am
grateful to Professor James Boon for drawing my attention to this essay.

4 For this transition see, in particular, J.G.A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment.
Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1975).

5 A recent example is Robert H. Taylor, The State in Burma (Honolulu: University of
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CHAPTER 1

The Ancien Regime:
Described and Condemned

The threat presented by any type of colonialism, of course, is in part
ideological. The ancien regime of the Malay world had much to fear from
the new doctrines of liberal Europe and the attack was not merely to be
delivered by European writers. One Malay author in particular -
Munshi Abdullah - was active in undermining the Malay monarchies,
or kerajaan proposing certain new principles around which Malay
society in the future might be articulated. Moreover Abdullah's critique
is presented in such a form as to offer insights into the social system
which he sought to replace.

When the British imperial presence commenced with the acquisition
of Penang in 1786, the Malay Peninsula was divided among several
sultanates, some of which also exercised authority in the surrounding
islands. These Muslim polities possessed systems of government owing
something to pre-Islamic models. The principles and assumptions upon
which they were administered differed sharply from those operating in
post-Enlightenment Europe.

Although the British advanced gradually into the peninsula, taking
control of all the sultanates by 1914, the introduction of novel ideas and
education began to promote new division in Malay society even in the
early nineteenth century. (We shall see that the kerajaan had long been
under ideological attack from certain Islamic quarters.) This chapter
and the next examine the writings of one of the earliest liberal Malay
critics of the sultanate system. We consider first the precise way in which
this critic - Abdullah Abdul Kadir or Munshi Abdullah (1797-1854), a
language teacher to Europeans in the Straits Settlements - perceived
the 'traditional' Malay polity.

Abdullah's writings immediately reveal both the potential for vigor-
ous Malay debate and the pervasive influence of colonialism. They

10
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demonstrate that the British assault on Malaya was not merely political
and economic. The transformation of Malaya in the colonial period
involved more than the introduction of new institutions, massive
immigrant groups and powerful foreign economic interests. In the case
of the indigenous Malay community, so Abdullah's writings suggest, the
British colonial presence, through the purveying of liberal doctrines,
also entailed the subversion of the Malay monarchy.

The challenge facing the kerajaan, as presented in Abdullah's
writings, was not merely concerned with what we might today term new
policies and objectives; it demanded change in the actual structure of
Malay ideological dispute. We might call this change a process of
'politicization' although to do so requires some reconsideration of
analytical categories. In examining the pre-colonial polity, we cannot
assume the presence of 'polities'. It cannot be taken for granted that
the ideologues at the end of the colonial period -journalists, pamph-
leteers, religious writers and spokesmen for the royal courts - engaged
in the same type of ideological exchange which existed in the pre-
colonial period. As Louis Dumont noted, not all societies "have pol-
itics". The term 'politics' carries assumptions about individualism and
motivation which are not relevant to the practices of all communities.1

Abdullah's writing suggests that, at the opening of the colonial period,
the Malays formed what might be termed a 'pre-political' community
and that, furthermore, Abdullah himself not merely argued a radically
new view of society but also helped to initiate the process by which the
Malays acquired a political discourse.

Munshi Abdullah ('Munshi' means 'language teacher')2 was one of
the earliest indigenous authors to draw from western-derived concepts
to undermine the kerajaan. In fact, Abdullah's principal works, a travel
account and an autobiography, offer two types of beginning for a study
of Malay political thinking in the colonial period. On the one hand, his
writings form a juncture in Malay literature, a point at which differ-
ent traditions begin to interact with one another. Commencing with
Abdullah there took place a process of experimentation and debate in
which Malay ideologues drew upon Malay, European and Islamic phil-
osophies in order to determine an appropriate political culture for the
Malay people. The next chapter will consider in some detail Abdullah's
philosophy and the programs which he advocated for the future of the
Malays. We will examine his contribution to the creation of what
became a new discourse of politics. In this chapter Abdullah's works are
read from a different perspective. His critique of the kerajaan offers not
only a point of departure in Malay ideological development but also a
perceptive introduction to the pre-colonial polity itself. Abdullah's
critique, we will see, is in certain ways surprisingly consistent with the
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presentation of the Malay polity articulated in the writings of his courdy
opponents. Read in dialogue with certain kerajaan texts, it is possible to
identify in Abdullah's books what Ranajit Guha has referred to as
"antonymies which speak for a rival consciousness."3 The Munshi, that
is, provides a type of gloss which can actually assist us today in the
interpretation of the courtly literature.

Like many social critics, Abdullah was not an insider. Although he
wrote in Malay and was well versed in what would later be called the
classics of Malay literature, he was the subject not of a sultanate but of
the British-governed Straits Settlements. He lived in what some might
have considered hostile British enclaves in the Malay world of the early
nineteenth century. Nor was Abdullah identified unambiguously or
primarily as a member of the Malay community within the Settlements.
He was described by a contemporary as a "Tamilian of Southern Hindu-
stan" and was said to dress in the style of Malacca Tamils.4 In making
these observations, however, it should be noted that * Malay' is a
category which, as we shall see, was subject to redefinition. For
centuries, people of foreign origin had been accepted into particular
Malay communities. By changing oneself in such areas as language,
dress, customs and religion, it was possible to 'become Malay'. In the
context of the Straits Settlements and the British-protected Malay states,
the notion of a 'Malay race' (bangsa Melayu) was, over time, given
important new connotations and assumed a formidable potency. It
became a less porous category. In retrospect, Abdullah's writings can be
seen to have contributed to this new ethnicity, but it must be stressed
that his own ethnic identity was formed in the earlier, more fluid,
ethnic situation. Indeed the way Abdullah presented or defined himself
changed. In his last writings - in 1849, for instance - Abdullah used the
phrase 'we Malays' although a few years earlier he still spoke of "the
Malays", apparently excluding himself from their number.5

Munshi Abdullah, his father and his grandfather all lived in the
colonial settlement of Malacca. Of Indian and Arab background, the
family had a reputation for Islamic learning, but both Abdullah and his
father also devoted much of their lives to serving the European com-
munity. They acted as translators and language teachers to the Dutch
and English.6 During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, both
the British and the Dutch had established garrison entrepots in the
western archipelago: thus, the settlements of Bencoolen (West
Sumatra), Malacca and Penang were governed by Europeans, possessed
European institutions and became, in their way, small centres of
European civilization.

In these enclaves (to which Singapore was added in 1819) European
rule meant the sultans of the surrounding polities held litde sway.
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English or Dutch legal systems were in operation (though many of the
elements of the Malay legal codes or adatwere enforced); schools and
missionary establishments spread European ideas; and immigrants
entered freely from all parts of Asia. (By the mid nineteenth century,
there were about a quarter of a million foreign Asians in Malacca,
Penang and Singapore7.) Perhaps most important of all, both the locals
and the immigrants found in the colonies an opportunity to engage in
what today might be called social experiment. Malays or Chinese,8 for
instance, might follow certain religious or social teachings which had
been discouraged or prohibited in the independent Malay sultanates or
in China. Among the Malays (who numbered about half of the popula-
tion of these three peninsular settlements) some religious doctrines
propagated would have been considered dangerously seditious in
neighbouring sultanates. Abdullah too was conscious of these
freedoms. Although his writings are marked by obsequiousness toward
his European patrons and masters, he also revelled in the freedom to
denounce what he saw as the evils of Malay aristocratic rule.

In the Straits Settlements themselves, as Abdullah conveys with
clarity, he was in no sense an outsider. Born in Malacca, he mixed with
the Indian, Malay and European communities of that place. He studied
Tamil, Arabic, Malay and English. He was acquainted not only with
missionaries and other European men of learning but also with the
prominent Islamic teachers of the period. He studied, too, with the
learned Malays of Malacca, asking them earnestly about Malay words
and proverbs, and "reading the hikayat of early times".9 Even the re-
nowned Thomas Stamford Raffles, founder of Singapore and an elo-
quent advocate of social revolution in Southeast Asia, was well known to
the Munshi. As a young scribe, Abdullah had copied manuscripts for
the great man. Later the Munshi enjoyed high repute among many
members of the European community as a teacher, transcriber and
translator of Malay10 In assisting to facilitate trade and diplomacy and in
translating Christian scriptures, Abdullah was in one sense a cog in the
machinery of European imperialism. It might be argued, at the same
time, that his credentials as a founder of the anti-colonial movement
are equally convincing. In Malaysia today his reputation is certainly the
subject of controversy.11

As an interpreter assisting European merchants, Abdullah sailed in
1837 up the east coast of the peninsula.12 It is in his report on the
journey entitled the Voyage of Abdullah, together with the lengthy
anecdotal record he wrote of his life and times (the Hikayat Abdullah or
The Account of Abdullah'13), that we find most of the Munshi's
observations on the pre-colonial Malay polity. Both of these texts have
been edited and translated into English in recent years. Each of them
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contains a vast range of apparently rambling comment on matters other
than the state of Malay society. In the next chapter we will examine with
some care a specific section of the 'autobiography'. Abdullah's Voyage
describes his visits to Pahang, Trengganu and Kelantan. It includes
descriptions of each state, details of conversations with people he met
and a good deal of sweeping comment on the Malay 'condition'. The
fact that these states shared many features with one another and with
other Malay polities in the region must have encouraged Abdullah in
his tendency to generalize about 'the Malays'.

In religion, language, literature, manners, clothing, legal systems and
the style of their political life, Malays gave numerous foreign visitors the
impression they constituted a single community or what was sometimes
called (in the old, looser sense of the word) a 'nation'.14 These elements
of unity, however, were apparently more obvious to outsiders than to
Malays themselves. Abdullah's journal suggests that in the early
nineteenth century, Malays were concerned primarily with their
differences rather than their shared features. They did not consider
themselves to belong to what we today would consider a single political
unit and, as we shall observe, many Malays appear not to have been
conscious of themselves as members of a common race. No supreme
Malay sultanate existed. In the nineteenth century some Malay histories
certainly told of a noble sultanate once based in Malacca on the west
coast. Several of the nineteenth century rulers traced their genealogies
back to that sultanate which had lost its capital city to a Portuguese
force 300 years earlier. Johore (located in the south of the peninsula),
the nearby Riau-Lingga archipelago, Perak (on the peninsula's west
coast) and Pahang (on the east), were all, in different ways, offshoots of
the old sultanate. On the other hand, states like Kelantan, Kedah (in
the northeast) and Deli (on the coast of Sumatra) had no such connec-
tions but do not seem as a consequence to have been considered
inferior in culture or tradition.

All these Malay polities were small by the standards of mainland
Southeast Asia or Java. Some possessed a population of only a few
thousand and their royal palaces, though perhaps possessing noble
names and boasting occupants who claimed the greatest dignity, were
frequently miserable structures. Abdullah illustrates well the humble
character of at least some kerajaan. He found the dwelling of the ruler
of Trengganu, for instance, to be made of stone, of some thirty foot
frontage and built in Chinese style. The walls were "covered with dirt,
spittle, betel juice and moss".15 The housing of the common people was
even more shabby. In Pahang their dwellings were made of thatch and
Abdullah remarks that the piles of rubbish under them emitted a foul
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odour which "filled one's nose".16 Such states were not destined to
impress sophisticated visitors from Europe or China.

What foreigners did find attractive about the little Malay polities was
the opportunity to trade. Merchants sought to purchase jungle
products, spices or gold, and to distribute opium or Indian textiles in
the many villages and towns situated on rivers which often reach well
into the interior. In certain periods a particular Malay state achieved a
reputation as a relatively prosperous entrepot, but the golden age was
often short: Trengganu in the 1760s was described by a European ship's
captain as "large and very populous, abounding in good Provisions of
All Sorts".17 Abdullah's later account of the same place - with its dirt
and spittle - is much less enthusiastic.18 Pahang was seldom mentioned
in the eighteenth century, yet by 1839 a visiting British military officer
considered it "the best regulated and wealthiest of the Malayan states
on the peninsula."19 Again, the praise was awarded only in relative
terms. The phrase "best regulated" allowed for the fact that the town
presented a "miserable appearance" and the gun battery at the palace
was "in an almost unserviceable state."20

Abdullah was clearly not alone in deprecating the circumstances of
Malay life. What was unusual was the depth of his analysis of the causes
of this condition. It is in this respect that the comparison between
Abdullah's writings - the 'autobiography' as well as the 'journal' - and
those of the royal courts is revealing. In both his works Abdullah
affirms, and even illuminates, the account of the Malay politics presen-
ted in certain kerajaan chronicles and legal treatises, texts which were
often smugly despised by the type of European whom the Munshi
respected.21

Abdullah lays the blame for the miserable condition of the Malay
community on their rulers, and in doing so he implicidy acknowledges
the centrality of the ruler, or raja, in Malay life. The main reason for the
Malay situation, he suggests, is the "tyranny and injustice of the govern-
ment of the rajas, especially towards their own subjects".22 Abdullah
declares he would never wish to settle in the Malay territories which lay
beyond the British settlements: "To live close to a raja is like making
friends with a poisonous snake."23 Even after death, Abdullah relates, a
raja does not lose his power. The people of Pahang, when he asked
them why they would not change the adat or customs which (in
Abdullah's opinion) did them so much harm, explained to him that
"anyone who alters or breaks [an ancient custom] will be punished by
the magical power - the daulat- of the Rajas of old".24

This type of stress on the ruler is also encountered in European
reports of the region. In the words of two European observers, "no gov-
ernment, as we understand the word"25 existed in the Malay territories.
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Rather the people lived under "absolute and cynical autocracies"26 and
asked only one question: "What is the Raja's order?"27 It was noted that
in discussions with foreigners, Malays tended to describe themselves not
as members of a race or state but rather as subjects of a ruler. "I am the
subject of the Raja of Lingga" (Riau-Lingga) was the reply of Malays
questioned about their identity in 1836 during a British investigation
into piracy.28 It is in the literature of the sultanates, however, that the
significance of the raja in Malay society is most powerfully expressed.29

The chronicles (or hikayat, when written in prose) of the courts are
structured around royal genealogy and their subject matter is largely
the activity and proceedings of rulers and of those who carry out royal
orders. In these texts the raja is located at the hub of what we tend to
call political and social life: he is the source of honour, the bestower of
titles and gifts and the constant recipient of homage. If these chronicles
were used for instruction - and that seems likely - their audiences
would learn of the wider world always in the context of the raja. The
past was structured around the royal genealogy and so were new lands
and peoples introduced in courdy works through the agency of the
ruler. It is because he or his envoys visited or fought in a certain
country, for instance, that we encounter that country in the text. The
geographical horizons of the community, no less than its social
structure or the apparendy potent events of its past, are presented
through the prism of the raja.

Nothing conveys the centrality of the raja more clearly, however, than
the manner in which royal texts discuss his absence. The capture and
removal of a raja, for instance, is described in one chronicle in graphic
terms which evoke the anarchy which must follow:

stiff with fear there is a din of cries and frightened shouting, a sound of
wailing and weeping, all proclaiming that the raja has been captured. The
din is heard in the market place. Then all is in disturbance.30

In another hikayat, a state which possesses no ruler is said to be in
"utter confusion" (the Malay phrase is a powerful one):31 "all the people
suffer illness, and both customs and orders of procedure no longer
exist."32 In these royal texts, therefore, there is the suggestion that the
condition of being 'raja-less' is almost unimaginable. Under such cir-
cumstances the Malay term for polity, 'kerajaan , is not unexpected. The
people, as presented in these texts, do not identify themselves primarily
as members of territorial 'states' or of a 'race'. It was only in the nine-
teenth century, in fact, that these terms were defined with some pre-
cision in Malay. Built on the Malay language ke...an construction,
kerajaan has the literal meaning of the 'condition of having a rajd\
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similarly ke...an is used with the word suka, 'happy', to mean (the
condition of) 'happiness' (kesukaan).

In this context, the answer given by certain Malays in 1836 that they
were 'subjects' of the raja of Lingga asserts membership of a specific
kerajaan. In later years, the respondents would face new religious and
national claims on their loyalty: they might then describe themselves, in
the first instance, as members of the Islamic community (umat) or
Malay race (bangsa); in addition, Malays always have possessed strong
family and local affinities.

But were the rulers as pivotal in Malay life on the eve of colonial rule
as the royal texts suggest? What was the view from below? Here
Abdullah's observations are of crucial importance. Because the produc-
tion of written material in Malay polities was subject to royal censorship
and patronage, it is difficult to obtain evidence for a subaltern perspec-
tive. The declarations of allegiance on the part of the Lingga people
accused of piracy are relatively valuable instances of subaltern utter-
ance. Such statements are rare in the documentation of the pre-
colonial Malay world. It may be suggested that the potency of the raja
among commoner Malays is evoked in conditions of war, in the capacity
of an apparently ceremonial ruler to inspire political action. But here
again there is room for varying interpretations.33 Faced with such
insubstantial documentation it is ironic that Abdullah, despite his ant-
agonism toward the kerajaan leadership and values, provides real cor-
roboration of their significance in Malay society. From a court perspec-
tive he was a seditious writer yet his criticisms, no less than the court
texts, convey the implication that the raja was the dominant institution
in the Malay territories.

In other matters, too, there is a correspondence in the way Abdullah
and the court writers delineate the structure and preoccupations of the
polity. In his reflections upon the relationship between raja and subject,
for instance, the Munshi took pains to list the areas in which Malay
rulers failed to provide services for their people. The rulers, he
complains, did not maintain "law and order" in their lands, nor did
they control opium smoking or gambling. Furthermore, neither the
enforcement of cleanliness nor the provision of education received
their official patronage. "What about the smoking of opium, which
ruins mankind? What about all sorts of gambling that go on, customs
learned from the Chinese; clearly these things destroy all of God's
servants and yet they are not prohibited".34 This criticism was made with
equal disdain by European observers. The Sultan of Lingga (who
eventually came under Dutch control) was not the only Malay ruler in
the region who was described by Europeans as not willing to concern
himself with "the real issues in his kingdom."35
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Court writings do not deny such accusations. It is true that in an
often-quoted incident in the chronicle of the Malacca sultanate, the
Malay Annals, a Sultan took upon himself the task of bringing criminals
to justice. Dressed as a thief, Sultan Ala'u'd-din of Malacca is said to
have roamed the streets of his city in search of crime. Finding five men
stealing a chest he kills two of them himself and retrieves the stolen
property.36 This incident, however, is exceptional. In general, the
kerajaan texts suggest that the ruler did not interfere in such mundane
matters. Even in war his role seems essentially ceremonial. It is reveal-
ing that one of the most vigorous Malay rulers of the nineteenth cen-
tury, Sultan Ahmad of Pahang, when fighting the civil war which
divided that state in the 1850s and 1860s, is applauded by a Pahang
chronicler less for his fighting prowess or tactical skills than for his
personal appearance. Ahmad

enters the fray, accompanied by soldiers, some to the front of him, some to
the left and right of him, and some behind him. Ahmad wears the costume of
a warrior captain. He is awe-inspiring: he wears short tight Bugis trousers, a
sleeveless jacket, a decorated fez, and a sword. He carries a gun, which has
the name 'the brass one'. This weapon is endowed with great luck, and
whenever it is fired a cloud of smoke bellows forth.37

The text proceeds to relate that "the hearts of all are expanded with
joy when the Raja watches the work of his people."38 This quotation
conveys the impression that the real concerns of a raja were ceremonial
in character. After reading such descriptions, it is not unexpected to
discover that the rulers' participation in ceremonial matters is literally
termed 'work'.39 Here again Abdullah presents this participation in the
most pejorative terms. He describes the royal courts as being obsessed
with petty regulations about the display of status. He reports that in
Trengganu the 'head of customs' told him the "regulations of the
country" were merely that when you pass the house of a raja "it is
forbidden to put up an umbrella" and that you "must not wear shoes or
yellow clothes or fine muslin." Such laws, proclaims Abdullah, were
"foolish" and "useless". Why did the rajas, he asks, not concern them-
selves with matters of importance 'to all mankind', matters such as the
prevention of opium smoking.40

The Munshi had much more to say about these sumptuary laws,
which were presented in the court texts also as a central concern of
Malay 'government'. There were rules, explains Abdullah, which deter-
mined the house styles, personal dress and even boat decorations for
different ranks in society. A commoner, for example, could not build a
stone house or a finely decorated house. Not only shoes and umbrellas
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but also brass objects were prohibited. "They are afraid even to keep
fine clothing in their houses because it is said that such things are the
prerequisites of royalty".41 When a raja passed by on the road the com-
moner "was obligated to sit on the ground in the mud and filth".42

Abdullah reports that the Malay subject was prevented in fact from
possessing anything of value or doing "anything important."43 The
sumptuary laws were part of a system which discouraged the subject
from bringing about change of any type. Malays could not, explains
Abdullah, acquire knowledge or property and nor were they permitted
to "... lift up their heads and enjoy themselves."44 Abdullah considered
that the Malay raja humiliated his subjects "as though he thought of
them as animals."45 In such words the Munshi expressed a view held also
by contemporary European analysts of the Malay world that the Malay
individual possessed "no rights either of person or of property."46

Abdullah's own discussion of the humiliation of the individual will be
examined in greater detail in the next chapter. It is, in one sense
puzzling, however, that Europeans could have considered sumptuary
laws "stupid" and "useless". Such regulations had been in operation
only recently in Europe. As late as the mid-eighteenth century, for in-
stance, French women whose husbands were labourers were prohibited
from dressing in the manner of women married to masters of a craft.47

In both France and England, the statute books had contained complex
and detailed sumptuary laws. The ancien regime in Europe gave much
prominence to etiquette and ceremony.48 It was by "precedence and
rank" that the people "measure their respect and obedience" explained
Louis XIV: "one cannot, without doing harm to the whole body of the
state, deprive its head of the least mark of superiority distinguishing it
from the limbs."49 Why then were European observers of the nineteenth
century so surprised that a Malay ruler's participation in seemingly
festive occasions was dignified by the term 'work'?50 Had the memory of
'court society' in Europe dimmed or did the Malay ruler's concern with
ceremony seem particularly exaggerated? The latter appears possible.
Western envoys to the Malay world, even in the eighteenth century, had
recognized the need to respect ritual niceties in their negotiations with
the local monarchs. Merely to place a seal in the wrong position on
a letter would be regarded as a "gross insult" and the emphasis given
to correct seating and correct behaviour at a royal audience was often
remarked upon.51

Certainly no critical or embarrassed tone is employed when Malay
kerajaan writings discuss these matters of ceremony and form. Regula-
tions about dress and housing are treated as being of the greatest
importance. In the Malay Annals, for example, they are said to be the
first matters attended to in the creation of the new Muslim polity of
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Malacca. When Sultan Muhammad Shah, it is related, embraced Islam
and "commanded" every citizen of Malacca "whether of high or low
degree" to convert also,52 he bestowed tides on certain people and then
established the arrangements of his polity. He is described as having
"arranged his sovereignty."53 It was this Sultan Muhammad, the text pro-
ceeds to explain, who established the prohibitions on the use of the
colour yellow. It was this ruler who introduced the royal privilege of
possessing enclosed verandahs and metal coating on the sheath of a
dagger (keris).54 He also established ceremonies for the arrival and de-
parture of envoys and for the seating and eating arrangements for dif-
ferent ranks at royal audiences. These were the customs (called adat or
istiadat) of Malacca, the text proclaims. The account then concludes
with the judgement that Sultan Muhammad was very just (adit) in car-
ing for all his subjects. Strangers flocked to Malacca and the text seems
to imply that this, in fact, was the result of royal, ceremonial justice.55

In the legal digests of the sultanates such prominence is again given
to sumptuary regulations. The code known as the undang-undang
Melaka commences with a section on "the Custom and Regulations and
Attire of Rulers and all the Royal Prohibitions which are to be observed
by the Subjects." The section opens with the declaration: "Let it be
known to you that you are not to wear, for example, [articles of] yellow
colour, and even in the case of high dignitaries, the punishment [for
this offence] is death."56 In a code said to come from Pahang the first
section again notes that yellow curtains, yellow cushion covers and gold
tassels are privileges reserved for royalty. Their unauthorized use by
others is punished by confiscation or execution.57 What these texts
make clear is that such regulations were an integral aspect of the
sultanate. The regulations were a part of the ceremonial structure, the
adat istiadat, which is persistently presented as the first concern of the
raja. It is warm praise to state - as does a Pahang chronicle - that the
"arrangements" at a certain rajas court are excellent and the cere-
monial "fixed in the style of great rajas."58 Participation in royal cere-
monies would seem to have been very much the 'work' of a raja and the
perfect regulation of dress, house styles and social behaviour must
indeed have indicated the presence of a just and successful ruler.59 Here
then is a positive perspective on the royal preoccupation with apparent-
ly frivolous matters which so disgusted Abdullah.

The Munshi was concerned essentially with the consequences of, and
not the rationale behind, this preoccupation. In his account, the sub-
ject of a Malay Sultan is portrayed as being humiliated, treated as an
animal rather than a human. Abdullah criticizes what he saw as the dis-
couragement of individual initiative and achievement in Malay society.
(In the next chapter we will examine more closely how Abdullah's
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assumptions about the individual underpinned both his antagonism
toward kerajaan rule and his own social philosophy.)

Unlike the Munshi, the court writers present an internal, kerajaan
point of view. They are unlikely to have considered that the sultanate
demeaned the royal subject. They were less concerned about the
individual than about status. In the Malay polity, the royal ideologues
suggest, everyone held a rank and that rank was defined by a certain
style of dress, accommodation, and behaviour. Many people possessed
titles and these were often associated with particular insignia. It was the
boast of a successful Malay court that every subject was treated
according to his or her proper rank (taraf).™  To address people by the
correct title, to seat them in the proper place at an audience were
requirements of good administration. A ruler had to know and respect
the rank, the title, the 'reputation' of his subject. (The term nama was
sometimes used to convey the status and reputation of an individual.)61

In these circumstances, it is hardly surprising that refined manners
were considered to be of paramount importance for a successful ruler.
Eulogistic texts often praise a raja not only for the excellence of his
ceremonies but also for possessing a graceful or delicate personal style.
It is frequently implied that, as a result, he was able to attract multitudes
of new subjects to his well-ordered court.

The court texts, in their own very different way, agree with Abdullah
on the qualities of government which are considered of paramount
importance in the kerajaan. It is not a spectacular hygiene campaign, a
modernizing educational program or a vigorous free-trade environ-
ment which sustains a successful sultanate. One text even boasts that in
the sultanate of Bandjarmarsin in Borneo "no-one was allowed to plant
more than a few pepper trees per head . . . if more should be planted
for the purpose of making money, this would bring misery."62 Success
for a sultan evidently entailed attracting large numbers of loyal subjects
(and it was subjects rather than territory which they cared about), but
the ruler offered ceremonial rather than material rewards to these
people. Some kerajaan texts actually throw light on why Malays may
have viewed royal "government" in this manner. In its perception of the
Malay individual, this literature gives a particular significance to nama,
that is, to reputation, title or name. The polity - the kerajaan - is
presented in terms of its capacity to satisfy the requirements of nama. In
particular it is described as giving definition to nama. How one was
addressed, the clothes one wore, the type of keris one carried, and the
position one assumed at court, were all regulated by the kerajaan and
each was an indication, or demonstration, of nama.

To the modern reader, this type of concern for nama suggests a pre-
occupation with externals, with the superficial. But we cannot assume
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that kerajaan Malays saw nama in such a way. There is no evidence of
the presence in pre-colonial Malay writings of the developed sense of
interiority, of personal individuality, which is pivotal in modern socie-
ties. In reading traditional Malay works or investigating Malay society,
there are no firm grounds upon which to privilege individualism or an
individual perspective. The fact that Abdullah himself did privilege
individualism may in large part explain his condemnation of the Malay
polity. If we are today to attempt to appreciate the kerajaan perspective,
it is necessary to be as cautious of the concept of 'individual' as we must
be of 'race', 'state' or 'polities'. It might be recalled, for instance, that in
a society without a strong sense of an individual consciousness lying
beneath formal codes, rituals and signs, the significance of these codes
must have been greatly enhanced.

In such a society of what Richard Sennett has referred to as 'Public
Men',63 the old Malay dictum that "life is contained within custom
(adat)" would have possessed a profound significance. Transgressions
of custom had to be deeply damaging. To be spoken to incorrectly
would be understood as a profound insult likely to cause offence of a
type analogous to what we might today consider psychological pain.
This power of language can be seen, for instance, in the Malay Annals
when the text describes what some modern readers have misleadingly
called a 'contract' between the founder of the Malacca ruling line and
his new subjects.64 The latter swear never to be disloyal (derhaka) but
also request (it is not a condition) that they themselves should never be
"disgraced or reviled with evil words." In the case of a serious offence,
the subjects submit, the sentence of death was preferable to punish-
ment by 'evil words'.65 To rank penalties in this way is understandable
only when we recall the significance which Malay writings attribute to
nama and the consequences this would have for all social interactions.
Equally, when another text bases its praise of a particular polity on the
ground that among all the ruler's subjects "no person's nama was
wronged",66 the statement again becomes more intelligible when we
treat 'individualism' as a problematical category. To allow 'free play' to
the category of nama, it is indeed necessary, in the words of Jacques
Derrida, to "pass beyond man and humanism."67

Furthermore - and again this is not the impression given by Abdullah
- what might be called the nama system cannot be assumed to have
been static. In his stewardship of nama, the raja was not engaging in a
status system held in equilibrium. Malay writings suggest that the sub-
ject could improve his nama through loyal service to the raja and that
one of the signs of an enhanced nama was a new title. In this circular
arrangement, an able raja who wished to enhance his own nama reward-
ed his loyal subjects by lifting their status (by giving them higher titles)
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and, as a consequence, attracted large numbers of subjects to his court.
The talented subject who possessed extraordinary physical or mental
strength might find an outlet for this 'abundance of power' (this is the
way 'talent' is sometimes imaged in Malay literature) in service to the
kerajaan. The wise ruler knew how to harness an 'abundance of powers'.
Through such mutuality, both subject and raja were able to improve
their respective namas.68

A final characteristic of this potent term is that it possessed
implications not only for life in this world but also for the hereafter.
Those who wish to enter heaven, explains the hero of the renowned
epic, the Hikayat Hang Tuah, must die with a good name (nama yang
baik).69 Similarly a Malay text from East Sumatra reminds its audience
that rank in this world is "honoured in the next".70 On the basis of such
warnings, it is not unexpected to read in the Malay Annals that "the just
raja and the Prophet of God are like two jewels in one ring." If one
recalls the "world that endures after death", explains that text, it is wise
to give devoted service not only to God but also to the raja.71 (We shall
see that such juxtaposing of kingship and Islam was viewed with
abhorrence by many, but not all, Islamic writers.)

In the literature of the royal courts, therefore, nama is portrayed as
generating action, and as doing so in ways which would eventually be
condemned by certain Islamic and European-influenced writers. Again
it is difficult to determine to what extent commoner Malays partici-
pated, and saw benefits, in this 'system'. We shall see that even before
the British colonial period, there was articulate and trenchant opposi-
tion in certain quarters. In general, however, the emphasis which
Munshi Abdullah places on the submission of the people seems
typical.72 A wary respect for a social order dominated by a royal elite is a
theme, for instance, of numerous Malay folk sayings.73 An indication of
commoner complicity in kerajaan mechanisms of control and reward is
hinted at, also, in a European 'intelligence report' of a royal audience
in Trengganu. The 1875 report emphasizes that there was "no bustling
or pushing .. . everybody seems to be contented with the position he
may have taken up."74

Europeans commented too on what they saw as a Malay passion for
titles. One of the most perceptive officials of the early British colonial
presence bemoaned the fact that Malay provincial chiefs were "never
content with the reality of power . . . they imperil it for the sake of empty
titles."75 Such statements suggest Malay subjects would not have agreed
with Abdullah in describing the sumptuary laws (so necessary to the
display of status) as "stupid", "useless" or "degrading". Regulations
about behaviour, dress or accommodation would have been seen by
these chiefs as integral parts of a status system. As the royal texts
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explain, to punish severely the unauthorized wearing of yellow, the
building of a stone house or the use of a parasol was essential to the
protection and display of nama. Sensitive to their status, the chiefs who
sought these titles would not only hope to be addressed correctly but
would also perceive sumptuary laws as helping to safeguard their
position in this world and the next.

What the court texts convey is that, at least from a kerajaan
perspective, there was nothing empty about royal tides, nothing useless
about dress and housing regulations and nothing frivolous about
ceremony. In this sense, it may be misleading to talk of the Malay
ceremonial polity as a 'theatre state'. From the point of view of
Abdullah or certain European observers the Malay ceremonial polity
would certainly have had a theatrical appearance. Looking at the Malay
sultanate from an outsider's perspective, it might well have seemed, to
use Clifford Geertz's words, that "power served pomp and not pomp
power."76 But such a stress on 'theatre' and 'pomp' runs the risk of
suggesting that there was something hollow about the Malay polity.77

Whatever the outsider's perception may have been, from within the
kerajaan, 'pomp' itself is likely to have been understood in highly
significant terms.

To appreciate the substance of this ceremonial polity, it is necessary
to look behind or through the pomp to see what significance the
ceremony and regulations of the kerajaan possessed for its royal
subjects. (I say 'significance' because it makes the question as open as
possible. To ask about the specifically political significance of pomp, for
instance, immediately narrows the field of inquiry.) In particular, we
need to ground the ceremonies as securely as possible in the royal
ideology enunciated in the court texts. In this ideology the concept of
nama is critical. When we consider the delineation of the individual in
Malay court texts the urgent importance of ceremonial (adat istiadat)
and of the 'condition of having a raja' is unmistakable.

In kerajaan ideology, royal subjects understand what we might call
their identity and purpose in terms of rajaship. In describing the
bonding relationships between ruler and subject in kerajaan ideology
we must be cautious even of using language which assumes the subject's
distinct and separate identity. The notion of lives "contained within
custom" and the image of namas embedded in royal ceremonial
structure suggest that, according to kerajaan ideology, individual Malays
were seen almost as portions rather than subjects of kingship. In these
circumstances the expression of anxiety about being 'raja-less9, the fear
of the 'utter confusion' which reigns in the absence of kingship, is
understandable. It is equally important to examine the terms in which
Malay texts make strong injunctions against treason (derhaka).
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The act of treason is not only punished with dramatic severity but is
often described with an abhorrence that suggests bewilderment, as well
as condemnation. Even in a case of a royal official who learns that his
sultan has slept with his wife, treason is described by the Malay Annals as
unthinkable. The text states that at the time of his encounter with the
sultan, the official had many supporters with him and could easily have
killed the ruler. But because the official was a Malay subject, "he would
not waiver in his loyalty to the raja."78 In such injunctions against
treason - injunctions, of course, which were not always obeyed - Malay
ideologues seem to have been engaged in much more than the
production of propaganda designed to protect their patron. They were
perhaps alluding also to the possibility that destroying the raja entailed
the destruction of one's own integrity. Treason would bring "utter
confusion" simultaneously to both the community and the individual. It
would radically affect one's position not only in this life but also the
hereafter. It would entail a loss of identity. To continue to employ terms
we might use today, treason would be perceived as a type of
psychological and spiritual suicide.

The Malay ceremonial monarchy, therefore, was in no sense a
frivolous institution. Nor does the stress on the role of pomp and
theatre (which is found in all contemporary accounts of the kerajaan)
mean that the monarch ignored the "struggles and processes"79 of
power in the polity. There was no opposition between power and pomp.
The kerajaan ideology, as portrayed in court writings, informed the
operations of power. We shall see that during the nineteenth century
this ideology was only one of a number of competing ways of perceiving
society and social action. The competing ideology advocated by Munshi
Abdullah portrayed society very much in the type of liberal, political
terms with which we are familiar today. Even the kerajaan doctrines,
however, with their stress on ceremony and preparation for the
afterlife, did not deny but rather gave meaning and direction to such
mundane pursuits as commerce, war, and the struggle for preferment.
In kerajaan texts, just as in the comments of Abdullah and other
observers, Malay rulers are seen to be no less experienced in intrigue
and as desirous of financial advantage as kings or presidents in other
parts of the world.

Where the kerajaan concepts provided additional understanding,
however, is in the light they throw on the reasons for engaging in
commerce, war or any seemingly political action. They cast light, for
instance, on such specific issues as why one ruler rather than another
attracted followers and, as we shall see, on such phenomena as the royal
persecution of wealthy merchants or the struggle which developed
between rajas and religious scholars. In illuminating motivation in this
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way the kerajaan concepts also draw attention in a general sense to the
character of social action in pre-colonial society. They remind us, for
instance, that this was a society in which 'polities', as we today under-
stand the term, would be considered an alien phenomenon.

Nama, adat istiadat and kerajaan, as key terms in an ideology which
shaped the thought and actions of at least some members of the pre-
colonial Malay polities, suggest a 'political' culture very different from
that of liberal Europe. Malays owed their primary allegiance not to a
territorially defined state, or even an ethnic or religious unity, but
rather to a royal personage. They defined themselves as subjects of a
sultan. Indeed some Malay writings suggest that the royal subject's
being, what we could call his individuality, was defined largely in terms
of an official title and status in a royal hierarchy. The kerajaan polity, so
Abdullah and the court writers suggest, was not perceived as an
association of individuals, each seeking personal fulfilment ("lifting up
their heads" and "doing something important") and each capable of
contributing to the organization of the whole. The kerajaan in its
structure and purposes gives the impression of reflecting long-standing
and transcendent principles. {Adat, as Abdullah knew, could never be
altered.) The kerajaan is not presented in Malay writings as the time-
bound product of the rational manoeuvrings of its individual citizenry.
In the ceremonial Malay polity there was no tradition of political
engagement, of the individual participating actively in the creation and
running of the administrative process. Indeed there is no specifically
secular sphere in which such engagement might occur: though Malays
would not have made such a distinction, the kerajaan might better be
described as a religious sphere and system.

To apprehend a political culture informed by such concepts as nama,
adat istiadat and kerajaan, and lacking critical modern notions relating
to the state, ethnicity, the individual, government and politics, clearly
requires on our part a degree of imagination. To understand the
indigenous critique of this political culture, it is necessary to postulate
an 'insider's' interpretation, and for this reason we seek to identify 'key
terms' and speak of a kerajaan 'system'. Although tending to exaggerate
the degree of ideological coherence or closure which is likely to have
existed in the pre-colonial policy, this approach nevertheless helps to
educe an image of a social formation very different from that of
societies with which we are most familiar today. It provides keys to
reconstructing the rationale lying behind the 'ceremonial polity' which
was so roundly condemned by Abdullah.

A further way of making sense of the kerajaan entails investigating
other political traditions in a comparative manner. Abdullah perhaps
had not travelled or read widely enough to have access to comparative
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knowledge; however, the Europeans who commented harshly on what
they saw as a Malay preoccupation with ceremony might have found
analogues of the Malay polity not only in published accounts of Burma,
Thailand and other parts of Asia80 but also in the ancien regime of
Europe. In Versailles, as Norbert Elias has explained, the loss of
'honour' was greatly feared. French people too attended the royal court
to ensure their "spiritual salvation, their prestige as court aristocrats, in
short, their social existence and their personal identity".81 Abdullah's
descriptions and critique of Malay "court society" (to use Elias' phrase)
could therefore be considered in the context of a wider, intercultural,
analysis of social formations.

The subversion of the kerajaan (a process in which both Abdullah
and others engaged) might also be examined against a broader back-
ground. To employ the mode of analysis adopted by Antonio Gramsci,82

the kerajaan would have been perceived by its Malay opponents to be a
hegemonic ideology. (Loyal subjects of the Malay rulers, of course,
would view the monarchical system not in this way but in vastly less
cynical terms.) Attempts at ideological subversion, at what Gramsci
terms a 'passive revolution' or 'war of position', were in fact pursued
from more than one direction. We shall see, for instance, that over a
number of centuries, certain Islamic writers had both questioned the
ontological foundations of the Malay polity and advocated alternative
doctrines regarding the person and the community.

The concern of the next chapter, however, will be to examine in close
detail Abdullah's attack on the kerajaan. We will pause to consider the
intellectual foundations of his critique and also attempt to outline what
might be termed the programs of reform which he advocated. The
more closely we interrogate Abdullah's writings, the better we see the
ideological turbulence developing behind the apparent inertia of
colonial Malay society. British Malaya, it is true, was disturbed neither
by large-scale rebellion nor mass protest movements, but the differ-
ences between the kerajaan and its ideological enemies were funda-
mental in character. Moreover, the ways in which these differences were
both resolved and debated has an interest extending well beyond the
Malay Peninsula.
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CHAPTER 2

Establishing a Liberal Critique

How we assess Abdullah's writing and influence must affect our entire
view of late nineteenth-century Malay society. This chapter suggests that
his work forms a point of departure for a liberal critique of the kerajaan,
a critique which proposed new ways of thinking about political life and
urged the primacy of 'race' over raja as a focus of communal loyalty and
identity. Much recent historiography plays down such indications of
social dislocation in the first century of British involvement on the
Malay Peninsula. Despite the fact that Penang had been under colonial
administration since the 1780s and that vast economic, bureaucratic
and communication changes had taken place during the 1800s, some
scholars judge that only in the twentieth century did "accelerating
processes of social change" develop in Malay society.1 Abdullah's works
are vital in judging such a conclusion, because it is certainly the case
that no other writer of the period can rival Abdullah as a possible
nineteenth-century founder of Malay modernism.

One reason given for denying Abdullah's importance as an exponent
of passive revolution is the suggestion that he exercised his principal
impact on only a "section of the European community."2 His postulated
audience is also sometimes described as having been "European not
Malay"3 and the Malays themselves are said, even today, to "have
difficulty appreciating Abdullah".4 He is accused of a lack of patriotism
and of "disloyalty" to the Malays because of his "extreme Anglophilia"5

and it is observed that he "left behind him no school of writers".6
Against this view, certain Malay writers describe the Munshi as the
"father of modern Malay literature".7 Similarly his criticism of the
sultanates is often presented as being unprecedented in Malay writing.
One Malay literary specialist (who later became the leader of a
prominent socialist party)8 has even suggested that Abdullah's books
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mark a "structural change" between the "feudal world" of the old court
hikayats and the "broader and realist world of democracy."9 Our discus-
sion of the Munshi's account of the sultanate in the last chapter already
provides support for placing him in the front line of the ideological
revolution against the kerajaan. In the following pages we shall note
a range of preoccupations in Abdullah's writings, but they contain,
in particular, certain liberal doctrines, components of a creed which
helped to set both the agenda and the idiom of Malay political debate
right up to the 1990s.

The contrast between perceptions of Abdullah as revolutionary, on
the one hand, and disloyal Anglophile, on the other, may itself be less
sharp than the rhetoric of academic disagreement suggests. No single
voice, it might be argued, is univocal. In Abdullah's case, however, it is
precisely because he was radically opposed, or disloyal, to one group of
Malays - the traditional elite - that he might be described as a rev-
olutionary. Also his Anglophilia, which cannot be denied, was an
integral part of that radicalism. It is true that Europeans read Abdul-
lah's works and translated them into English. As he himself anticipa-
ted,10 they probably used his texts to practise their own Malay. They
must also have found the contents of his writings attractive. In the * auto-
biography', he provides one of the most detailed and lively accounts of
the Straits Settlements - its government officials, missionaries and trad-
ers as well as many of the best-remembered events - during the early
nineteenth century. Anyone able to offer, as Abdullah does, intimate
pen sketches of such imperial heroes as Thomas Stamford Raffles could
not fail to obtain a readership among the Europeans who continued to
live in the shadow of that much esteemed man. Abdullah, however,
addressed not just an English but also a Malay audience, and one in
whom he placed hope for the future reform of the Malay community.
The evidence for this view is found partly in his own rhetoric. It is true
that there is little sign of a 'school of writers' surrounding Abdullah.
Nevertheless he did have an immediate impact on a school of adminis-
trators and it is possible also to detect numerous lines of influence
leading from Abdullah to the ideologues of the early twentieth century.

In what sense precisely was Abdullah an innovatory, revolutionary
writer? His denunciation of the rajas and what he described as their
oppressive customs and practices has a strongly seditious flavour. But
Abdullah did not merely criticize the rajas. In their own way, his books
also presented Malays with a scheme of reform. He presents what might
be described as a positive program, the elements of which were antici-
pated in chapter 1. The sumptuary laws are described by Abdullah as
suffocating the individual subject. Under Malay rule a person could do
nothing of importance, nothing "important" (besar). If a man was "seen
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to have property and a good livelihood", Abdullah explains, "at once
some charge or other is trumped up against him until he is ruined and
his property exhausted."11 Where rajas ought to have been concerned
about their subjects, according to the Munshi, was in matters of hy-
giene, the control of gambling and opium smoking, and, most import-
antly, in education. As it was, Abdullah found Malay rulers in general
to be "ignorant" and "uneducated".12 Good government, he believed,
would make Malays cleaner, healthier, better educated and more pro-
ductive. In particular, they would be able to live in a society which
rewarded rather than penalized "hard work",13 a society which also
offered security of property. Abdullah's ideal society would not be an
aristocratic community with a hierarchy based on royal favour. The
British-governed territories were Abdullah's model, and in his assess-
ment, they appear far more radical than the society of metropolitan
Britain. In the colony, he explained, "we can sit with rajas, and if we are
rich, we can build houses and wear clothes just like rajas."14

Summed up in this way such social views, although familiar enough
today, are utterly remote from the concerns of the kerajaan. Certain of
the Munshi's notions of the polity, of government, of economic life,
and of education would indeed have been difficult for Malays to
comprehend. In these matters and in his belief that government
policies should foster the individual's powers of reason, Abdullah's
views bear similarities with those of such European liberal thinkers as
the eighteenth-century Scottish philosopher, Adam Smith.

The suggestion of a link with Adam Smith is not far-fetched. The
Munshi was, for a period, in close contact with Stamford Raffles whom
we know was much impressed by Smith.15 But Adam Smith may be
significant in a further sense. In examining his philosophical writing,
Albert Hirschman has stressed the way in which the ideas of the Wealth
of Nations emerge out of the discourse on human passions and interests
in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europe. The debate about the
control and counteracting of human passions is today largely forgotten
because Smith established a new paradigm which collapsed all human
passions into material self-interest and presented that interest not as
threatening but as promoting the general welfare.16 Just as the Wealth of
Nations is grounded in a view of human nature, so it might be suggested
that Abdullah's perception of the individual holds a central position
within his own particular 'social philosophy'.

A new concept of 'the individual' is enunciated, for instance, in
what might best be described as the 'epilogue' to the Munshi's
autobiography, the Hikayat Abdullah. In these few pages, Abdullah
presents with clarity and brevity his views about Malay society. The
'epilogue', which is in fact called the 'second volume' of the book, was
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apparently written after the main text was completed but is included in
all printed editions of the Hikayat.17 It presents something of a summa-
tion of the social observations made intermittently in the course of the
earlier chapters. The * autobiography' certainly benefits from having an
epilogue. A large part of the first volume consists of detailed and
sometimes repetitious accounts of the events which Abdullah witnessed
during his lifetime. The most recent English translator and editor of
the text, A.H. Hill, complains that the author "discusses unconnected
topics in no logical order, returning again and again to his favourite
themes..."18 Although events are described in "roughly chronological
sequence", observes Hill, the Hikayat "lacks formal development."19

The epilogue opens with the statement:

When I had finished the first volume of the book for some little time I gave
myself up to thought, because I felt that the period of my lifetime had
witnessed so many strange events and several great changes in the world. I
saw customs and things which were never heard of or seen by our ancestors.
These matters gave me cause for thought. I gave particularly serious thought
to the circumstances of the Malays.20

We shall return to the matter of new customs and change. With such an
introduction, however, one might indeed expect to find in the follow-
ing pages some key to a more sensitive reading of the lengthy narration
of the first volume. As Abdullah explains, the epilogue focuses on the
mode of life of the Malay people - and the foregrounding of the Malay
ethnic group in this manner demands careful attention.

The theme of the Malay condition, of Malay 'backwardness', was to
continue for more than a century to preoccupy their leaders. In the
epilogue, Abdullah remarks that he had found over the years that the
Malay race, the bangsa Melayu, was becoming more and more "fool-
ish".21 As has been noted, he considered that the "principal reason" for
this situation was "the cruel and unjust government of the Rajas toward
their subjects." Through the following pages he repeats, in a relatively
systematic fashion, the charges against the kerajaan system which are
scattered throughout both his 'first volume' and his account of the voy-
age to the eastern peninsular states. In a few paragraphs of recapitula-
tion he emphasizes the oppression of the rajas:

I have mentioned the injustices of the rajas because it is always the custom of
the Malay ruler to despise his subjects, as though he thought of them as
animals. Whenever a common man meets his ruler he is obliged to squat on
the ground in the mud and filth ... The laws and punishments which he
imposes on his subjects depend solely on his own private whim ... He keeps
hundreds of debt-slaves, men who have brought ruin to the common folk,
murdering people with no more compunction than killing an ant.. .M
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In other passages he itemizes the rulers' failure to control their rapa-
cious children, their refusal to encourage education, the ill effects of
the sumptuary laws and many other old customs, and the consequences
of discouraging individual enterprise and capital accumulation.

Abdullah advocates far-reaching changes. Look at the English, he
says, they once "wore animal skins, lived in mud huts, daubed their
arms and legs with blue paint and walked about with dishevelled hair."
But in time, the English exchanged old customs for new ones: "If you
say that your present customs are good ones and do not need to be
changed then the English should return to painting their limbs blue
and to discarding their present clothing in favour of animal skins."23

The world is moving forward, he implies, but the Malays are becoming
"like a piece of land trodden under foot by all those races of mankind
which are on the move."24 Again we meet here this notion of transition,
of movement.

This epilogue to the Hikayat cannot easily be accused of lacking
"formal development". The anecdotal style, which sometimes reminds
us of the long-established hikayat style encountered in many court
writings, is now abandoned. The way the argument is elaborated, in
particular the frequent use of the conjunction 'because', and the use of
subordinate clauses, gives the 'second volume' the character of an essay
or treatise. (It also distinguishes Abdullah's writing from the predomin-
antly paratactic style of most hikayat literature.25) Why, Abdullah asks,
had Malays become "more and more stupid":

I considered the matter carefully in my mind and came to the conclusion
that there were several reasons for this state of affairs, but that the main one
was the oppression and tyranny of the Malay rulers, especially towards their
own subjects.26

The point had been reached, Abdullah explains, "where Malay hearts
had become like soil which no longer receives nourishment and
therefore nothing at all can grow." In such hearts the "growth of
industry, of education, of knowledge and of skill is not possible."27

Abdullah is arguing, and by means of metaphor. In the conclusion of
the epilogue, he again draws a parallel with nature when he pleads for
the education of Malay youth as a means of assisting the race. The
statement is highly significant. "Intelligence" (akal) and "thought", he
explains, should be able to flourish like a tree:

the growth of human beings (manusia) is to be compared with that of trees.
Just as the young tree whose branches grow and multiply will later bear much
fruit, so education of the young human produces fine benefits in later life.28
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Individualism

This presentation of the individual as the tree developing through time
is central to Abdullah's philosophy. It underpins the argument of the
epilogue; it lies behind both Abdullah's condemnation of the kerajaan
and his program of education; and it is critical to understanding the
idiom in which he wrote. Such a perception of individualism is certainly
a far cry from the hierarchical nama identification elaborated in most
kerajaan texts. The pre-colonial writings, it is true, did not portray
humans as merely statuses: the size, the talents, the powers, and the
passions of an individual might be mentioned but they are described
almost in the same manner as the style of a person's costume. They are
layered upon the person like items of clothing. What one does not
encounter in the kerajaan literature is a sense of the individual as an
interior self existing, developing and experiencing through time. The
Malay community of 'Public Men' gives little indication of the existence
of a private scale of values or a private self encountering the wider
world. Although human passions are recognized they are not encour-
aged. The individual, the royal texts declare, must act in accordance
with a seemingly immemorial Malay custom (adat), must not be arro-
gant or assertive, must not make himself or herself big (membesarkan
diri) e29 What the Malay subject is encouraged to do is to consider and
foster his or her nama. The avenue for the advancement of nama, so
some court writings state, is through loyalty and service to the raja. It is
significant also that such a perception of the individual is implicit in the
literary style of those royal writings. To the modern reader these works
present a lack of characterization; the dialogue often appears conven-
tionalized and the authorial voice seems impersonal. There is no
individual narrator, no unmistakable indication of a literary coherence
grounded in a single perspective or mind.30 As suggested in chapter 1, it
is in the raja, or in a royal genealogical line, that the apparently diverse
anecdotes which form the substance of most Malay texts find a unity.

The image of the human as a growing tree, shooting branches and
bearing fruit, thus suggests a dimension of individuality apparendy not
yet explored in the kerajaan world. Not all aspects of the discussion of
individuality, however, would have been incomprehensible to kerajaan
Malays. In stressing the radical character of Abdullah's views, it is
important not to discount the common ground that existed between
him and a more conservative Malay audience. His rhetoric and
language sometimes draw heavily on traditional Malay literary culture,
and in doing so cast light not only on his own thinking but also on the
type of audience for which he wrote. He employs terms, for instance,
which had ideological potency in kerajaan writings and probably in the
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minds of a good number of his readers. Thus, in writing of the
individual, he acknowledges the significance of nama in Malay thinking
by quoting the old adage that it is "better to die with a nama which is
good than to live with a nama which is evil."31 He recognizes the power
of the term again when pleading with the Malays to change certain
aspects of their customs (adat): "If a man passes from ignorance to
knowledge is it really possible," he asks, "that his nama could be
damaged?"32 (The answer might well have been *yes • We should not
dismiss the possibility of an element of playfulness in Abdullah.)
Despite the fact that the Malay concern for nama is encountered in
Abdullah's writing, however, what he does not do is link the word to the
royal court. Royal preferment, in his works, is not the avenue for
enhancement of nama: he certainly stresses the presence of the indi-
vidual lying beneath nama and one immediately wonders what oppor-
tunities he saw for this individual in the context of the Straits
Settlements or the Malay race.

A further area of common ground between the Munshi's writing and
Malay tradition appears to be the tree metaphor itself. Not surprisingly
in a rural community, various Malay proverbs compare trees with
humans or families.33 Also, as Abdullah himself notes in his Voyage, when
a child was born, sometimes a tree was planted so that in later years the
adult would describe his age as the "age of the tree".34

In grappling with the notion of the developing individual, therefore,
Abdullah could be seen as applying a well-known trope to a new
concept. By employing the image of the growing tree, he also explains a
novel and potentially startling idea in terms with which his audience
might have been familiar. Was this merely a rhetorical device or did it
reflect Abdullah's own intellectual debts to Malay culture? His early
conversations in Malacca with learned Malays (discussed in the previous
chapter), asking them about their language, and his "reading [of] the
hikayat of early times", would have helped form his thinking. Nama,
after this experience, might well have become a potent concept for
him. On the other hand, Abdullah's talent for rhetoric is equally
evident. There is at least an element of literary flourish, for instance, in
the way he spells out one aspect of individualism by reversing an old
maxim. The caution against arrogance or * making oneself great'
{membesarkan diri) is so common in traditional Malay writing that it is
unlikely to be a coincidence when Abdullah uses the same word, besar,
to the opposite purpose. When he actually deplores the fact that in
Malay society the individual was deterred from doing things which are
great (besar), the Munshi gives the impression that he is attempting to
arrest the attention of his readers.
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In such statements we see not only Abdullah's familiarity with Malay
culture but the extent to which he addressed a specifically Malay
readership. Just as with his frequent quoting of Malay sayings and his
use of traditional Malay writing conventions, rhetoric of this type signals
both a degree of cultural tension in Abdullah's encounter with new
Western ideas, and a possible determination to influence a Malay
audience. The latter is an aim he himself spells out at the end of the
book when expressing the hope that the Malays will "take to heart the
advice I have offered them."35 It is revealed also in the "advice" para-
graphs which are peppered throughout the work. These paragraphs,
which tend to be located at the end of chapters, each commence with
the word nasehat (advice), and contain exhortations to study hard, to
rule justly, and to be prudent. In all but two cases the nasehat are
directed explicitly at the Malay community.36

A degree of cultural or ideological tension in Abdullah's writing is to
be expected even on the basis of his own narrative. The study of Malay
tradition, as we have seen, was part of his education. The Hikayat Abdul-
lah mentions that he had read widely in kerajaan literature and that at
the feet of the "learned Malays", with whom he read the old hikayat, he
learned "many Malay words, rare names, proverbs, sayings, and fine
combinations of words."37 Even in this statement, however, he seems to
be suggesting, correctly or otherwise, that he treated Malay termin-
ology and proverbs primarily as a rhetorical resource rather than a
foundation for his understanding of the world.

Whereas the tree metaphor and the use of nama are resonant of
traditional culture, elsewhere in Abdullah's writing his enunciation of
individualism is as radical in its style as in the message itself. In the
Munshi's mode of presentation, the idea of the developing and
experiencing self is no less pervasive than the idea of the raja in court
literature. It is evident, first, in Abdullah's persistent use of the strongly
personal pronoun aku (T), which even today in Malay society is used in
the family and among close friends. This is one of the most
revolutionary features of his writing. Traditional Malay literary
conventions not merely avoided the use of the first person pronoun but
even encouraged anonymity of authorship.38 There had admittedly
been some sign of change before Abdullah's time. Early in the
nineteenth century, the author of a Malay account of Bengal, a text
which displays some of the characteristics of a modern travel diary and
may have been read by Abdullah, stated his own name in opening the
text.39 As the modern editor of this Bengal account explains, however,
the writer of the text "recedes rapidly into the background and it is only
on rare occasions that we discern some break in his authorial
anonymity"40 There is no such hesitation in Abdullah's style. He opens
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his Voyage with the announcement that "this is the story of the journey
of Abdullah Abdul Kadir Munshi."41 He closes with several personal
statements including the declaration that "I have not said a tenth of
what I might have said about the differences between Malay and
English customs, for if I were to tell everything then those responsible
for the situation would be frantic."42

The 'autobiography', too, commences with a personal statement.
Abdullah makes the revealing admission that a European friend had
"urged me strongly to give an account of my history and all the events
of my life."43 But it is the actual title of this work which conveys most
effectively the extraordinary nature of the project in relation to
previous Malay writings. The title would have startled Malay readers.
The term hikayat ('story' or 'account'),44 once reserved for works
written in an impersonal voice - works which are often anonymous in
authorship and generally focused on a particular kerajaan - was now
coupled with the name of the individual author himself. Far from being
anonymous or even politely reticent, the author is declared to be the
explicit subject of his own composition. Anyone as familiar as Abdullah
was with the ra/#-focused literature of the Malay courts would certainly
have been aware of the aggressive, even seditious message conveyed by
this title.

A second way in which the new individualism is announced in
Abdullah's style involves his concern for characterization. Lengthy
descriptions of prominent figures such as Raffles, Sultan Hussain of
Singapore ("his small head and neck buried under so much fat that it
looked as if he had no neck"45) or the Resident, John Crawfurd ("tight-
fisted and gave himself airs"46) have led the translator, A. H. Hill, to
remark that the "great value" of the text "lies not in the dry record of a
period well served by the chronicler and the annalist, but in the
intimate pen-pictures he gives of the personalities of his time."47 Few of
the "great men of the day in Malacca and Singapore", Hill concludes,
possess "any more discerning appreciation of their character than that
found in the pages of Abdullah's life story."48

Again this feature dramatically distances Abdullah's work from
traditional Malay writings. Although scholars have sometimes attemp-
ted to identify what they consider to be examples of successful charac-
terization in kerajaan literature, the results are not convincing.49 This
central category of European literary criticism seems inapplicable to
the Malay texts which lack what John Bastin has described as a
"personality base". The Malay works do indeed seem to provide, in
Bastin's words, no "real idea of what [the individuals they refer to]
thought as distinct historical beings."50 Moreover, they are written in a
language which, as the distinguished Malay scholar, Za'ba, has
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explained, possessed no exact equivalents for the modern English
terms 'personal' and 'personality'.51 In traditional Malay writings, we see
little evidence in particular of the type of personal or character analysis
in which Abdullah engaged when describing Raffles. "What I
particularly noticed," observes Abdullah, "was that everything about
[Raffles], his work, words, intelligence, deportment, and kindness
unmistakably denoted that here was a man of ability and great
discretion."52

Telling the story of his own life, his travels and his encounters,
Abdullah writes persistently in the first person. It is his authorial pres-
ence which provides continuity and connectedness to the anecdotal
material of both the Hikayat and the Voyage. This personal voice streng-
thens the sense of authenticity and realism so often noticed in his
narratives. Certainly, there are passages of vivid description in earlier
court writings: even the sardonic scholar-official, Sir Richard Winstedt,
wrote glowingly of them in his History of Classical Malay Literature.55 But
Abdullah's accounts of events such as the dramatic demolition of the
Malacca Fort in 1807 or of Raffles' departure for England, and his
description of the life and work of the missionary training college and
the social conditions of the east coast peninsular states, possess an
immediacy, or a 'realism', not encountered in the traditional literature.

In arguing that Abdullah was "the first writer in Malay to bring
realism to this art", the English translator of his autobiography
accurately identifies the significance of the author's humanism. The
Munshi was the first writer in Malay to "see events of everyday life from
the standpoint of the common experience of mankind and not through
the spectacles of legend and romance."54 There is subtlety in Hill's
analysis because he refrains from asserting a reality to which 'realistic
representation' corresponds. He grounds Abdullah's realism in the
author's individual, human perspective, and indeed the passages of
personal observation and reaction are those which best convey the
novelty of Abdullah's style.

To take two examples: it is, first of all, the Munshi's presence at the
scene of the blowing up of the huge Malacca fort which characterizes
his description of the event.

There was confused shouting and people said that four or five people had
been killed by pieces of rock. Then everyone ran forward together. I too ran
to see what had happened, because I had been warned by my mother to go at
least half a mile away. When I reached the house, I found a Pulicat Indian
named Abdul Satar who had been having a meal when he was struck and
wounded on the temples by a rock. When I went inside I found Basir. I could
see only his legs. His body was weighed down by rocks. Some were six feet,
others four feet across.55
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It is because he actually saw the event that we learn there was "confused
shouting", that people were killed by flying rocks, that an Indian having
a meal was killed and that another man was buried by the rubble.

Secondly, when he met the missionary, William Milne, Abdullah
explains: "I wished to see what an English padre looked like and in what
style he lived."56 Abdullah was soon working for Milne and we learn not
only about the way he taught Malay to the missionary, but also about
the problems of translation, and the activities and disputes in the
mission. Milne is warmly praised: his

bearing and manner, I noticed, showed him to be a man of fine character. He
said anything he had to say in a gentle voice with a kind look on his face.
Even when he was arguing his manner remained pleasant. If we taught him
anything one month and asked him a question about it the next month he
would give a correct answer.57

In Abdullah's judgements about places, too, we encounter a style
radically different from the impersonal voice found in traditional
literature. In the Munshi's books, authenticity, it would seem, is
grounded in the author not the kerajaan. In Pahang, for instance, he
remembers: "I saw that cultivation consisted primarily of coconut and
betelnut trees: but at the time I was there coconuts had the [high price]
of eight coconuts for a dollar." At a further point he records: "I asked
where they got the gold. The people told me that the place for gold was
fifteen days inland at a place called Jelai." Again: "Of the Chinese
community in Pahang ... I heard all the children speak Chinese rather
than Malay."58 After leaving Pahang, and sailing toward Trengganu, he
declares: "I continued to give thought to Pahang: what is the reason for
the poverty and desolation of a state which had in former times
possessed a high reputation among important states."59

In this manner Abdullah begins to ponder on the different factors
which might account for Pahang's problems and here his
'individualism' has the most far-reaching consequences. He discounts
the possibility that piracy is responsible: "I have never heard of any
great country losing its trade and wealth because of pirates."60 Nor can
he find a satisfactory explanation in the poverty of the soil or the
laziness of the inhabitants. "In my opinion," Abdullah concludes, "the
reason for the poverty of the country of Pahang is that people live in
constant fear of the oppression and cruelty of the rajas and chiefs."61 In
passages of this type, even more than in the matter-of-fact observations
made in his incipient journalistic style, the presence of the author is
strongly asserted. Such reasoned analyses affirm unmistakably the
powerful presence of an individual perspective. When scholars of Malay
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literature comment repeatedly on Abdullah's persistent use of the
personal pronoun,62 they are noting only the most obvious aspect of the
radically new literary mode. The numerous Ts which punctuate the
Munshi's texts can be seen as synecdoches which draw attention to an
entire genre of writing and thought.

The literary voice, the characterization, the title of his major work are
all, therefore, in their different ways, practical expressions of the
perception of the individual which Abdullah elaborates in the
'epilogue' to his 'autobiography'. And it is this perception, of course,
which underlies not only the style and focus of his writing but also the
analysis which Abdullah makes of society in the independent Malay
states. Abdullah condemns kerajaan society essentially because it is in
conflict with the view of the individual enunciated in the tree
metaphor. On the basis of his understanding of the 'person' he blames
the rajas' tyranny for a situation in which the hearts of Malay subjects
can be compared with unfertilized soil. As a result of this tyranny the
"growth of industry, of education, of knowledge and of skill is not
possible."

Such a perception of the subject, necessarily perhaps, entails a
concept not only of individualism but also of humanity per se which
might have surprised a large portion of his Malay readers. It is
important to emphasize that Abdullah does not focus attention merely
on the Malay subject (rakyat) rather than the ruler (who stands in the
foreground of most traditional Malay writing). Nor is his analysis
limited to the broader category of race (bangsa) although, as I shall
suggest, the use of this classification is highly significant in his writing.
Abdullah is concerned also with the further seemingly universal
category of 'humanity'. The rulers' followers, for instance, are
described as not just bringing ruin to the subjects (rakyat). They also
"kill humans (manusia) as if they were only ants."63 Elsewhere, Abdullah
remarks that the injustice and cruelty carried out by the raja's children
or family is so severe that it cannot be tolerated by mankind (manusia) .M

The attributes and potential of 'man', of course, are addressed in
Abdullah's tree metaphor, but they are elucidated in other ways as well.
Thus, he explains that "man (manusia) is created by Allah in a complete
form, with intelligence (akal) and thought and character."65 In a later
passage we are told that it is language which "makes intelligence
possible for mankind (manusia)" and "increases our cleverness and
knowledge."66 What is evident is that in these passages Abdullah is
discussing not merely the royal subject, nor even the Malay, but man in
general. In manusia he is using a word of Sanskrit origin which had long
been present in Malay but is seldom employed in the kerajaan literature.
(I shall return in a later chapter to the question of its presence in
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Islamic literature.) Although the substantial Malay-English dictionary
of 1812, compiled by William Marsden,67 explains that manusiawas used
to distinguish men from genie or animals, court literature (to my
knowledge) was not concerned to explore the condition of mankind as
such. From the perspective of this genre of literature, Abdullah can be
perceived as giving a fresh emphasis to an old word.

Ambition

In his perception of man as an economic being, Abdullah's approach is
revolutionary. It is in the novelty of Munshi's humanism and
individualism, and in the centrality of their role in his observations and
philosophy, that the connection lies with Adam Smith. The new
individualism had profound implications in the economic sphere. A
concern about the potential inherent in each human individual
underlies Abdullah's anxiety about the damaging effects of the customs
and regulations of the kerajaan. Rules and arrangements, which court
literature suggests were designed for the display and protection of
nama, seemed to Abdullah to be a barrier to the fulfilment of the
person. More to the point, in terms of laissez-faire philosophy, under
Malay rule people lived in perpetual fear of losing their property. A
man "with property and money", explains Abdullah, "is not safe in
Malay territory."68 In such circumstances, it is clear that Malays could
not enjoy the fruits of their labours: unlike the situation in the British
colony, he observes, the "diligent worker"69 was not valued and could
not "build himself a finely decorated house."70

The sultanate (which endorsed a perception of the individual as
distant from the perception enunciated by Abdullah as that implied in
the mediaeval "Great Chain of Being") was able to justify suppression of
this type partly on the ground that rich men were also powerful men.
Material possessions had a significance in kerajaan culture which they
did not possess for Abdullah. In the last chapter we saw how one royal
text - a chronicle from Bandjarmarsin in Borneo - boasted that "no-
one [in that country] was allowed to plant more than a few pepper trees
per head." The text explains that if people are allowed to plant more
trees "for the purpose of making money", then it would follow that
"instructions from above would not be executed because the people
would lack respect for the king."71 Wealth, one might conclude, was
never politically neutral and, what is more, it also had immediate
implications for the status system. It is significant that the word usually
translated as 'rich', kaya (a word used by Abdullah), connotes 'power'
as well as 'property'; indeed in some Malay regions, the territorial chiefs
were called orangkaya, 'men who are kaya\72 In Malay writings we tend
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not to encounter individuals who appear to be amassing wealth for its
own sake.73 It is not surprising to be told by a linguist at the end of the
colonial period that the Malay language included no expression
equivalent to 'financial' or * economic'74.

The comments of foreign observers support the view that, for Malays,
the possession of wealth was instinctively conceptualized in terms of
what we today might term 'power'. To outsiders, Malays appeared to
differ fundamentally from certain other peoples with whom they came
into constant contact. In Sumatra, for instance, the Bataks were said to
have "frugal habits" and a "desire of collecting money," but the
"moment a Malay [became] possessed of a little money, he
entertain[ed] as many attendants as he [could]."75 In circumstances
like this, it is no wonder that rulers were suspicious of wealth. They
could not allow wealth to determine status independendy of the
kerajaan structure. A man with "property and money", as Abdullah put
it, might rapidly become a rival or, at the very least, live in a style
suggesting a social position beyond that bestowed by the raja. Wealth
could threaten, therefore, not merely the position of the ruler but also
the status of his subjects. To maintain the status system, to protect the
nama of his people, of course, was one of the principal responsibilities
of a Malay ruler.

Just as a specific conceptualization of wealth made rulers wary of
men of property so there was another quite obvious reason why the
kerajaan was not likely to foster the type of ambition for property which
Abdullah praised in the British colony. Energy and industry might well
result from the individual's desire for a "finely-decorated house" or a
lifestyle "just like that of a raja" but such ambition was also proscribed
by Malay custom. A parallel exists with St Augustine's condemnation of
the lusts for money, sex and power and, more generally, with European
thinking about 'the passions' until the century before Abdullah wrote.
Malay proverbs or maxims persistently urged moderation and
prudence. Quatrains, or pantuns, warned, for instance, that "worldly
goods evince no greed, for when you're dead they follow not."76

Kerajaan texts are invariably critical of people who succumb to their
emotions or lusts (hawa nafsu), just as they condemn those who "make
themselves big [or 'important']".77

Abdullah himself does not condone all unbridled passions. His
promotion of individualism is closely bound to an insistence on the
fostering of akal, of a sense of reason or judgement. But in the manner
of Adam Smith (and of certain Islamic authors whom we shall meet in
chapter 7 below), Abdullah sees the human individual's desire to do
something 'great' as contributing to the welfare of the whole
community. He does not use the words 'incentive' or 'motivation' but
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there can be no doubt about his desire to counter the idleness which
helped to retard the Malay community. Unlike the rajas, he explains,
the British "liked people who worked and who were determined to earn
a living and become rich and trustworthy"; a country inhabited by such
people was likely to become "populous and attract many traders."78

Abdullah wrote with the confidence and disdain of a fresh convert, but
so too did contemporary European observers. Thus, in 1837, when the
traveller, George Earl, complained that under Malay government the
people could not "enjoy the fruits of their labour" (and that their
"dissolute mode of life"79 was therefore a result of their circumstances),
he did not reveal how recently Europeans themselves had come to see
egotism as "synonymous with the public good."80

Education

Although the consequences of the new * individualism' for economic
activity are far-reaching, this was only one area of social life which
Abdullah aimed to reform with what he termed his 'advice' to the
Malay community. Just as his preferred 'social system' would
accommodate and exploit the material ambitions of the individual so it
was also intended to encourage the individual's educational develop-
ment. In his view, of course, the kerajaan did precisely the opposite.
Malays, to translate the Munshi literally, were "not allowed to change, or
increase their intelligence (akal) and their knowledge {ilmu), or to
produce anything new."81 Again, in Abdullah's view, such a policy was
opposed to the natural order. Allah had "made man (manusia) with
intelligence (akal) and thought and moral judgement: is it not proper
that this intelligence and thought should be used?"82 What Malays do,
however, is "kill"83 these faculties and follow only their instincts (hawa
nafsu) and the customs (adat) of their ancestors?

The potential inherent in the individual is once more Abdullah's
starting point. Through education the individual can grow "and bear
fruit". (We know that Abdullah was present when in 1822 Raffles made
a much-quoted speech about English education "reviving the slumber-
ing seeds of mind, and calling them to life from the winter of ignorance
and oppression".84) The rajas, Abdullah explains, did not encourage
education. In this sphere as in others, he suggests, they failed to provide
the leadership necessary if the Malays were to catch up with those other
races who were "on the move."85 What is the substance of this education
which develops the individual? It appears to be, first of all, the study of
language. "Other races in this world", explains Abdullah,
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have become great and clever because they are clever at reading and writing
and understanding their language. They also foster their language. The
Arabs and the Europeans, like the Chinese and Indians, have fostered and
valued their languages so that day by day these people broaden their
particular language, add to it, improve and beautify it.86

It is language, the Munshi suggests, which "brings into being"
intelligence (akal) in mankind and "increases" our cleverness and
knowledge. It enables men to carry out their work and improve
themselves and to teach about other people.87 In the case of "any great
race (bangsa)" the language of the people is also great "because all
matters of this world and the next are expressed in language. Every act
that is carried out, everything that is given a name is expressed in
language."88

This understanding of language as a creative force which gives birth
to intellect and expands knowledge is intriguing. It possesses some basis
in Islamic perceptions of the language of the Koran as a shaper of
minds (see chapter 7 below) and traditional Malay thinking. As Shelly
Errington has suggested in a perceptive essay on Malay literature, "the
idea that the world is real and words or language are artificial is
reversed in traditional Malay where, if anything, bahasa (language) was
real, solid, present, and almost palpable, while the world was something
which would not endure."89 Where Abdullah's analysis breaks new
ground is in the self-conscious way it focuses on the individual intellect
and on the process of change. In his writing, it is through the individual
human that language plays its creative role, and here Abdullah's
thinking is consistent with the interpretation developed by
Enlightenment philosophers in Europe. Rather in the manner of the
traditional Malay texts (and in opposition to earlier European
thinkers), influential eighteenth-century philosophers did not view
language as a mere human invention, as a tool for expressing opinions
or arguments which had already been formulated. They considered
that language was necessary to thought, that it was a condition for the
development of man's intellect and knowledge.90 To use Abdullah's
phraseology, the reforming of a race might be effected through the
fostering of its language.

The notion of language as an instrument of change might also be
seen in terms of Abdullah's own literacy. He was analysing a largely
oral/aural culture, in which only a small percentage of males was
literate and where listening was more common than reading. In such a
society one expects relatively closed patterns of thought and language.
To quote Amin Sweeney's far-reaching study of orality in the Malay
world, these are "schematic, paratactic patterns" and are employed by a
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people who, "unaccustomed to reifying speech, cannot detach them-
selves from what they know but rather identify with it."91 As a literate
himself, Abdullah was insistent that Malays should not be content with
oral skills, even when these skills were highly developed. The Malay
spoken in Pahang, for instance, he describes as "elegant and correct"92

but he is "grieved" that the country was not "full of people who knew
how to read and write."93 Successful races, he notes, are always able to
"read and write."94 The people of such races were those who tended to
broaden, add to and beautify their languages.

The link between literacy and worldly success is never fully explained
by Abdullah, but he implies that writing and reading are a pre-
condition for the reform of language and perhaps of other aspects of
life. He may have concluded this partly on the basis of experience. In
the next chapter it will be noted that Abdullah lived during, and
contributed to, the founding stages of a vigorous print industry in the
Straits Settlements. He would have observed at first hand the
consequences of an expansion of literacy. At the very least the skill must
have influenced his own thinking. In fact, recent theoretical writings95

indicate literacy gives a person a critical distance from both language
and culture. Abdullah's own ability to read and write would have
encouraged the type of reflection on society that characterizes much of
his writing.

A concern for reforming language, of course, is necessarily a
commitment to change. It implies a sympathy for novelty and this
predisposition is integral to a second aspect of Abdullah's education
program. He urges Malays to question the inherited knowledge and
customs (adat) of their ancestors and to obtain new knowledge and
skills. He describes many of the hallowed old customs as "stupid" and
"useless". He reminds his readers of the new inventions of their age, of
steam power for instance, and asks how anyone could refuse to
recognize such changes.96 Malays, he writes, were like "frogs beneath
the coconut shell who believe the shell is the sky."97 For a people whose
lives were "contained within custom" and who dared not alter custom
for fear of invoking the wrath of dead rajas, these were radical
sentiments. Abdullah was calling for what amounted to a policy of
Baconian scepticism. Like Francis Bacon, he was warning that we
must "begin anew from the very foundations." In the words of the
seventeenth-century English philosopher, there seemed no possibility
of gaining knowledge from "the childish notions we at first imbibed."98

The Munshi does not detail the new customs and knowledge which
Malays had to learn. He merely alludes to the "great changes in the
world,"99 to the "many new and wonderful matters, the works of man
that are a source of amazement and profit and happiness to all
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mankind."100 What such statements suggest, however, is the possession
of a sense of movement in the affairs of mankind, an incipient notion
of progress. The reference to other races being "on the move" also
conveys this notion and with a sense of foreboding.

The way in which the idea of 'progress' crystallized in the works of
later Malay authors is examined in a future chapter. The idea, of
course, had a powerful impact in many parts of the colonized world
outside of Malaya. It is not unexpected, however, to encounter a
suggestion of historical process alongside Abdullah's concern with the
linear development of the individual person. In regard to both
individualism and process, the contrast between Abdullah's writing and
hikayat literature is marked. It is characteristic of the court texts to offer
little indication of the passage of time in the sense of one event leading
to another. One event may certainly give the impression of following
another in time, especially in a genealogy-based text, but there is no
sense of progressive causality. The stories and descriptive passages con-
tained in such documents —  although often appropriated by modern
historians in their construction of historical narrative - are not in the
kerajaan writings themselves emplotted within a linear process.101

Equally far removed from the culture of the sultanates was the
concept of education which Abdullah employed. Malays in the
independent states were certainly taught about custom and religion:
apart from the presence of Koranic schools, we know, for instance, that
hikayats were sometimes read aloud in order to present to listeners a
"mirror of fashion" and a "pattern of good form".102 But Abdullah's
concern is not the general dissemination of community lore but rather
the education and development of the individual child. The distinction
is important for it must be recalled that childhood itself is not a
universal concept. In traditional Malay literature the process of
4growing up' is given little significance. One hikayat is typical in
summing up the transition to adulthood of a principal protagonist by
the phrase sudah besar, that is, having previously discussed him as a
child, later in the text it is merely announced that the person
concerned was now "already big (or adult)".103 As was the case in
mediaeval Europe, Malays appear to have depicted the child as a "man
on a smaller scale".104 In the spirit of the Enlightenment, however,
Abdullah explicitly presents education in terms of the development of
the child. Childhood is treated as a special period. "When is the time
for study?" the Munshi asks, "is it not appropriate that this time should
be the period of childhood and youth."105 It is in their youth that the
branches of trees grow and multiply. "Such is the human condition: the
child who is given education when young will obtain benefits when
older."106 Although Abdullah makes clear that these benefits are going
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to be to the advantage of the entire Malay people, it is specified that the
means to this end entails the education of the individual intellect.

The intellect itself, akal, is a dynamic component in Abdullah's
analysis. It is central to the process of education and to his perception
of the person. Akal is presented by Abdullah as being in opposition
both to hawa nafsu ('lust' or 'instinctual desire' or 'passion') and to the
adat ('customs') of old. He bemoans the fact that Malays have "killed"
their a&a/and follow only their instincts and their custom.107 There is an
implication here that in Abdullah's thinking the ambitions which
inspire men to work hard for material gain are tempered by, or even a
product of, akal. They are certainly not portrayed as being in conflict
with akal in the manner, for instance, of hawa nafsu (passion). The
kerajaan writers, too, disapproved of hawa nafsu as a principle of action
but the 'customs of old' appear in their texts as a restraint on human
passion rather than as a competing evil.108 In Abdullah's work, it is akal
which acts as the restraining force and the fostering of akal'is thus a key
to what we would call social control.

The word akal was not a recent addition to Malay vocabulary, but
there are indications that its use changed over time partiy as a result of
influences from the West. Borrowed from Arabic, akal had long been
used in Malay to suggest (in the words of an eighteenth-century
dictionary) "acuteness, cunning, understanding, judgement".109 A per-
son who was considered insane had "lost his akaV\U0 If we examine the
Arabic language of the Koran, the noun is not employed but the verb
caql is repeatedly used to convey 'understand'.111 Particularly in the
nineteenth century the noun seems to have been used with growing
frequency and with the sense of 'rationality'. It has been observed, for
instance, that during this period, 'reason' was cited increasingly in
Koranic interpretation.112

The details are not essential for the present purpose, but recent
scholarship suggests Islamic writings produced in the Malay world of
the nineteenth century (or at least available and circulating there) were
influenced by this development.113 The various Islamic teachers who
instructed Abdullah as a boy may have been inspired by this growing
concern for rationality. When the Munshi reflects on his early training
in the Hikayat Abdullah, for instance, it might be more than a
coincidence that he remembers one Arab Syed for having promoted in
him 'good thoughts' and akal.11* Was the term akal perhaps deliberately
chosen to convey the type and style of teaching offered by that Arab
scholar? Certainly the way Abdullah discusses akal is consistent not
with its use in kerajaan literature but rather with the connotation of
rationalism which tended to be attributed to the word in some
contemporary Islamic writings.
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Although in traditional writings a person might be said to possess
'understanding' or 'judgement', the new signification involved an
assertion of the primacy of individual reason and judgement. The
fostering of akal might now be seen as the key to reading the Holy Book
or to the control of human passion in society. It is a shift in emphasis
which is unlikely to have been generated entirely from within Islamic
philosophy. The argument has been made that the 'rationality' of the
nineteenth-century Middle Eastern thinkers was stimulated by an
encounter with the writings of the European Enlightenment.115 More
immediately, Abdullah himself was reacting not only to the religious
instruction of his earliest years but also to the powerful European
element in the intellectual climate of the Straits Settlements. In writing
of reason no less than of other aspects of the new individualism,
Abdullah's position is consistent with that held by such local exponents
of liberal thought as Thomas Stamford Raffles. As the next chapters
suggest, the Munshi's understanding of 'reason' is also likely to have
been stimulated by his long encounter with the missionaries of the rival
creed, Protestantism, who were active during the early 1800s in the
colonial enclaves.

Race

Whatever the origins of Abdullah's views may have been, his contribu-
tion to a new Malay language or discourse of social thought is undeni-
able. His discussion of the individual - of aku (T) and akal ('reason') -
no less than his depiction of economic life, education and the process
of change, assisted in the formation of a new idiom within which Malays
could begin to develop an alternative view of themselves and their
community. A further and powerful component in this developing
conceptual armoury involved the notion of community itself. The
community whose future Abdullah contemplated, the community he
wished to reform, was not the kerajaan, not one or any number of
sultanates, but the Malay race in general.

The word kerajaan, a potent signifier in Malay culture, is not even
used by Abdullah. As a student of Malay literature and culture he
cannot have been unaware of its value, so the absence of the word in his
writing must be a silence worthy of note. Could it have been the case
that to have used the powerful word kerajaan would have seemed to
constitute too significant a compromise with the court and its culture?
The word Abdullah did use to describe the individual Malay polities on
the Malay Peninsula was negeri, a rather prosaic term (at least in the
Malay language)116 conveying 'settlement' or 'territory'.117 It suggests
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the territorial aspect of the polity, an aspect of relatively litde
significance in traditional Malay culture but one which was to gain in
importance later in the century. The kerajaan, as has been noted,
represented an object of loyalty, but negeri was a word having no such
power and that may well have been why it was employed by Abdullah.
For him, the race (bangsa) was the primary community.

Abdullah seems to have divided what he described as humanity
(manusia) into bangsas rather than kingdoms or religions. It is true that
at one point in the 'epilogue', when complaining of the way rulers
treated their subjects, he writes of Malays as members of the Islamic
community, as "servants of Allah".118 This could have had a rhetorical
purpose in that it drew attention to the fact that the rulers' behaviour
contravened even the injunctions of their own religion. Nevertheless,
the persistent subject of his critique and analysis is the Malay race.
Thus, he is worried about the way the Malay community was always
governed by other bangsa; he complains that the Malay bangsa does not
foster its language, that the Malays are becoming more and more
stupid, and that they are ruled by oppressive and ignorant rajas. It is his
hope that the Malay bangsa will, following his advice, become "great"
and "clever".119

The novelty of the term bangsa as used by Abdullah needs to be
underlined. Reading Abdullah reminds one that Malay ethnicity cannot
be viewed as a mere primordial attachment. As the anthropologist,
John Comaroff, has observed recently, "ethnicity always has its genesis
in specific historical forces".120 Thus, although bangsa became a critical
concept in Malay political culture during the twentieth century, it
might be argued that it possessed no such significance in Abdullah's
time. The word comes from the Sanscrit vamsa, which means
"genealogy, lineage, race, family".121 In kerajaan texts, bangsa was
generally used to refer to 'descent' and, even in so-called transitional
writings of the early nineteenth century, it is, to quote Cyril Skinner,
"difficult to separate from the idea of 'caste'."122 One reads of bangsa
syed (the 'caste' of syeds) or of a person being considered to be of bangsa
kechil, of "low birth".123 By the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
however, bangsa increasingly seems to have been used to refer to 'race'.
We find the phrases bangsa India, bangsa Bugis and bangsa Melayu.124 It
seems also to be in this period that the term Melayu came to be used
more frequently in its modern sense. In earlier times, Melayu referred
specifically to the descendants of the Malaccan/Palembang dynasty.125

Gradually during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in Malay,
Chinese and European writings, the term Melayu was used to describe
both royalty and their subjects not just in Malacca but in many regions
of the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra and the surrounding islands.126
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Why did this distinct consciousness of 'Malayness' arise? Was it
merely that similarities in the style of behaviour and experience became
numerous enough to encourage Malays scattered over a region as large
as the Indian subcontinent to apply to themselves the name Melayu?
Could it also be that from the seventeenth century there occurred such
an influx of foreign peoples to the Malay regions as to "heighten the
local sense of group identity'?127 It is significant that some texts which
give prominence to the terms Melayu and bangsa reflect at the same
time the growing presence in the Malay world of the Bugis people of
Sulawesi. The enormous increase of Chinese immigrants in the early
nineteenth century is likely to have sharpened even more intensely the
Malay sense of both identity and crisis. The mere use by Chinese, or, for
that matter, British, of the term * Malay' as a general classification in the
multi-ethnic context of nineteenth-century Malaya added force to the
growing sense of Malayness.

Abdullah's preoccupation with the * Malay race', therefore, is best
examined in the context of the growing currency of the phrase at the
time he wrote. He himself added to its significance. It is not just that his
frequent use of the term bangsa Melayu tended to underscore and
enhance its significance. He also stimulated the process by which the
concept began to assume a powerful emotive value. In retrospect,
Abdullah's concern for the 'greatness' of the Malay race may have
contributed to what became the myth of bangsa as an object of loyalty
which might compete with the kerajaan. Again, his views were in line
with current European thinking. It was increasingly common in
Abdullah's time to discuss mankind in terms of its division into races
(though not yet in a biological sense).128 We will see in the next chapter
that at the time Abdullah wrote, the concept of race was used quite
systematically by Europeans with whom Abdullah worked closely. What
is more, it will be noted that an English pride of race was actually
declared in the Malay language (in a book which the Munshi may have
helped to compile) during the 1850s.

A further link with European thought is suggested in the way
Abdullah's discussion of race carries certain implications about social
structure. In his preoccupation with the Malay bangsa Abdullah often
refers to the condition of the "common people" (rakyat). He advocates,
of course, a situation in which ordinary Malays could work hard and
"live like rajas". In such statements it is evident that Abdullah's concern
about the condition of the race is a concern not for an aristocratic elite
but rather an entire community. The frequent association of bangsa
with the interests of the common people tends to imply that the con-
cept of 'race' - unlike that of kerajaan - possessed egalitarian overtones.
The bangsa is, at times, presented as an appropriate form of social unity
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for a people possessing an individualistic and anti-aristocratic ethos.
Such people, it can be argued, are also likely to have made up an
important section of Abdullah's readership.

The writings of another traveller of the 1830s indicate that certain
European thinkers of the time drew a connection between race and this
form of ethos in far more explicit terms. Alexis de Tocqueville postula-
ted that aristocracy had "made a chain of all members of the commun-
ity, from the peasant to the king: democracy breaks that chain and
severs every link of it." Under aristocratic institutions men would "often
sacrifice themselves for other men"; in the case of "democracy", the
"duties of each individual to the race are far more clear".129 As
individualism and egalitarianism develop, so de Tocqueville appears to
be arguing, a sense of obligation to 'race' may be enhanced. That is,
those people whom Louis Dumont has referred to as homo hierarchicus
may participate comfortably in systems such as that of the kerajaan.
Race, however, possesses no necessary hierarchical implications and
there may even be a reinforcing reciprocity in the relation between this
type of social unity and the concept of homo aequalis.

In hinting at a complementarity between race and an egalitarian,
individualistic ethos, Abdullah pressed well beyond the loose notions of
a bangsa Melayu which were emerging in Malay society in the early
nineteenth century. He also demonstrated how dangerous the concept
of 'race' could be to the interests of the kerajaan. Indeed, in many
respects his discussion of the person and the community contributed to
a vocabulary of concepts about the individual, society and social change
which was fundamentally different from the cultural vocabulary of the
kerajaan. The far-reaching character of Abdullah's ideological radical-
ism is becoming increasingly clear. In presenting a new vision of society,
he introduced a new language, new key concepts, as well as a novel,
matter-of-fact style of writing. He was engaged in what Antonio Gramsci
referred to as the "reform of consciousness".130

The differences between Abdullah and his court opponents, it is
evident, were not just concerned with ideological programs. A recent
book on Indian nationalist thought by Partha Chatterjee makes a
distinction which is useful in considering this aspect of the 'War of
Position' waged by Abdullah. The distinction will be employed again
when we examine Islamic critiques of the kerajaan. Chatterjee identifies
two aspects of social ideology: the problematic and the thematic. The
problematic concerns merely the claims of an ideology, the concrete
statements about possibilities and programs. The thematic consists of
the 'justificatory statements" of the ideology. It involves also the "rules
of inference," the "ethical principles" and the "epistemological princi-
ples" which an ideology uses to demonstrate the feasibility of its claims.
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Chatterjee employs the distinction between problematic and thematic
to argue that, despite the stated aims of Indian nationalist thought,
despite its apparent opposition to Western colonialism, the
epistemological and ethical system which underlies that nationalism is
the same as that of post-Enlightenment Western culture.131 In examin-
ing colonial Malaya one encounters a number of thematic oppositions
as well as agreements. To perceive the ideological distance which lies
between the kerajaan and the post-Enlightenment Abdullah as
possessing a thematic rather than merely problematic character draws
attention to the sharpness of the conflict. Such a perception also raises
further questions.

The existence of such radical writing in the mid-nineteenth century,
even before the British and Dutch had subjected the neighbouring
sultanates to imperial control, immediately leads one to enquire about
the ideological and intellectual context in which this writing was
produced. To what extent was Abdullah's an isolated voice in that
period? To which Malays precisely did he offer his "advice" - at one
point he actually claims to be addressing a "new generation"132 - and
what impact did he have on later generations of Malay thinkers? In the
next chapter we examine an apparendy commonplace school textbook
of the 1850s which suggests a possible approach to answering these
questions.
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CHAPTER 3

A Description of the Real World:
Expanding Vocabularies

Culture is not always distilled or conveyed in magisterial texts.
Abdullah's books, although often treated as isolated achievements, are
classics in Malay literary development. They are works of vision and at
the same time products of literary and conceptual experimentation.
They feature prominently in every library of modern Malay writing. It is
possible, however, to learn something more of the intellectual milieu
which fostered the Munshi's radical critique of kerajaan society from a
school geography book, the contents of which may seem to a modern
reader to be unremarkable. If this textbook is examined from a kerajaan
perspective, and if we pause to consider not just its subject matter but
the concepts and rhetoric employed, it offers a glimpse of the ideo-
logical face of European expansionism. For those who were on the
receiving end of imperialism, this type of work had the potential to
represent a challenge as potent as the Gatling gun. It was a challenge to
which Abdullah and his successors responded in more than one way.

The geography, the Hikayat Dunia, was published in 1855 at Bukit
Zion, a Singapore printing and teaching establishment run by one of
the most active Protestant missionaries, Benjamin Keasberry.1 Abdullah
taught Malay to Keasberry (the son of an Indian army colonel who
served with Raffles in Java) and assisted him in translating numerous
textbooks into Malay.2 Abdullah probably helped produce the Hikayat
Dunia although I cannot discern whether it was a translation of an
English book or written largely by Keasberry himself.

The missionaries have rarely been portrayed as men of influence in
the Malay communities and they certainly could claim few converts to
Christianity.3 The geography, however, is a reminder that the missionary
impact cannot be understood merely in terms of conversion. To
appreciate the possible significance of this text we must consider how it
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would have been read by an audience imbued with the culture of the
Malay sultanates. What is the scope of the knowledge offered in the
geography and how might it have seemed to differ from the
presentation of the world in court literature?

The copy of the Hikayat Dunia kept in the British Library is sixty-nine
pages in length and is divided into four sections (fasal). Although the
title page promises a coverage of 'Asia and Africa together with the
Malay Archipelago' the text covers only certain regions of what today
are called Malaysia, Indonesia and Australia.

The geography in summary

On pedagogic principles which today we would generally consider
sound, the Hikayat Dunia begins with the familiar, that is with the
Malays. In beginning in this way the text also proclaims what might be
called its methodology. It immediately and explicitly establishes an
epistemological standpoint outside kerajaan literature. It denigrates the
Malay Annals and by implication, other hikayats which enunciate the
institutions and values of the kerajaan. The Hikayat Dunia acknowledges
the fame of the Annals, but notes that the work tells of a raja who
"comes down from the heavens." Such statements, declares the Hikayat,
cannot be believed by people who possess intelligence (akal) and
knowledge.4 Here again in this opening section of the geography we
encounter akal as arbiter. As in Abdullah's writing, it is placed in
opposition to the kerajaan culture. The * methodology' which the
Hikayat Dunia recommends is that of 'investigating' all types of
knowledge and hikayats, and also "things as they are in the world."5 That
is, the geography asserts in blunt and explicit terms the "realism", the
concern for the "events of everyday life", which is so often observed by
scholars to be present in Abdullah's writing. The wording of this
declaration is similar to that used by Abdullah himself in 1843 when he
praised an earlier author for writing about "real occurrences that
actually happened."6

Having declared in its brief and schoolmasterly manner a theory of
knowledge, the Hikayat Dunia proceeds to examine the origins of the
Malay race (bangsa Melayu) and then to tell the story of how the
European races came to the region. Unlike the kerajaan writings,
therefore, this text focuses on race rather than royalty. It also places the
entire investigation in the context of the expansion of Europe. Even the
data are presented in this context. That is, despite the Hikayat Dunia's
methodological promises, and the occasional use of linguistic and arch-
aeological evidence, the truth of its empirical content seems ultimately
to be endorsed by the power of a confident imperialism. The rhetoric
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of the geography often implies that, just as factuality once flowed
downwards from the royal court, so now it emanates from a powerful, if
ill-defined, European 'authority'.

Another prominent feature of the geography's account of the Malays
is the sense it conveys of historical movement. There is a particular
emphasis on phases of cultural influence. The Malays are said to pass
through a Hindu period, then there is the entry of Islam which brings
not only a new religion but a new alphabet. Significantly, litde else is
said of the Islamic contribution. More attention is given to the coming
of the Portuguese and the Dutch. The most detailed treatment is
reserved for recent history such as the entry of the British into the
region and particularly the occupation of Java by Raffles. This first
section of the Hikayat Dunia ends with a list of places subject to
European power.

The second section deals with the 'lands' of Java and Sumatra. The
word for 'land', tanah, suggests physical rather than political geography.
Tanah can refer to 'earth, soil, land (and) territory'7 and it is important
to note that the geography discusses both islands in terms of their size,
fertility, products and people:

Java is a very impressive island between other islands. It is on the West of
the island of Brunei), to the South of the island of Sumatra: Java's length
is 650 miles and it is 130 miles broad, almost the size of England. Its soil
is very fine.8

The Javanese are described as being a 'branch' of the Malay race.
The impressive archaeological remains of Java are considered by the
text to be an indication that the people in the past must have been
'clever'. Again an historical overview is presented: the coming of Islam,
its mixture with Hindu customs, the British conquest and the return to
Dutch hands. The Dutch, who were rivals of the English in some parts
of the archipelago during the mid-nineteenth century, are portrayed
unfavourably. The Dutch government behaves "like a merchant".
Neither the ordinary people nor the traders are content under its rule.
The city of Batavia (Jakarta) is even a centre for slavery. The British, by
contrast, are to be admired. When they take control in Java they abolish
all the evil customs, the adat, of the Dutch and they free the people. In
fact in all English territories the people are said to be free and to live in
peace. The geography uses two words to imply freedom, bebas and
merdeheka. Abdullah, of course, persistently asserts or implies the
presence of 'freedom' in the Straits Settlements.9 It will be seen that the
contrast between his relatively comprehensive discussion of freedom
and its preconditions, on the one hand, and the cursory treatment of
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freedom in the Hikayat Dunia, on the other, reveals much about
Abdullah's purposes.

The next observation made in the geography is certainly familiar.
Enjoying such freedom, the people are diligent and industrious in their
work. Not surprisingly in these circumstances, the 'name' of the English
race becomes famous and yet they rule in Java for only five years. When
the Dutch return, much that the British have done is abolished and the
Dutch introduce their own customs and laws which (according to the
geography) the people cannot tolerate. Soon the Dipanagara uprising
(1825-30) occurs. "These days," the Hikayat declares (presumably in
reference to the 1840s and 1850s) "the Dutch rule is less harsh but the
Javanese continue to long for the British to return."10

The Hikayat now shifts the focus to Sumatra which is also examined
in terms of its physical features, products and history. Again warnings
are issued against trusting in traditional literature. In his accusations,
the author of the geography engages his readers in a manner
remarkable for its directness. "Whoever reads my hikayat I remind you
to think! Other foolish hikayats are only the products of the Malay
mind, they are not established in truth."11 (Here indeed is the voice of
modernity.) The text now proceeds to discuss the different territories
(negeri) of Sumatra. It notes that each has a raja and discusses the
differences between the Malay race and the other races with which the
Malays come into contact. The geography caters to its primarily local
readership when it makes the Malay Peninsula a reference point in this
discussion of Sumatra. It notes that such peoples as the Rejang and
Batak in Sumatra have customs similar to those of the Jakun of Malaya.
The Malays' own customs are treated with no more respect than that
displayed by Abdullah. They are once again described as the customs of
a "foolish race".12

The Hikayat Dunia now concludes the account of Sumatra with a
discussion of the Dutch and English. Here too Raffles is praised. In
1817 he had been appointed Lieutenant Governor of Bencoolen in
West Sumatra. Finding the place in ruin, with evil customs prevailing,
Raffles summons all the rajas and chiefs of the area. He "wins all their
hearts" and "improves the negeri (settlement)".13 He acts, we are told, in
a manner which will give fame to the name (nama) of the English (East
India) company. It is in this spirit also that he desires to build up trade
and to make a settlement in Singapore. In discussing the British colony,
the geography explains the strengths of the island as an entrepot and
also notes its underpopulated condition at the time of Raffles' first visit.
In the field of education, too, Raffles is presented as taking initiatives in
Singapore. After consultations with Malay and European leaders, a
decision is made to establish a place of study. It is designed not only for
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the sons of chiefs but also for the servants of the English Kompani (East
India Company). In the new institution European students are able to
learn languages and discover the "secrets" in the books of the 'peoples
below the wind' (a phrase alluding to much of what we today call
Southeast Asia).

Singapore prospers, increasing in both population and trade, and
the geography provides suitable statistics. The text then turns to the
Malay lands in the vicinity of Singapore commencing with the closest,
Johore. This place is given special attention in the Hikayat Dunia, a fact
which may help to identify at least a part of the audience for which the
text was written. The perspective in the account of Johore is once more
historical. The Sultan of Malacca comes to Johore after the conquest of
his city by the Portuguese. Archaeological remains are cited in the text
to support the claim that Johore was itself once a great state; indeed,
the geography relates incorrectly that "all Malays had been subject to
the Sultan of Johore".14

In fact (as discussed in chapter 8), Johore's later history is also far
more complex than the Hikayat Dunia indicates. It is a history, too,
which is likely to have been relatively well known to many readers of the
geography. Indeed members of the Johore ruling family and aristo-
cratic elite actually attended Keasberry's school; a few even appear to
have studied with Abdullah.15 In these circumstances it is not surprising
that the Hikayat Dunia treats the ruler of Johore (who held the title
'Temenggong') with particular respect, giving his full title and noting
that he had built a settlement on the Johore river. By contrast, all we are
told of the states further up the coast - Pahang, Trengganu and Kelan-
tan - is that "their rajas and people are exceedingly stupid and lazy".16

The geography now proceeds to describe other races (bangsa) of the
Malay lands (tanah Melayu) such as the aborigines (Jakun). In so doing,
it reveals an important literary connection by quoting from "the hikayat
which Munshi Abdullah has written".17

The 'island of Brunei' (Borneo) is dealt with next. It is "approx-
imately 700 miles long" and the country of Brunei, called the "head of
the land" (kepala tanah), is said to be "under the government of a Malay
Sultan." The "secrets" of Borneo, it is explained, have not yet been
investigated "because the land has not been traversed by Europeans".
The different races are now briefly described, comparisons again being
made with the aborigines of the peninsula. The Dayaks, "who do not
know Allah", are praised for being diligent in making fields and
gardens. The Dayaks are sincere and do not engage in cheating and
trickery "in the manner of the Malays." The Malays, it is explained, had
come to Brunei some 550 years earlier, had traded there and formed
settlements and villages to serve as entrepots. The report on Brunei
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concludes with the information, likely to be of genuine importance for
a Malay trader, that the current Sultan of Brunei "is the twenty-ninth of
the line of Malay sultans" of that place.18

The small British entrepot of Labuan is then introduced, and in
terms of the now predictable "size, features and products". As always,
the products mentioned - in this case coal and rattan - have a commer-
cial significance. The next country, Sarawak, as is well known, is subject
not to the 'English Raja', or to other rajas, but rather to the govern-
ment of 'Tuan Brooke' (known in many European writings as the
'White Rajah') The account of Borneo concludes with the severe judge-
ment that although the products of the "land (tanah) of Borneo" are
plentiful and valuable, under the government of the Malay race they
will bring no benefit to the people. 'The Malays, with all their rajas and
ministers and warrior leaders are lazy." Only the European will turn the
land into a "garden": "Because of their diligence, their skill and their
freedom [the Europeans] will bring very great benefits to all the races
below the wind".19 The propaganda of imperialism is evident in this
claim, and it expresses a sentiment which is essentially different from
that conveyed in Abdullah's writing.

The Hikayat Dunia now deals with the land of the Bugis (Sulawesi)
and with Bali. A narrative is given of the warfare in the state of Makassar
in the south-west of the island and it is noted that the confusion
discourages commerce in this fertile land. At last the Dutch are given
some credit but only because they adopt British policies. In order to win
the hearts of the Bugis, and increase the industry of the people, the
Dutch allow trade to take place without tax. They also encourage educa-
tion: "I hear the news that the Dutch Resident in Macassar wants to set
up schools in the villages so that all the children may be able to obtain
education, and that he has sent to Singapore to obtain children's books
in the Malay language."20 Had the resident actually appealed to Mr
Keasberry for this assistance? The discussion of Bali focuses on the sins
of the rajas who indulge in opium, alcohol and cock fighting. Brief
mention is made next of Lombok and Sumbawa and then, finally, the
geography turns to "an island which is larger than all those islands
mentioned above: Australia".21

In the treatment of Australia we find an instructive tale of white set-
dement and Aboriginal decline. The possible fates of a people become
almost caricatures. The Europeans establish cities, graze sheep and seek
gold. They exploit the country and, as their success becomes known,
thousands of new immigrants follow. Especially with the discovery of
gold, it is possible for ordinary people in Australia to become (in a
phrase with which readers of Abdullah are familiar) "rich like rajas".
News of the gold discoveries arrives at the Straits Settlements, and the
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geography gives the Australian section some additional local interest
and significance by explaining that "to rent a house the size of a Malay
house costs fifty to eighty dollars per month." There are problems of
"law and order" in Australia (after all, the Scottish Enlightenment itself
had difficulty reconciling personal drives and the need for fellow feel-
ing between human beings)22 but the impression is conveyed that these
settlements (negeri) offer fine opportunities, at least for the European.
The Aborigines, who are compared (predictably by now) with the Jakun
of Malaya, have very different prospects. The whites attempted to im-
prove their akal manusia (human mental faculties), but the Aborigines
returned to their original ways. They were ignorant of religion. They
plundered European farms and were hunted in return. Now they
are seldom seen in the settlements. When given clothes, they sell them
for alcohol. The Australian Aborigines, according to this text, are
"extremely dirty, lazy and stupid."

The Hikayat Dunia concludes with a brief description of New Guinea.

Propaganda for empire

At first glance the lengthy Australian section seems out of place. The
tale of white exploitation of that relatively empty continent seems
uncomfortable in a study devoted primarily to the lands and peoples of
island Southeast Asia. Yet, in a sense, the account of Australia is a recap-
itulation of the principal themes of the text. Australia provides both an
apt demonstration of the English economic achievement and an
example of what befalls races which fail to move forward with the times.
The fate of the Aborigines shows what happens to those who do not
develop their intellect, their akal, and do not exploit the resources of
their country.

The Hikayat Dunia clearly cannot be dismissed as a mere school text,
though even as a compilation of 'raw' geographical data it would have
altered the horizons of many Malay readers. The ideological purposes
of this work are unmistakable. It would be difficult to ignore the
element of imperial propaganda in the persistent praise of English
achievements in Bencoolen, Java, Singapore, Sarawak and even
Labuan. The Dutch are also generally denigrated, except in Sulawesi
where they are presented as borrowing British methods. Similarly,
Islam's real contribution to Malay culture is given relatively litde atten-
tion. What the author perceives to be the weaknesses in the religion are
spelled out in the discussion of the Dayaks. A connection is suggested
here between the Dayak's admirable features - industriousness, peace-
fulness, and honesty - and the fact that they "do not know Allah". In
general the Muslim Malays (with the exception of those of Johore) are
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given short shrift. Even the Malay achievement in Borneo is denied -
the Malays are merely awarded the doubtful honour of being able to
trick Dayaks. Although the products of Borneo are valuable, the geo-
graphy suggests that the island can only be successfully exploited under
English rule.

Despite the thoroughgoing imperialism of the text, however, it
contains no assertion of an inevitable English racial superiority. Only
later in the century did the commitment to racial thinking begin to in-
volve notions of biological determinism. In the geography, the English
are portrayed as being successful only because of the policies they
follow. The text identifies these policies and in this sense discloses
English secrets. According to the geography, in the English territories
(even those like Java which were ruled briefly by the English) the
people are encouraged to be industrious, and are able to reap the
rewards of their efforts. They have freedom. Ordinary people can
become as "rich as rajas". The theme is familiar. Here and elsewhere
the content of the Hikayat suggests that Keasberry and the other Protes-
tant missionaries are likely to have been at least as important as Raffles
in influencing Abdullah.

The geography would have challenged its Malay readers, inviting
them both to follow the ways of the English and to discard their own
customs. In announcing its 'methodology', in dismissing the apparently
magical world of the old hikayats and insisting on "investigating things
as they are in the world", the text proclaims a new epistemology. It has
been argued that only with the publication in 1918 of Richard
Winstedt's Tawarikh Melayu {History of the Malays) were the eyes of the
"average Malay" opened to "the meaning of history as distinct from
legend". In earlier years, we are told, "there had been no distinction in
the Malay mind between fact and fiction".23 The Hikayat Dunia suggests
that at least six decades earlier some Malays were brought into contact
with the Enlightenment concern for interpretation based on 'hard
observable facts' and what was claimed to be a ruthlessly critical
approach to existing authorities.24 It was a concern which had also long
governed European reactions to the kerajaan world.

The positivistic certainty, the sense that the world was precisely as
they saw it, and the intolerance of matters which they considered to be
irrational, had governed numerous British responses to Malay
literature and culture in the early nineteenth century. Thus the Scottish
Orientalist and colonial administrator, John Crawfurd, referred in the
1850s to the Malay Annals as "worthless" and a "wild tissue of fable".25

Similarly, Raffles hoped to distinguish in Malay literature the "mixture
of mythological fable" from what he considered to be "matter of fact".26

Comments of this type draw attention to the deep rift which lies
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between the episteme of the kerajaan, on the one hand, and that of
Crawfurd, Raffles and the HikayatDunia on the other. The discontinuity
should not be underestimated. As Michel Foucault has argued in
relation to the emergence in Europe of Enlightenment forms of
knowledge, the transition from the kerajaan to the HikayatDunia cannot
be described merely in terms of a "slight increase in the objectivity of
knowledge, in the precision of observation, in the rigour of our reason-
ing, in the organization of scientific research and information".27 Such
texts as the Hikayat Dunia demanded not an increasing, but an entirely
new understanding of, 'objectivity' and 'precision'.

In his encounter with the scholar officials and missionaries, Abdul-
lah, of course, would have become aware of this new manner of know-
ing. Reading the geography, he and others are likely to have detected
not just a new compilation of data and a political ideology but also
some of the fundamental categories of the new knowledge. Geograph-
ical concepts themselves would constitute some of these categories.
Although today they seem commonplace these concepts were in some
cases quite alien to kerajaan thinking. The word kerajaan is itself dis-
placed in the geography by what we might term other units of analysis.
Traditional Malay writing is usually concerned with particular kerajaan.
All polities are presented as being focused on a raja and possessing a
similar structure and purpose. Even foreign states, such as the great
Ottoman empire, are described by Malay texts as if they too were
kerajaan.28 It is not that these Malay writers knew of only a single social
formation. They recognized, of course, the existence of smaller com-
munities, such as the village or the town, and in some cases acknow-
ledged the presence of a wider Malay cultural unity which extended
beyond particular kerajaan. Some writers were also aware of a broad
Muslim community reaching to Turkey and to such remote cities as
Bokhara and Samarkand in Central Asia.29 As we have seen, however,
the social unity to which the hikayats generally attributed meaning and
significance was the kerajaan. From the hikayafs perspective, the world
could not be presented in more different terms from those employed
in the HikayatDunia. In that text the world is one of physical and racial
unities, of tanah and of bangsa.

Territorial definition appears to have played very litde part in the
idea of kerajaan. Malay literature suggests as much when, for instance, it
presents the loss of Malacca to the Portuguese in 1511 as having
curiously little impact on the 'history' of the Sultanate. The ruler,
having lost one 'capital' moves to new locations and the narrative of his
kerajaan (the Malay Annals) seems to falter only slightly during these
moves. European observers in Malaya sometimes noted that Malays of
the pre-colonial period possessed extremely vague notions about
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physical geography. A nineteenth-century Sultan of Trengganu, for
instance, did not know where his boundary ran.30 By contrast, in the
geography it is precisely the natural unities which are most often
highlighted. Although some attention is given to locating particular
polities - we learn how many days journey it is from Pahang to Johore
or Trengganu - the text is less concerned with the physical character-
istics of particular states than with those of geographical entities. Thus,
the island of Java is located in relation to other islands; its length and
breadth are given in miles, its physical characteristics are described,
including the quality of the soil, and finally a list of the products of the
island is provided. This order of analysis is followed, more or less, in the
case of each island described.

How would these apparently mundane conceptual elements of
geographical analysis have been perceived by Malay readers? For some
they would have the appearance of potent signifiers in a new world
view, key concepts in a new way of perceiving and classifying one's
immediate and distant surroundings. The vocabulary of geography with
its emphasis on the soil (tanah), its products (hasil) and its quality (in
the case of Java, very fertile or subur), tends to systematize and valorize
the type of practical knowledge which must always have informed the
trading system of the archipelago. Certain islands or regions were well
known for their valuable products but the geography perceives a
locality, any locality, primarily in these terms. What is more, it praises or
chastises the inhabitants (remember that the probable author was a
teacher) on the basis of whether they had been lazy or had effectively
exploited the land. That is to say, the text not only propounds some of
the central tenets of the discipline of geography but also grounds them
in an economic ideology which emphasizes the benefits and morality of
the efficient utilization of natural resources.

The people who lived upon and exploited (or failed to exploit) these
lands are invariably categorized by the Hikayat Dunia in terms of race,
or bangsa. Humanity (manusia) is divided into races just as it is in
Abdullah's writing. But the geography, not surprisingly in terms of its
particular didactic purpose, is more systematic. It opens with an exam-
ination of the 'origins' of the Malay race (so different, for instance,
from the Malay Annals which are concerned about the origins of a
ruling family) and it is in this context that the author ruthlessly
dismisses the speculations and methodology of kerajaan literature. The
relationships between the Malays and other races is noted: the Javanese
are described as a 'branch' of the Malay race; assessments are made of
the differences between the Malays and other bangsa, such as the
Dayaks or Bataks. When human characteristics are identified, it is in
racial terms: thus the Dayaks are said not to be 'addicted to' cheating in
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the manner of the Malays (who are also lazy). Because races are in
general described in terms of their customs (adat) and religion, there is
an implication that it would be possible to change one's race. Finally,
bangsa - in particular the English bangsa - is presented as a form of
community which can inspire loyalty and pride. Using a phrase which
would have possessed powerful resonances for most Malays, the
geography announces that the great deeds of the English had made
famous "the name {nama) of the English race". That is, the text exploits
the old concern for nama in the Malay community; but in this case it is
the nama not of a ruler or a royal subject which is being promoted, but
that of a race.

In identifying land and race as the principal categories employed by
the Hikayat Dunia, I am not suggesting that the text ignores the exist-
ence of the sultanates. Some royal families are certainly mentioned -
that of Johore and Brunei, for instance - but, just as in Abdullah's
writing, the 'states' themselves are referred to merely as negeri, as
settlements or population centres. The several negeri of Borneo are also
identified, as are the different negeri of the eastern Malay Peninsula.
The states, however, are not described in any detail. Individual sultan-
ates are not foregrounded in the text and the classification, negeri, is
clearly of secondary importance in its analytical structure. Even a
glance at the Hikayat Dunia confirms that its dominant concerns are not
with the apparently petty political divisions of the region but with the
large geographical entities and the broad racial formations which
inhabit them.

The elements of the 'new discourse' which we encountered in
Abdullah's writing are coming clearly into view. The sense of history, as
change over time, is a further prominent feature in the Hikayat Dunia s
presentation. Not unexpectedly in such an explicitly didactic work, it is
conveyed in a more rigorous framework than that offered by Abdullah.
The Malay race, for instance, is systematically discussed in the geo-
graphy in terms of its origins, development, and future. The hikayat
literature of the courts had not only been concerned with rajas rather
than races but had also given relatively little sense of the passing of
time, of one event leading to another. Although this traditional
literature uses material from the past, even the distant past, the
episodes it relates are not presented as linked, causal elements in an
unfolding story. Nor do they convey the impression that specific
periods in the past are in any sense fundamentally different and alien
worlds. In kerajaan texts, the past - in the sense perhaps of surviving
community memory - is organized or emplotted around the royal
genealogy. Incidents of note are located in particular reigns and these
reigns are displayed on a flat canvas. There is no imagined viewing eye
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from which some incidents are distant and others close. It is an almost
two-dimensional presentation which, unlike that of the geography,
entails no layering of the past, no organization around a concept of
process.31 The presentation of the past in the Hikayat Dunia is indeed
dramatically different. Whether describing the expansion and pros-
pects of the Malay race or the advance of Europe, it is permeated by a
sense of historical movement.

One feature quickly recognizable in this unfolding canvas of the
Hikayat Dunia, a feature critical to the presentation of English imperial
achievement and Australian Aboriginal failure, is the development and
triumph of Reason. The emphasis on European, and especially English,
success in Asia is not packaged in crudely racial or imperialistic terms.
The triumph is viewed rather as that of a particular mode of thinking.
Raffles is clearly an exemplary exponent of that mode, but the elements
of his philosophy are spelled out in a manner which suggests they are
transferable. Some Dutch officials are said to learn from Raffles; there
is also an implication that Malays and other Asians might do so. The
geography itself embodies these Enlightenment values in numerous
ways. They are evident, for instance, in the fact that the text gives so
little attention to the pre-European period. In the Enlightenment
tradition the author (like so many later historians of the Malay world)
seems to be interested in history only "at the point where it [begins] to
be the history of a modern spirit akin to his own, a scientific spirit".32

Earlier periods and earlier cultures seem to be dismissed, as hikayat
literature certainly is, as products of an irrational age. The Hikayat
Dunia is concerned above all with a new age of which the Europeans,
and especially the English, are heralds. The text does not use the word
'progress' (usually translated as maju or kemajuan in later years) but in
the unfolding of history which it relates there is a strong sense of
optimism. The question an Asian reader might have asked (and there
are reasons to believe Abdullah did so) is whether indigenous peoples
such as the Malays had cause to share that optimism.

What is missing among the components of modernism in the Hikayat
Dunia is some enunciation of individualism. There is no tree metaphor
here. Yet in a sense the individual's rational mind permeates the whole
text, just as it does in Abdullah's 'epilogue'. When the author of the
geography addresses his readers, demanding that "whoever reads this
hikayat I remind you to think!" he reveals his hand. Far from the
anonymity of the court hikayat, the reader encounters in the geography
an individual voice and mind apparently compiling, sorting and
ordering material and also explaining the principles of investigation
employed. In the tone of that voice, moreover, in the way it lectures
readers of the book, there is a strong suggestion of the interpersonal
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relations of the classroom. In such ways individualism, if not enunciated
and explained, is certainly proclaimed.

The similarities between the geography and Abdullah's writing are
instructive. They draw attention to the type of doctrines and concepts
to which Abdullah and others were exposed in the Straits Settlements.
By reading his work and the Hikayat Dunia intertextually, by drawing
them into dialogue, it is also possible to discern significant differences
in emphasis and perspective. They are differences which give a more
precise idea of how Abdullah responded to what we today might see as
the ideological assault of the Europeans in the Malay world.

Before considering the impact of the Hikayat Dunia, however, it is
useful to know more about the way work of this type was generated and
about the audience to which it was addressed. Indeed, the very
existence of the geography, with its confident instructional tone, raises
further questions about the intellectual climate in which Abdullah
wrote. The text seems to be rather more than the product of the tenta-
tive first steps of a missionary program. The clear Malay-peninsular
focus - the attempt to examine other races and other lands with refer-
ence to Malaya and its people - together with occasional quotations
from Abdullah's work give the impression that the geography was the
product of a relatively well-established educational program in the
Straits Settlements. After reading this text, it is a surprise to find that
the standard modern account of the Straits Settlements dismisses
"educational development" in the mid-nineteenth century as a story of
"indifference and failure";33 or that William Roff, in his search for the
origins of nationalism and modernism among the Malays, treats this
period as one of very limited significance.34 In fact, relatively little has
been written on education in these years. To obtain a sense of the
intellectual circumstances in which the Hikayat Dunia was produced, it
is necessary to examine in a little detail the English-language documen-
tation relating to Keasberry and the other missionaries. By the mid-
nineteenth century these Europeans had made considerable headway
in their efforts to propagate new philosophies in the Malay world.

Education and audience

Abdullah himself wrote of a cluster of educational initiatives taking
place in the Straits Settlements during his lifetime. He frequendy
mentions the missionaries who worked with the Malays - Claudius
Thomsen, Thomas Beighton, Alfred North, as well as Benjamin
Keasberry. He hints that they influenced his own thinking.35 For these
reasons alone, it is curious that the missionary campaign among the
Malays, although failing to obtain conversions,36 has never been
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investigated in any depth. Similarly, we cannot assume that the
separate, non-missionary, educational initiatives carried out by the
colonial government had no far-reaching effects. It is true that the most
ambitious educational hopes of the early nineteenth century were not
fulfilled, but when Raffles described British education in the 1820s as a
"gale of spring reviving the slumbering seeds of [oriental minds] ",37 he
certainly inspired some of his administrative successors.

At least in the 1820s and 1830s relatively systematic efforts were made
to provoke Malay interest in education. In Malacca (where Abdullah
grew up), Claudius Thomsen of the London Missionary Society (LMS)
opened a Malay school in 1820 with the "sole object" of teaching the
children "to read and then to understand, as far as possible, the N[ew]
Testament".38 He found it prudent to use Muslim teachers so as not to
arouse the suspicions of the Malays: "to teach Mohammedans is like
shooting birds; if there is any noise they disperse".39 The next year he
organized Malay and English evening classes. Many Malays, he admit-
ted, came only to learn English, but in doing so "several hundreds of
poor lads" had "been brought to read the N[ew] Testament]".40 (One
imagines the boys were reading the Gospels in the Malay language.)
Thomsen and others appear to have had some genuine success because
by 1832 an American missionary declared that Malacca was "celebrated
for the number of its native schools" and estimated that at that time a
single LMS missionary was alone responsible for between 250 and 300
pupils.41 A few years later the non-missionary Malacca Free School
('free' in the sense of being non-sectarian) opened a Malay Branch
school. The teacher, Abubakar, was "of Arab descent". His father, who
was described as a "bigoted Mussulman", "used all his influence, but
without effect, to detach [his son] from the school".42 By 1855, when an
official report was written on education in the Straits Settlements,
Malacca was described as the best Settlement for Malay schooling.43

In Penang in 1819 another LMS missionary, Thomas Beighton, also
started a small Malay school. With government financial support, it
taught both Malay and Arabic: the latter language, which possessed
great religious significance, was considered necessary to ensure student
(or parent) interest.44 Within three years there were five missionary
schools with 122 boys and 45 girls.45 From 1823 the Penang Free School
(the earliest European school in the Settlements) also maintained a
Malay School at the village of Glugor. Several other Branch Malay
Schools lasted much shorter periods and they too taught pupils to read
and write Malay.46 The missionary, Beighton, described one of his
schools as "the largest Malay school I ever saw".47 It contained 60
students, including thirteen girls. Twelve of the students could read the
New Testament fluently. Five years later, in 1833, he reported the
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existence of four schools with 122 students.48 By 1842, when Beighton
was seriously ill and not long before his death, there were still three
Malay schools. Like those of the 1820s, each is likely to have had a
Muslim teacher.49

In Singapore also there were several missionary educational pro-
grams. The first government administrator of the island wrote in 1820
that the "school for Chinese and Malays is getting on extremely well".50

Three years later Raffles reported that Claudius Thomsen, who had
moved to Singapore from Malacca, had commenced an establishment
for twenty to thirty pupils.51 Thomsen was soon appointed 'professor' of
Malay Language in the high-sounding 'Singapore Institution' which
Raffles was planning.52 Although never living up to its founder's ideals,
the Institution ran five Malay classes for a time in the 1830s.53 It was,
however, only with the arrival of Benjamin Keasberry, the publisher and
possible author of the Hikayat Dunia, that a vigorous educational
campaign among the Malays began in Singapore.

In 1840 Keasberry opened at Mt Zion a boarding school which so
impressed the Singapore governor that he persuaded the Temenggong
of Johore to send two of his sons there.54 In Abdullah's words (and he
was for a time a teacher at the school), the news of the Temenggong's
decision soon spread everywhere, both "above and below the winds".55

A government report of 1855 enthusiastically praised the school as a
"highly interesting Institution" and described Keasberry as having
"overcome in a great measure the extraordinary apathy, indifference
and prejudice of the Malay to education".56 In the opinion of the Gover-
nor, Edmund Blundell, the Keasberry school was at that time the "sole
foundation on which we can hope to rouse the gradual emancipation
of the Malayan race from their present state of ignorance, apathy and
barbarism." The Governor hoped to see established "a separate dormi-
tory and mess for the sons of Malayan Rajahs and men of rank." The
Temenggong, he reported, had promised to send two more of his sons
and the "Rajah of Keddah agreed to send his two younger brothers."
Blundell anticipated that in the future the sons of other "neighbouring
Malayan Rajahs" would come to the school. This aristocratic group
would be "brought up with a perfect knowledge of their own language,
and some degree of insight into European knowledge and science and
probably with a fair acquaintance with the English language".57

Blundell was optimistic and clearly with some justification, though
Keasberry's school was not the only important Malay educational
institution in operation at that time. We shall see that two other Malay
schools opened in Singapore in 1856 - one at Telok Belanga, the
other at Kampong Gelam - were to play a significant role in
the "modernization" of the Malays.58 Surveying colonial educational
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initiatives in this way, it is obvious that the publishing of such texts as
the Hikayat Dunia and Abdullah's writings formed only one component
in a new educational push. It was, however, a vital component.

Printing, of course, was central to the Protestant missionary enter-
prise with its emphasis on the written Word of God. Schooling, Preach-
ing, Printing - these are the topics of the missionary reports which are
preserved in the archives of the LMS. The missionaries were pioneers
of printing in Malaysia and other parts of Southeast Asia. The British
administration exploited them, using their "small portable press" for
the preparation of official government documents.59 Thomsen, Keas-
berry and the American missionary, Alfred North (in the Straits Setde-
ments from 1836 to 1843), were the three missionaries most closely
engaged in printing. Their main concerns were certainly religious, pro-
ducing Malay translations of scriptures, didactic tracts and such Protes-
tant classics as The Pilgrim's Progress. Nevertheless, the Hikayat Dunia was
only one of many secular works which they printed. Others included
dictionaries, grammars and even an arithmetic textbook.60 Thomsen, a
Danish grocer whose suspect financial dealings and philandery finally
achieved for him a grim notoriety, commenced a Malay Magazine in
1821. It contained articles of an educational nature on religious, histor-
ical and philosophical topics but lasted only a brief time. The magazine,
Thomsen explained, was sent to "neighbouring Malay princes".61

One of Alfred North's publications was Abdullah's Voyage. He also
printed what was described as a "small work on natural history" and
another "consisting of a variety of facts concerning the arts and
institutions of Europe, and on natural theology." The object of the
latter book, he said, was to "present to the minds of the boys such ideas
as are to them new and striking, but simple and easily apprehended." A
third book, still in manuscript form in 1841, made comparisons
between "the opinions and habits of Europeans, and those of the
Malays".62 Although North's period in Singapore overlapped with that
of Keasberry, the latter remained there for a further three decades until
his death - he died in the pulpit - in 1875. This was a long tour of duty
for a missionary. Keasberry saw himself as the successor to poor
Thomsen. He wrote generously that he hoped to "follow up Mr
Thomsen's lengthened labour".63 Abdullah, who had worked earlier for
both Thomsen and North, recorded that he had translated into Malay
many books for Keasberry. They included 'story books' and works
about astrology and the creation. They may also have included the
Hikayat Dunia.

Some information exists about the distribution of these publications
and even of their reception. They were certainly used in schools, and
not merely those of the missionaries. In a detailed government report
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on education in 1873, a glowing account of Keasberry's school includes
the information that the Mission Press associated with the school - the
press which produced the Hikayat Dunia and Abdullah's 'auto-
biography' - "has provided almost the only educational works there are
in the [Malay] language".64 The observation is substantiated, for in-
stance, in the Singapore Free School report for 1853 which observes
that Abdullah's writing was used in Malay classes. Keasberry himself is
described as the examiner and it is noted that the boys "read two or
three pages in the Malay Annals, and Abdullah's journal".65

The distribution of printed materials was not limited to the Straits
Settlements. In 1849 the Governor in Singapore brought twelve copies
of the Hikayat Abdullah - written, he explained, by "one of the most
accomplished Native Malayan Scholars in the Straits," and a "protege of
the Great Statesman Sir Stamford Raffles" —  and sent six of them to "the
Chieftains of the adjacent Malay States".66 The missionaries themselves
attempted to distribute religious writings as widely as possible. In
Penang, during two decades, Beighton recorded in almost feverish
tones the production and circulation of religious propaganda. He took
"Malay testaments" to Kedah, for instance, and also asked Malay
merchants to deliver gifts of Christian works to various states in the
region.67 From Malacca, Thomsen reported that he sent books to "most
of the Malayan countries around us".68 When he moved to Singapore in
1822 he made use of the many trading vessels in the entrepot to
distribute religious materials throughout the archipelago: "I visited in
one day six prows from six different Malay countries".69 Again:
"thousands of Books are conveyed from this place annually, far and
wide, and can we admit the thought that all this seed will perish".70

Just how much of the seed did perish is difficult to determine.
Although the British official establishment - which tended to be socially
superior to the missionaries - alluded disdainfully to missionary failure,
there are indications that missionary writings were taken seriously by
Muslim Malays. Some Christian tracts antagonized (in an apparently
deliberate manner) the Muslim community. In Penang, committees of
learned Muslims were formed with the aim of defending Islam against
Thomas Beighton.71 In 1840, Beighton received a "large Malay letter" in
reply to a tract he had written comparing Christ and Mohammed: "It
contains extracts from 4 [Christian] tracts ... these tracts are commen-
ted upon and the work appears to be a combined effort".72 On another
occasion Beighton was visited by a certain "Lord Sayyid Abbas" - with
whom he talked or argued for two hours: "On the table was the sacred
scriptures Koran etc. - I found they had been examining the scriptures
and tracts I had previously given them".73
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In the sultanates, too, there is evidence that the religious materials
were read. Beighton was told by a "Malay correspondent" that some of
his tracts had been sent to the "King of Purlis [located across the
northern border of Kedah] and that my name is known in all the Malay
countries roundabout".74 Beighton had been welcomed at the court of
Kedah itself and when that state was conquered by the Thais, the Sultan
maintained contact with his missionary acquaintance throughout his
period of exile. The ruler's motives were probably at least pardy politi-
cal but the two men had numerous conversations covering not only the
"size of our ships; number of guns etc." but also the "nature of the
wind." After reading a Christian tract, the Sultan declared that it
revealed "the secret of Mohommedanism." Beighton wondered: "does
he mean the mystery of iniquity is revealed or the concealed Pearl of
great Price. I cannot say what he means".75

This was probably the closest relationship established between a
missionary and a Malay ruler. Yet the account of a journey up the east
coast of the peninsula in the 1820s by a further LMS missionary, W. H.
Medhurst, also refers to extended conversations with Malay rulers. He
discussed with them Christianity, Islam, ancl what one ruler contemp-
tuously described as Chinese ignorance of religious matters. They also
discussed "the judgement day, and the world to come".76 Medhurst
found at the court of Trengganu a Malay Bible which had been sent by
"Mr Thomsen of Singapore". Medhurst "rejoiced to find that the books
circulated by our missionary brethren at their stations, find their way to
Mohammetan countries and Mohammetan courts . . . and that the
books, when thus dispersed, are not destroyed or thrown away, but
preserved with care." The Bible at the Trengganu court had clearly
been read because "they said, that they considered it a good book, and
observed many things which it contained".77 At the Pahang court, too,
Medhurst found a Malay Bible and was told "it contained the Law and
the Gospels, and various stories about the kings of old times".78

These reports from Malay courts help to provide a context, for
instance, for the decision of the Temenggong of Johore in the 1840s to
send two of his sons to Keasberry's school. They encourage us to
wonder how the courts may have received other types of communica-
tion from the Straits Settlements. Were Thomsen's Malay Magazines or
the governor's gifts of the Hikayat Abdullah carefully read? Was the
HikayatDunia also distributed and studied?

Although the missionaries sometimes expressed disappointment at
their failure to achieve conversions - it will be seen that a number of
them were even convinced that their campaign had provoked an
Islamic "revival" - their aims were not crudely religious. Several
missionaries took the view that a questioning, sceptical, spirit had to be
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aroused among the Malays to draw them away from old customs and
modes of thought. Thomsen wrote that before learning anything else
the Malays had to be taught "how to think".79 Beighton declared his
hope that a "spirit of inquiry" had been "erected among the Moham-
metans".80 North, as already noted, prepared a book which made gen-
eral comparisons between the "opinions and habits" of Europeans and
those of Malays. He also attempted to put before Malays ideas which
they might find "new and striking". Such comments are further evi-
dence of the type of epistemological assault which was entailed in the
geography's condemnation of hikayat literature. The author of that text
also urged Malays "to think". Abdullah, despite the fact that he never
converted to Christianity, was precisely the sort of pupil the mission-
aries liked. In one of the very few personal comments ever made about
Abdullah, Thomsen found him "steady, inquisitive, communicative,
oblidging [sic], teachable".81 Whatever Thomsen's moral and mission-
ary limitations may have been, he certainly had the measure of
Abdullah.

Not all of the stimulation offered by missionary teachers may have
been intentional. Just as their publication of the Hikayat Dunia
supported the inculcation of many elements of a modern, secular,
world view, so their particular non-conformist brand of Christianity may
have had unexpected implications. Thus, the disdain they proclaimed
for "outward rites and ceremonies", although directed primarily at
Roman Catholicism, might well have been understood to imply
criticism of Malay custom and etiquette.82 Similarly, it is valuable to
speculate on the possible impact of the missionaries' preoccupation
with personal spiritual salvation. A perceptive European observer from
outside the missionary community wrote of Abdullah as a "native" who
had been able to learn from the LMS brethren a "freedom of thought"
and an "independent tone not often found in the southern Asiatics".83

One way in which the missionaries stimulated such independence and,
in general, a more developed sense of personhood was through their
translation into Malay of the seventeenth-century Pilgrim's Progress. In
this book, Malay readers would have encountered not only a powerful
Christian message but also one of the most influential texts in the
emergence of the Western concept of the individual.84 Abdullah, it is
known, read a translation prepared in Penang and the work had an
influence on his own writing style: "Gambling is the mother of vice,"
declares the Munshi in a passage which must owe a great deal to
Bunyan, "and of her three children the eldest is named Mr. Liar, the
second Mr. Thief and the third Mr. Thug".85 We can only speculate as to
whether reading the Pilgrim's Progress also assisted in forming
Abdullah's notion of an individual life journey.
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The very act of reading, although from the missionary perspective
merely a preparation for the digestion of Christian dogma, had far-
reaching cultural and intellectual consequences. We have noticed
Abdullah apparently groping to understand and explain these con-
sequences. Much has been written in recent years about the impact of
literacy not only on language itself but also in 'restructuring conscious-
ness'.86 In Europe the mass printing of the Bible is considered to have
had far more than religious significance. The growth of literacy, "the
habit of private reading and meditation",87 itself stimulated the Puritan
preoccupation with personal salvation which, in turn, was one of the
forces promoting modern individualistic thinking. Jean-Jacques
Rousseau made the point with particular eloquence when he recorded
that it was from the moment of his "first readings" that he could "date
without interruption my consciousness of myself".88 It was, in fact, from
the "absorption in reading and the talks to which it gave rise between
my father and me" that Rousseau "developed that free and republican
spirit, that proved an indomitable character, so incompatible with
subjection and servitude.. ."89

Although Rousseau exhibited a degree of introspection beyond any-
thing we encounter in Abdullah, their respective experiences of
reading may not have been dissimilar. It would be not merely the con-
tent of the Pilgrim's Progress but the very act of reading this or any other
book which might promote the sense of a separate, independent self.
Considered in this light, Thomsen's mention of "several hundreds of
poor lads" having learned to read the New Testament, has an added
significance. When missionaries note that a "spirit of reading has been
spreading far and wide",90 or that "frequent applications" have arrived
for books and that there exists "a spirit of inquiry" among the
"Mohammetans",91 we must recall that they were engaged in a literacy
campaign which would have far reaching intellectual consequences.

A further implication of the educational programs directed at the
Malays by missionaries and other Europeans in the early nineteenth
century arises from their democratic character. Printing itself had
egalitarian implications: the replication of written materials no longer
depended upon the scribe and, as a result, the possibility existed of a
far broader reading audience than had been the case in the past. To
some extent, the missionaries openly sought to undermine existing
social hierarchy. Thomsen complained about what he saw as the
absence in Malay society of a "middle or independent poor" and
considered "all the common people" to be in a "state of wretched
dependence on the chiefs and others about them, who have it in their
power to keep them in that state of ignorance".92 In his education plans,
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he urged that "poor lads" as well as the aristocracy be taught to write
and read. The very notion of a 'free school' - that is, a school which was
presumably free both from restrictions relating to creed and from those
of race and colour,93 - was also a revolutionary concept from a Malay
perspective. Just how revolutionary these ideas were is suggested by the
determination with which the Malay aristocracy of the colonial period
opposed a democratic emphasis in the colonial education system. In
1923, for instance, the Sultan of Perak insisted that "only boys of good
birth, i.e., the sons of Rajas, Chiefs, and Penghulus (headmen) of good
family" should be admitted to the leading Malay college of the period.94

The actual and precise impact of European schooling and printing
on the Malay community of the early and mid-nineteenth century must
be primarily a matter of speculation. Abdullah was prolific but how
many other Malays responded to the new influences is difficult to
determine. It has been argued that until the twentieth century the new
education created no new class of graduates: no clerks, interpreters or
translators.95 Abdullah tends to be presented as an isolated figure
possessing no Malay following or even a Malay audience.96 \et it is
curious that Abdullah himself actually claimed to be addressing a "new
generation," and that he expressed the hope that Malays would "take to
heart the advice I offer them".97 In the next chapters we will see that
there was indeed a "new generation" which read Abdullah, the Hikayat
Dunia and other publications of the Mission Press. Even in the mid-
nineteenth century this generation could be described as being divided
into at least two groups, both of which were to influence radically the
development of Malay political culture.

The first group is hinted at in the government report of 1855 which
spoke of Keasberry's students "earning a comfortable livelihood in vari-
ous occupations"98. A further report on the same school some eighteen
years later noted that its former students had become "Clerks, Inter-
preters, and Printers with good salaries".99 A portrait of at least one
section of this emerging, educated, middle class is presented in a con-
temporary account of Penang published in the 1850s. The young
Malays there, some of whom had been "educated by Europeans", are
described as having adopted the "trousers, socks, shirts, and boots of
their teachers, and to show that they are not completely converted, they
wear the kebaya, a rather loose Arab cloak and turban".100 What special
appeal, we may ask, did the notions of freedom, of reward for
endeavour, and of a society where ordinary people could become "as
rich as rajas", have for these smart young men? (Many of them
presumably hoped to follow their predecessors in the European-run
schools into jobs "with good salaries".) These new middle-class people
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would certainly have found in the Hikayat Dunia and Abdullah's wri-
tings a number of perspectives which could be identified with a liberal
bourgeois ideology.

The second group of the "new generation" comprised the young
aristocrats of Johore, particularly those who were educated by Keas-
berry and Abdullah. It has been noted that the Hikayat Dunia, which
denigrates most Malays, displays a surprising diplomacy in its treatment
of Johore. Both the missionaries and Abdullah are likely to have recog-
nized that this particular court presented an unusual opportunity to in-
fluence the Malay aristocracy. The Johore elite (as will be explained in
chapter 8) was engaged in creating a new polity across the straits from
Singapore and would probably have been more open than the longer-
established leadership in neighbouring sultanates to new social or re-
ligious ideas. The colonial educators met with a measure of real success
in Johore, but there were other ideologues of a different type who also
competed for the attention of this innovatory elite.

By introducing the Hikayat Dunia and the British educators of the
mid-nineteenth century, I have begun to present Abdullah's writings as
components in an ideological campaign. Looked at from a different
perspective, of course, Abdullah and his books also constituted the
most spectacular achievement of that campaign. He was both a com-
ponent and a product of the new education programs. The contents of
the geography and the declarations of missionaries testify to the fact.
They provide insights into the type of intellectual climate in which he
wrote: after noting the Islamic religious training of his youth, they tell
of the charming Raffles who perhaps introduced Abdullah to the
thought of Adam Smith; of Thomsen attempting to teach him "how to
think"; of Keasberry requesting translations of textbooks conveying the
new Western knowledge; and of North placing before him such ideas as
might seem "new and striking". North, in fact, actually claimed to have
proposed to Abdullah that he write the Hikayat or autobiography: "I
suggested to him he might compose a work of deep interest . . . a
memoir of himself".101 But when North adds immodesdy that he had
also proposed the topics for much of the subject matter of this work,
the implications are misleading. It is not possible to characterize
Abdullah's writings as merely imitative.

To appreciate the independence and creativity of Abdullah's reaction
to fresh intellectual stimuli it is fruitful to glance again at his books in
the specific context of our reading of the Hikayat Dunia. For the
historian not just the geography but also Abdullah's writings benefit
from being read intertextually. On its part, the geography presents a
relatively systematic presentation of the type of Western ideological
claims which Abdullah encountered. We have examined their influence
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on him in some detail. What has not been attempted so far is an
assessment of the ways in which he sought to counter rather than
execute such claims. We have observed Abdullah debating with the
kerajaan but not up to this point debating with the colonialist
spokesmen of liberalism.

Countering colonialism

Contrasting the Munshi's oeuvre with the Hikayat Dunia reveals the
extent to which the two authors stress different themes. Just as the latter
gives added attention to matters such as race, the exploitation of
natural resources, and what might be termed historical process, so
Abdullah develops certain themes which are at best only alluded to in
the geography. To some extent these differences between the Munshi's
writing and the geography are a result of diverging purposes and separ-
ate genres, but they also reveal something of the particular character of
Abdullah's response.

First, the Hikayat Dunia and Abdullah's writings differ in the way they
handle the concept of individual 'freedom' or 'liberty'. The geography
presents 'freedom' as a feature of English rule and as a key to English
success but, unlike Abdullah, it does not attempt to define what that
freedom involves. In the geography two words are used to express
'freedom', merdeheka (merdeka) and bebas, but it is significant that
neither appears to have conveyed at that time the notion of "the
individual as the embodiment of certain natural and imprescribable
rights which authority is not en tided to invade". It is this perception of
liberty which, as Harold Laski has suggested, became a "commonplace
of political speculation", at least after the time of John Locke.102 In
nineteenth-century Malay writing, merdeheka was used specifically in ref-
erence to freedom from slavery. Marsden's dictionary of 1812 defines
the word that way, and calls a man who is mardika a "manumitted (or
freed) slave".103 In addition, all of the sentences Marsden employs to
illuminate the meaning of the word refer to freedom from slavery.
Swettenham's dictionary of the 1880s also defines the word as "free
(manumitted)"104 and even Klinkert in 1930 described it as meaning
" vrij van slavernij of dienst plichtigheid ".105

The other term, bebas, was not specific to slavery; Marsden defined it
as "unrestrained license", but both the examples of its use which he
quotes relate to freedom of trade. Thus, De bibas-kan ulih is translated as
to "suffer to pass free of duties" (by the East India Company).106

Wilkinson in 1903 also uses bebas in the sense of "freedom from
restraint" and gives an illustration from the celebrated text, the Hikayat
Hang Tuah, about a youth who was given "the run o f the palace.107 An
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impression is conveyed, therefore, that bebas, like merdeheka, has only
gradually and quite recently assumed the more comprehensive and
abstract sense of 'liberty'. The use of both words together in the mid-
nineteenth century HikayatDunia might best be interpreted as no more
than an admission that the author, or translator, had difficulty at that
time in expressing the concept of 'freedom' in Malay.

Abdullah, however, takes far more trouble to elucidate the concept of
'freedom'. As an apparently vital ingredient of English success it
probably intrigued him, and to expound the subject as part of his
advice to the "new generation" might have seemed essential. Abdullah
virtually listed the different aspects of "freedom" under English rule.
He identified the lack of sumptuary laws and of threats to property; the
absence of what he saw as ridiculous regulations demanding humilia-
ting obeisance; and the existence of prohibitions against anything
'novel', or any act opposed to Malay adat. According to Abdullah, these
were all desirable freedoms to be found in the colony. In particular, he
extolled the freedom to improve one's intellect, to do something
important, and to enjoy oneself. Such notions of 'liberty', his writings
suggest, are grounded in a particular perception of the human person.
It was the freedom of the growing individual, the developing human
intellect which British rule fostered and which the Munshi expounded.
Without the premise of individualism, of course, the sentiments of the
Hikayat Dunia about the value of freedom would be hardly
comprehensible.

It is when we read Abdullah alongside the geography that his explica-
tory role is most pronounced. He appears to be both explaining and
advocating concepts of human 'freedom' and of 'humanity' - concepts
alluded to tantalizingly in the geography's account of English triumph
- to an audience possessing cultural assumptions of a fundamentally
different type. In his exhortation, in his radical writing style as well as
the content of his books, he was perhaps actually trying to evoke among
the younger Malays the preconditions for that freedom which, as
portrayed in the Hikayat Dunia, fostered prosperity and contentment
under British rule.

A second area of dissimilarity between the Hikayat Dunia and
Abdullah's writing concerns their relative approaches to Malay society.
Abdullah's approach is more constructive and more reformist and this
is likely to be significant. The geography is unspecific in its criticism.
Both rajas and subjects are merely referred to as "stupid" and "lazy". By
contrast, Abdullah's condemnation is far more detailed. He identifies
the aspects of the kerajaan - in particular its stultifying laws and oppres-
sion of the Malay subject class - which he considers to be damaging
the Malay race, and does so in a manner which suggests the basis of a
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program of reform. In one respect, Abdullah's campaign actually
received indirect support from the geography. The latter implies that
reform was at least theoretically possible. Although the Hikayat Dunia
celebrates English achievement and insists that only white people
possess the necessary industry, skill and freedom to open up Borneo, it
nevertheless admits that races can change. Thus, under British rule the
Javanese are described as becoming industrious. The geography also
frequently advocates the education of the native races. Even in the case
of the Australian Aborigines, the failure to respond to English
education is presented not so much as an inevitability as a warning to
other native peoples who fail to foster or develop their akal.

The geography, however, is not concerned specifically or primarily
with the reform of the Malays. In general, their future, and even their
improvement, is portrayed as lying within the English and Dutch
imperial framework. In the Hikayat Dunia we encounter a firm
colonialist perspective. English power is expanding, bringing with it just
government and the effective exploitation of resources. Thus, when the
text explains that Borneo has not yet been traversed by the white man,
the implication is clear that this island too will soon be developed by
Westerners. The reader of the geography constantly meets the image of
an irresistible and beneficial advance of European power. Reading
Abdullah alongside this text immediately suggests the danger of
overemphasizing his Anglophilia. Abdullah offers a markedly different
perspective on the West's expansion into the Malay world. When he
notices that the Malay race is "always governed by other races",108 the
comment does not carry a tone of approval. Moreover, when he
predicts that the Malays will fall further and further behind until they
are "trodden under foot",109 he seems to be challenging the Malays to
reform themselves. Abdullah is emphatically not looking to the English
to initiate change, as they had in Java, for instance; rather, he advocates
a renaissance inspired from within.

The Hikayat Dunia, therefore, offers the opportunity of a different
perspective on Abdullah. Reading Abdullah in dialogue with this text
we get a glimpse of the way in which he may have perceived, and
experimented with, the new liberal and Protestant ideas current in the
colony. The contents of the Hikayat Dunia provoke questions, first of all,
about the nature of the ideological dimension of British expansionism.
In this chapter they have led to an examination of some of the
educational programs of the missionaries and the colonial government.
The nineteenth-century educators, through their promotion of literacy
and of the doctrines of the Enlightenment and Protestantism, seem to
have played a more stimulative role than we previously realized.
Abdullah's writings, in particular, provide strong evidence of their
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impact. Indeed, these writings suggest we ought to perceive the seed
time of Malay modernism as occurring not in the first years of the 1900s
but a half century earlier. We should not dismiss the possibility, for
instance, that Abdullah -just as he claimed - was addressing a "new [if
small] generation" of Malays. He himself was certainly a pioneer and
influential member of this generation and, as the contrast between his
writing and the geography suggests, he was no merely passive imitator.
Especially when we see the Munshi's works in context, it is possible to
understand how he was able to appropriate ideas, vocabulary, and even
literary genres in order to construct what we might, with a little
exaggeration, term a program for the future development of the
Malays.

From the perspective of the ancien regime, this program had
revolutionary implications. It required fundamental changes in Malay
culture. Abdullah's vision demanded the acceptance of new notions of
the individual, of historical development, of social organization and of
geographical knowledge. In this sense, he challenged not merely the
current objectives of the Malay royal elite but also the rules of
classification and the grounds of knowledge - the entire discursive
foundation - of the kerajaan.

Shifting attention, as Chatterjee would put it, from the problematic
to the thematic of ideological writing has an obvious significance for
the way we perceive Abdullah and indeed later Malay writers.110

Although not qualifying as a radical nationalist, writing in explicit
opposition to colonial rule, Abdullah was nevertheless, from a Malay
perspective, a pioneer in creating a new way of thinking about man and
society. It could be argued that he helped to establish the preconditions
for a later nationalism and, more immediately, for a recognizably
modern style of politics. We might also be encouraged to reassess
certain late nineteenth-century liberal ideologues in British Malaya
(and other colonies) if we shift our analytical focus away from
programs. The next chapter, which is concerned at a specific level with
the impact of Abdullah's writings, introduces one of these turn-of-the-
century ideologues, a Malay journalist who today is not so much
controversial as ignored. This journalist, Mohd. Eunos Abdullah, also
promoted a bangsa sentiment among his people and, at the same time,
sometimes praised the British and espoused their values. He wrote not
in the first years of colonial encounter but in the relatively settled
period of early twentieth-century colonialism. He also wrote at a time
when Islamically inspired ideologues were offering a specifically
religious program for Malay social change.

In the manner of such contemporaries as Gokhale in India or U Ba
Pe in Burma,111 Mohd. Eunos Abdullah is vulnerable to criticism from a
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radical nationalist point of view. All three of these men were liberals
who operated within the colonial system, perceiving opportunities as
well as threats in the expansion of European power and ideologies.
Men of their persuasion - and they were found in numerous colonial
situations - might wear Western clothes and often worked as lawyers or
journalists. They mixed frequendy with Europeans, drinking in the doc-
trines of what they saw as the European age. It is when the writings of
these devotees of Enlightenment thought are examined from the vant-
age point of the pre-colonial political culture that we can appreciate
their oppositional character. Ideologues such as Eunos, in addressing
the small but growing middle class which Abdullah had hoped to influ-
ence, were working toward the displacement of much of that traditional
culture. They not only criticized but also speculated and experimented.
Although they began to investigate such new doctrines as nationalism,
they were pioneers, above all, of a new discourse of politics.
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CHAPTER 4

Conceptualizing a Bangsa Community:
A Newspaper of Moderate Opinions

By the end of the nineteenth century an increasingly confident
liberalism was challenging the Malay royal courts. Now familiar with
British doctrines and practices, liberal ideologues began to formulate a
detailed program for Malay society. They conceptualized a new, bangsa,
community and it contrasted strongly with the hierarchical, ceremonial
kerajaan. I use the word 'conceptualized' rather than 'imagined'
because it conveys better the purpose and energy with which Malay
writers engaged in the construction of a new form of community. The
bangsa was certainly an intellectual rather than a natural construction,
but the concept of imagination tends to disguise the anxiety, the
experimentation, the contest and the sheer intellectual difficulty faced
by those who relinquished their loyalty to older forms of community
and constructed a new form. In examining the writing of Mohd. Eunos
Abdullah, we learn something about this process, particularly about the
creative significance of old vocabulary.

In one sense, the turn of the century was a time of retreat not only
for the Malays but for most Asian peoples, a period when European
imperial authority was being consolidated all over the East. But the
triumph of the West also entailed a victory of ideas, and the propa-
gators of the ideas were not merely Europeans. By 1900, those who had
begun to appropriate the doctrines of liberal Europe to undermine the
ancien regime in Malaya and other lands - even if they themselves were
victims of colonialism - sensed that they possessed a formidable
ideological armoury. Colonialism was frequently feared and disliked
but, not surprisingly, the doctrines which seemed to underpin the
startling achievements of late nineteenth-century Europe were of ab-
sorbing interest. Mohd. Eunos Abdullah was one such devotee of the
new thinking. His writings were mild-mannered in style but he
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developed what might be termed a 'bourgeois philosophy', and the
threat it posed to the old Malay order should not be underestimated.
For a start, this philosophy entailed the further refining of the concept
of bangsa as an alternative Malay focus of loyalty and basis of social
organization.1

Mohd. Eunos Abdullah and British Malaya at the turn of the century

Although Mohd. Eunos Abdullah was in the vanguard of Malay journal-
ists and became the president of the first Malay political association, he
lacks credentials as a nationalist hero. He has been called a "loyalist
Malay" whose newspapers were published with British approval and
who himself became a "confidant and adviser"2 to the British govern-
ment in Singapore. The political organization which he led in the
1920s, the Singapore Malay Union, is known to have held a massive
procession to celebrate the coronation of King George VI. As a member
of the colony's Legislative Council, Eunos even spoke of the Malay's
"rightful place in the sun as a happy and contented citizen of the British
Empire".3

From the vantage point of many modern Malay readers such a
declaration could not be more conservative or less attractive. In
alluding to 'citizenship', however, it also draws attention to an area in
which Eunos exercised a far-reaching influence.

The kerajaan leaders would have recognized the revolutionary
potency of the idea of 'citizenship'; it means less to us today simply
because we take for granted much of the political culture which the
term connotes. Only by adopting as closely as possible the perspectives
of Eunos' contemporaries can we appreciate his ideological contribu-
tions - that is, his role in the formulation of innovative doctrines about
race, statehood, individualism and progress. In particular, it is possible
to examine his participation in generating the new politics of
citizenship.

The first newspaper which Eunos edited, the Utusan Melayu, is
undeniably a landmark in the history of Malay journalism. Commenced
in 1907 as the Malay edition of the English-language paper, the Free
Press, the Utusan provided in the Malay language "for the first time
something like daily newspaper journalism".4 The circulation was only
550 but, as William Roff has noted, newspapers were read aloud in
coffee shops5 and we know that the Utusan Melayu was used for teaching
purposes in Malay vernacular schools. In 1909, for instance, the Malay
teachers' training college in Malacca reported that it was "much
indebted to the Utusan Melayu for valuable help in broadening the out-
look of its students".6 Just what might have been meant by 'broadening'
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is important in considering not only the paper's but also its editor's role
in Malay ideological development. Reading the paper in the context of
late twentieth-century Malaysia, one is indeed struck by what has been
described as its "uncontentious presentation of the news"7 and "moder-
ately expressed comment".8 But from the perspective of the kerajaan
tradition, or even of the mid-nineteenth-century reformism examined
in the last chapters, the Utusan Melayu looks very different. The mere
existence of a commoner Malay employing a new medium to comment
on Malay society is itself a radical departure. In the manner of Ab-
dullah, Eunos was also instrumental in the development of a new vocab-
ulary (and even a new syntax) which could be used to interpret and
discuss the interactions and associations operating in human society.

The local world upon which the Utusan commented had changed in
important ways, of course, since the time of Abdullah. The major
transformations of the period are charted in numerous scholarly
histories.9 The British, who had ruled the colony of the Straits
Settlements over the previous century, had by 1900 firmly established
their authority in many of the sultanates of the Peninsula. They
described themselves euphemistically as the * protector' of these Malay
states. As in the expansion of Dutch power in the Sumatran sultanates,
the British brought the Malay polities under varying degrees of control.
In 1896 the four states which were most directly under British influence
(Perak, Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Pahang) were pressed into a type
of federation and a unified, British-led bureaucracy was developed. By
the end of the century this 'Federated Malay States' was remarkable for
possessing a large and rapidly growing immigrant community. Nearly
two million Chinese had entered the states between 1881 and 1900 and
by the latter date the total Chinese population was almost equal to the
number of Malays. Chinese commercial success was proverbial. To-
gether with the Europeans, for instance, they dominated the massive
mining industry which was firmly in place in 1900. These non-Malays
were also prominent in the plantation industry which was in the process
of being created. But the Malays were not entirely excluded from the
new commerce. By the opening of the twentieth century, as John
Gullick has explained, there were examples as well of a "new type of
Malay capitalist" who used "commercial methods of management".10

In some regions at that time Malays were involved in a thriving
smallholder rubber industry and many were benefiting from a dramatic
land boom.11 Such a new class of Malays emerged in the peninsular
sultanates as well as in the colony. In the towns of the British 'protected'
states, groups of Malays began to be seen wearing "stiff shirt collar and
polished black shoes" together with "blue tinted goggles".12 (They re-
mind one of the Malays of mid-nineteenth-century Penang mentioned
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in the last chapter as having been dressed in "trousers, socks, shirts, and
boots".) The turn of the century, as we shall see, was a time of anxiety as
well as opportunity for such Malays. One of the earliest editorials of the
Utusan Melayu observes that although thirty years of "administration
and law making by English officials" had brought peace and other
benefits to the Malay states, it was also a period of danger for the Malay
community. Predictably, the editorial stressed that one critical aspect of
that danger arose from the startling increase in Chinese - and, to a
considerable extent, Indian - immigration.13

The Utusan Melayu

Eunos' reflections on this changing world are to be found in the edi-
torials of the Utusan Melayu, his aspirations and biases sometimes lightly
disguised. The topics covered by these editorials are certainly diverse.
They include such matters as education, rubber planting and football
as well as developments in China, Japan, India and Egypt. To list topics
in this manner, however, is, in one sense, misleading. Although the edi-
torials generally commence with a comment on some item of current
news, they often develop into a lecture about the condition and reform
of Malay society. Most editorials appear to attempt to inculcate new
values and a new way of thinking in the Malay community. However
distant the topic might appear to be from local concerns, the editorials
usually contain a pertinent message for the Malay reader. From the first
editorial in the opening issue of the paper, it is clear that these mes-
sages were not entirely novel.

The first editorial states the aims of the paper.14 It commences with a
communication of goodwill (sent to the paper in Jawi script, from
London) from a former governor of the Straits Settlements, Sir Frank
Swettenham. We are immediately reminded of the apparently
obsequious gestures made by Munshi Abdullah and, in fact, the Utusan
possessed equally good reasons for paying such respect. The paper was
not merely produced in a British colony but was owned by William
Makepeace, the English publisher of the Singapore newspaper, The Free
Press.15 The political and financial imperatives guiding the Utusan
should constantly be kept in mind when analysing its editorials.
Following Swettenham's statement, the editorial explains that the
paper will carry news contained in the English newspapers, news not
just of Malay lands but of other continents. 'The whole intention
behind the publication of this newspaper", it declares, "is to expand the
knowledge of the Malays concerning affairs and developments
constantly taking place in the world." The Utusan explains that it wants
Malays to be able to "understand matters taking place each day just as
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they are understood by races (bangsa) which live in a modern (moderi)
way". (The precise way in which bangsa is used in the Utusan will be
examined in due course.) The paper declares that it looks upon the
Malays "with great affection" and hopes they will "in the future possess
knowledge and skills which cannot be bettered by other races in any
aspect of modernity". Readers are then invited to correct the language
and spelling of the Utusan whenever necessary. They are also requested
to refrain from the sort of acrimonious correspondence which "brings
benefit to no one".

There is much to comment on in this editorial. Immediately striking
is its didactic tone - strong by the standards of most newspapers - and
familiar to readers of Abdullah. In its unambiguous desire to reform
the Malays, in its concern for the Malays as a race (reminding them of
the need to catch up with other races), and in its devotion to the
expansion of knowledge and the promotion of language, the Utusan is
reminiscent of the Munshi's writing. The author of this and later
editorials seems to have been conscious, in fact, of participating in an
established tradition of writing. The Utusan s opening pronouncements
do not suggest the paper was a first, cautious, attempt to present
modern opinions and matter-of-fact reports on the world to an unini-
tiated Malay audience. Rather it expresses a confidence of purpose
which raises questions about Eunos' background and, in particular,
about his relationship to Abdullah.

A liberal education

Eunos was born in 1876. Before studying at the Raffles Institution in
Singapore, he attended one of the two Malay schools (it is not certain
which one) set up in 1856 by the Singapore government in a flurry of
educational enthusiasm.16 By the time Eunos went to school, of course,
both Abdullah and Keasberry were dead. \e t Keasberry had lived to
1875 and even in his last years his school had continued to teach 25 to
45 boys annually, sending many of them off, as has been seen, to jobs
"with good salaries".17 Keasberry's influence was not restricted to
missionary education. Because the Mission Press (as noted in the last
chapter) printed "almost the only educational works" in the Malay
language,18 the HikayatDunia and other texts would have been used not
only in Keasberry's school but also in the secular Malay schools (located
at Telok Belanga and Kampong Gelam) which continued to operate
after Keasberry's death.

Both these schools were praised highly by English educators: the
1870 official educational report declares that a pupil who attended
either of them "regularly for even three years obtains a thorough
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knowledge of the Reading and Writing of his own language".19 But if
Eunos studied at Telok Belanga - which is likely because pupils from
there commonly transferred as he did to the Raffles Institution20 - he
was certainly involved in a particularly interesting establishment. In
1888 it was described as the "best school in the colony"21 and since the
1870s it had been associated with a teachers' training college. The
college, which was housed in a former residence of the ruler of Johore,
took students from Penang and Malacca as well as Singapore and its
graduates were appointed to schools located both in the Straits Settle-
ments and in the new 'protected' states.22 The official reports on educa-
tion suggest the college's students may have been socially confident.
'Their position and relationship to leading Malays in the districts to
which they belong", it was explained by the British authorities, "will
enable them to exert considerable influence in securing the attendance
of children".23 By 1894 (just before the training college closed), some
200 of the 268 graduates had become teachers; others became clerks
and shopkeepers.24 Eunos, who was himself the son of a Minangkabau
merchant from Sumatra, might have found such an assembly of Malays
from different regions congenial: it must certainly have enhanced
among the students a sense of Malayness reaching beyond parochial
loyalties. An additional feature of the Telok Belanga school which could
have interested Eunos was the Malay printing press established by the
ruler of Johore at the college in 1881.25

In the absence of any personal memoirs, it is necessary to speculate
on the way Eunos may have been affected by this early education in a
government Malay school. How important, for instance, was the new
emphasis on the romanization of Malay which had been introduced
into education at this time? We will see that it was inspired, at least in
part, by a British desire to undercut Islamic influence. To use the
Roman not the Arabic (or Jawi) alphabet was expected to predispose
Malays to European rather than Muslim ideological influence.26 Was
Eunos himself influenced by such considerations when he decided to
include a romanized page in his primarily Jawi newspaper? It has been
suggested that his aim was to attract Baba Chinese readers (who were
writing and reading romanized Malay in the late nineteenth century) ,27

but it may also be the case that Eunos intended to indicate a
commitment to the moden.

Among the moden books which Eunos is likely to have read were the
works of Abdullah and the Hikayat Dunia. It is clear that, as publications
of the Mission Press, these books were widely circulated outside the
missionary world. Furthermore, they were printed by the government
itself in later decades. The official education report of 1888, for
instance, notes a new printing of what it terms the "first volume of the
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Hikayat Abdullah" and at a price "within the range of all children except
those of very poor parents". To the latter, "copies were issued free".28 In
1889 the 'second volume' was also reprinted.29 In 1891 a reprinting of
the Voyage of Abdullah was announced, and another Hikayat Abdullah was
underway.30 The geography, the Hikayat Dunia, appeared in a new
edition in 1892.31 The next year further printings of the Voyage and the
Hikayat, the autobiography, were announced and it was explained that
these books had been sent to the peninsular states and to Borneo.32

Private presses too appear to have reprinted Abdullah's works. Thus,
the autobiography and the Voyage were both advertised in 1889 by Haji
Mohd. Siraj's press which had agents in Singapore, Penang and
Batavia.33

These books were undoubtedly read in many schools. The Hikayat
Abdullah, right up to the end of the colonial period, was reported to be
a "school text-book in use all over the country".34 The Voyage was said to
be "of all Malay texts the most widely read by students of the lan-
guage".35 In a memoir of the early years of the first school in Pekan,
Pahang (established at the end of the nineteenth century), it is the
Voyage which is mentioned as the Malay text.36 (What the kerajaan elite
of that town thought about the Voyage's account of their noble ancestors
will be considered in chapter 8.)

The influence of Abdullah's writings, however, was not confined to
the schoolroom. They were quoted, for instance, in a geographical and
historical account of the Malay lands published in 187537 and in the
Islamic journal, Al Imam, in 1908.38 We will see also that Abdullah's writ-
ings were carefully perused by kerajaan ideologues in the sultanate of
Johore.39 The point ought now to be clear: Eunos was a member of an
educated 'new generation' which, just as the Munshi had intended,
could not have avoided reading Abdullah's Voyage and his autobiography.

After leaving the Malay school, Eunos' attitudes would have been
further shaped by his education at the Raffles Institution. The fortunes
of the institution had waxed and waned through the nineteenth
century, but it was flourishing when Eunos studied there in the early
1890s. A headmaster from England had been appointed in 1871 and in
the following years the government reports were often compliment-
ary.40 "In the direction of higher education," remarked the Annual Re-
port for Education in 1892, "the Institution is doing excellent work".41

Perhaps because there were only 26 Malays there in 1894 and few of the
numerous European staff knew the Malay language,42 Eunos developed
a command of English for which he was to be praised in the 1920s as a
member of the colony's Legislative Council.43 In terms of acquiring
practical skills, it is significant that at the Raffles Institution he was a
graduate of the 'commercial class'44 and thus would probably have
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gained a further knowledge of printing. Furthermore, like the
Kampong Gelam Malay school, the institution had a connection with
the first Malay language periodical of Singapore, the weekly Jawi
Peranakan. The editor of that paper (which ran from 1876 to 1895)
taught at both establishments45 and, in the manner of the later Utusan,
the Jawi Peranakan was used for reading in schools.46

Thejawi Peranakan may well have been an inspiration for Eunos, and
in more than one way. It could have stimulated him not only to
consider a career in journalism for himself but also to adopt new social
views and an innovative style of writing. This pioneering weekly has
been examined with care by Roff.47 It was run by locally born Indians,
offered no editorial, achieved a relatively small print run and did not
subject local affairs to "analytical comment".48 Nevertheless, the paper
introduced Malay readers to a new genre of writing. (Those few Malays
who had read Thomsen's Malay Magazine of the 1820s would be either
dead or of advanced age.) It was a genre which entailed a special
intimacy between authors and readers. The cultural consequences of
the act of reading have been discussed in previous chapters but news-
papers could bring a new directness and reciprocity to the relation
between author and audience. Munshi Abdullah's books had offered
personal observations on his voyage and his life; the new journalists
went so far as to ask their readers to reply. As Roff tells it, the editors of
thejawi Peranakan seem to have been unprepared for the sheer volume
of correspondence (often in "traditional epistolary style") which their
publication inspired. The letters were concerned with education, social
customs, wild pigs, spelling and pronunciation. The correspondents
wrote at such length that the editors complained.49

The Jawi Peranakan also developed the innovations of Abdullah in
another area. Although much of the day-to-day information in the
paper seems commonplace to the modern reader it is strikingly
different from the content of kerajaan literature. The news items,
commercial reports, shipping movements and commodity prices
(familiar features of Western newspapers) constitute the type of
"realistic" material which Abdullah introduced into Malay writing. Roff
is particularly impressed by the "long reports" on different parts of the
peninsula and archipelago which were sometimes presented in the Jawi
Peranakan. He considers that they "must have assisted in the
development of a general consciousness of the unity as well as the
diversity of the contemporary Malaysian world".50 Despite the fact that
these reports presented no explicit critique of Malay society, reading
them would at least teach Eunos to address Malay matters in a new
voice. It is sufficient that the Malay polities were discussed in other than
a kerajaan voice to make these descriptions novel. When we read, for
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instance, of migration from one peninsular state to another, even
though the article includes a detailed description of an audience with a
ruler, the perspective is external to the court and its discourse. To
quote one passage:

In 1304 [1886/7] many people of the Malay race (bangsa Melayu) from
Kelantan, Patani, Patalung and Songkhla, together with some Siamese
people - more than 2000 people in all - entered Kedah. Bringing their
belongings they came to reside at that place. When the Raja addressed
inquiries to these new arrivals, they declared 'we were all hungry, we could
not restrain ourselves from streaming over here. We all come to submit
ourselves to your Majesty (Dull Yang Maha Mulia)\ They were then asked
'what type of work can you carry out here'. They answered: 'we are
accustomed to planting rice. That is our living'. The Raja was happy because
the country of Kedah is filled with wet and dry rice lands.51

In this passage, the perceptions and motivation of the migrants are
given as much attention as those of the ruler and his advisers. We are
presented with the economic imperatives leading to migration, and also
to the welcoming of the immigrants. Moreover, the language used does
not employ all of the normal vocabulary associated with royalty.

In other ways, too, the actual vocabulary used in the Jawi Peranakan
may have helped prepare Eunos to write his own editorials in 1907.
However politically modest the Jawi Peranakan may have been, its use of
language was sometimes innovative. Certain words had to be borrowed
or adapted, for example, to describe the day-to-day affairs of a British
colony. Thus, a description of the early development of the British
protectorate in Pahang introduces the word 'collector'. (The paper
defines this pivotal office in British colonial administration merely as an
"official who gathers the taxes of a territory".52) Even the official
government announcements and commercial advertisements con-
tained in the Jaxvi Peranakan introduced readers to a new vocabulary
relating to modern institutions of administration, the law and com-
merce. The pages are filled with 'government proclamations'.53 There
are announcements about 'limited companies' and 'auctions'.54 Vacant
government posts are always described with reference to a fixed salary:
the "superintendent of education in Malacca possesses the monthly
salary of 150 dollars".55

Again these seem prosaic matters and yet innovation in vocabulary,
the introduction of new signifiers, facilitates and promotes new modes
of thought. Like the Hikayat Dunia and Abdullah's writings, the Jawi
Peranakan offered Eunos many of the terms and concepts which he
would later employ as a newspaper editor and social reformer. Al-
though we cannot be certain of the type of criticism of Malay society
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which he encountered at the Raffles Institution, the presence there of
these publications gives some idea of the intellectual background of
Eunos and other members of the generation of 1900. Above all, the fact
that so many people in the 1870s and 1880s were actually eager to
express themselves in their own language in correspondence to a news-
paper is a particular sign that already an active, participatory, reader-
ship was forming. Such developments underline the perception that
this generation of 1900 was by no means the first wave of Malay
'modernism'.

It is the innovations made by the generation of 1900, however, that
are especially revealing in a study of Malay political thinking. In con-
trast to Abdullah, for instance, Eunos was not satisfied with generalized
condemnation and exhortation. He made concrete proposals to the
Malay community living under British rule in the colony or British
'Protection' on the peninsula. At times he seems to have been charting
the future of his community within the context both of its pre-colonial
past and of the new colonial and capitalist era. This is not to say that
Eunos' views differed essentially from those of Abdullah, but rather that
he pursued the implications of the Munshi's reformism in changed
social and political circumstances.

Bangsa

The most significant concept to which Eunos made innovations was
bangsa. He added new content - new signification - to the term,
enhancing in particular its emotive power. Certain of this new content,
not surprisingly, he adapted from the kerajaan tradition itself. From the
first editorial, the focus of the Utusan Melayu is on the Malay race
{bangsa) rather than, for example, the individual sultanates or, for that
matter, the international Islamic community. The character and dynam-
ics of ideological contestation in the Malay community will become
evident in the course of this study, but we must keep in mind from the
outset that Eunos wrote in such a context.

In advocating the racial community in preference to any other type
of social bond, Eunos followed Abdullah. As was the case with other
topics, however, Eunos took the discussion of race beyond the type of
formulations which the Munshi offered. Although Abdullah warned,
admonished and tried to inspire the Malays he did not directly advocate
the type of emotionalism, the love of race, which emerges in Eunos'
editorials. The latter writes of the Malays "with great affection"; he
praises "love of race" in other peoples, and he urges Malays to make
their race "great" and "powerful". Malays, he says, should enhance the
nama or reputation of their race; they should try to "lift its rank".56 The
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emotional commitment to the concept is to be explained pardy in
terms of the influence of changing British usage, but the actual rhetoric
employed here is also significant. This 'love', this 'enhancing of name?
and 'lifting of rank' is resonant of kerajaan culture. It is the specific
object of loyalty and devotion which has changed, and this change is of
momentous significance. In applying these sentiments to race rather
than ruler, Eunos was by no means the last Malay ideologue to appro-
priate the vocabulary of the sultanates in the service of new political
doctrines. The use of this vocabulary, we will see, might also provide a
clue as to why bangsa began to be perceived with such emotion.

The second way in which Eunos' handling of 'Malay bangsa! may be
distinguished from that of Abdullah arises from the newspaper editor's
deliberate stress on the problematic character of Malay ethnicity. We
will see that the Utusan does not treat bangsa as a given. Although
Abdullah's writing constantly foregrounded the Malay bangsa, and so
contributed to the growing power of the concept, the Utusan differs in
explicitly treating bangsa as an intellectual construction. (We are
reminded of Benedict Anderson's dictum that "all communities larger
than primordial villages of face-to-face contact [and perhaps even
these] are imagined".57)

The problematic character of bangsa is suggested partly by its
impermanence. Thus, the Utusan explains to its readers that a people
who do not work diligently might be unable to make their race
"permanent (kekal) in this world".58 Such anxiety about permanence
raises an issue which had long concerned Malay thinkers. Life itself was
considered transitory: dying rulers and other leaders warned their
followers that "this world will not endure ... all that liveth here upon
earth cannot but die in the end".59 Polities, too, were capable of
disappearing from view - Aru in Sumatra, for instance, dissolved some
time in the sixteenth century - and even their wooden physical remains
were unlikely to be able to withstand the moisture of the tropics.
Written chronicles - manuscripts carefully preserved - give the
impression of attempting to capture a kingdom, to fix it in time as an
heirloom for future generations. In these circumstances, the aspiration
to make a sultanate "permanent", recorded in some texts, was an
understandable objective.60 When the Utusan speaks of the need to give
permanence to the bangsa, therefore, it seems to invoke a longstanding
Malay anxiety.

To 'fix' the Malay bangsa, Eunos argued for the need to understand it
in a specific way, and to commit oneself to that understanding.
Although consciousness of 'race' had become increasingly influential
among Malays since the eighteenth century, in 1900 (and, as we shall
see in chapter 10, even in 1940) large numbers of Malays continued to
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give primacy to their relation with a sultanate, a local village or a region.
What Eunos asserts is that the community - the intellectual construct -
which Malays needed to be made aware of, and encouraged to give
priority to, was the bangsa. The way in which the Utusan educates its
readers about race is often indirect. Discussions of developments in
Egypt or Japan, for instance, provide opportunities to make general
observations which might otherwise have provoked official antagonism
in the colonial situation. When an editorial on Egypt refers to the
people of that country wishing to "raise themselves up and become one
bangsa",61 the message for Malays is not difficult to determine.

A number of messages, however, are designed specifically for the
Malays. Thus, they are warned not to become like those communities of
people "who are so confused that they do not know their own race".62

Certain Malays, members of what we might call the new middle class,
are warned that they could "lose" their race.63 One editorial explains
that with the success of the rubber industry - by the early nineteenth
century there was indeed a boom in Malay planting and a good deal of
lively land selling64 - it would be possible for an increasing number of
Malays to go to Europe for schooling. The Utusan argues that just as
many Indians had "become European" through European education,
so Malays might also "forget their race in their intention to become
Europeans".65

In certain other editorials the Utusan attempts to assist Malays to
"remember" their race. In the spirit of the traditional kerajaan world,
for instance, readers are reminded that in training their children they
must never neglect to teach the Malay "courteous behaviour" and "soft
and gentle" manners.66 In a discussion of the Malays of Ceylon and
South Africa, the Utusan delineates what it considers a further charac-
teristic of Malayness. A brief account is given of the origins of these
Malay groups and then it is related that in 1885 the Sultan of Johore
met Malays in Colombo on his way to Europe. In this meeting, the
editorial explains, he encountered the same "love and affection" and
"submission" which was normally offered by Malays to Raja Melayu.
Although the Ceylon Malays were "not from the Malay Peninsula"
(tanah Melayu), the editorial continues, "they are bangsa Melayu and
because of that it is appropriate for people here to take notice of them
and seek ways to bring about a unity with them". In general, the Utusan
declares, it is "time for Malays to try to unite themselves, especially
when almost all of the Malay bangsa is governed by other races".67

In one important respect this statement differs substantially from the
views expressed by Abdullah. The Raja Melayu is not treated with the
same ridicule and disdain which generally characterizes Abdullah's
comments on Malay rulers. The criticism is more subtle than this and
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yet, from the perspective of the royal courts, no less dangerous. The
Malays of Ceylon are considered to be expressing their Malayness by
greeting the Malay ruler in a traditional fashion. That is, in the Utusan
the significance of 'rajaship' is grounded not so much in the potency of
the institution itself but in its usefulness to the bangsa. 'Rajaship' is
introduced in the process of enumerating the characteristics of
'Malayness'.

Kerajaan culture is used again to define Malayness in a special series
of articles.68 The articles come as a further surprise after reading
Abdullah. Far from ridiculing royal ceremony, they provide detailed
and lengthy descriptions of the wedding of the Sultan of Perak. In this
way, they draw upon a tradition readily accessible to them. Once more,
however, the concern appears to be not to pay homage to the raja but
to record, and remind readers of, the ancient customs of the Malays.
The articles detail the titles, ceremonies and music. The fact that the
author considers it necessary to define the gamelan (as a 'band') is a
sign that in 1908, at least in Singapore, these courtly matters may have
been unfamiliar to many Malays (and Malay-reading Chinese). This
bangsa concern for royalty arises again in a later issue of the Utusan
which contains the demand that the dignity of the rulers under British
'Protection' (as the British described their colonial presence) should
be maintained. The precise wording of this editorial is significant. It
states that the raja's dignity must be respected in accordance with "the
customs (adat) of the race (bangsa)".69 Kerajaan texts had presented the
sovereign in the reverse position. Custom was said to be "in the hands"70

of the ruler and we know also from Abdullah's journal that Malay
subjects were reluctant to alter the adat for fear of invoking the wrath of
"rulers of old". In the Utusan it is stated that the ruler's position must be
in accordance with the customs of his bangsa; that is, bangsa is made to
precede raja. Thus, the impression is given that rulers and their
ceremonial are dimensions of Malayness and they are to be preserved
in the service of the race.

Such attempts to define Malayness, together with anxiety about
whether Malays actually "know their race", give the editorials a tone of
defensiveness. The Utusan certainly promotes bangsa consciousness but
seems to do so in a manner which communicates anxiety. The paper
was engaged in developing a social vision to replace that of the kerajaan.
Malayness was a particularly fragile basis for such a project. There was
little in kerajaan writing, for instance, for a strong, genetic view of race.
In the pre-colonial world, so royal texts suggest, people could change
their group ethnic identification with considerable ease. They could,
for instance, lose or acquire what was increasingly described as 'Malay-
ness'. One Malay text even explains how certain people who altered
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their customs, language and attire were able to become Jakun or
aborigines.71

During the nineteenth century in Sumatra and Borneo, as well as the
Malay Peninsula, European observers encountered a process of 'Malay-
ization' in which peoples on the periphery of specific sultanates were
gradually absorbed into a specific kerajaan, adopting its language and
culture. The reverse process might also occur. It appears to have taken
place, for instance, in East Sumatra after the disintegration of certain
sultanates. As the Malay courts collapsed, people who once called them-
selves 'Malay' reverted to the Batak identification of their ancestors.72 It
would have been to some extent in terms of this ideological inherit-
ance, therefore, that Eunos is likely to have perceived the issue of race.
Such a perception of ethnicity would have influenced him in
recognizing the possibility that the bangsa Melayu could not merely
decline but also disappear. It was not only the Malay individual
educated in Europe on the profits of the thriving rubber industry who
might "forget his race". In writing of the need to give the Malay bangsa
'permanence', Eunos was perhaps painfully aware of an oft-quoted
declaration from the legendary hero of Malacca, Hang Tuah, who is
said to have warned of the possibility that the Malays (in that period
specifically the people of the Malacca Sultanate) might actually
"disappear from the world".73

A second factor which would almost certainly have inspired a
defensive tone in the Utusans discussion of bangsa arises from the
momentous social developments taking place in Malaya at the turn of
the century. These developments involved much more than the danger
that European culture might assimilate a new generation of elite
Malays, causing them to "lose their race". They involved also a threat
from Asia. By the end of the nineteenth century, as noted, the dimen-
sions of Asian immigration into Malaya and the Straits Settlements were
apparent to any alert observer. Eunos himself, when he surveyed the
progress of what was often called 'British Malaya' in 1907,74 reported
that from 1901 to 1905 the population of the four states of Perak,
Selangor, Negri Sembilan and Pahang had increased by 20 percent and
that the majority of the increase was made up of Chinese and Indians. If
the Malays, he warned, did not wish to be "driven away from their own
states by other races", then it was necessary that they "work hard day by
day for themselves and their race".

Although five decades earlier Abdullah had referred to the
competition which Malays would have to face from other races, he did
not specify the precise nature of the threat. To some extent his Indian
and Arab background may have discouraged Abdullah from discussing
racial threat in the manner of Eunos, but the concept of bangsa, of
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course, was also less developed and the danger of immigration less
apparent in 1850. As noted above, by 1900 almost a half (48%) of the
total population of the Federated Malay States and Singapore
combined was Chinese.75 The last two decades of the century had seen
especially large immigration, with well over a million and a half Chinese
entering the states of Perak and Selangor alone.76 Such population
movement, particularly of people displaying what the Utusan perceived
to be great energy,77 must inevitably have sharpened Malay anxiety
about the future prospects of their own bangsa.

Political vocabulary

Whatever anxieties Eunos may have possessed about the future of the
Malay race, he at least employed with confidence the term bangsa itself.
The precise way in which he used this word is important. It is just one of
the ways in which he influenced the emergence of the new language of
politics and social criticism. It is especially revealing to examine in this
context Eunos' contribution to the changing relationship between
bangsa and that critical term of the pre-modern era, kerajaan. A further
significant relationship is that between bangsa and nama.

Kerajaan is not a term used by Abdullah78 and yet it was constantly
employed in the traditional Malay texts produced in his lifetime and
even later. The Hikayat Pahang, written at the end of the nineteenth
century, and the Tuhfat al Nafis, appearing a few decades earlier, still
used kerajaan (in the old sense) to denote not merely 'government' but
also 'king', 'royalty' and 'kingdom'. In these texts, it is the kerajaan to
which people are said to owe loyalty.79 By contrast, when Abdullah wrote
of 'government' he generally used perentah (often defined simply as 'an
order'). He described people as living "under" Malay "government" or
"orders" ("dibawah perentah Raja Melayu").80 Sometimes when referring
to 'government' in the sense of the institution or office of government,
he employed raja. That is, in discussing an agreement made between
the Chinese and English governments, the terms he used for these
governments were "Raja China1 and "Raja Inggeris".81 On another occa-
sion, he merely employed the English word and wrote of "Goberman
Inggeris".82 It is the agility with which Abdullah avoided kerajaan, there-
fore, which suggests the continued potency of the word in the mid-
nineteenth century. The promotion of 'fozwgso-mindedness', the Mun-
shi may have feared, could be frustrated by competition from the
traditional notion of a community bonded together 'in the condition of
having a raja \

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, the power of the word
kerajaan was blunted in another significant way, by redefinition rather
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than avoidance. Kerajaan began to be defined in narrower and what
might be called more mundane terms as 'government'. Although in
1887 the Jaxvi Peranakan appears to have used kerajaan in the old
manner, and to have relied upon perentah to convey * administration',83

in 1894 a Chinese-run newspaper (Bintang Timor) used the phrase
menjalankan kerajaan for to "carry out government"84. A few years later a
Malay translation of a book about the modernization of Japan also used
kerajaan in this way, distinguishing, for instance, the raja from his
kerajaan or * government'.85 It is in this sense also that kerajaan is used in
the Utusan Melayu. Indeed, nothing could demonstrate more clearly the
separation of raja from kerajaan than the Utusan's definition (and it is
presented explicitly as a definition) of 'republic'. Although the notion
of 'republic' would once have been diametrically opposed to the
concept of kerajaan, 'republic' was now described as a "kerajaan ramai"
i.e. a "kerajaan of the populace".86 In the Utusan, therefore, kerajaan is
not avoided; but it is no longer used as the potent signifier of the
institution and community which once commanded Malay loyalty and
was also capable of giving meaning to Malay lives. In the Utusan,
kerajaan is used as a matter-of-fact term for 'government'.

Although this demotion of kerajaan is likely to have assisted, at least
indirectly, in enhancing the significance of bangsa, it appears at the
same time to have raised other issues of terminology. How in particular
would the sultanate now be described? There was a need for a classifi-
catory term, one also which permitted Malays to discuss countries that
were adamantly not monarchical. In court literature, there had been no
clear concept of 'state' as distinct from kerajaan', even countries outside
the Malay world were described as kerajaan. Increasingly during the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, negeriwas employed for 'state'.

Despite the fact that negeri possessed none of the connotations
associated with kerajaan, this word too required a degree of redefini-
tion. It had been used for many years in court texts, but more in the
sense of a 'settlement' than of a political entity. To quote a modern
editor of one important Malay chronicle, negeri denoted merely a "fairly
large community, centred usually on a river estuary, an entrepot for
foreign merchants, with some political influence over the surrounding
territory". The editor translated negeri 2& 'city'.87 Abdullah himself seems
to have used the word in this way when he wrote of "negeri Singapore"
and "negeri Canton" as well as "negeri Pahang".88 The Hikayat Dunia, in its
discussion of Australia, referred to "negeri Melbourne" and its "depen-
dencies" in Port Phillip. In giving an account of the Temenggong of
Johore establishing a new settlement at the opening of the Johore river,
that text described the settlement itself as a negeri.^ It is particularly
during the late nineteenth century that negeri acquired its new
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meaning. With growing frequency, publications of the 1870s and 1880s
employed the term to refer either to individual Malay sultanates or any
political state in the world beyond the Malay territories.90 The usage
possessed, in particular, clear territorial implications, something relati-
vely absent from kerajaan. In this sense at least it was immediately in
harmony with current notions of the state in Europe, notions which
were attracting the attention of Eunos.

In another area, however, negeri was less adequate. As a relatively
prosaic term in traditional writing, it conveyed little emotional or senti-
mental value. Only gradually and perhaps cautiously was negeri used to
represent an object of political commitment which might replace or at
least compete with the kerajaan. Thus, in the book mentioned above as
discussing the rise of Japan (published in 1906), the Japanese are por-
trayed as being motivated by a desire to serve not their raja but their
state: they are said to seek ways to "raise" and "bring honour" to their
negeri.91 The continued hesitation in the use of negeri, however, is sugges-
ted by the way the text couples the term to a foreign word sometimes
defined as 'nation' or 'homeland'. The Japanese are said to "love their
watan" and "for that reason" wish to "raise" and "bring honour" to their
negeri.92 The second term, watan, was a fashionable expression for
'nation' in Arab writings of the period and became popular for some
decades in Malaya.93

The joining together of these two words negeri and watan in the book
on Japan seems to imply that the translator feared his audience would
not comprehend immediately the idea of devotion to the formerly
mundane negeri. Watan was not the only term introduced to reinforce
negeri. Two years later, an editorial in the Utusan Melayu coupled negeri
with raja. The topic again was Japan. The editorial notes that the
Chinese did not 'truly love' their negeri and their raja in the manner of
the Japanese.94 A third (and final) term used to strengthen negeri was
tanah ayer meaning 'land and water' or 'homeland'. In discussing
Turkey, the Utusan proclaims that there was "no greater love than that
which a subject (rakyat) devotes to his/her negeri and tanah ayer9.95

Clustering these three terms together in such a manner gives the
impression of an attempt to convey the idea of a potent 'state'. It has
the effect of extending the signification of negeri, and perhaps also of
tanah ayer and watan. All these terms were evidently in flux. Although in
the 1920s and 1930s, tanah ayer and watan were commonly used to
convey 'homeland' or 'nation', they possessed no such distinct mean-
ings in 1900. Tanah ayer does not appear in the earliest European
dictionaries of Malay and even in Wilkinson's magisterial dictionary of
1903, it is defined merely as "the whole extent of land and water
forming a geographic unit".96 Watan was defined in 1881 by the
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Egyptian reformist, Abduh, as "your place to which you belong and in
which you have rights and towards which your duties are known and in
which you have security for yourself and yours and for your property".97

It has been argued that the concept of watan was a European
borrowing, and we will examine at a later point the claim that it "runs
counter to the universal community, 'ummd, so basic to Islam".98

The correlating of watan, tanah ayer and negeri was one of the ways in
which, in the opening years of this century, the Utusan was a pioneer in
the development of a new political vocabulary. To some extent the
paper's use of these terms involved a process of contagion in which
meaning was transferred through association. In retrospect, such ex-
perimentation appears to move uncertainly toward a formulation and
understanding of nationhood. The concept of community which
immediately concerned the Utusan, however, was the bangsa. As a focus
of identity and loyalty, bangsa was a far more heavily value-laden term
than watan, tanah ayer or negeri. More than any other concept, it was
given a stress equal to the significance which court writers attributed to
kerajaan. Thus, as we have observed, the Utusan urged the Malays to
make their bangsa 'great' and 'powerful' and to enhance its reputation
(nama). The paper called upon Malays, in effect, to raise the bangsa
above even the kerajaan itself.

Even in conveying the notion of a specifically political community,
Eunos appears to have preferred bangsa to other alternatives. At partic-
ular points in the Utusan, bangsa is used to convey the notion of what
might be described as a political as well as an ethnic community. In this
sense, bangsa tends to communicate a certain, vague, concept of 'nation-
hood'. The clearest expression of this dimension of the word is in an
editorial which deals with developments outside Malaya. Egypt, the
Philippines and India, the Utusan explains, are examples of states
(negeri) administered (diperentah) by other governments (kerajaan). In
all of these cases there are people who desire to have their own govern-
ment (kerajaan sendiri). These people are described by the editorial as
ahli-ahli bangsa." Ahli-ahli is generally defined as 'members' or 'special-
ists': thus, an ahli bahasa is a linguist or specialist in language (bahasa).
So those who might in retrospect be called 'nationalists', those who
sought self-government for their people, are described in Malay in the
Utusan as "specialists in bangsan. The implication of this choice of word,
of course, would seem to be that bangsa, rather than negeri or tanah ayer
or watan (all three of which were beginning to possess some tentative
claim to be defined as 'nation state'), was considered to convey most
effectively the emotional value associated with the English word
'nationalist'. The linking of bangsa and 'nation' in this way was to
become a persistent theme in Malay political thought during the
twentieth century.
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The term bangsa, however, lacked an immediate territorial reference.
Royal ideologues, it should be noted, were later to argue that Malay
racial or national feeling was most appropriately expressed in terms of
an immediate loyalty to particular sultanates or negeri. But sentiment of
this type also had the potential to compete with a wider Malay
nationalism. Apart from experimenting with such terms as watan and
tanah ayer, both of which might also be applied either to an individual
sultanate or to a far larger territorial unit, the Utusan occasionally em-
ployed one further expression. This phrase, tanah Melayu, laid claim to
a specific and broad territorial scope for Malay political sentiment. It
was eventually adopted, in fact, as the Malay name for the independent
state of 'Malaya'.

The literal meaning of tanah Melayu is 4the country of the Malays'
and the expression was used at least from the end of the eighteenth
century.100 John Crawfurd, who knew the Malay world in the early dec-
ades of the nineteenth century, noted in his Descriptive Dictionary of the
Indian Islands that Tanah Melayu referred specifically to the peninsula
and not to all lands of the archipelago where Malays were located. He
explained that "the Malays, although seldom giving names to such large
masses of land, occasionally call [the Peninsula] Tanah-Melayu - the
'Malay land', or 'country of the Malays'".101 The Utusan itself implies
that the term did not denote merely the more southerly states which
came under British influence but also those Malay territories which
were within the Thai sphere.102 What is clear from these observations is
that even if Malays "seldom" gave names to "such large masses of land",
and only "occasionally" used the phrase Tanah Melayu, there was emer-
ging in some quarters nevertheless a perception of a Malay bangsa
which entailed a notion of territorial unity transcending individual
sultanates.

Bangsa and nama

How do we explain this stress on bangsa as a key concept in the writings
of Eunos and others? The answer must be partly given in terms of
British influence. In the last chapter, we saw that the term was used
persistently in the geography, Hikayat Dunia. As Charles Hirschman's
recent study explains, the category 'race' became increasingly
important in late-nineteenth-century British thinking. It was in 1891, he
notes, that 'race' replaced 'nationalities' in the government population
census for the Straits Settlements. The new formulation was "not the
inevitable solution to a complex ethnographic maze but rather a
particular construction of European taste".103 By the later 1800s a
'scientific' theory of racism was becoming influential. The "Darwinian
theory of the natural selection of the species was universally applied to
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the races of mankind".104 It was this new conception of race, according
to Hirschman, that lay behind the change of terminology in the census
and the final sentence in his article reminds us of the "residue of racial
ideology [which] continues to haunt contemporary Malaysia".105

Just how rapidly this "construction of European taste" in the categor-
ization of humankind began to have a general impact on Malay think-
ing is difficult to detect. It would not be surprising, however, if Eunos,
who had been educated at the largely European-staffed Raffles Institu-
tion and worked closely with Europeans in the newspaper industry,
came into contact with the new racial thinking. We will see that he was
attracted to a broad range of other social and economic conceptions
deriving from Europe.

The influence of British practice provides only partial explanation of
one aspect of the use of bangsa. The degree of sentiment which Eunos
attached to the term, a sentiment which many later Malay writers also
expressed, would certainly have been influenced by British example.
The geography, for instance, had spoken with pride of the English race
and there is plenty of evidence in the speeches of late-nineteenth-
century British administrators of a growing sense of satisfaction about
the English achievement. Few governors, for example, could have sur-
passed Sir Frederick Weld in racial pride. He served in Singapore from
1880 until 1887, years when Eunos was an impressionable schoolboy.106

The emotion embedded in bangsa was not merely a consequence of
foreign influences. It was a reaction, also, to longstanding Malay
concerns. In this respect the terminology used to convey loyalty to race
is of significance. When Eunos and later Malay writers used the
language of the kerajaan to describe devotion to bangsa, when they
wrote of "loving the bangsa" of "raising its rank", and of "enhancing its
nama" - they engaged in more than the skilful appropriation of a
potent vocabulary. The use of this language indicates the possibility that
the Utusan was presenting bangsa as a category of social unity possessing
some qualities not unlike those of the kerajaan. We shall see that when
Eunos discusses the benefits of "hard work" he makes at least an
indirect connection between the advancement of personal nama and
the status of the bangsa. Just as the kerajaan had defined and recognized
the Malay subject and his achievements, so the bangsa, too, may have
been expected to serve such a purpose. The substitution would not al-
ways have been complete. Advocates of bangsa such as Munshi Abdullah
and Eunos were, at the same time, proponents of an individualistic way
of thinking. (More will be said of this aspect of Eunos' philosophy.)
Such individualism, of course, had the potential to undermine the very
notion of nama as reputation of "public man", a notion which is so
essential to understanding the power of the Malay ceremonial polity.
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There is indeed an element of contradiction in stressing at the same
time both bangsa and 'individualism', an element which was coped with
to some extent by this kerajaan perception of bangsa. The contradiction
is perhaps best understood in terms of the audience to which Eunos
and other liberals appealed. The editor of the Utusan definitely con-
sidered that substantial numbers of Malays continued to be pre-
occupied with nama. We find the same assertion in certain other
twentieth-century writings. In the 1920s, for instance, one Malay author
(a bangsa-min&ed modern historian) made the point dramatically by a
comparison with the Chinese. While the latter devoted their lives to in-
dustry, he observed, the Malay concern was with the "search for
nama'}01 What we do not know is to what extent these nama-oriented
Malays perceived their namas as a personal achievement which did not
require to be imbedded in the kerajaan or any other type of communal
identity.

Many of the Malay community with which Eunos was concerned
would certainly not have thought in individualistic terms. The editor
himself was perhaps only beginning to explore such concepts. Malay
anxiety about focusing on the individual rather than society, as will be
explained in later chapters, continued to be expressed for many years.
For Malays (who still perceived their nama in communal terms) the
opportunity to achieve reputation in the service of the bangsa would
have particular attractions. Moreover, the use of kerajaan terminology to
describe loyalty to race would satisfy a desire to find in this new com-
munity a full-scale compensation for the loss of the old. It is particularly
in this sense that the sentiment which the Utusan attributes to bangsa-
mindedness indicates more than the influence of English racial think-
ing. The emotion also indicates that in contributing to the formulation
and signification of new and radical key terms, Eunos was sensitive to
certain conventional claims of the long-established concept of nama.

In respect to bangsa and numerous other words, the significance of
the Utusan in the elaboration of a new political language is undeniable.
Eunos used his editorials to contribute to the process of developing
Malay terms for such key concepts as 'state', 'race', 'nation', 'govern-
ment', 'self-government', 'nationalist', and 'republic'. Building upon
the work of Abdullah and the Hikayat Dunia, the Utusan was creating a
new vocabulary, a discourse, designed to supplant that of the kerajaan.
As is increasingly becoming clear, such potent vocabularies were at this
time being developed in numerous other parts of the colonized
world.108 In a less straightforward fashion, however, Eunos was also
beginning to envisage the form of a Malay society which might one day
be released from the hegemony both of the kerajaan and the British.
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The Utusan perception of bangsa, as we have seen, incorporated a
certain territorial dimension. Just as in the case of Egypt, the
Philippines or India, the future Malay ahli bangsa (the 'specialists in
race') - so the Utusan hints - would be concerned to establish 'self-
government'. And they would do so not merely in the context of
individual sultanates or states but rather in that of the Malay race and
the Malay Peninsula.

The scope and focus of the constructed community was a critical
element in Eunos' liberal program, and its implication for the
defenders of the kerajaan are obvious. Other liberal tenets, however,
were equally subversive. In the next chapter we will examine the
character of the bangsa society advocated by the Utusan. It could be
termed a bourgeois vision, and one which possessed far-reaching
implications for the perception of the individual's role in Malay society.
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CHAPTER 5

Building a Bourgeois Public Sphere

The fomgstf-mindedness of the Utusan Melayu challenged the hierarchy
no less than the social and geographic scope of the kerajaan. It built
upon the type of dynamic egalitarianism and sense of the possibilities of
human progress that had been hinted at in Abdullah's discussion of
race. And what is more, the form of bangsa being fostered in Eunos'
paper possessed new and specific notions about the procedures mem-
bers of a community might follow in ordering their affairs. It is in this
latter respect that Eunos made his contribution to the 'invention' of a
discourse of politics and a bourgeois public sphere in Malaya.

At the outset it is worth investigating further what attractions bangsa
would have had for a middle class seeking to defend and promote its
freedom from the constraints of a hierarchical social system. Abdullah
addressed the earliest members of such a Malay class. By the time Eunos
wrote, it had grown significantly. Moreover, by propagating bangsa-
mindedness through a newspaper, he was employing a relatively new
medium which itself possessed implicitly democratic characteristics.

The Utusan, in fact, was specifically directed not at an aristocratic
audience but rather at "the people", the rakyat. One editorial explains
that the paper was written for people "from all walks of life".1 In its value
judgements the paper often expresses this democratic sentiment.
Government, it explains in one editorial, ought to bring benefits to "the
people".2 Even in the Utusan*s description of royal ceremonial events
such as the Sultan of Perak's wedding (discussed in the last chapter),
the style of presentation is distant in significant ways from that of
kerajaan texts. The account of these ceremonies is clearly intended to
be read by an audience located outside royal circles, that is to say,
outside the immediate sway of royal ideology. There would be no need
to take pains to define gamelan as 'band', for instance, for an audience
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of insiders. And in general, the descriptions are written in a style which
seems designed to enlighten both non-Malay and Malay readers who
were no longer familiar with the customs 'of their race'. Such a Malay
audience, standing at a distance from traditional Malay culture, is remi-
niscent of the 'new generation' addressed or anticipated by Abdullah.

The postulated audience of the Utusan is unlikely, in fact, to have in-
cluded the poorest Malays. Even in Singapore, at most only a quarter of
the Malay population was literate at the end of the nineteenth century.3

The paper itself also possesses a distincdy middle-class tone. It often
gave support, for instance, to Malays who sought jobs in the public
service or other white-collar areas. Much of its advertising and news
content would have served the interests of the same group. Raymond
Williams has observed how the commercial concerns of English news-
papers in the early eighteenth century - the news of markets and ship-
ping, the lists of exports and imports, the advertisements - served the
"need of the new class".4 Like the old Jaxvi Peranakan, the Utusan con-
tains much information of this type. We have seen, too, how an article
on education explicitly addresses Malays who were profiting from the
rubber boom and might perhaps send their children to Europe to be
educated. Another editorial calls for a bank to be established to help
Malays with planting. In the process of arguing that particular case, the
editorial explains how banking operates and notes that such a system
already existed in India, Egypt and the Philippines. (It would be
interesting to know why Eunos was relatively well informed about these
countries.) "Our wish", the Utusan declares, is for a bank to help
facilitate rice production among those Malays who 'Vork the hardest".5

Here and elsewhere Eunos is clearly in favour of capital, even from
foreign sources. He writes with capitalistic delight, for instance, about
"opening up" economically backward states such as Kelantan and
Trengganu with the money of English merchants. He believes that
English traders were generally keen to bring money into a state (negeri)
where "suitable and able people fill the offices of government"; and for
that reason hopes Kelantan and Trengganu will be made members of
the Federated Malay States which, he observes, possessed a sophisti-
cated, bureaucratic administration.6

The actual language used by Eunos, it might be argued, was also
consciously designed for a "middle class" readership. It was directed at
readers who were educated but not specifically in the culture of the
courts or, for that matter, the mosque. One editorial explains that the
paper aimed to produce not "market Malay" (Melayu pasar) nor a "high
Malay" (Melayu yang tinggi) but rather a "true Malay" or "correct Malay"
(bahasa Melayu yang betul). The expression "high Malay" appears to
include specialist religious language because the editorial describes it as
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"full of Arab words and Malay words which are rarely known by the
people", words like those used in kitab (religious treatises) or by
"learned Malays".7 Speakers of a "true Malay" which was neither "high"
nor "market-place" - a "true Malay" which was also significantly
influenced by English - are likely members of a 'class' for whom the
bangsa rather than the kerajaan might be the focus of identity and
solidarity. As already hinted at, it would also be a readership which was
more conscious of its membership of the bangsa than of the Islamic
umat, the "community of the Muslim faithful". (We will return to this
religious community in the following chapters.) In considering these
readers of "true Malay" it is tempting to recall Abdullah's 'new gener-
ation' and also those 'modern' Malays in "stiff shirt collar and polished
black shoes" singled out by a European observer of late nineteenth-
century Malay society. What was the condition of this Malay middle
class, one might ask, at the time the Utusan began to be published?

Historians have focused on the middle class less directly in the case of
Malaya than in that, for instance, of Burma. The British colonial
advance in Burma (unlike Malaya) was both violent and radical,
involving the dethroning of the king, the removal of the royal system
and the imposition of direct British rule. Michael Adas has provided
memorable portraits of the entrepreneurs who flourished following the
British cancellation of restrictions on rice exports and the abolition of
royal sumptuary laws. (As in the case of Malay traditional society, the
latter had prevented people from engaging in the conspicuous
consumption which can follow and sometimes inspire economic
success.) One of these new entrepreneurs is described by Adas as
expanding his land holdings, lending money to new settlers and
obtaining more land for himself by foreclosure of mortgages. Such men
went on to build monasteries and houses of wood (instead of thatch
and bamboo). They possessed European furniture and gramophones
and they might display a portrait of Queen Victoria.8

The opportunities appear to have been less dramatic in such places
as Malaya or Cambodia, where kingship was not abolished. As Munshi
Abdullah observed, however, it was at least possible in the colony of the
Straits Settlements, beyond the ken of royal control, for a successful
Malay to live "like a raja". In the colony, according to one European
observer, the people were "not burthened with the support of a dissol-
ute and luxurious nobility" and were able to "enjoy the fruits of their
labour"9. On the peninsula too, although much of the kerajaan struc-
ture remained, there was a gradual blunting of its powers and preroga-
tives during the period of British 'Protection'. In the last years of the
nineteenth century reports occurred of Malays being "far less sub-
missive to ill-treatment and extortion on the part of their headmen".10
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As John Gullick has explained, the practice of squatting by the roadside
as a man of superior rank passed - a practice abhorred by Abdullah -
was increasingly reserved for people of only the highest dignity and by
the 1920s was in many places not followed at all.11 Regulations about
house styles continued to have effect, but Gullick observes that they
might be bypassed, for instance, by building in a fashion which was not
distinctively Malay.12

In Malaya as in Burma, therefore, British intervention offered advan-
tages to those who wished to raise their economic level and engage in
conspicuous consumption. The new land laws are an important
example. The Torrens system of registered ownership of land, which
was introduced by the British at the end of the nineteenth century, con-
trasts vividly with the 'traditional' form of occupation. In the words of
one of the European opponents of the pre-colonial system, the people
had been accustomed to "cultivate such lands as they chose" and the
authorities were able to "dispossess the occupants at pleasure or help
themselves to any produce they thought worth having".13 The Torrens
notion of land as a "valuable and saleable form of property" began to
influence Malay economic behaviour and perhaps also the growth of an
element of individualism. (We shall return to the latter conjecture.)
The possibility of using land as security, or of selling land - as Gullick
explains - tended to promote a "gradual stratification of village society
into wealthy land-owners, middle-category tenants or sharecroppers
and landless labourers".14 It was in about 1905, according to another
study, that peasants became active in their land dealings: "there was
excitement in the air and the sale of land was one way, perhaps the best,
to take advantage of the economic boom."15

A further opportunity offered by British intervention was the possi-
bility of borrowing government money. In Selangor, one entrepreneur
(Haji Tahir) grew coffee and indigo in the 1880s and borrowed $4,000
from the state government in 1887 to develop further his land.16

Improved communications were also of obvious assistance to numerous
types of commercial endeavour. Even the opening up of European and
Chinese estates could offer Malays the chance to accrue funds through
timber felling.17 From the 1890s many peasants were benefiting from
such developments, particularly from the growing demand for rubber.
From Perak, Selangor, Pahang and Negri Sembilan came reports of
Malay smallholdings producing rubber. In Negri Sembilan in 1906,
4,500 acres were utilized by Malays and Chinese for rubber planting. A
total of 6,799 new smallholdings "mostly of rubber" (according to Lim
Teck Ghee's study) were reported in that state between 1908 and 1910.18

It was economic developments of this type which produced the
successful entrepreneurs and planters - people such as Haji Tahir of
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Selangor - to whom the Utusan Melayu addressed its comment about
the dangers of an education in Europe.

Like the teachers, printers and clerks mentioned in education
reports, these Malays were members of a loose grouping or class.
Together they were beginning to fill the social gap which many years
earlier the missionary, Thomsen, had described as lying between the
"dependent" poor on the one side, and the chiefs on the other. It
cannot have been a very extensive class in 1900. It must have numbered
thousands rather than tens of thousands. A government education
report from the Straits Settlements of 1894 provides at least some
indication of the dimensions of the educated Malay community within
the colony. Of 14,592 pupils described as having attended the
vernacular schools, 223 had become teachers, 250 clerks, 556 traders,
306 students of religion and 335 police constables. A further figure of
333 had gone on to English schools. Of the 3,070 who had taken up the
occupation of paddy planters and 1,263 fishermen, perhaps only a very
small proportion ought to be counted among the middle class.19

The character of this new class is no easier to delineate than its size.
Its members possessed no well-defined role in the process of economic
production, except in so far as they are generally likely to have worked
in white-collar occupations. Nor can we assume the presence of a coher-
ent class consciousness. In this area, however, there is some possibility
of observing a changing direction in the development of tastes and
ideas. Presumably it was members of the middle class, living in the
peninsula towns, who had been described in a visitor's report as being
dressed in partly European attire. We obtain a further hint of their
developing tastes from a 1909 account by a junior British official. It
states that a schoolmaster's house would have "crocheted antimacassars
and bentwood Austrian chairs, photos of the owner by a Chinese perpe-
trator and oleographs of Queen Victoria [or] the Sultan of Turkey".20

The account has obvious affinities with Adas' sketches of the new post-
British occupation, Burmese lifestyle.

To obtain some idea of the attitudes and aspirations of the develop-
ing Malay bourgeoisie, we might consider first the education
department reports. At the very least, the products of the European-led
school system would have been readers of Abdullah and the Hikayat
Dunia. They were also likely readers of the Utusan. Whether or not we
can assume that Eunos spoke for a "middle group" of his people - users
of a 'true' rather than a 'high' or 'market' Malay - he was certainly
promulgating doctrines consistent witn their interests. The egalitarian-
ism of the Utusaris fomgs«-mindedness,  for instance, would have had
immediate attractions for such a new bourgeoisie. And it was not the
only Malay reform which the Utusan designed for them.
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Reform and the bangs a

In the writing of Eunos, even more than that of Munshi Abdullah, the
Malays are portrayed as falling behind in a great competition between
races. Yet from one perspective, the Utusans message seems more op-
timistic. In presenting a more developed sense of historical progress, it
could be seen as offering an element of hope to the Malay community.

Consider, for example, the Utusans discussion of Asian immigration
which has been considered briefly in the previous chapter. Malays,
according to the Utusan Melayu, were in danger of being driven "away
from their own states (negeri) by other races".21 The Chinese, for
instance, are described in this and many other writings of the period as
having an immense capacity for hard work. The Chinese, it is
explained, went to different foreign lands to work as coolies, labouring
in the toughest conditions. They were feared in Australia, Canada,
America and Java and, according to the Utusan, there was reason to fear
them also in Malaya (Tanah Melayu). This "yellow danger" could create
an emergency, explains the paper, using a word for 'emergency' which,
incidentally, would be employed again after the Second World War to
describe the largely Chinese-dominated Communist uprising.22 English-
language newspapers were also quoted on the subject of what one of
them described as the "Malay question". A newspaper from Ipoh is
quoted in one Utusan article as having declared that the Malays had
already been defeated by foreign races. In former times, the paper had
explained, Malays killed many members of foreign races but this was no
longer possible.

In discussing this Ipoh observation, the Utusan commented that for-
eigners had not come to Malaya at "our invitation"; and now, the paper
complains, Malays themselves were not able to earn a living: "the places
where [the Malays] used to fish are ruined; the rice fields have been
plundered to obtain land for sago, sugar cane etc; the jungles have
been cut down and the rivers ruined."

The Utusan article concludes with a plea to British officials to protect
Malays in their competition with Chinese mine owners, European
rubber planters and Indian money-lenders. Do not allow the Malays,
declares the paper, to be "removed from their own country {negeri) by
foreign races who possess great greed and a lack of manners, and are
accustomed to seize people's property by means of trickery".23 The
request for English assistance will be considered at a later point. What is
immediately evident is the anxiety and the acutely defensive posture of
the Utusan. There is an implied conviction not only that the Malays
were losing against stronger races but that they were also well behind
in a long-distance historical race. And it is here that we find ground
for optimism.
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The Utusan Melayu, more distinctly than Abdullah's writing, com-
municates a sense of history as development over time. Eunos appears
to be conversant with the language of 'progress' which was so powerful
in nineteenth-century Europe. The advanced races, he declares, are
those which are moden or possess 'civilization' (tamaddun).24 The sec-
ond, Arabic, term tends to replace moden in later issues of the paper
perhaps because moden was just too European in flavour. The term maju,
'to advance', is also often used in the Utusan to imply 'progressive'. In
later times it was to become a very widely acknowledged expression for
'progress'.25 (It was not used in the mid-nineteenth century.) What the
Utusan meant by being modern or advanced is not clear. A health ser-
vice might be called 'modern' and so might government by legislative
council.26 The Malays are warned that they must compete with 'civilized
races' (bertamaddun)27 which presumably means something analogous
to Abdullah's "races on the move". Indeed, the general impression is
given that all races are progressing through time.

In some cases this developmental, historical perspective is explicit. In
one editorial, for instance, it is declared (in spite of the example of
Ancient Greece) that anyone who reads the "history of the world" will
understand that races which keep slaves will not become great.28

Another carefully worded essay places the "Malay problem" itself in a
world historical context. Knowledgeable people, it declares, know that
at certain times particular lands are left behind in a condition akin to
sleep. Other lands may in the same period be full of energy. Some 1,500
years in the past, all the "talent and clever strategies" were gathered to-
gether in the lands of the East; then about 500 years ago, the West, in its
turn, began to rise. Europeans began to conquer various states (negeri)
and lands (tanah). The Europeans were clever, rich and powerful and
the East merely slept. The editor declares, however, that by chance he is
writing at what he describes as another historical turning point. Tumu-
ltuous changes were again on the way and this time to the advantage of
the East. A "period of great energy" was coming to the East. There was a
"new consciousness", a belief that states (negeri) should be governed "by
people of their own negeri or race (bangsa)". Popular assemblies had
actually been established in four empires - Russia, Persia, Turkey and
China - during a period of only four years. That is, the people (rakyat)
of these states were beginning to "involve themselves" in the "business
of government" (the work of the kerajaari).29

The reader would assume that "specialists in race" whom Eunos had
described in another editorial as demanding to govern themselves - the
"nationalists" of Egypt, the Philippines and India - would also be par-
ticipants in the "new consciousness". The Malays are not directly men-
tioned in this editorial but the implications are evident. Readers of the
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Utusan Melayu were being presented with a historical, East-West, pump-
action model which offered not only an explanation of the position of
the Malay people but also an inspiration for the future. Talk of a "new
consciousness", as the Utusan suggested, was far from novel in India, the
Middle East and East Asia30 but in his East-West model, Eunos presents
a dynamic scheme which was at best only hinted at in the Malay writings
of the mid-nineteenth century. It was a scheme which, at least when
applied to the Malay race, would also involve Europeans actively
assisting in the Eastern renaissance.

Indeed, the fact that Eunos did not call for an end to British rule in
the Malay world may have been due to more than a fear of censorship.
The British had a historic role to play. The British are often presented
favourably in the Utusan editorials and this view may have been sincere.
They are explicitly defended, for instance, against a charge of being
prejudiced towards Islamic countries: "the British govern large num-
bers of Muslims and these include many who live strictly by the law of
Islam".31 The Utusan also denies the accusation that the British made
"great profit from the Malay states". The fact that the issue was raised at
all suggests the presence of some genuine discontent; nevertheless, the
editorial explains that many benefits flow from British 'protection' (and
the word used - naung- indeed conveys 'protection' or 'shelter'). The
British protected the Malay states from 'foreign races' (bangsa) who
might "desire to conquer the Malay states and possess all their riches".
In India too, adds the Utusan, there were people foolish enough to be
unable to see that they were "surrounded by enemies" who could not be
resisted without British assistance. The insinuation is plain. In Malaya
the Chinese and Indian immigrants were the "enemies" who posed a
threat to the Malay people.32 Here and elsewhere Eunos looks to the
British for assistance in a time of such large-scale immigration. He
explicitly requests British officials to ward off the Chinese merchants
(towkays) and Indian money-lenders.33 The Malay retention of control
of their land, he considers, is an essential ingredient in this process.

After writing in one editorial of the need to protect Malay land against
Chinese, Indian and European entrepreneurs, Eunos explains that:

if perhaps the Malays do become workers in mines or railwaymen or clerks or
managers of rubber estates [all occupations of which Eunos approves], they
will certainly not be able to work properly, or even at all, if they are not
allowed to possess a little land and live quietly in their villages.34

The assistance from European colonialism, as envisaged in the
Utusan, was not to be limited to protective or defensive measures. As
noted above, the British are also urged to set up a bank to provide rural
credit and to expand the education system. If the Malays are considered
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to "lack education", the Utusan tells the government administration,
then "teach them as well as possible and help them to enter the
competition (perlumbaan) against the immigrant peoples".35

Inculcating rationality and individualism

The British contribution to Malay education, as presented in the
Utusan, was to be one element in a far wider program for the historical
development of the bangsa. Eunos saw the Utusan itself playing an
independent educative role. It is appropriate to view the paper's
discussion of race and its exposition of concepts relating to politics,
economics and progress in this light. The Utusan sometimes comments
directly on education: in a manner reminiscent of that of Abdullah, it
speaks of "fostering [in children] reason (akal) and thoughts which are
perfect".36 It is also concerned (in a way Abdullah, perhaps because of
his particular ancestry, does not seem to have been) that Malays should
continue to acquire or learn a "manner which is soft and gentle and
cultured". In a more general way, however, almost the entire content of
the Utusan had a didactic purpose. As its very first editorial declares, the
paper wished to "expand the knowledge of the Malays concerning
affairs and developments constantly taking place in the world". Such
aims involved more than the conveying of fresh information. The new
newspaper was designed to help Malays to "understand" events just as
they were understood by modern races. Thus, the Utusan, aimed to teach
a way of thinking about events, one which presumably involved foster-
ing powers of reason or, as the paper expressed it, a "perfect ahaV. The
new language of politics - the terms for 'state', 'government', 'republic'
and so forth, contributed to this new manner of understanding. But
the paper was also an exponent of a particular style of analysis. It was
characterized to some extent by a syntax which contrasts strongly with
that of traditional Malay writing.

An important study of the Language of the Editorials in Malay News-
papers by Mohd. Taib bin Osman suggests that, with the appearance of
Eunos' writing, the "mode of expression" in Malay newspapers took a
"new shape"37. It is, in fact, immediately obvious to the reader of Malay
traditional literature that the Utusan's language is far less reliant on
paratactic construction. In Eunos' writing, one clause is commonly sub-
ordinated to another by the use of connectors: "In our opinion", de-
clares a particular editorial, "the time has arrived when Malays should
make attempts to get unity among themselves, especially as this is a time
when almost all of the Malay race is administered by other races".38 In
former times, it is observed in another issue, "Malays did not perhaps
know that if they wanted their race to become great and powerful they
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must therefore labour diligently every day".39 According to Taib
Osman's study the Utusans use of "many subordinate clauses and
phrases", together with its frequent resort to punctuation marks, owed
much to Eunos' knowledge of the English language.40 Particularly
important for the education of the Utusans readers is the analytical, or
what might even be called the * mechanistic', character of this mode of
writing. It seems to connote an inductive style of analysis very different
from the formulaic, repetitive narration commonly found in traditional
literature. The hypotactic mode of the Utusan, one might argue, hints
at a new epistemology. It suggests a theory of knowledge based on the
rationalist principles which were so much respected in nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century Europe, principles which in the Malay world
had been invoked in such works as the Hikayat Dunia published by
Benjamin Keasberry.

Like Abdullah, Eunos identifies the expansion of literacy as one way
of fostering a rational mode of thinking. As we saw in chapter 3,
scholarly studies have noted the link between a changing mode of
expression and a shift from orality (or rather 'oral orientation' because
many people who acquire some reading or writing skills do not immedi-
ately abandon the rhetoric of the past) to literacy. Amin Sweeney views
the "frequent use of complex subordinating constructions in spoken
language" among Malays today as an "indication that the patterns of
writing have become a part of the thought processes, enabling a much
more analytic mode of speech".41 There can be no doubt that Eunos,
like Abdullah, was conscious of at least some causal link between this
'modern' manner of 'understanding' and literacy. In one editorial he
enunciates clearly what he sees as the disadvantage of orality. The
religious instructor, he explains, teaches "by mouth" and his words are
"remembered only in the head". The editorial asks: "Is it not preferable
for every person to read and to understand books with his/her own
eyes and own reason (akal)?"42 Here again the significance of literacy is
explained in terms of its link with 'reason'; so too is the act of reading
once more presented as a specifically individual occupation.

Indeed this individualistic dimension is not just commented upon
but actually fostered by the paper. Once more in the manner of Abdul-
lah, Eunos places much stress on the development of an individualistic
style of thinking in the reform of the Malay bangsa. As in the case of
Abdullah (and, as we saw in chapter 2 above, of de Tocqueville), he saw
nothing inconsistent about stressing both the individual and race. The
very fact of producing a newspaper might be viewed as an attempt to
promote such an individualistic consciousness. A newspaper could be
read privately or communally by a large number of people at the same
time, even at the same hour of the day. The editor could speak direcdy
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to individual Malay readers, sometimes explicitly seeking their response
in the form of corrections of his Malay or written opinions on a par-
ticular topic. Such encounters would have promoted more than a sense
of community among the Utusan audience. They established also an
interpersonal relationship between author/editor and reader. The reg-
ular publication of a newspaper would create what the historian of
eighteenth-century France, Robert Darnton, refers to as a "new rhetor-
ical situation" in which "reader and writer communed across the
printed page".43 Readers who were brought virtually into conversation
with Eunos, whether or not he himself saw his position in these precise
terms, might experience a heightened sense of their own (and the
editor's) individuality.

Work

One area in which Eunos displays with particular clarity a desire to
stimulate an individualistic or egotistical attitude of mind is in his
discussion of work. According to a Utusan editorial, individuality might
develop through the process of 'work'. In general, the Utusan places
4hard work' or 'industry' alongside education as a remedy for the
backwardness of the Malay race.44 The word for work, pekerjaan, is
derived from the old Sanscrit borrowing, kerja, which had long been
used in kerajaan literature to describe both 'work' for the raja and the
highly significant 'ceremonial work' which he performed in his king-
dom. In the Utusan, it possesses no such connotations, but such a
history may well have enhanced the dignity of the term.45 To become
"great" and possess "power", so the Utusan explains, a people must
carry out their work "to the best of their ability every day".46 The paper
stresses the individualistic aspect of work specifically in the context not
of entrepreneurialism, where it is perhaps obvious, but of wage labour.
The paper urges Malays to work on rubber plantations and not leave
such jobs to Javanese and Indian immigrants. The Malay aversion to
engaging in occupations of this type is admitted. It is argued, however,
that the people of Java, had come to realize that working for wages did
not "bring degradation on a person" but "increased the individual's
sense of self" bringing him "freedom and happiness" as well as
"increasing the strength of his country".47 In these circumstances -
interesting in themselves as representing a particular Malay perception
of the Javanese - Malays are advised to become plantation workers in
order to "improve their own lives and increase the numbers of their
race so that it can become a great race".48

Such urging of Malays to work hard for the sake of their community
conveys much of the spirit of Abdullah's exhortations of a half century
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earlier. It is the emphasis on the way the individual achieves "freedom"
and a "sense of self" in the process of work that is novel. Abdullah
celebrates both hard work and individualism but does not specifically
link the two. In making that link, the Utusan Melayu reminds one
strongly of Samuel Smiles' enormously influential, Self Help, a book
which Eunos might even have read. First published in 1859, Self Help
was reprinted many times in Britain and translated into numerous
foreign languages. The Khedive of Egypt was even reported to have
"mixed inscriptions from the Koran with others from Smiles on the
walls of his palaces".49 Self Help was particularly widely read in late
nineteenth-century Japan.50 The book posited that the highest patriot-
ism consisted of "helping and stimulating men to elevate and improve
themselves by their own free and independent action".51 Smiles wrote of
"energetic individualism"52 and advised that "national progress is the
sum of individual industry, energy, and uprightness, as national decay is
of individual idleness, selfishness and vice".53 What is more - and here
Smiles invokes a value of much concern to Malays - this "energetic
individualism" can allow even a person of the "humblest rank" to earn a
"solid reputation".54 We can easily detect echoes of these sentiments and
prescriptions when the Utusan explains that "every person who works
hard for himself and looks after his dependents" is able to become "a
person who has nama and is praised",55 or again when the Utusan
declares that "if people work they can free themselves (merdeheka) from
their neighbours and obtain respect for themselves".56

Discussing 'liberty' in terms of freedom from one's neighbours
underlines the radical character of Eunos' social thought. For all his
ideological 'Europeanness', Abdullah did not elucidate this aspect of
freedom. To advocate such liberty necessitates a sharp reversal of priori-
ties in a society valuing, or valorizing, communal solidarity rather than
the separateness of the individual. The kerajaan, of course, provided an
elaborate hierarchical structure capable of binding together a larger
community. At the village level Malays were incorporated to a consider-
able extent within a specifically local custom. The point is often made
in ethnographic accounts. Thus, one early twentieth-century report of
village life relates that, when a married couple leaves the wife's family
home to establish their own home, the community would help them to
clear new land and erect a house. The villagers would then assemble to
view the couple's migration, to act as witnesses to the proper
distribution of property and to see that the earth spirits at the new
property were properly propitiated.57 In such a corporate society, urging
people to free themselves from their neighbours would be undeniably
disruptive. The suggestion dramatically distances Eunos from a * tradi-
tional' Malay audience.
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In introducing the concept of nama into his discussion of 'work',
once again Eunos invokes the kerajaan tradition. When he argues that,
by means of industry, men might improve their nama as well as assist
their race, he presents a formulation tantalizingly close to that found in
kerajaan writing. In the Hikayat Hang Tuah, for example, it is declared
that "we who live under rajas do whatever work we have to do as
diligently as possible, for as the old people say: it is good to die with a
name (nama) which is good".58 Both in the hikayat and the Utusan work
is described as enhancing one's nama. In both texts also the individual
may serve a higher, social purpose. To this extent, the Utusans
exhortation was drawing upon long-established concepts and might
have seemed somewhat familiar and thus powerful to Malays. (For a
parallel strategy recall the discussion above about the substitution of
bangsa for kerajaan as an object of devotion.)

The critical difference between the Hang Tuah perspective and that
of the editorial is that although the hikayat suggests that work for a raja
enhances one's nama, it does not give any specific emphasis to the
promotion of an egotistical individualism. There is no suggestion that
work can free the individual from the community, or that in the
possession of such freedom an individual can achieve high nama. As we
have observed in earlier discussion, in kerajaan writings the advance-
ment of nama is expected to be synonymous with the advancement of
the sultanate. It is the antithesis of egotistical behaviour. In this Utusan
statement, nama is clearly considered quite independently of the
kerajaan. It is also only indirectly, and not inevitably, linked to bangsa.
Although recognizing the significance of nama in Malay culture, Eunos
(at least in this editorial) appears to be attempting the radical move of
reformulating the concept in a new, individualistic mode. In this
particular discussion nama is not presented in the context of a united
community, whether it be the hierarchical kerajaan or the apparendy
organic bangsa. Rather, Eunos situates nama in a composite society of
free individuals. As has been noted, he does not always perceive bangsa
in these terms. But here we encounter an echo of Abdullah's aspiration
to foster the type of bangsa in which individual energy, initiative and
even egoism might flourish.

Citizenship

The Utusan fostered an active individualism in one final and critical
area. The point is implicit in much of our earlier discussion of the
contents of the paper. It arises from the type of political community
which Eunos appears to have hoped to engender. As one looks through
the regular Utusan editorials, sometimes focused on apparendy obscure
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topics, it is possible to piece together some of the political structure
which he envisaged. It is not a coherent structure. One has the
impression that here, as in other areas, Eunos was experimenting with
new ideas.

Certainly, the Malay bangsa rather than the sultanates or the Straits
Settlements is identified as the preferred focus of political and
emotional unity. The Utusan defines what would be termed in later
years a 'nationalist' as a "specialist in race" and there is an intimation of
a broader territorial unity in the term tanah Melayu, (the 'Malay
peninsular lands'). A practical significance is given to this broader unit
when one editorial suggests that a single Islamic judge be appointed for
the Straits Settlements and the Federated Malay States.59 (Although put
forward in apparent innocence, this proposal amounts to a trenchant
attack on the religious powers and privileges of the individual sultans.)
In a far less sensitive area the Utusan praised an "Agri-horticultural
show" held in Kuala Lumpur as an opportunity for the participation of
Malays from all parts of the peninsula.60 But it is not merely in the
content of its comment that the Utusan fostered such a Malay unity. The
paper itself, as we have noted, created a community of readers, and that
community might be seen as "the embryo of the nationally-imagined
community".61 By means of its very circulation, the Utusan gave sub-
stance to the concept of a tanah Melayu.

The way in which the tanah Melayu might actually be governed is not,
as far as I have seen, directly described by Eunos; but there are plenty of
intimations of what he may have anticipated. We do not, to begin with,
find the Utusan calling explicitly for 'self-government' in Malaya.
However, the sense of shame expressed at the fact that most Malays
were ruled by foreigners, and the prominence given to independence
movements elsewhere in the world, give some indication of editorial
sentiment. In other ways, too, the Utusan presents a view of government
and of political obligation which differs radically from that found in the
kerajaan world. It is a view of government which is consistent in general
terms with that expressed by Abdullah. Thus, Eunos is impatient with
leaders who are concerned only with status, with their own nama
(mengambil nama saja) ,62 He declares that they should not "sit on high
carrying out what their hearts desire".63 Leadership should be judged by
what we would today call performance - and performance as far as
both Eunos and Abdullah were concerned in the practical and essential
matters of government. As elaborated earlier in this chapter, the Utusan
considered that leaders should assist the people (rakyat). Leaders had
an obligation to be "financially generous and bring peace where there
is tyranny".64 They should "improve the circumstances and happiness"
of the people, helping them to be "industrious and free".65
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The aspect of Eunos' proposed political community which is not
enunciated in Abdullah's writing concerns the active role of the
common people. In attending to what is entailed in being a member of
a modern political entity, the Utusan propounds a doctrine of citizen-
ship. In considering what was implied by 'citizenship', it is misleading,
of course, to focus exclusively on Eunos' later declarations in the Legis-
lative Council about the "contented citizen of the British empire". The
sincerity of such declarations about the British connection is in any case
difficult to estimate. The issue which concerned Eunos throughout his
journalistic and political career was rather the need to promote "good
citizenship" per se. He wanted "to build up and foster" the practice of
citizenship.66 In this apparently innocuous training activity lies what was
perhaps Eunos' most significant contribution to political change.

A sharp distinction exists between citizenship and subjecthood. The
former implies rights and duties. Those people who lived in the pre-
colonial Malay kerajaan were emphatically subjects, not citizens. There
is considerable accuracy in the comments of an early European obser-
ver that commoner Malays possessed "no rights either of person or of
property".67 Even in the sultanates of the colonial period the point was
made by a frustrated Malay radical (whom we will discuss in chapter 9)
that "ordinary Malays" were not permitted to "meddle in politics,
because the politics of the state and its people are in the hands of the
Sultan and the traditional elite".68 The condition of these Malay subjects
cannot be dismissed as purely a product of repression. The actual
concept of 'citizenship' did not exist in the kerajaan. It is for this reason
that not only Eunos but also certain English observers began to speak
of the need for "training in citizenship".69 Right from its inception in
1907, one might argue, the Utusan was committed to this task. Although
it is anachronistic to assess Eunos' motives as nationalistic, it is possible
to argue that he made a deliberate contribution to the birth of
citizenship and thus, of a new politics in Malaya.

There is a prima facie difficulty in appreciating the significance of the
practice of "citizenship" as novel in colonial Malay society. We recognize
the novelty of the phenomena of nationalism or democracy but tend to
take for granted the process by which people began to "consciously
participate in the life of the state".70 Citizenship is perhaps so elemental
and familiar to us that it seems unproblematic. In these circumstances,
the historical writings of Baron and Pocock on early modern Europe
are seminal for Asian as well as Western history. Their separate writings
draw our attention to the emergence, beginning in Italy at the end of
the fourteenth century, of a tradition of involvement in public life.
They encourage us to reflect with some care on what Eunos may have
been attempting in Malaya in the early years of this century. 'Civic
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Humanism', as this involvement in public life is termed, was a "new
philosophy of political engagement and active life, developed in
opposition to ideas of scholarly withdrawal".71 The Civic Humanist's
polls was a "time-bound" polity72 which did not merely "reflect by simple
correspondence the eternal order of nature".73 It was "composed of
interacting persons rather than of universal norms and traditional insti-
tutions".74 In Civic Humanist thinking the citizen was aware of being a
"political actor in a public realm".75 Pocock assumes the task of explain-
ing how this new philosophy became operative in England in an appar-
ently hostile "environment dominated by monarchical, legal, and theo-
logical concepts" which were ill-suited to the "definition of England as a
polis or the Englishman as a citizen".76

By focusing on the introduction and progress of "civic humanism" in
this English context, Pocock's scholarship suggests the importance of
the same theme in other parts of the world. It brings the emergence of
citizenship to the centre stage which has for long been occupied by the
rise of nationalism. As a result, colonial politicians such as Eunos who
have been too easily dismissed as colonial loyalists or at best timid
nationalists may now be more easily recognized as ideological pioneers.
It is not surprising that Eunos gave so much attention, for instance, to
the political changes in Turkey and Russia at the opening of the
twentieth century. It gave him an opportunity to declare that the "time
was arriving when the people of a state would involve themselves in the
business of government".77

The Utusaris requests for the British to expand the education system
and to employ more Malays in the colonial bureaucracy might also be
considered as requests for training in citizenship. So should the paper's
praise of the advisory councils established in the British protectorates
on the peninsula. In these councils, the Utusan explains, "every person
is able to say with freedom whatever he thinks" and is not limited to
expressing those things which are "in accordance with what is said or
thought by the chairman of the council". In promoting "freedom of
speech", the councils were capable of providing "education" and
"practice".78 (Eunos does not explain how it was possible for Malays to
maintain a consistently "soft and gentle" demeanour in such free
debate.) Eunos urged the British to foster citizenship just as he had
encouraged them to help Malays economically by setting up banks and
protecting their land. But again Malay fortunes were not to be left
entirely in the hands of the English protectors. Eunos' own newspaper
was engaged in what today is sometimes described as the transforma-
tion of the 'public sphere'.

One dimension of the transition from subject to citizen involves the
displacement of a public sphere characterized by what the sociologist
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Habermas calls "representation". In the pre-modern polity the ruler
"displayed himself, presented himself as an embodiment of some sort
of 'higher' power". As long as the "prince and the estates of his realm
'were the country and not just its representatives, they could represent
it in a specific sense. They represented their lordship not for but
'before' the people".79

In the modern period, by contrast, there emerged a "depersonalized
state authority".80 A new type of public sphere came into existence. It
was no mere arena of "courtly-knightly representation".81 In the public
sphere, according to Habermas, public authority was compelled to
"legitimate itself" in the presence of "public opinion".82 The subjectum of
the earlier society became a reasoning citizen in the new one. The mere
"receiver of regulations" became the "adversary" of the ruling author-
ity.83 In the countries of Western Europe, newspapers, coffee houses,
and reading societies played a part in the creation of this new public
sphere. By means of newspapers the "public held up a mirror to itself".84

Eunos appears to have understood well this function in the case of
the Utusan. He saw the need for an informed public opinion. He hoped
his paper would help Malays to "understand" matters of the wider world
in a new way and to this end adopted new vocabulary and a hypotactic
style of prose. Literacy itself, he anticipated, would promote rational
thought. His newspaper, as he proclaimed in the opening issue, was to
be not only an educator but an arena for discussion and debate. Its
comments on government policy, even though they were often
complementary, acted as a persistent reminder that government itself
was to be subject to public opinion. In Eunos' writings the implication
is always present that government is accountable to a public informed,
among other influences, by newspaper communication and comment.
In some cases he called directly for comment on affairs of government.
When a new Muslim marriage law was proposed, for example, Eunos
declares that the government officials would welcome Muslim opinion.
He urges readers to write to the Utusan: "Give your correct name (for
our knowledge only) together with your address - and the letter will be
published with any necessary editing for brevity".85

By assisting in the creation of a new public sphere, by promoting the
concept of a citizenship engaged in critical debate about affairs of
government, Eunos was adding a political dimension to Abdullah's
concept of the individual. Eunos supported Abdullah in subverting the
hierarchical kerajaan in which (as one court text boasted) the ordinary
subject could, in the economic sphere, produce enough food "for
private consumption only".86 Eunos wished to give specifically political
as well as economic and social rights to the commoner Malay. He
envisaged a society of educated individuals, of political animals, of
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citizens - a public sphere in which the future of the Malay race and its
government might be subject to discussion. Eunos' efforts to inculcate
a political vocabulary capable of replacing that of the kerajaan ought to
be considered in the context of this vision. He was developing more
than an ideological program. He contributed to a new discourse in
which the claims not only of liberal ideologues but also of the royal
courts and Islamic scholars would eventually be expressed. This much is
evident in the pages of the Utusan.

Audience

Where we must be cautious is in making assumptions about the
concerns of the audience which Eunos addressed. To what extent his
bourgeois readers were merely passive imbibers of these new concepts
of political life is difficult to determine. Just as the paper appears to
have answered some of the economic needs of this emerging class so
might it have expressed, as well as stimulated, their changing political
aspirations. As always, texts cannot be examined out of context. A
comprehensive account of the impact of the Utusan would seek to
understand why the paper had so rapid a success. As in the case of the
earlier Jawi Peranakan, the volume of correspondence which it attracted
suggests that at least in certain pockets of the Malay community, there
already existed the type of aspiration and desire for self-expression
which the Utusan, like its predecessor, hoped to foster.

To what extent, we might ask, were social and economic forces
creating the preconditions of citizenship well before the inauguration
of the Utusan? The influence of urbanization, for instance, might be
investigated. Some of the observations of anthropologists in Malaya and
other parts of the world support the assessment of the novelist, Thomas
Hardy, of the individualizing effect of city life. In describing social life
in late-nineteenth-century London, Hardy had noted that the urban
individual of that period was "conscious of himself, but nobody is
conscious of themselves collectively".87 Similar comments have been
made about the Malays of Singapore, at least in the twentieth century.88

The expansion of commercial activity and particularly of the cash
economy may also have promoted change in Malay social attitudes.
Anthropological studies are again of assistance. As one study of rural
Pahang observes, cash transactions contain a "strain of insularity, of
individual sovereignty" which is capable of threatening the "sense of
equilibrium in the village". Cash is a "kind of individual adat, private
and secret 'property'" which can parallel (and presumably compete
with) the community adat or custom of the village.89
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An equally important type of stimulant of social change among the
readers of the Utusan would have been the novel institutions and
practices introduced by the British government. Quite independendy
of the influence of newspaper comment, the colonial administration,
like most modern governments, operated in a manner which tended to
suggest public accountability and invite public comment. New policies
were announced and defended in open councils and official publi-
cations. The newspapers of the time - both Malay language such as the
Utusan and English papers like the Straits Times and the Singapore Free
Press - record in detail this particular style of administration. The acts of
government, so this style implied, were to be explained to educated,
rational individuals.

The British legal system, too, possessed implicit presuppositions
about the character of the community it served. It entailed notions of
'contract' law which differed fundamentally from the Malay 'status'
legal system. Those who were accustomed to defining legal and social
obligation in terms of 'caste', race or religion would inevitably have
found much that was alien in the essentially humanist definition of the
person in modern European contract law.90 In encountering the new
legal system, Malays would necessarily have recognized a challenge to
their own preconceptions about the 'person' or 'society'. We know, for
instance, that the new land tenure system, which bestowed individual
and transferable rights to land, caused much bewilderment and con-
fusion.91 It has been noted previously that this system appears eventually
to have promoted a degree of entrepreneurial activity in Malay society.
In the absence of detailed ethnographic and legal investigation, we can
only hypothesize as to how this specific introduced form of land
ownership may also have moulded (perhaps quite unconsciously) the
perception of the individual in certain sections of the Malay com-
munity. How far, we might ask, do the assumptions which accompany a
contract legal system help to excite the type of aspirations which
motivate correspondence with newspapers?

Eunos' liberal, modernizing, politicizing proposals, therefore, were
directed at a growing bourgeoisie - speakers not of a "high Malay" but
of a "true Malay" - about which we still know remarkably little. What
becomes clear in the following two chapters is that at the opening of
the twentieth century this was not the only type of ideology which was
being propagated among this group and the wider Malay community.
The passive revolution against the kerajaan was pursued from at least
one other direction. In the same period as the Utusan was probing the
Enlightenment ideologies of Europe - investigating and expounding
the often interrelated themes of individualism, race, progress, nation
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and citizenship - another periodical drew inspiration from a very
different, Islamic, tradition of thought.

A characteristic of the Utusan which has not been commented upon
until this point is the scant attention which it gives to Islamic matters. In
fact Eunos declared openly that his was "not a religious newspaper",92

and we have noted his determination to adopt a style of written Malay
which was not heavily dependent on Arabic vocabulary. In the next
chapter we turn to a periodical, Al Imam, which was very much a "religi-
ous newspaper". Its editors were no less antagonistic than Eunos toward
the doctrines of the kerajaan. At the same time, however, they competed
with him for the allegiance of the new generation of Malays. They
presented their readers with an alternative program of reform and yet,
as we shall discover, there are indications that these rival ideologies did
not differ radically from one another at all conceptual levels.
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CHAPTER 6

Ideological Challenge on a Second Front:
The Kerajaan in Contest with Islam

The Islamic challenge to the royal ideology in Malaya was just as far
reaching as that of European liberalism, and it developed over a far
longer period. In both program and justification the Islamic critique,
argued on the basis of religious doctrine, was established to a signifi-
cant extent independently of the European colonial process. In fact, in
the twentieth century, its exponents, now living under British power,
engaged in a three-cornered struggle for hegemony. They formulated
an alternative to liberal as well as royal doctrine and, in the post-
independence period, their ideological pronouncements were de-
signed to subvert much of the structure of the Malayan (and Malaysian)
state.

This chapter and the next focus on a religious journal which debates
with both kerajaan and liberal ideology. Al Imam, which commenced in
Singapore a year or so earlier than the Utusan, addresses a number of
those issues relating to authority, administration and political language
which have been major themes in our earlier discussion.

At first glance, a religion-based antagonism within Malay society
seems surprising. The Sultanate is often portrayed as an Islamic
institution and much scholarly comment on Malay culture denies a
distinction between "Malayness" and "Islam". It is said that "Malay" and
"Muslim" were "synonymous terms" and "still are".1 Islam is described as
"the common amalgam by which the Malays of all classes were united
rather than divided."2 We are also frequently reminded that to "become
Muslim" is to masuk Melayu, that is, to * enter the fold of Malaydom'.3
The contents of Al Imam suggest that assertions of this type fail to take
account of deeply entrenched religious divisions within the Malay
Muslim community.

137
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Al Imams critique of the growing liberal tradition in Malay society is
examined in due course, in chapter 7. The present chapter deals with
the journal's perceptions of the sultanates. To appreciate the signifi-
cance of these perceptions, it will be necessary to probe beyond many
of the scholarly generalizations made about the sultan's role in the
Malay Islamic community. Al Imams articles give the impression that
there were contending interpretations of the raja's religious status.
When historians refer to the Malay sultan as 'head of both church and
state' and the 'symbol of Muslim unity'4 within his polity, they present
only one version of royal authority. In the pages of Al Imam there is
certainly a concern with Muslim unity. But the editors and authors of
this fiery journal do not seem to have believed that the sultanate per se
should provide the focus of that unity. Islam itself would be the "com-
mon amalgam", and they make clear that it was not to be employed in
the service of sultanate, race or nation.

Al Imam

The history and format of Al Imam has been well documented.5 That
the editors had a religious standing is immediately suggested by the fact
that they used such titles as haji (pilgrim) and shaykh (an honorific
suggesting piety and usually assumed by people of Arab blood). In
particular, Shaykh Mohd. Tahir b. Jalaluddin Al-Azhari and Sayyid
Shaykh b. Ahmad Al-Hadi were prominent religious and social
reformers. Such men possessed ideological (or scholarly) antecedents
in the Malay society of an earlier period; but they were also conscious of
themselves as participants in the social and cultural debates which
occurred in the opening years of the twentieth century. The editors
were not ignorant of the liberal principles which attracted Eunos.
Indeed, the immediate influence upon their publication was that of the
Egyptian reformers who were familiar with the philosophies of
nineteenth-century Europe. Al Imam itself, in content and style, is
reminiscent of the Egyptian reformist journal, Al Manor (which
commenced publication in the 1890s). Al Imam also contains
translations of articles by the enormously influential Egyptian,
Muhammad Abduh (1849-1905). The impact of the Al Manar group
would explain, for instance, much of the emphasis on the concept of
reason in Allmam. Muhammad Abduh, in particular, did not see reason
and religion as being in conflict and condemned the blind acceptance
of traditional dogma. He was critical of many superstitions practised by
Muslims, including the veneration of saints, and he saw the essential
rationalism of Islamic religion as being in harmony with much modern
scientific and liberal constitutional thought. Such condemnation of
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superstition, however, was grounded in the apparently backward-
looking demand that Islamic practice be stripped of innovation, that
Muslims return to what the reformists saw as the central and the
fundamental teachings of their religion. It was this 'fundamentalist'6

demand as much as any other which brought the Islamic reformers of
Singapore into conflict with Malay royalty.

Al Imams editors were well acquainted with life in the sultanates.
Although this journal, like the Utusan and Abdullah's writings, was
published in the colonial enclave beyond the reach of the royal courts,
both Shaykh Tahir and Sayyid Shaykh had travelled and worked in
neighbouring Malay territories. The attitude they appear to have adop-
ted toward the kerajaan is to some extent surprising. Historical scholar-
ship on the period has not prepared us for the severity of their critique.
It stresses the central role of the sultans in Malay Islamic experience
and when historians have examined Al Imam itself, they have concen-
trated on the journal's contribution to the development of Malay
modernism and nationalism rather than its position vis a vis the Malay
ancien regime. The journal's articles have been read in what was des-
cribed earlier as a retrospective rather than a prospective context. From
the contemporary vantage point of the royal courts, Al Imam was, in
fact, as determined and thoroughgoing an opponent as was Munshi
Abdullah.

The Al Imam authors were critical, first of all, of individual Malay
rulers. Their concern was not limited to the Malay Peninsula but exten-
ded also to Sumatra and the Riau Archipelago. The journal was sold in
many parts of the region7 and the articles it published often came from
distant places. Complaints were received, for instance, about the ruler
of Langkat in East Sumatra who was said to oppress his people so that
they "cry out for help".8 Trengganu too is described as having a "des-
potic government" (and here the actual English words are used) .9 After
learning of 'unorthodox', mystical rites in Patani, Allmam criticizes the
Malay rulers there for not enforcing the law of Islam, the shari'ah.10 In
other regions, Malay aristocrats are said to seize property in "ways which
contravene Islamic law."11 Faced with such negligence and injustice, Al
Imam urges the rajas to follow the leaders of Japan who, the paper
explains, devote themselves to expanding education in their country.
Rulers, it is stressed, should provide training for their subjects and help
them "to become independent of infidels."12 In a period of rising Euro-
pean power, the journal makes abundantly clear, the traditional Malay
leadership had failed utterly. The Koran itself is quoted to express
disdain: the Holy Book contains sentiments which, when liberally
translated into Malay by Al Imam (in an article by Sayyid Shaykh), assess
the rulers' failure in a manner which Malays would immediately
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comprehend. To quote one example: "Oh our God, we have been loyal
to all our penghulus (headmen) and orang besar (chiefs) who have led us
astray. Oh our God bring upon them double torment".13

A rich and expressive vocabulary, in fact, is often employed in Al
Imam to condemn the traditional leaders. They are said to be "special-
ists in extravagance"14 and "exponents of every stupidity."15 In some
cases their reason is "astray" or "confused".16 The Malay community is
said to be diseased and the Malay leadership is described as the "origin
of all disease and the cause of all affliction."17 The words themselves
sometimes seem to be used as instruments to chastise the rulers. Some
of the most effective essays are translations from Arabic and present
generalized but obviously pertinent dissertations on royal government.
An article republished in Al Imam in January 1908, for example, could
certainly have stimulated anxiety among the kerajaan elite. It declares:

If the Raja happens to be ignorant, of bad character, low ambition, greedy,
narrow minded and so forth, then his action will lead to the downfall of the
community (umat)... It will fall under the government of another race be-
cause of the evil policy of the Raja and because the ministers feared opposing
him. In such a situation the people too are foolish ... if there existed some
spirit in the umat, and if they had the slightest reason (akal) in their heads -
even the size of an ant - they would root out the poisonous tree.18

Despite the aggressive tone, the use of umat (the Islamic community)
and the stress on akal (to which we will return), there is in this state-
ment a certain degree of respect for the old kerajaan formula: the wel-
fare of the community depends directly on its raja.

Other articles would have discouraged even the best-intentioned
kerajaan ruler. Members of the kerajaan elite who perused the pages of
Al Imam would quickly have recognized that the campaign waged by Al
Imam went well beyond criticism of individual rulers. It was not merely
that the traditional leadership had failed to respond to the European
challenge or even that it had often disobeyed specific elements of
Islamic law (shari'ah). The whole basis of the kerajaan was brought into
question by Al Imam just as it had been by Munshi Abdullah. The state-
ment that Trengganu had a "despotic government", for example, would
certainly have to be viewed as a general condemnation of the tradi-
tional Malay rule. (The additional suggestion that the state needed a
"Parlimen" through which the people would be responsible for adminis-
tration, is an indication of the significance of liberal notions in religious
circles in Malaya and Egypt at the opening of the twentieth century.19)
Equally suggestive is the way Malay rulers are dismissed as "idol kings" or
"chess kings".20 Some of the most forceful criticisms by Allmam focus on
the royal preoccupation with ceremony which Abdullah and European
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observers also denigrated. One Al Imam article, for instance, portrays
the Malay elite squandering its money "uselessly on the Prophet's
Birthday celebrations" (persistently condemned by 'fundamentalist'
Islamic critics all over the world),21 on other customary (adat)
celebrations, and even on "glasses and goblets and dancing girls."22 In
Malay court texts, it must be recalled, the types of activity suggested
here, even the dancing, are often recounted with respect and affection.23

Kerajaan externals, Islamic essences

It is in an article entitled 'Honour and Dignity',24 that Al Imams attack
on the ceremony of the kerajaan is most far-reaching in significance.
The emphasis given in Malay society to titles, medals and material
display, to what Al Imam considers to be mere appearances, is the object
of this assault. It is directed not merely at the rulers but also the subjects
of sultanates. In addition, there is little comfort for certain bourgeois
readers of the colony and the 'protected' states who, in Al Imams view,
were equally concerned with superficial matters. The majority of
people, explains the article, do not understand the true meaning of
"honour" and "dignity". The confusion is not restricted to the kerajaan
elite. Some people believe that honour comes to those who possess
material wealth and possessions, "large godowns, finely decorated
houses, graceful horses, large numbers of servants, beautiful clothing
and jewellery." For other people (and here the kerajaan elite is clearly
intended), honour seems to arise from "titles and ranks and decorating
the chest with such and such medals." Sometimes people passionately
seek such titles and even adopt foul measures to acquire them. "We find
certain persons working day and night seeking ways to obtain a
particular title or rank or a medal to adorn their chests." In their quest,
Al Imam continues, they may well bring "ruin to their country or
humiliation to their community".

The preoccupation with titles, of course, is persistently encountered
in the kerajaan world. It has been suggested above, in chapter 1, that
these titles ought not to be perceived as being 'empty' as some Euro-
pean commentators had asserted. Titles had a profound importance in
this world and the next. They were capable of encapsulating nama, just
as the hierarchical ceremonies of state were able to display and in a
sense protect the individual's reputation and status. Allmam not merely
condemned the means adopted to acquire such honours but also
questioned the significance which kerajaan literature attributed to titles.
Such criticism was ontological in character in that it insisted on a
different perception of man and on the existence of another level of
reality. In the kerajaan system, the individual was presented as 'Public
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Man'. He was perceived in what we today usually consider to be
superficial terms. Powers or capacities, as we have noted, appear almost
to be layered physically on his or her material form. In this literature
there is no delineation of the inner person. Some of Munshi Abdullah's
most powerful writing appears to have been a reaction to this kerajaan
portrayal of the individual. In a somewhat different manner - in more
distinctly religious terms - Al Imam also debates the court viewpoint.

The journal's article on 'Honour and Dignity' takes pains to explain
that it is primarily in terms of his zat that an individual ought to be
perceived and valued, and that a person's zat depended neither upon
possessions nor titles. The fact that zat is actually defined in the text
gives an indication of how unfamiliar the term is likely to have been to
many Malay readers. One's zat, according to the journal, is one's batang
tuboh. Although batang tuboh is defined merely as 'trunk of the body' in
a Malay-English dictionary25 published just before the article was
written, it had probably already begun to convey the notion of 'person'.
Some two decades later Dutch and English dictionaries26 defined batang
tuboh as 'persoon' or 'person'. The word zat itself is said to mean
'nature' or 'essence' in Malay-English dictionaries both from the Al
Imam period and later.27 In Arabic, however, zat is defined as 'person'
and 'personality' as well as 'essence' and 'nature'.28 Allmam makes clear
that someone of status or, for that matter, great wealth, may not have
(or be) an especially noble zat. It must be realized, the journal argues,
that there are people who have been deprived of their possessions and
rank yet have retained their zat. Furthermore, if people have a

zat which does not possess noble, human (manusia) attributes then they will
join those people of a low rank in that no trace will remain of them in human
hearts; they will be forgotten; they will never be mentioned on the tongues of
mankind.

The Malay desire to possess a noble name, to be remembered and hon-
oured after death, is clearly acknowledged here; but the Al Imam essay
does not ground that name in public position (or material wealth).

Dress and jewellery, which are both significant in demonstrating rank
in the kerajaan, are seen by Al Imam as particularly superficial. To boast
of attire is to behave like "dancing girls or rich Chinese women."
Medals and titles, the journal insists, must also not be confused with
real honour. They are not, for instance, of a permanent nature: a raja
can take back a medal or remove a person from his rank and then that
person "will return to the humble place which he occupied earlier."
What is more, if a person
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obtains such .marks of dignity from people of narrow understanding (akal)
then the medal or title is a dignity only in the sense of being a medal or a
title. It does not imply that the person (zat) himself is noble.

The article in this way expresses impatience with a dignity that is "only
temporary", a dignity which is of "appearance (rupa) only, rather than a
dignity established in a permanent place, that is, in the heart". Does
such impatience (encountered outside as well as inside the Malay
world) reflect again, one may ask, a deeply rooted Malay anxiety about
impermanence?

Al Imam does not dismiss titles and medals per se. Sometimes they may
indeed indicate work or service which deserves to be honoured but -
and here the article diverges strongly from kerajaan ideology - it
questions the actual nexus between tide and nama. That is to say, the
journal indicates that there is no necessary link between the position
one holds in the sultanate and real personal worth. Furthermore, the
judgement of whether or not a person's service to the community is
honourable is no longer viewed as the concern merely of the raja or the
elite. It is a far more democratic process. "Human reason" {akal
manusia), according to Al Imam, determines if the task or service is
worthy of honour or whether the titles and medals bestowed merely
demonstrate the "infamy of the person's zat and the evil of the case." In
illustration of the argument, the article provides examples of
prominent leaders who genuinely deserved honour. Sultan Abu Bakar
of Johore, for instance, had certainly received many tides or medals but
he had done much for his country. (We shall be examining his
achievements ourselves in chapter 8.) The people of Johore "could not
forget the nobility of the late Sultan Abu Bakar." Because of the "deeds
and nature of Abu Bakar, his name is written in the hearts of everyone
in his community and of all the people of his country (negeri)."
(Referring to Abu Bakar without the title 'Sultan' appears to underline
the point.) Egyptians also could not forget Muhammad Ali (who lived
from 1769 to 1849, established a dynasty and promulgated social and
economic reforms). The Turks would remember Sultan Osman I
(1258-1324, the founder of the Ottoman dynasty).29

Turning to those who do not deserve to be honoured, the article
identifies

some of our rajas in this region who gained their medals and ranks in states
inherited from their ancestors, states which they later surrendered to other
races. [These rajas]) surrendered the law of their community (umat) and
group (kaum) to foreign religions and allowed the cream of the revenue of
their states to flow to foreigners. In such countries all the Muslims must
endure the difficulties and burdens loaded upon them, one after another, by
foreign races.
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Despite its praise for the Johore Sultan such disdain toward the local
kerajaan elites is never far distant from the argument of "Honour and
Dignity." The warnings and admonitions are at times chillingly
sarcastic. Thus Al Imam reminds those who live in "high buildings, take
pleasure from beautiful gardens, and look down on mankind from
decorated windows, that they may indeed enjoy their wealth during
their lives; but will they be mentioned with respect in this world or after
they are dead?"

It is obvious that the Al Imam article is attacking not just certain
individual "rajas in this region" but also a number of concepts central to
the kerajaan. When the reader is told that "medals and ranks are
honourable only when the service for which they were awarded is also
honourable," Al Imam asserts a world view which is only superficially
consistent with that lying behind kerajaan ideology. The journal
presents itself as employing rationalist principles. It rejects an appar-
ently magical manner of thinking in which morality and power are seen
to flow downwards from the raja. Most of all, the journal is concerned
with the person beneath the medals. It is the actions and the essence,
the zat, of a person upon which Al Imam focuses.

Despite the Arabic phraseology employed, this perspective is
reminiscent of that of Abdullah. Both Abdullah and the Al Imam
authors are struck by the superficiality of the kerajaan's concerns. By the
standards of both types of criticism, the texts written by royal ideologues
have an air of unreality. The titles and the ceremony of the kerajaan
seem frivolous. "What person of reason (akal)", Al Imam asks, "would
talk of Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore in terms of his beautiful attire, or of
the huge buildings in which he lived, or of the many medals upon his
breast? No such person would do so." The Al Imam article continues:
"Sultan Abu Bakar will, in fact, be remembered for his achievements in
saving an Islamic country (negeri) which had already slipped between
the jaws of a savage tiger." In a further rhetorical question Allmam asks
whether "historians" investigate what clothes were worn by Alexander
the Great, or what sort of house he possessed. (Again the historians'
answer would, of course, be less straightforward today.)

Much of the rest of the article is concerned to identify the type of
service which is worthy of real honour. There are important messages
here for Al Imams readers but the point which must be made about
these preferred categories of service is that the list is subversive. In
particular, and this matter is critical, Al Imam attributes value to service
which is devoted not to the monarch but to the community, and the
word for 'community1 is usually umat rather than the bangsa ('race')
referred to so often by Abdullah and Eunos. It is by working for the
umat, the Al Imam article emphasizes, that a person will be mentioned
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"on the lips of all" and will "obtain rewards from God." Even the Johore
Sultan, Abu Bakar, is praised because of the service he gave to his
"Islamic state" (negeri Islam).

From the perspective of the court elites the article on 'Honour and
Dignity' would have been damaging at various levels. It contains
criticism of the behaviour of numerous rulers in the region and con-
demnation of the kerajaan emphasis on luxurious display. Moreover,
doubt is cast on the philosophical underpinnings of kerajaan political
culture. In effect the essential position of the raja as a focus of loyalty is
brought into question. There is innovation here of both a political and
an ontological character. An emphasis on the Islamic community at the
expense of the kerajaan, and on Islamic law in opposition to royal whim,
is combined with an assertion of an apparently 'deeper' level of reality
than that represented in the ceremonial and hierarchical structure of
Malay courtly culture. Al Imam recognizes the Malay concern for
'reputation' but argues that a man's position in this world and the next
must be achieved in a specifically Islamic not a kerajaan context.
Beneath a person's formal status lies his zafand the value of a particular
zat, what might be called a person's real nama, is not in the gift of a raja.
It is achieved through service to the umat (the Islamic community),
and is dependent on the judgement of people of reason. We shall see
in the next chapter that in Al Imam the criteria for sound reason are
inextricably bound to an understanding of the Divine Law of Islam, the
shari'ah. In this concern to identify the Islamic realities, often lying
beneath kerajaan practices, Al Imam possesses a fundamentalist spirit. As
suggested, these realities often relate to the desire to implement fully
the Islamic law.

Already it is apparent that Al Imam contains elements of a positive
program as well as a critique of the Malay ancien regime. Chapter 7 will
explain that this program - which emphasizes both the shari'ah and a
particular view of progress, rationality and personal essence - is radical
not just in terms of kerajaan ideology but also in its distance from the
reforms urged by Eunos in the Utusan Malayu. Even the community to
which Al Imam addresses its admonitions and advice, the umat, is not
coterminous with the Malay bangsa readership postulated by Eunos and
Abdullah. Before exploring further the Islamic journal's relationship
with the liberal ideologues, however, it is necessary to examine more
thoroughly the paper's puzzling relationship with pre-colonial culture.
In particular, why did Al Imam attempt to subvert the kerajaan in the
name of Islam, the religion endorsed and patronized by the rajas and
sultans themselves? To appreciate the significance and basis of Al
Imam's critique demands a sense of historical context, in particular of
the relation and the tension between religion and polity in the
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pre-colonial Malay World.30 In order to understand why an Islamic
journal in the opening years of this century vehemently condemned
such critical kerajaan doctrines as those relating to 'Honour and
Dignity', what is required above all is an account which is not founded
upon the notion that 'Malay' and 'Muslim' were synonymous terms.

Islam and Malay kingship

The prominence given to the ruler in traditional Malay society was far
from unique in the Muslim world. Yet there is also a deeply rooted
sense of unease in the interrelationship between religious doctrine and
kingship in much Islamic ideological discussion. Al Imams denuncia-
tion of the kerajaan is to some extent a product of this unease. The
Prophet Muhammad himself is quoted as having warned that "when-
ever a man accedes to authority he drifts away from God";31 and when an
Arab chief, after agreeing to conversion, told the prophet, "You are our
Prince," Muhammad is said to have replied that "the prince is God,
not I."32 Over the centuries, there always appear to have been
spokesmen in Islamic society for such scepticism about kingship, but
the influence of these spokesmen waxed and waned throughout
Muslim history. It was very much on the wane in the thirteenth to
sixteenth centuries when Islam was first established in the Malay world.

In this period, an observer might have perceived the Muslim world as
an expanding galaxy of monarchies, many of which asserted lofty
spiritual claims. In earlier centuries of Islamic history there had been a
single caliphate heading the Muslim community. At first this was a rela-
tively prosaic rather than an imperial institution. Increasingly, however,
it assumed many of the characteristics of Persian monarchy. The "light
of prophecy" was said to shine around the caliph's forehead, he appro-
priated the old Babylonian epithet 'Shadow of God on Earth' and his
subjects adopted the practice of kissing the ground before him.33 Before
Islam was widely adopted in the Malay lands, the caliphate gradually
lost its monopoly of political and religious leadership in the Muslim
world. Numerous rulerships or kingships emerged, for instance, in the
Middle East and India. These new monarchs assumed for themselves
such ambitious titles and epithets as 'Sultan' or 'Shadow of God on
Earth'. Thus, in the eleventh century, the Seljuk sultans were described
as 'Shadows of God on Earth'. In the fourteenth century the ruler of
Delhi could declare that "He who obeys the Sultan obeys God" and the
sixteenth-century Sultan of Bijapur was also called 'Shadow of God'.34

It was in the context of this proliferation of Persianized monarchies
that many of the rulers of the Malay archipelago adopted Islam.
Indeed, the significance of these monarchies may help to explain the
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impression, conveyed in certain Malay accounts of the Islamization pro-
cess, that these Malay rulers were enthusiastic converts. Putting aside
the rulers' immediate reasons for conversion,35 we can assume that they
believed they had little to fear from Islam. Iranian-style monarchy
would have seemed compatible with the monarchical system which they
already possessed, a system based on Hindu-Buddhist principles.
Furthermore, the Malay ruler might well have known that in many parts
of the Muslim world, conversion had entailed no thoroughgoing aboli-
tion of pre-Islamic custom. Even in the critical area of law this is true.

Law is the sphere in which opposition to kingship in Islamic society is
most likely to arise. We have already noted that one of Al Imams
principal charges against the sultans was that they contravened the
shari'ah, the Holy Law of Islam: indeed it will be seen that Al Imam
grounds its entire approach to social reform in the shari'ah. In taking
this attitude the journal's editors might be perceived as members of a
long-established Muslim group which the historian, Marshall Hodgson,
refers to as the "shari a/i-minded".36 For these shari 'a/nninded members
of the Muslim community, the centrality and implementation of the
Islamic law is the highest consideration. They believe that "every
individual's life should be directed under the guidance of God's laws,
and everything in society not clearly necessary to His service [ought] to
be frowned upon".37 During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
the shari'ah-minded were to become increasingly influential in
Southeast Asia and many other parts of the Muslim world: in important
respects, Al Imams condemnation of the neighbouring Malay sultanates
was itself a product of this development.

When Islamization was first underway in the Malay lands, however,
shari-'ah-mindedness was a significantly weaker force. Its position is
indicated by the fate of the Middle-Eastern scholar, Ibn-Taymiyyah. This
fourteenth-century teacher and author, who was later to be highly
esteemed by the type of people who wrote for Al Imam, was very much a
minority voice. In fact, his criticism of the way Muslim monarchs of his
time contravened Islamic law landed him in prison.38 At the time Ibn-
Taymiyyah lived, it seems Islamic law and its proponents were generally
subordinated to the demands of royal authority. Thus, Islamic judges,
or Qadis, were in many cases not merely royal appointees but also often
bowed to a royal rather than the Divine will in the exercise of their
judgement.39 Significantly, we know of the survival of non-Muslim
customs in many non-Malay lands.40 And this situation is also indicated
by the fact that a number of contemporary foreign Muslim travellers
(such as the fourteenth-century Ibn Batutta and the fifteenth-century
Ma Huan) who visited Southeast Asia did not single out Malay countries
for criticism on account of their 'corruptions'.41 Unlike the twentieth-
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century Al Imam writers, they were evidently not horrified by legal
practices which contravened Islamic law.42 For the most part, these
travellers even ignored the fact that religious law itself was promulgated
in Malay lands in the idiom of rajaship. \et here in particular the Malay
rulers made innovations which would provoke later Islamic critics.

According to Thomas Stamford Raffles the Muslim rulers of Java
"considered [it] a point of honour to profess adherence to [Islamic
law]" but they were always "vested with a discretionary power of adapt-
ing the Mahometan law to the circumstances of society, a prerogative
liberally exercised".43 The same might have been said of the Malay
rulers. It is not merely the case that the legal digests and other
documents of the Malay kerajaan contained non-Islamic as well as
shari'ah injunctions. The manner in which the shari'ah was related to -
or incorporated in - the structure of the kerajaan requires noting. Here
the actual style of presentation of the digests may offer a valuable
perspective. Although containing substantial elements of Islamic law,
the texts themselves are emphatically products not of the discourse of
shari'ah, but of that of the kerajaan.

For example, although the so-called 'Malaccan digest' clearly
contains shari'ah material, especially in the fields of commercial and
marriage law, it seems highly significant that the text grounds the entire
body of the law it describes not in the authority of God but rather in
that of the raja. The laws of Malacca are said to be in the "possession" of
the raja. The text declares that the laws "come down to us" from the
time of Alexander the Great, and it is Alexander's descendant, Sultan
Muhammad Shah, the first Muslim ruler of Malacca, who "first laid
them down". (Alexander is often encountered in the genealogies of
Malay royalty and is mentioned as a prophet in the Koran). According
to the text, the laws had been passed from one ruler to another and
were now in the "possession" of the reigning sultan. They are said (at
the time of writing) to be administered by the sultan's "representatives".
Those people who dare to transgress these laws are warned that they are
guilty of the heinous crime of "treason" not against God, but against His
Majesty. The first chapter of this legal digest, moreover, focuses on a
distinctly kerajaan rather than shari'ah concern; that is, as we saw in
chapter 1 above, the text commences by listing sumptuary laws which
regulate the costume, language and behaviour of the different ranks of
royal subject and which exhibit the special position of the ruler.44

Viewed from the perspective of the Al Imam authors and other
shari'ah-minded ulama (or scholars), the subjugation of Islamic law to
kerajaan ideology in this way was a dangerous innovation. It would
illustrate for them the truth of Muhammad's warnings about those
"acceding to authority". As these Islamic critics became increasingly
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influential in the nineteenth century, they threatened the kerajaan and
were, in turn, recognized as foes by many of the royal courts. It is
possible that royal perceptions of Islam changed substantially over the
centuries. When at least some of the nineteenth-century Malay rulers
looked back on the adoption of Islam by their royal ancestors, they
might well have viewed the conversion as the acceptance of what we
might describe as a Trojan horse. That is, although the new religion
may not have seemed especially threatening in the early period, by the
nineteenth century certain of its most influential doctrines (as we have
seen in the case of Al Imam) expressly challenged the ideological basis
of the kerajaan or, indeed, of any of the Persianized monarchies of
Islam.

The Islamic struggle

The literature of the sultanates themselves, not surprisingly, does not
directly expose the ideological rupture within Muslim Malay society.
The part played by the censor, or simply fear of censorship, should not
be underestimated. It is significant, for instance, that we must turn to
Portuguese accounts of fifteenth-century Malacca to find mention of a
Sultan who announced that Malacca was to be "made into Mecca". He is
said to have been criticized for this pronouncement - indeed some
people in the city considered it was "on account of the arrogance of
[the Sultan's] sin" that Malacca was conquered.45 One is tempted to ask,
however, whether this Portuguese report hints at a long-standing royal
disquiet about Islam. To what extent, in particular, might Mecca have
been seen by the kerajaan elite to represent a rival focus of loyalty and
social consciousness? There are subde indications of unease about the
haj in certain extant kerajaan writings46 and it is possible that some royal
texts may have been far more explicit in their declarations. Nearly all
such texts, however, exist now only in nineteenth-century copies. By this
time the court itself was arranging for the rewriting of its hikayat in
accordance with the growing demands of the shari'ah-minded,47 and
complaints about the haj, of course, would be precisely the type of
unorthodox writing which nineteenth-century royal censors would
expunge.

So too are kerajaan works unlikely to refer explicitly to a 'shari'ah-
minded' critique of the traditional polity. For court-approved texts to
admit, even in the form of rebuttal, that the ostensibly Islamic sultans
were being accused of religious negligence would seem impossible.
Again, however, an element of courdy antagonism toward some ulama is
at least insinuated in a few royal chronicles. Passages in the Malay
Annals, for instance, ridicule religious scholars. Certain Muslim
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missionaries to Malacca are presented as pompous and rather foolish.48

This is perhaps a hint of the type of full-blooded satirizing of 'shari'ah-
mindedness' which we know took place in Java.49 The entire text of the
Malay Annals has been examined by A.H. Johns in order to assess the
treatment which it gives to Islamic matters and he observes that "all the
references to Islam are superficial in character" and sometimes "light
hearted".50 Johns concludes from this that the Annals do litde to assist
our understanding of the role of Islam in fifteenth-century Malacca.
But the references may also be interpreted as providing evidence of the
way the kerajaan perceived Islam, and thus, of the type of ideological or
discursive resistance which would have been encountered by a 'shari'ah-
minded' version of the religion.

Turning from court literature to specifically religious writings one
finds again little Islamic comment of a directly critical type on the
Malay monarchy. However, when Shaikh Nuru'd-din bin 'Ali A'R-Raniri
(writing in seventeenth-century Aceh, West Sumatra) condemns a well-
known kerajaan text (the Hikayat Seri Rama) because it does not
mention the name of Allah, we get a hint of the way the 'shari'ah-
minded' may have viewed the courtly tradition.51 When a later religious
scholar described the authors of such hikayats as "specialists in illegal
innovation",52 he is likely to have been well aware of the fact that this
genre was endorsed by the sultanate. In rare comments such as these
one finds the type of cross-referencing between two traditions which
would be an essential ingredient of any history of Islam in Southeast
Asia. At this stage historians have only begun to trace the development
of the Islamic scholarly traditions in the region and to analyse the
various networks of influence and ideological inheritance which linked,
and sometimes divided, the religious authors of the Malay world.

Even the most general perusal of the transcriptions, commentaries,
and digests of Islamic doctrinal literature, however, confirms the im-
pression that a great distance separates it from the ideology and style
of the court texts. Although the Islamic writings - consisting in large
part of translations from Arabic, annotations and glosses - seldom refer
to the kerajaan tradition, the fact that so great a distance exists between
the two genres is suggestive. The devoted production and re-
production of translations of apparently uncontentious, Arabic
theological and legal texts conveys an impression of struggle. Some
ulama were perhaps not merely "maintaining the pulse of religious
teaching",53 as Johns has expressed it. They may also have been writing
and copying, at least in part, in deliberate reaction to a different type of
literature and to the rival ideblogical tradition which it expounded. A
form of debate appears to have been taking place by means of emphasis
rather than explicit argument.54 From the sixteenth to the nineteenth
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centuries the authors and translators who worked in such places as
Aceh and Palembang in Sumatra, Patani and Kelantan on the peninsula
and the island of Riau (near Singapore)55 were compiling texts which
explicate and advocate alternative religious and social programs to
those encountered in much kerajaan literature.

In a few sultanates these scholars were welcomed.56 In others they
might understandably have perceived themselves as promoting the
cause of a 'shari a/i-minded' ideology against a hostile Islamic practice
infected by Persian innovation, Malay custom and a broad range of
other corruptions. As the Al Imam writings suggest, it was to be far
easier for such authors to comment explicitly on the rival, royal,
ideology when they were safely based in British colonies beyond the
reach of the kerajaan leadership. Before such a radical Islamic elite
began to employ the medium of journalism in the Straits Settlements,
however, there is evidence of growing ' sharia'ah-minded' or Funda-
mentalist criticism of the kerajaan. It is recorded with greatest clarity not
in Malay but in European writings, in documents written by travellers,
officials and missionaries. In these documents, in fact, we begin to
perceive the nineteenth century as a formative period in the growth of
religious division within the Malay Islamic community.

In 1811, Raffles, the doyen of British commentators on the Malays,
observed that "in almost every state" (in the archipelago) there existed
"a constant struggle between the adherents of the old Malay usages and
the Hajis, and other religious persons, who are desirous of introducing
the laws of the Arabs".57 The ruling elite was clearly among the principal
supporters of the "old Malay usages". In Trengganu, in the 1830s, the
traveller, George Earl, reported that the "Arabs" (a term he probably
used imprecisely to refer to Muslims living according to apparently
Arab custom and style) had succeeded in the "partial introduction of
the Mohomadan code of laws", but "many of the pangerans" (princes)
were "in favour of the Undang Undang, the Adat Melayu, the old Malay
codes, which differ much from those introduced by the Arabs."58 There
are suggestions also of a similar confrontation occurring on the other
side of the peninsula in Negri Sembilan. A Catholic missionary visiting
that region encountered a Sultan whose "ridicule" of "several Moham-
medan Laws and Customs" visibly upset a "Malay Priest".59 The ridicule
may well have been reminiscent of the cavalier manner in which the
Malay Annals refers to distinguished "Priests" of an earlier era.

These reports amount to only a portion of the foreign testimony
regarding a developing rupture between the kerajaan elite and an
increasingly potent, Islamic leadership.60 Such a development may have
been stimulated in part by external forces, particularly by repercussions
flowing from what is known as the Wahhabi movement. In Arabia, this
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late-eighteenth-century revolutionary movement (inspired to some
extent by the same Ibn-Taymiyyah who had opposed the pretensions of
monarchs in his region) challenged the right of the Ottoman Sultans to
act as protectors of Islamic orthodoxy and demanded instead the
rigorous implementation of the shari'ah. The Wahhabis were calling for
purification. A direct line is said to lead from Ibn-Taymiyyah to the
Wahhabi movement, and from there to the Al Manor groups of Egypt,
who influenced so greatly the editors of Al Imam. The line ends with
those late twentieth-century "ulama and thinkers who want to restore
the rule of the shari'ah in an Islamic state."61

Wahhabi ideas were disseminated throughout the Muslim world in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They probably reached the
Malay archipelago primarily through the pilgrimage to Mecca and by
means of Arab settlers and travellers. The Wahhabi impact is seen in
most dramatic form in the so-called Paderi campaigns in West Sumatra,
which, as Johns has remarked, commenced in 1803, the year when the
Wahhabis conquered Mecca.62 The Sumatran Paderi leaders were in
close contact with Islamic developments in the Arab lands. One of
them, for instance, established an administration which, in the opinion
of a modern historian, bore "a striking resemblance to that of the
Wahhabis".63 The Paderi hostility to the traditional rulers of the region is
immediately suggested by the fact that numerous members of the royal
family died at their hands.64

Here in the Wahhabi movement of Arabia and its Sumatran offshoots
we encounter the political and social (as well as military) implications
of ideological fissure. The Muslim rajas in other regions of the Malay
world would have observed these developments with anxiety. An East
Sumatran ruler may have expressed a common fear when he
complained to the British, in 1824, that many districts near to his
country were "in a very disturbed state at present". The Paderi, he said,
were "determined to attack different states and render them tributary
... to be obedient to all their peculiar laws".65 On the peninsula the
advocating of these 'peculiar laws' was not supported by military
sanctions. Nevertheless, the observations of Raffles and others about
the "constant struggle" between the "Hajis", on the one hand, and the
"adherents of old Malay usages", on the other, suggest the presence of
similar tensions. In the words of the Islamicist, Sir Hamilton Gibb, the
Wahhabi spirit "spread little by litde over the whole Muslim world."66

Viewed in this historical context Al Imam's antagonism toward the
Malay kerajaan is no longer so unexpected. It is an episode in a long-
standing struggle taking place within the Malay Islamic community.
What has only been hinted at so far, however, is why a Malay language
periodical, in the opening years of the twentieth century, should have
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stated its views in so frank and trenchant a manner. To answer this speci-
fic question requires a closer examination of religious development
occurring in the Straits Settlements.

Islam in the enclaves

In the British-governed enclaves, where the liberal critique of the Malay
sultanates developed, what might be termed the intellectual climate
probably helped also to promote an Islamic Fundamentalist critique. At
the very least, British rule seems to have led to a genuine intensification
of religious activity. Considering the importance of the Straits Settle-
ments as an Islamic centre, it is surprising how littie has been written
about religious developments there in the nineteenth century. William
Roff s pioneering essay on the 'Malayo-Muslim World of Singapore'
focuses on the end of the century when a phase of vigorous Islamic
publishing commenced.67 The major study on the Straits Settlements
government and society in the earlier part of the century actually gives
the impression that the British administration discouraged the growth
of Islamic practice and weakened "the religious authority of the
priesthood among the Malays".68 On this matter, however, Munshi
Abdullah provides a very different perspective.

In one of his many comparisons between the Malay states and the
colony, Abdullah declares that in the former the "people take their
religion more lightly".69 This too is the impression conveyed in the few
European documents which consider the character of non-Western
society in the Straits Settlements. Much of this rare British comment
(most European documentation is concerned with the exciting com-
mercial and political developments in the colony) is to be found in the
archives of the London Missionary Society. The Protestant missionaries,
who had an important part in the dissemination of European know-
ledge in the Malay community, took a gloomy view of their prospects as
opponents of Islam. Unable to claim success in terms of Christian con-
version, the missionaries presented an often antagonistic account of the
manner in which the colony's Muslims took their religion "seriously".

In Malacca in 1821, Claudius Thomsen found two mosques each
attracting "a crowded attendance every Friday". He reported that cor-
poral punishment was "publicly inflicted at the mosque on some person
for non attendance"; other negligent people, he added, were warned
that they would "not be attended when sick, nor attended to the grave
when they die".70 Thomsen came to the depressing (for him) conclu-
sion that in this settlement "Mohomedanism" had "much revived" since
the arrival of the Christian missionaries.71 He and other missionaries
were to come to the same judgement elsewhere in the colony. On
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moving to Singapore, Thomsen found himself to be among what he
called "the most violent class of Sunnites - Traditionalists - followers of
Imam Shafei" and that these people declared that "to reason of Reli-
gion, i.e. Mohomedanism, whether it be true or false, is mental apos-
tasy".72 There may be some truth in Thomsen's comment on ShafTi
legal views;73 what is most significant for understanding the historical
background of Al Imam, however, is the way in which the comments of
missionaries corroborate the view of Munshi Abdullah.

Christian missionary observations on the sultanates were also in
agreement with those of Abdullah. It is true that the missionaries con-
sidered the sultanates to be ideologically authoritarian: one missionary
considered that the Malay ruler possessed such influence, that if he
"ordered" his subjects to do so they would "be of any religion good or
bad".74 Yet from the Christian perspective the way Islam was practised in
the kerajaan, the actual doctrines endorsed by the sultans, seemed
relatively tolerant or moderate. In the kerajaan polities, for instance, the
missionaries described Malay villagers requesting and actually reading
Christian tracts.75 One "respectable Malay" is said to have listened to a
missionary "with attention and apparent delight" on the subject of
redemption.76 The Sultan of Trengganu himself was reported to have
discussed with a visiting missionary, the 'judgement day and the world
to come".77 Even crews on the many trading prahus which arrived in the
port of Singapore from the sultanates seemed immeasurably more will-
ing than Singapore Malays to speak to missionaries and to receive their
proselytizing literature.78 Whenever Malays came within range of the
Muslim community in the different settlements of the colony, however,
it seems that the grounds for missionary optimism soon disappeared.
The missionaries reported that although the Malay crew members visit-
ing Singapore tended to be initially receptive to Christian overtures, as
soon as "these people came on shore they [were] always cautioned not
to go near us".79 In Thomsen's experience, the "Hajies of Singapore re-
fuse [ed] themselves, and prevent [ed] others as far as they can from
receiving or reading [Christian literature]".80 Thomsen's successor in
Singapore, Benjamin Keasberry, arrived at similar conclusions. He des-
cribed the Malays from the east coast of Sumatra, for instance, as being
"far less under the influence of Mohomedan bigotry than the Malays in
Singapore itself."81

Thomsen may have been partially correct in linking the "revival" of
Islamic "bigotry" (might this best be seen as a code word for Funda-
mentalism?) to the Christian missionary campaign. It must be remem-
bered that although the propagation of Christianity was permitted in
the colony, it was by no means an officially endorsed religion. There was
no prohibition, that is to say, against Muslim groups responding with
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their own propaganda to the Christian challenge.82 Thus Thomsen
noted in one letter that "some of the ghatibs or scribes employ the same
method for inculcating and promoting Mahomedanism which they
have seen successfully employed by us for promoting Christianity."83

Thomsen persistently referred to the "vigilance" of the "Mahomedan
Priests and the Hajies".84 Later, when Keasberry thought he had
achieved the actual conversion of a Muslim to Christianity, he seems to
have been astonished at the extent to which the event "excited strong
prejudices among a great many, especially the Hajies".85 We have seen
that Munshi Abdullah himself appears to have attracted comment and
even suspicion because of his close involvement with the Christian
missionaries.

In Penang, the vigilant Thomas Beighton provided plenty of additi-
onal evidence of Muslim "Priests" consolidating their influence among
the people in defence against his own determined preaching. "A few
Mahomedans," he remarked in 1833, had "lately expressed their belief
in the Gospel and wished to be further instructed." But this
development "excited the wrath and enmity of their friends and
relatives and I fear they are gone back with the exception of one."
Beighton claimed he had "never before witnessed such enmity and
Mahomedan prejudice".86 (I shall return to the question of decoding
such emotive phrases.) Further, when he issued Christian tracts which
argued tenaciously against Islam, committees of Muslims were formed
to answer him and their written responses described the doctrine of the
Trinity, for example, as "ridiculous" and pointed out that Mohammed
was "the last and seal of all the Prophets".87

To comprehend the Muslim perspective in these religious debates on
the basis of Beighton's passionate reports is far from easy. Yet it is
significant that at the time this missionary was in Penang a colonial gov-
ernment official, Thomas Newbold, commented on a growing Muslim
resentment on the island toward the missionaries. Newbold was ac-
quainted with missionary activity in India also and was clearly influ-
enced by the fact that in certain regions of that country the "natives
[had been] aroused to a state of bigotry and jealous alarm" by the
"injudicious" propagation of Christianity.88 He might have made numer-
ous other comparisons. In many regions of the Muslim world, such
Christian campaigns provoked an Islamic "resurgence" which often
involved the adoption of Christian techniques like street preaching and
tract distribution.89 (Europeans persistently write of Islamic "resur-
gence" or "revival", as they do of Christian revivalism, as if outbursts of
piety are inevitably a repetition of some early expression of spiritual
purity.) Even the famous founder of the modern Muslim Brotherhood
in Egypt, Hasan al Banna, had early in life been a member of societies
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formed to combat Christian missionary influence.90 But if missionary
provocation was a factor in promoting a particular seriousness of
Islamic practice in the Straits, it must have been merely a part of the
explanation. Other developments are likely to have presented Islamic
leaders in the colony, the predecessors of AlImams editors, with chal-
lenges and opportunities which were not present in the kerajaan. The
way social and political conditions in the Straits contrasted radically
with those in the sultanates is likely to be especially significant.

The Straits Settlements, as has been stressed, were in one sense
enclaves in the Malay world, territories where people could advocate
certain values and doctrines which might be suppressed if proclaimed
within one of the surrounding sultanates. The freedom offered in these
enclaves, of course, was in certain directions severely limited. It would
not have included, for instance, freedom to undermine the colonial
regime; nor, clearly, did it preclude certain religious and other groups
within society bringing a wide range of pressures to bear on individuals.
One liberty which the colonial system did endorse, directly or in-
directly, was the freedom to criticize the political and religious systems
of the surrounding Malay states. It was this opportunity of which
Abdullah took advantage when he wrote his subversive texts. One could
argue that another product of the colony's freedom from royal author-
ity was the strengthening of Islamic institutions and of specifically
religious leadership. In this sense a new liberty encouraged new forms
of authority and discipline, forms which were to be advocated by the
type of shari'ah-minded ulama who were to become editors of Al Imam.

The strengthening of 'shari'ah-minded' Islam in the Straits Settle-
ments, outside the sphere of kerajaan control, appears to be an instance
of a phenomenon which occurred on a far wider scale. One example
arises from the termination of royal authority in the Malay state of
Patani (north of Kelantan). When this northern Malay state came
under Thai rule early this century, its Malay rajas were replaced by
Siamese officials. In the context of sudden freedom from royal control,
there were again signs of the "intensifying of religious activity". Islam,
according to an historical account of the period, became "an
increasingly important ingredient of the Malay-Muslim identity"91 and
religious scholars began to be "regarded as leaders in the secular
sphere when the traditional nobility was displaced".92 In Patani, presum-
ably, these scholars were in some cases the opponents of the "princes"
who (as Raffles described it) defended the "old Malay usages". Under
Thai rule, the Islamic religious and legal officials would not be required
to show allegiance to a 'Shadow of God on Earth'; the people who now
filled the senior religious posts in the community would not be (as they
often were in kerajaan polities)93 court nobles who held also such
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pre-Islamic titles as 'Temenggong' or 'Bendahara'. Islamic law and
practice need no longer be subsumed within the structure and ideology
of the sultanate.

In the Straits Settlements this kind of liberation of Islamic leadership
is documented to some extent in the writings of the Christian mission-
aries who, of all Europeans, had the greatest professional interest in
analysing the progress of Islam. In considering the independent Malay
states, the missionaries were so confident of the predominant role
played by the sultans in the religious life of their subjects that they
sometimes hoped to make use of royal patronage in their propagation
of Christianity.94 (This may well have been the strategy used by Muslim
missionaries some four centuries earlier.95) Beighton tried to gain the
confidence of the Sultan of Kedah. Benjamin Keasberry succeeded in
establishing close relations with the court of Johore and it will be noted
that at least a portion of his teaching was highly influential.

When the Christians turned their attention to the Straits Setdements,
they perceived a radically different type of society. The Johore aristo-
cracy, it was true, continued for some time to provide an element of
leadership for some Singapore Malays. And when the Thais conquered
Kedah in the 1820s, the exiled ruler of that state stayed in Penang with
some of his entourage.96 But the figures whom the missionaries and
other British observers persistently portrayed as leaders of the Muslim
Malay community in the Straits Settlements were the "Hajies" and
"Priests". It was the "Hajies" who were described by the Singapore
missionary, Thomsen, as the "leading men in our discussions with the
people".97 A "Priest" in Penang was said to be accompanied by "large
numbers of followers";98 another was termed "the chief" of a village. It is
explained that this "chief" was "what the Mahomedans call their
spiritual leader: he has charge of the young and all difficult matters are
referred to him for decision".99 In Penang, also, the commands of the
Kadi (today usually defined as a Muslim judge) were described as being
"generally obeyed with fear and trembling by the poor and ignorant".100

In this settlement an actual hierarchy of control was reported to be in
existence in the 1840s: "A Kali [Kadi] or head priest governed the
whole country, appointed his own prelates ... and stationed them in
every village, those only that had warrants from the Kali were
recognized by the people as their spiritual chiefs."101

The exceptional esteem shown in Penang toward "Priests" and
"Hajies" (dressed in "turban and flowing robes") is persistently com-
mented upon by Europeans. In 1837 the Governor himself acknow-
ledged the "unbounded respect" which the colony's Malays paid to "all
Mohomedans who have performed the Pilgrimage to Mecca".102 A
description of the Malays of Penang by a more junior government
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official also noted that it was "extraordinary how the Malay respects a
Haji"103 and one again has the impression that this admiration was
particularly acute in the colony. When Europeans sought the assistance
of men of influence in the Malay community of the colony, it is
noticeable how they frequently turned to religious leaders. Seeking
students for a government-supported school in Singapore, for instance,
British officials employed the prestige both of the "sons of the late
Sultan" (of Johore) and of the "Priest or Imoum [sic] of the important
Malay settlement, Kampong Gelam".104

What these fragmentary accounts of the Straits Malay community
suggest is that, just as in the case of Thai-ruled Patani, commoner
religious officials achieved an authority and status which they were
unlikely to exercise in the kerajaan. To a large extent this development
would have occurred independently rather than through any explicit
policy on the part of the colonial government. In so far as the British
exercised an influence, it was generally of an indirect nature.

In Malacca, for instance, British actions against the customary leader-
ship may have indirectly assisted the authority of religious officials. In
the Naning district of Malacca, after a small but extraordinary war in
the 1830s, the British abolished the traditional form of government. In
a manner reminiscent of Thai-ruled Patani, a religious hierarchy,
headed by two kadis, or judges, soon assumed a new prominence in the
region. A British account of this period also remarks on the amount of
respect given by the people "to the external forms of Islam".105 Even in
the 1890s, the great influence in that region of the kadis, in contrast to
the secular penghulvs, (headmen) was emphasized.106 In the Naning
case, the connection between British actions and a possible streng-
thening of Islamic authority is far from proven. It would not be surpris-
ing, however, if (just as in Patani) the curtailing of aristocratic or other
'traditional' powers by the British assisted the claims of an alternative
leadership in Malay society. Writing of another region of the Straits
Settlements, John Gullick has noted the "stress" which could occur
when the Malay community "lacked indigenous political leadership".107

In such a situation, an opportunity would present itself to the type of
"hajies" and "priests" who had in the kerajaan struggled against the
"Princes" and their "old usages". The Al Imam editors, of course, were
among those who took greatest advantage of that opportunity.

Apart from the possibilities offered by freedom from royal control,
and the stimulus which hostile Christian propagandists might provide,
the 'Vigilant" and "bigoted" ulama of the Straits Settlements (especially
Singapore) must have found spiritual nourishment in the busy pilgrim
traffic. It is difficult to estimate the exact number of pilgrims travelling
from Singapore, but in the 1820s one British observer noted some 800
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pilgrims leaving from Singapore every year in "Arabian vessels".108

During the nineteenth century, the number appears to have grown
considerably. In the middle decades, for instance, some 2,000 departed
annually from the Dutch East Indies and the majority of these are
reported to have travelled via Singapore.109 The fact that they departed
from the British colony reflects the anxiety of the Dutch government
about the political consequences of the haj. There is certainly evidence
that some of the returning hajis promoted what the historian Harry
Benda has referred to as "a more orthodox" religion in their home
countries.110 Considering that (as a percentage of total population) a
larger proportion of Malays than of Indians, Persians or Turks went to
Mecca,111 and also that a large temporary population of pilgrims stayed
in Singapore, the contribution to 'orthodoxy' in the colony must have
been substantial. It is no wonder that the persistently forlorn
missionary, Claudius Thomsen, complained of the powerful influence
of the "hajies".

Thomsen had reason, too, to regret the Arab presence in the colony.
The growing number of Arabs in the Straits Settlements would have
stimulated the intensification of religious rigour and their impact, as we
have seen, entailed the propagation of Wahhabi doctrines. Singapore
by the 1880s was said to possess the "most flourishing" Arab community
in the archipelago.112 The city became an Islamic centre of high
reputation where, according to Roff, vast numbers of students came to
sit at "the feet of itinerant scholars from the Hadhramaut, and from
Patani, Aceh, Palembang and Java - most of whom had themselves
studied in Mecca".113

The traffic in immigrants and pilgrims, of course, was not the only
type of trade taking place in the Straits Settlements. Singapore and
Penang114 in particular were major centres of commerce in Southeast
Asia, and students of Islam have suggested that it is precisely in this type
of economic and social context that the religion thrives. Above all, a
connection is frequently made between commercial entrepreneurial-
ism and the type of Islamic piety that demands a "more vigorous, more
intense, and purer adherence to what it regards as 'the true spirit of the
Koran and the Hadith' ",115 We have noted earlier the possibility that a
commercial spirit, and also an urban environment where "each indi-
vidual" might be "conscious of himself", tends to generate sympathy for
the type of views expressed by Munshi Abdullah and his liberal succes-
sors. But Islam also offered an ideology that expressed a tolerance
toward individualism which was absent in the kerajaan.

The Fundamentalist Muslim "priests" or ulama certainly had much
to offer the new "hawkers", traders and "wealthy Hajies" who were
described as being prominent members of the colony's Malay
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community.116 Removed from the obligations and the security of rural,
traditional custom, and from the authority of royal laws and leadership,
Muslim immigrants in the Straits Settlements were susceptible to new
communal forms and authority offered not only by the liberals but also
by Islam. Indeed, as will be explained in the next chapter, a form of
community which was grounded in their own religion of Islam must
have had an immediate competitive advantage. Like the liberal
bourgeois philosophers, the Islamic ideologues too had something
special to offer the traders. To quote A.H. Johns, the Straits Settlements
entrepots were part of a "new series of economic impulses ... which
resulted in a wider scope for a more individualistic work ethic." Islam,
as we shall note, offered a viable alternative system within which the
individual could thrive. It also provided a legal system with "clear
guidelines, broad range of applicability, concern with contracts, and
easily enforced sanctions".117

The attractiveness of the Straits Settlements from the point of view of
any propagandist of social reform is evident. However, the Christian
missionaries who had seen opportunities for themselves soon acknow-
ledged the strategic superiority of their rivals, the "vigilant" "hajies" and
"Priests". The competition between Christian and Muslim missionaries,
whatever its significance in the development of Islamic behaviour,
furnishes valuable documentation of one further type. The missionary
letters provide a selection of vignettes which throw light on certain
individual, non-aristocratic Islamic leaders who were the predecessors
of the Al Imam editors. Moreover, to repeat the phraseology used in an
earlier chapter, the derogatory language which the missionaries often
employed to describe Muslim activists sometimes reveals elements of
the Islamic consciousness they intended to deride.118

Such terms as 'prejudice' and 'bigotry', are suggestive of the shari'ah-
minded spirit which characterized demands for reform in many parts of
the nineteenth-century Muslim world. The presence of this
Fundamentalist spirit is evident, for instance, when Thomas Beighton
(in 1841) reported that a "Perseyite Mahomedan Priest" in Penang
town was making a "great stir", enjoining "by every means in his power a
strict attention to the Mohomedan customs." Beighton said that he
carried a rattan cane "with which he at times beats the floor and makes
the poor creatures quake with fear".119 An account a decade or so later
refers to the establishment in Penang of an Islamic "league", the
followers of which "bind themselves by an oath to obey implicitly the
teaching of the Koran, and on no account to neglect the ancient usages
of the Mahomedan." The account records that "nothing beyond the
pages of the Koran" was "received" by members of this "league".120

Reports such as these immediately provoke comparison with the "hajies
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and other religious persons" whom Raffles considered to be in
"constant struggle" against the Malay royal courts. Phrases such as
"strict attention to the Mohomedan customs" and the "ancient usages
of the Mohomedan" are reminiscent of Raffles' reference to the "Laws
of the Arabs" which he believed those Islamic spokesmen were trying to
impose all over the archipelago. They remind one too of the East
Sumatran ruler's fear of the Wahhabi-influenced Paderis who forced
people to "be obedient to all their peculiar laws".

One such Islamic ideologue is depicted in more favourable light in a
Malay text written in Riau in the late nineteenth century. This text (the
Tuhfat al-Nafis) describes an ulama who possesses an explicit connection
with the reformist doctrines of Wahhabism. Sheikh Ismail, according to
the Tuhfat, visited both Singapore and Riau in the 1850s. In these places
he is said to have answered "questions about law, concerning what is
valid and what was not, what was permitted and what was forbidden."
(Would judgements along such lines be described as 'prejudice' and
'bigotry' in a missionary document?) We are told he used books of the
Muhammadiyah brotherhood and we know that the Muhammadiyahs
had themselves responded to the Wahhabi challenge by condemning
doctrinal "accretions".121 Sheikh Ismail, therefore, seems to be an
example of the type of shari'ah-minded ideologue who was engaged in
religious struggle in the Malay archipelago of the nineteenth century.

In a sense the Christian records portray such men more vividly and
effectively than do the Malay texts. The missionaries present their rivals
in a combative pose and that is how they are likely to have been
perceived also by many Malays. From the court perspective, the
Christian references to "vigilance" and "rigour" might convey effectively
the mood and ambition of certain of the ulama of the Straits
Settlements and the sultanates. When Europeans described such
"priests" and "hajies" as passionately invoking Islamic law (even beating
the floor with a cane), and as "struggling" against the defenders of
Malay tradition, one senses the presence of an ideological movement. It
is in the context of this movement, which was able to thrive in the
sanctuaries of the Straits Settlements, that the writings of Al Imam might
best be examined.

When we consider Al Imams condemnation of the kerajaan,
particularly its declared desire to enforce Islamic law and its intolerance
of the ceremonial preoccupations of the Sultanate elite, we do so
indeed within a long tradition of shari a/i-mindedness. From the first
arrival of Islam in the Malay world, it would seem the potential existed
for deep religious division over the concept of kingship. That division,
as has been seen, became increasingly apparent during the nineteenth
century. To write of Islam as a social "amalgam" in that period conceals
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a dynamic tension which was to have a profound affect on Malay society.
There are indications that the ideological distance which lay between
the shari'ah-minded and the kerajaan was as great as that which
separated Munshi Abdullah from the royal courts. It was, to use Partha
Chatterjee's terms, a thematic distance.

The Islamic scholars described by early nineteenth-century Euro-
peans, just like those who later wrote for Al Imam, sought to establish a
community based primarily on religious affiliation not royal allegiance.
They intended that that community live not by the fiat of a raja or
according to some local tradition, but by the Divine Law of God. The
translation and commentary carried out over the centuries by the
ulama, in retrospect at least, may be seen as a long-term process of
laying foundations. These scholars (sometimes with the actual support
of devout sultans) were establishing an alternative template for Malay
social and religious life. Only occasionally did the contradictions
existing between this template and the kerajaan surface in the historical
record in the form of social division. In the journal Al Imam, produced
in the relative safety of the British colony, ulama hostility toward the
kerajaan is unambiguous. The ulama condemned not just the "despot-
ism", the non-Islamic ceremony and the luxury of the royal courts, but
also the conceptual foundations of the royal ideology. The shari'ah-
minded rejected a world in which the raja, even in formal terms, might
be perceived as the arbiter of what is true or what is honourable. For Al
Imam, as the article on 'Honour and Dignity' suggests, reality of any
type was not to be understood primarily in the idiom of rajaship. Like
the shari'ah-minded of earlier periods, the authors of this and many
other Al Imam articles claimed to base their authority on the Word and
the Law of God.

The 'Honour and Dignity' essay, however, raises a further issue. It
condemns not just the kerajaan but also certain features of the modern
society of the colony. What is more, even in its own analysis of "honour",
the essay employs concepts such as that of "rationality" in a manner
which may suggest an awareness of the categories of contemporary
European thought. Allmam, although in part a product of the shari'ah-
minded tradition, is nevertheless in important ways a twentieth-century
journal. Its editors possessed objectives never contemplated by their
ulama predecessors. They had new enemies and, despite the persistent
citing of Islamic authority, new ideas. They also wrote in a medium
which was not easily accessible to the "priests" and "hajies" who in
Raffles' time had advocated the "Laws of the Arabs". In the next
chapter we examine Al Imam not in dialogue with the kerajaan but as a
contender for the allegiance of the new Malay middle class. What
programs and arguments did Al Imam develop in particular in response
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to such very political ideologues as the editors of the Utusan Malayu?
The answer will alert us once again, but in a new sense, to the
significance of shari «/i-mindedness.
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CHAPTER 7

Answering Liberalism:
Islamic First Moves

In developing an Islamic answer to liberalism the shari'ah-minded
writers of Al Imam drew upon the new philosophy itself. They drew, in
particular, from the language or, more precisely, the discourse
encountered in such writings as the Utusan. Even when Al Imam delivers
what appears to be an effective rebuttal of liberal claims - and it is
certainly capable of rising to the ideological occasion - it enters debate,
perhaps unwittingly, in such a way as to promote new, and not markedly
Islamic, ways of thinking about society. It partakes, in fact, in the
constituting of what was to become the discourse of politics. To
understand the dyamics which led to these ideological shifts on the part
of Al Imam, it is necessary, first, to take note of the ideological distance
between the Islamic journalists and such writers as Eunos. This distance
is seldom evident in historical studies of the period. The fact that such
studies usually give priority to the development of nationalism tends to
influence the way they perceive Al Imam.

One article, for instance, calls the journal "a first step in the Malay
nationalist movement in Malaya".1 William Roff, although acknow-
ledging Al Imams religious orientation, assesses the journal primarily in
the context of his investigation into the origins of Malay nationalism.
He deliberately teases out its specifically social and political concerns.
Although noting that the journal does not express "an explicit form of
political nationalism"2 he chooses to emphasize Al Imams concern with
the "state of Malay society".3 The Al Imam editors, he explains, were
members of an Islamic elite which in the course of the colonial period
offered "an implicit challenge to the traditional status quo, and hence to
the traditional elite, in the interests of a specifically Malay nation-
alism".4 As we have noted at an earlier point, Roff wrote in the 1960s
when most so-called ' third world' studies were preoccupied with nation-
building and nationalism. Today, 'nationalism' is a concept undergoing
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rigorous deconstruction and, in the case of the Malays of Malaysia, the
historian is more likely to focus on the processes of division than on
those promoting unity. In particular, we are influenced by the growing
religious tensions within Malay society. We want to know how and when
these divisions first developed. What were their origins? At a time when
increasing numbers of Malays seem to be rejecting both Malay 'custom'
and Western liberal-nationalist doctrines in favour of what they
consider to be a more faithful adherence to Islam, and when a sizeable
proportion of Malay voters continue to choose a party (Parti Islam), led
by shari Wi-minded' ulama, it is the 'anti-nationalism' and 'anti-
liberalism' of Al Imam which we are likely to find most intriguing.

In this respect, the relationship between Al Imam and the Utusan
Melayu is instructive. First of all, the papers defined themselves
differently. Just as the Utusan declares in bold terms that it was "not a
religious newspaper" so, in an article which actually discusses the
inauguration of the Utusan in 1907, Allmam stresses its own uniqueness.
The Islamic journal, its editors proclaim emphatically, could be
compared with no other paper in the Straits Settlements.5 The material
published in the two papers, as one would expect from such pro-
nouncements, often differs in subject and in viewpoint. It is these
contrasts which are focused upon in this chapter. There were, of course,
areas of overlap as well. Al Imam too was concerned about the threat of
alien races and its articles discuss Malay "backwardness", at least as an
element in a larger "backwardness" of Muslim people.6 Both papers
admired tamaddun, or 'civilization', and acknowledged it as a criterion
for estimating a people's position in the world.7 Al Imam certainly
agreed that Japan had a claim to be 'civilized', especially considering its
spectacular military victory of 1905 over a European country, Russia. Al
Imam even published a book on Japan, a translation from an Arabic
original, which told of the country's adoption of European institutions,
including a Majlis al Nawab or parliament. (The word 'parliament' is
placed in parentheses.)8 In this book, as we saw in chapter 4, the
Japanese love for their nation (watan) is emphasized and so is the spirit
of progress and the energy displayed by Japan's leaders.9 A further area
in which Al Imam and the Utusan possessed an element of common
purpose was in their criticism of the ideology of the kerajaan. They both
argued doctrines which contradicted or transcended the conceptions
of 'man' and 'community' expounded in kerajaan philosophy.

Where the Utusan and Al Imam differed was in the character of the
ideologies they proposed as substitutes for the kerajaan system. Unlike
Eunos' paper, Al Imams first concerns were not with the Malay bangsa
('race') or with the inculcation of modern liberal values. As noted in
the last chapter, Allmam did in a sense share the liberal concern for the
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human person. It identified the individual human essence (zat) behind
formal social status in a manner which reminds one a little of the
growing tree image which Munshi Abdullah employed to counter
kerajaan perceptions of the person. But in Al Imams essays, the human
person is expected to be fulfilled in a very different manner and
context from that expounded by either Abdullah or the Utusan.

A good deal can be learned about Al Imam's perspective by examin-
ing the first issue of the journal.10 As with much Malay writing (and here
Al Imam itself is sometimes a significant exception), the aims of the
editors are set forth in a matter-of-fact manner which disguises their
contentious quality. The opening sentence is taken from the Koran:
"Invite everyone to the way of our Lord with wisdom and beautiful
preaching" (XVI: 125). Here in this simple injunction lay the principal
purpose of the journal. A group of Islamic leaders in Singapore had
seen the potential of a new medium of communication, the newspaper,
for the education and leadership of the Islamic community. Following
this Koranic quotation, the article begins to elaborate on the justi-
fication and purposes of the journal:

there is one matter which will not escape the notice of all those who observe
the movement of this universe by examining the history (tarikh) of people in
the past, and who use these observations as their guide (murshid), as a flare
which throws light on all events. It is known by these people that the
community (umat) is divided into two parts. First, there are those who are
active, performing good works for the advantage of their group in the future.
People of this part of the community do not limit their perspectives to their
own affairs. People of the second part of the community possess concerns
which are limited to themselves and their own homes. There is no doubt that
it is the first part of the umat which follows the injunction of God and thus
obtains whatever is promised by Him.

There is also no doubt that the editors of Al Imam considered
themselves to be members of this first group. The article continues:

History has already shown us that every community (umat) which has been
unable to rise from degradation, unable to escape a position of humiliation,
unable to achieve its desired level of honour and its portion of greatness, has
failed in these respects because it has failed to obtain education (pelajaran).

These first few sentences of Al Imam are more than a plea for education,
a plea with which we are now familiar. They are also an attempt to
formulate several concepts which were to underlie the Al Imam
message. The novelty of these concepts, and perhaps their problematic
character also, is suggested by the fact that it is considered necessary to
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explain in parentheses three of the key words - all of Arabic origin -
used in this opening passage. These words are umat, tarikh and murshid.

Umat
In its use of umat the journal defines its audience, or at least the
community which is to be the object of its reforming zeal. It is not the
same community with which the Utusan Melayu had been concerned.
Umat probably implied both the 'community of Islam' and (following
its more general meaning in the Koran) all those bodies of people who
are the 'objects of the divine plan of salvation'.11 Al Imam itself defines
umat simply as 'community' or 'collections of groups of people'
(perhimpunan kaum) but it is highly likely, considering the way umat is
used in the journal, that the word generally implies the narrower
notion of the "actual and potential community of Islam".

In discussing umat it is important to stress first what the word does
not imply. By focusing on umat, Al Imam was using a word which
possessed referents which were not primarily political or geographical,
but rather religious. By foregrounding umat, the journal was playing
down other types of unity or social grouping. It was not, for instance,
concerned primarily with either the kerajaan or the Malay race (bangsa).
In this Al Imam differs markedly, of course, from both hikayat literature
and the writings of Abdullah and his successors. Al Imam generally
expresses anxiety about the plight of the entire Islamic community
existing throughout the world; only sometimes does it address
specifically the plight of that small portion of the community which was
located in the Malay region. What strikes the reader immediately about
the journal is the relative absence of a consistent, specific, geographic
focus. Problems tend to be discussed in its articles in a generalized
manner and solutions appear to be intended to relate to Muslims
located not merely in Singapore and the Malay lands but also
throughout the Islamic world. Thus, when Al Imam directs criticism
against the kerajaan, it does so in terms that have wide applicability.

The consideration of Malay problems in such generalized Islamic
terms, and also the privileging of umat, must have been to some extent
encouraged by the experience and ethnic origins of the journal's
editors and, presumably, a proportion of its readers. In their upbring-
ing and careers, the editors were products not so much of Malay society
as of an international (and that word itself begs questions about how
Muslims view human organization) Muslim unity. Shaykh Mohd. Tahir
Jalaluddin, born in West Sumatra, had lived twelve years in Mecca and
studied in Cairo. Sayyid Shaykh b. Ahmad Al-Hadi had a Malay-Arab
father, lived as a boy in Trengganu and Riau and travelled to Mecca and
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Egypt on several occasions. Haji Abbas b. Mohd. Tahir, born in
Singapore, spent most of his early years studying in Mecca12. This
editorial group wrote frankly about its ethnic identity: "we are not of
the same direct descent as the locals here," declares one article, "but we
love their country and consider it our homeland".13 As we shall see, the
time was not far distant when the rise of a fozngs#-consciousness, already
strongly advocated in the Utusan Melayu, would lead to a rejection of
the Allmam type of ideology and leadership precisely because it was not
local in descent and not more explicitly local in cultural orientation.

In the quotation above concerning the origins of the editors, the
reference to "homeland" suggests an important aspect of the fore-
grounding of umat. The Islamic writers do not attempt to deny other
types of communal identification. The significance of umat is argued by
means of emphasis rather than by an explicit rejection of alternative
forms of unity such as ethnicity or nationalistic sentiment. Certain
articles even identify benefits that may flow to nations and races if the
type of reforms urged by Al Imam are implemented. Among the few
articles with a local focus, one discusses the depressed state of the Malay
race in Singapore,14 and another deals with the way Sultan Abu Bakar of
Johore created a kingdom (kerajaan) on behalf of his 'race' and the
descendants of his own family.15 An article from Langkat in Sumatra
refers to the sons of the soil (anak bumiputra) in that country.16 This
same essay also uses the term watan, or 'homeland', which had only
recently been introduced to Malaya from the Middle East where it had
become fashionable because of European influence. The Al Imam
editors underlined the novelty of watan when they considered it
necessary to provide a definition for their readers. They defined watan
as tanah ayer which we have seen was one of the other relatively new
expressions employed in the Utusan. In future decades, some
Fundamentalist writers in Malaysia and elsewhere were to consider the
commitment to watan, 'homeland', as antagonistic to the principles of
Islam. There is no such extreme statement enunciated in Allmam.11

The way in which this Islamic journal hints at a tension between umat,
on the one hand, and nationalistic and ethnic loyalties, on the other, is
primarily in the specific stress which it persistently places upon umat.
Even in the first issue of the journal umat is given centrality in numer-
ous ways. In what is described as an "open letter" to "all ulama", the
purpose of Al Imam is declared to be to "call upon the Muslim umat to
perform good works and habits which are directed by God". Another
article is entitled: 'The Proper task: what is most needed by our umat".
When Al Imam, in its first issue, urges the scholars (ulama) to take a
more active role in society, it is the umat to which the journal addresses
its message: "If only our learned men will rise to guide our people ...
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surely our umat will return to its past greatness and glory". In a later
issue, a contributor praises Al Imam's own ulama editors, again in the
context of the umat. The community, he says, has been blessed by the
work and success of Al Imam.18 A final illustration from the journal's first
issue is rather more revealing of the unease existing between the con-
cepts of umat and bangsa. Here Al Imam specifically addresses members
of races {bangsa), agrees that they "have obligations ... to their race"
and then reminds them, quoting the Koran, that they are above all
members of the umat "We are the umat Islam which is spoken of in the
Koran as follows: 'Let there arise out of you a community (umat),
Inviting to all that is good.' (Ill: 104)." In these sentences Al Imam
comes close to a forthright insistence on the secondary significance of
'race' in contrast to umat. The manner in which the tension between
the two concepts is resolved, not surprisingly, is reminiscent of the res-
ponses of the Egyptian Reformers. In the Middle East, over a number of
decades, advocates of political change had faced the problem of "how
to reconcile the claims of a universal brotherhood (umma) with the
demands of a territorial fatherland (watari)".19 Although the notion of
watan was known to have been borrowed from European writers,
especially La Bruyere,20 the idea of patriotism began in the late nine-
teenth century to achieve a strong influence in the heartlands of
Islamic civilization. The Reformers of the Egyptian Al Manar give the
impression of having themselves been stirred by the rising ideology of
nationalism, particularly in the early 1880s when Egypt was in crisis.
These reformers, however do not seem to have gone further than to
acknowledge the "need for the Muslim to be a good citizen of his
nation as long as he remembers that he simultaneously belongs to a
larger community".21 The Singapore-based editors of Al Imam also
acknowledged the potency of 'race' and 'nationhood' and yet, if the
journal is compared, for instance, with the Utusan Melayu, the second-
ary role played by the concepts in Al Imam is immediately evident. The
Utusan praises "love" of bangsa. It urges its readers to lift the nama of
their bangsa and to make their bangsa "great" and "powerful". By
contrast, Al Imam directly addresses the umat, speaking of its future and
of the need for its reform. Furthermore, although Al Imam's
distribution was restricted (as a consequence of the use of the Malay
language) to the Malay archipelago,22 it has been observed that many of
its articles give the impression that the audience might be located
anywhere in the Islamic world.

For the present purpose, the identification of key concepts operating
in Al Imam, it is sufficient to juxtapose umat with bangsa and other
terms. At a later point we will see what each concept brought or did not
bring to the movement away from kerajaan.
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Tarikh

The second term which Al Imam defines in the opening passages of its
first issue is tarikh or 'history'. It is described by the journal as the
'movement' or 'course' (perjalanan) of people in the past and the word
'movement' certainly gives a clear impression of the dynamic view of
the past which we encounter in Al Imam. The reader is asked in these
opening pages to situate himself or herself within the movement of
history. The reader is invited to observe certain features of historical
development, in particular the fate which tends to befall peoples who
do not acquire education. We saw that in Abdullah's writing and in the
Hikayat Dunia there exists a distinct sense of historical movement.
Certain races are described as being "on the move". Later on, the
Utusan Melayu describes in unambiguous terms the decline of the East,
the rise of Europe, and, finally, the new spirit taking hold in Asian
countries during the opening years of the twentieth century. The
march toward modernity {moden) or civilization {tamaddun) is alluded
to often in the Utusan, as is the gathering pace of Chinese immigration
which it considers so threatening to the Malays. The dynamic historical
perspective into which Al Imam draws its readers conveys above all the
idea of dramatic and beneficial transition. Like the Utusan, the Islamic
journal too speaks of moden and tamaddun, of Japanese success and of
parliaments. It draws attention to the invention of electricity and the
telegraph and reminds its readers that in 1906 events taking place 7,000
or 8,000 miles away might be known within a day.23 Such a process of
invention and change is in Al Imam connoted by the term tarikh.

The Arabic term tarikh had not always conveyed the modern
meaning of 'history'. In Arabic it originally meant 'dating' and only
later acquired the further meanings of 'chronicle, historical work,
history'.24 It is in the nineteenth century that 'the evolutionary concept
of historical development'25 was beginning to influence such Middle
Eastern thinkers as Mohd. Abduh. In earlier years, events of the past
were used as a means of moral instruction or an instrument of dogma.
There was a significant European contribution to this change. For
example, we know that in the late nineteenth century Mohd. Abduh
not only read but actually lectured on Francois Guizot's History of
Civilization in Europe which had been translated into Arabic in 1877.
From Guizot, he appears to have gained a strong sense of historical
movement, of people "pressing forward... to change... their condi-
tion".26 As Albert Hourani explains in his elegant analysis, Arabic
Thought in the Liberal Age, Mohd. Abduh acquired a sense of progress as
"individual development", as the improvement of "man's faculties,
sentiments and ideas".27
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The particular discussion of tarikh in Al Imam, therefore, alerts us to
the presence of elements of 'modernity' in the thinking of the editors.
Despite the fact that they drew heavily upon the ideological or
theological resources of Islamic tradition, the Al Imam writers might
also be viewed in an important sense as modern men. Although their
criticism of the kerajaan and their stress on the umat ought to be
considered in the context of a long-established, shari'ah-minded tradi-
tion, they seem to have been conscious as well of the critical concepts
which underlay European modernity. Their consciousness of history, of
development through time, provokes one to speculate about whether
the concern about personhood (of what they called zat), which was
discussed in the last chapter, was also influenced by an acquaintance
with eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European doctrines. Some
authors insist that the concern for "man as man and individual self"28 is
implicit in Islamic thinking. It is undeniable, however, that such a
concept of the person was at least muted in many Muslim societies
including that of the kerajaan. In the case of the Malays, we have
observed that Munshi Abdullah played a part in awakening a sharper
sense of individuality. The Al Imam editors were among the many
readers of Abdullah.29

The other obvious point of contact with European thought, the
Egyptian Reformists, would also have been significant in Al Imam's
handling of 'individuality', just as they had an impact on the journal's
perception of 'history'. The fact that Al Imam insisted there was a dyn-
amic individual present beneath or behind the formal statuses of the
kerajaan indicates a familiarity with the type of European notion of
'individual development' enunciated by Guizot, who was read by Mohd.
Abduh. The privileging of the concept of rationality (akal) in Allmam is
likely to have had similar origins. In chapter 2 above, it was noted that
during the nineteenth century, and especially following the appearance
of the Reformists' writings, 'reason' was given a far greater significance
in Islamic thought. Here too the encounter with European philoso-
phers who "tried to apply the methods of the natural sciences [as they
conceived them] to human nature"30 was an important stimulus.

Taken together, therefore, a sense of historical movement and of a
dynamic and rational individuality, along with a knowledge of concepts
not only of race but also of nationhood, tend to indicate the Al Imam
editors were in significant respects the products of late-nineteenth-
century European thinking. Even where they designed programs of
reform primarily from the fabric of established Islamic doctrine, it
would seem they perceived issues and problems partly in modern,
European terms.
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Murshid

The third term explained in the inaugural issue of Al Imam is murshid.
Although this word is not persistently repeated in the journal it an-
nounces a theme which is ever present. Murshid is defined by the jour-
nal as "something which gives direction" (yang memberi pertunjuk), that
is, as 'guide'. Al Imam explains that history acts as a 'guide', but the
term has an additional significance for understanding the aims and
function of the journal. The title Al Imam itself conveys the idea of
'leadership'. In the Koran, Imam means 'sign, indication, model, pat-
tern, leader'.31 The editors of Al Imam considered themselves, as we
have seen, to be members of that part of the umat which performs
"good works for the advantage of their group". The critical activity of
education, so strongly proclaimed in the opening sentences of Al
Imams first issue, is of course an essential part of this 'leadership' or
'guidance'.

The longstanding tradition in Islam of education and guidance by
the ulama (scholars) is suggested by the Koranic quotation with which
Allmam commences its mission: "Invite everyone to the way of our Lord
with wisdom and beautiful preaching". At the end of the nineteenth
century, there were special reasons for stressing the leadership role of
the ulama. Reformists from outside the Malay world such as Mohd.
Abduh and Jamal al-Din al-Afghani considered that the Muslim com-
munity was in a condition of stagnation and corruption. They wished to
reinvigorate the ulama, to inspire them to adopt what has been called
an "action-oriented spirit".32 Al-Afghani himself was described as the
"Awakener of the East".33 The translation of the journal title AlManar, is
'The Lighthouse'. In Al Imam itself the ulama are constahdy appealed
to: they are urged to step forward and to prepare the community to
face the challenge of the new world. They are implored not to confine
themselves "to mere teaching in the mosques" but should make
prescriptions for every aspect of life including the sciences, literature
and craftsmanship.34 The journal, Al Imam, is presented as an organ of
the ulama. In the "open letter to all ulama" in the first issue, the journal
reminds ulama that it is their duty to contribute. They are urged to write
to the journal and by this means to convey their words to the umat. With
some exaggeration, Allmam advises the ulama that "all governments" in
the region recognize freedom of religion and thus they have no excuse
for inaction.

Such a stress on ulama guidance or leadership might understandably
have been perceived as a challenge by the kerajaan elite, or by those
such as Eunos of the Utusan who were proposing alternative reform
programs for Malay society. Not only does Al Imam declare that it is
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"essential for rulers always to be close to ulama"*5 but the ulama are also
called the "heads of religion".36 It is even stated in one article that the
ulama "rule over the umaf and that "if examined closely it is they who
are the rajas in Islam".37 The most serious challenge presented by the
ulama, however, lay in the fact that they possessed the potential to
propagate doctrines capable of transforming virtually every aspect of
Malay life.

The importance of the ulama and the theme of murshid, 'guidance',
are reiterated not just in the opening issue of Al Imam but throughout
many of the following issues of the journal. Education and knowledge
stand at the core of Al Imams message. Although (after our discussion
of Abdullah and the Utusan) the sentiment is familiar by now, certain
elements in Al Imam's thinking and language are new. The opening
article in the first issue, having defined umat, tarikh and murshid,
explains that knowledge {ilmu) is the "foundation on which every pillar
of victory stands". Knowledge is "the sun which obliterates the utter
darkness of night". Nearly every attractive feature of human existence
seems to accompany "knowledge". Tranquillity, festivity, profit and high
rank depend upon knowledge. It is also said that knowledge is the
"channel of perfection and the light of akal ('reason')". What, in the
case of Al Imam, is "knowledge" expected to entail? It is not, explains
the journal, merely a matter of knowing what is forbidden and what is
permitted in the religion of Islam. The journal considers such issues
important but it indicates that "knowledge" involves understanding all
"matters which are brought into being by God in ourselves, on the
earth and in the sky". Knowledge {ilmu) comprises everything which
leads us to fear God. As stated in the Koran: "Those truly fear Allah
among His servants who love knowledge (XXXV: 28)". Grounded in
such broad claims, the range of topics and fields of study covered by the
term ilmu is also extensive. As Al Imam explains the matter, knowledge
includes such subjects as psychology, biology, sociology, economics and
commerce. Significantly, in the case of each of these a description from
the Arabic language is used.

It is particularly this use of Arabic which distingushes Al Imam's
discussion of "knowledge". Before examining the specific character of
Al Imams approach to "knowledge" and to education, however, it is
revealing to consider in greater detail the grounds upon which Al Imam
based its calls for education and reform. Like Eunos of the Utusan (and
for that matter the editors of Al Manar), Al Imam's editors were struck
by the relative "backwardness" of their community (although the
"communities" of the Utusan and Al Imam were not coterminous). It
would seem to be this "backwardness", in fact, that created in the minds
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of the editors of both papers an urgent need for new 'guidance' or
leadership. To some extent this anxiety provided the incentive for
inaugurating Al Imam itself.

Of all the foreign peoples possessing a comparative advantage over
the Muslim Malays, the Al Imam considered Europeans and Japanese
especially successful. It explains this success in terms of superior
knowledge. Indeed, those who know about the world, Allmam suggests,
understand that the Europeans were only able to expand through the
East because they possessed "knowledge" and the same might also be
said of the Japanese who (in the Russo-Japanese War) had just achieved
victory over a nation "made up of hundreds of millions of people". At
first glance this concern to compare European and Japanese success
with Muslim failure seems distinctly secular. So in addition does the
particular anxiety expressed in one of the rare articles to focus
specifically on the future of the Malays and the Arabs, in competition
with other peoples, in Singapore. A quarter of a century ago, the article
explains, the Malays and Arabs lived in the central area of the city:
"then the rentals increased and so did the prices of houses and land so
that these people withdrew to [such outer districts] as Tanjong Pagar
and Kampong Gelam". If the retreat continued, Al Imam concludes, "we
may finally be forced to Papua and other places where the people are
naked".38

When Al Imam considers this "backwardness" of the Muslims in its
first editorial it expresses mock puzzlement: "Are we not all men? Do
these other races have perfect bodies while we lack certain limbs?"
Surely, they argue, we are not backward because of our religion. It is the
"best religion ever revealed". What Muslims lack, they conclude,
predictably by now, is "knowledge". But it is knowledge specifically
about the "meaning of mankind (manusia)", the "meaning of life
(hidup)". Europeans and Japanese, Al Imam observes, had worked
(berkerja) and striven (berusaha) to answer these questions. Muslims had
been negligent. Yet history (tarikh) offers encouragement in that
"peoples who have lived in degradation for hundreds of years have
eventually abandoned laziness" and "lifted their umaf. (In this stress on
'industry' and 'energy' we are reminded again of the Utusan Melayu.)
Such peoples, says Al Imam, have usually been led by devoted
individuals, leaders with whom Al Imams editors evidently identified.
The opening years of the twentieth century, Al Imam proceeds to
explain, offered the opportunity for the people of Islam to recover
their former stature. The point is stressed that the article is written in
an exciting period, an age of invention, a "period when there has been
opened a market of knowledge". Al Imam asks the rhetorical question:
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"Shall we give up now at a time when so much is available in so many
fields? No! No! No!"

It is here that the journal's ulama editors stake their claim to
leadership. "What we must do is preach to our umat." We need, they
add, to attempt to rid the people of laziness and of disputes. With this
aim, explains the editors, they had chosen to establish a magazine
which might be circulated to all teachers and "members of states
{negeri)n in the region. They would explain in this magazine the
"obligations of each person to himself and to his bangsa" and also (as
has already been noted) the fact that "we are all members of the umat
Islam," the "community of Islam" which is "spoken of in the Koran".
The statement is strengthened with a Koranic quote (III, 104):

Let there arise out of you a community (umat)
Inviting to all that is good
Enjoying what is right
Forbidding what is wrong
They are the ones to obtain felicity.

The editorial in the first issue of Al Imam now ends with the information
that the journal will be published monthly, and also with a request for
God's help in the work of saving the umat.

The reference to "members of negerF and "obligations to bangsa" in
Al Imams discussion of its educational role, as suggested above, is an
indication of overlap between the postulated audiences of Al Imam and
the Utusan. It may suggest, too, the element of competition between the
two papers. Al Imam is addressing not just the general Muslim popu-
lation of the different states and settlements in the region but also
singling out those people who had already begun to consider
themselves to be members of a Malay bangsa. Such people would in
effect be following Abdullah's advice in perceiving themselves not as
subjects of a kerajaan but as members of a race. They were precisely the
type of readers to whom the Utusan was directed. In noting "obligations
to bangsa", Al Imam recognized the growing significance of the concept
in Malay society but conveyed no suggestion that the paper hoped itself
to bolster bangsa-min&e&ness. Al Imams concern was to advance the
rival consciousness of umat and of Islamic obligations.

From the perspective of their reading audiences, the most important
contrast between the educational roles of the two papers would have
been in the programs of reform which they urged. The contrast was
sharpened because of the fact that both papers were addressing the
problem of social "backwardness", and both expressed genuine interest
in the new forms of knowledge and education as well as the new
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political developments which were emerging in the opening years of
the twentieth century. The Utusan and the Islamic journal, therefore,
would be seen by their readers to react to essentially the same political
and other realities of the contemporary world. To some extent the two
papers answer similar questions, but the strategies they propose are
fundamentally different.

Strategies of reform

For both papers, the strategy was focused upon what we today would
call the * psychological' or 'cultural' sphere. If the Malays (or Muslims)
wished to overcome their 'backwardness', both papers insist, they must
change their attitude of mind. For the Utusan (influenced in important
ways by Abdullah's writing), this seems to have entailed the develop-
ment of an individualistic attitude, particularly in work and in
education; literacy (and not necessarily religious literacy) would
promote a new mode of thought, it would foster the development of
reason (akal). Work for wages would free Malays "from their
neighbours". Bank loans, bureaucratic jobs and rubber sales would
provide other opportunities for fostering Malay industry, an industry
which would contribute to the promotion of the interests of the bangsa.
Al Imam, as its first editorial makes clear, also considered it necessary to
inquire into what it termed the "meaning" of mankind (manusia), life
(hidup) and society (perhimpunan) if Muslims were not to go on being
left behind. The Islamic journal, moreover, also examines these issues
in a modern context: when it expounds its perception of the person
beneath the title, when it considers and compares different types of
social unity and when it conveys a sense of the dynamism of history, the
journal seems to situate itself in a modernity shaped by the liberalism of
Europe.

Furthermore, just as was the case with the Utusan, Allmam often gives
the impression of responding and reacting to certain social
developments occurring in the Straits Setdements and on the
Peninsula. In observing that they lived in a period of rapid change, the
Allmam editors seem to acknowledge the fact that, just like Eunos, they
addressed a community in which many people were in the process of
extracting themselves from the hierarchical obligations of the kerajaan.
A considerable portion of their readers would indeed have been
experiencing new forms of education, property ownership, commercial
life and urban existence. They would also have been considering the
possibility of adopting new types of communal identification. From the
point of view of the long struggle of the shari'ah-minded in the Malay
world, this was in many ways a novel audience. Nevertheless such
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problems as the 'meaning' of man were, in a sense, traditional and
appropriate matters for religious contemplation. Moreover, the main
themes of the journal's response are firmly grounded in Islamic
doctrine.

The fact that the rhetoric employed by Al Imam is never obviously
European is an essential component of the journal's reform program.
In contrast to the Utusan, the articles of Al Imam seem to take pains to
convey the impression that they are not borrowing from European
thought. Thus, as mentioned above, when a list is given of the types of
knowledge which should be acquired by Muslims, and even includes
such fields as psychology, Al Imam gives each of the subjects or
disciplines an Arabic title.39 By the same token, when the journal uses
such terms as watan, akal and zat, the idea is again conveyed that the
new knowledge being introduced to Malays is essentially Islamic rather
than European. Although watan is the 'motherland' and akal can
connote the 'rationality' of modern liberal thought, both terms are
Arabic and, thus, in Malay thinking also Islamic.

In Al Imams discussion of the significance of the individual in society,
a discussion which does not differ radically from many statements to be
found in Abdullah's writing, the journal's analysis would again have
seemed to Malay readers to possess powerful theological characteristics.
Not only is the Arabic zat used for 'person' but also numerous Koranic
quotations are employed. The actual mode of expression too would
have seemed markedly Islamic. Unlike the case of the Utusan, there is
little evidence here of the impact of the English language. Where there
is foreign influence - for instance, the long sentences which are
additive or parenthetical in style (somewhat rambling to an English
reader) and also the vivid imagery - it seems to come from Arabic.40

From the point of view of Malay readers, for whom Arabic was above all
the language of their religion, this style of writing is likely to have
suggested Islamic piety. The new ideas, therefore, even when they were
influenced by the Enlightenment philosophy of the contemporary
West, would seem to Malay readers to have been communicated as
elements not of European but of Islamic culture. That is, where Allmam
did indeed introduce novel ideas into Malay writing it presented these
ideas in an Islamic milieu.

A further way in which Al Imam's answers to questions about man, life
and society seem grounded in Islamic tradition is in their stress on
'purification'. That is, the journal often advocates the reform of Muslim
thinking in terms of a challenge to strip away what Islamic shari'ah-
minded thinkers believed had been accretions accumulated over the
centuries around Islamic doctrine. (We have seen that the kerajaan
leaders of the Malay world were considered to be responsible for
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numerous of these accretions.) The title of one article published in the
journal encapsulates the spirit of this approach: 'Education and its
relationship to the very purest shari'ah'.41 As Allmam in general presents
the matter, the 'purified' doctrine offers the real answers to modern
problems. It is an approach which is characteristic of reformist thinking
among the groups in Egypt which Al Imam admired and, of course, it
also possesses antecedents in the longstanding shari'ah-minded tradi-
tion in Muslim society. The Egyptian Reformers themselves quoted the
fourteenth-century, shari'ah-minded theologian, Ibn-Taymiyyah, and
acknowledged as well that they shared common ground with the
eighteenth-century Wahhabis.42

Once again, in this appeal to Fundamentalism on the part of the re-
formists, there are suggestions of the stimulus of European intellectual
history, and it is a stimulus which is relatively well-documented in the
Egyptian case. When Al Afghani and Mohd. Abduh read the French
Protestant historian Guizot, for instance, they learned that the
Christian Reformation was, as Guizot explained it, a "great movement
of the liberty of the human mind" and the "dominant fact of the
epoch". The Reformation, Guizot insists, was the "cause" which
"dominates over all particular causes" in the introduction of a great
period of European political and cultural triumph.43 By learning to
perceive European success in this way, the Islamic reformers came to
see Martin Luther's achievements as an inspiration. Just as the Christian
Reformation, in returning to the Holy Scripture of Christianity,
brought about the "renewal and regeneration of the human mind"44 so,
the Muslim reformers were encouraged to believe, a return to the
fundamentals of Islam might bring regeneration to Muslim minds.

The Al Imam editors, to a large extent, encountered this stimulus
second hand, by means of their relationship with the Egyptian thinkers.
It is more than a remote likelihood, however, that the Protestant
missionaries in the Straits may also have fostered at a local level some
interest, if not in Puritanism, at least in the 'purifying' of religion. In
the tradition of the Reformation, the missionaries displayed disdain for
the 'accretions' of the Church of Rome, especially the use of "outward
rites or ceremonies" as a means of "purchasing heaven".45 We do at least
know (see chapter 3) that the stress they placed on personal salvation
was considered by his contemporaries to have been an inspiration for
Abdullah. It is possible that debates with such Christian fundamentalists
as Thomas Beighton of Penang (discussed in the last chapter) influ-
enced Muslim ulama to treat the authority of the Muslim hierarchy
(especially if it was royally endorsed) with a new scepticism. The
Christian missionaries, as I have suggested, did possess some prestige in
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Malay society at that time and it may have been the case that the
Muslims whom they provoked into debate began to examine with a new
intensity the 'fundamental' writings of their own religion.

Whatever the inspiration behind Al Imams advocacy of "purification"
or "fundamentalism", it was certainly consistent in many respects with
early proclamations of orthodoxy among the Muslim community of the
archipelago. The journal's reform program must have been reminis-
cent of the determined efforts of the "Hajies, and other religious
persons" whom Raffles had described as attempting to introduce into
the Malay lands "the laws of the Arabs". When Al Imam spoke of the
need to strip away the web of accretions which prevented men
perceiving the true nature of things, the reader would have had no
doubt that the titles, the ceremonies, the pomp and the presumption of
the kerajaan formed a part of this web. Among other aspects of Malay
custom, Al Imams articles take issue, for instance, with all those people
who "count the rosary or sell talismans or who are specialists in con-
fusing the minds of women".46 The Al Imam authors were aware that a
number of these innovations (bida'ah) tended to be justified in Islamic
terms. The journal denounces "some established customs in our
region, customs that are deemed by certain people to be useful or to be
an integral part of Islam".47 A letter from a correspondent in Patani
provides a specific instance. The author asks the editors to give an
opinion of a mystical association (tarekat) in that region, and the answer
is that it is an "erroneous innovation" and that it is therefore obligatory
for an Islamic ruler to take action against such an organization.48 In
such editorial statements, one detects something of the attitude of
mind of the "Perseyite Mohomedan Priest" in Penang who (as noted in
the last chapter) was described by the Christian missionaries as bran-
dishing a rattan cane and enjoining by "every means in his power a
strict attention to the Mohomedan customs".

In its desire for purification, for a return to fundamental doctrine, Al
Imam was concerned also about the sort of negligence that arose from a
preoccupation with worldly matters. As explained in the last chapter, Al
Imams article on 'Honour and Dignity' was directed not just against the
kerajaan but also against some members of the new bourgeois class. The
latter, it is argued, were wrong to believe that honour might arise
entirely from material possessions such as "large godowns, finely
decorated houses, graceful horses, large numbers of servants, beautiful
clothing and jewellery". The perception of such worldly ambitions in
the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century liberal writings, of course,
was rather different. Abdullah was concerned that in the Malay states
there was no security of property and he advocated a society in which
ordinary people had the opportunity to achieve "great" things and live
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in royal style. The Utusan Melayu also gave sympathetic attention to the
problems faced by Malays who were engaged in the accumulation of
money. The discussion of issues relating to banking and investment is
an indication of this. Both the Utusan and Abdullah certainly urged
their readers to dedicate themselves to serving the community as well as
their own personal welfare; but the community they stressed was the
bangsa rather than the religious umat. A similar division must have
existed in the field of education. The Utusan and Al Imam are likely to
have been equally concerned about the consequences of European
education for some members of the middle class, that is, for the type of
Malay who might wear "stiff shirt collar and polished black shoes". But
the ulama leadership of Al Imam would have been far more worried
about children forgetting their religion than about their loss of race.

Even in the military sphere Al Imam asserts the supreme effectiveness
of a return to the fundamentals of Islam. In one instance an illustration
is taken from history. The history of the Arabs, it is explained, is
instructional for those concerned about Muslim backwardness in the
early twentieth century. Before the arrival of Islam in the seventh
century, the Arabs had simply followed their "instincts". They lacked
reason. Later the Arabs achieved greatness and did so entirely because
of the Islamic religion. The Arabs were:

not frightened by the strength of the Roman people and the Persians; and
they did not hesitate to ride their horses to the East to China, or to cross the
Straits of Gibraltar and climb the mountains of the Pyrenees in the West.
[The Arabs] were not afraid of people who outnumbered them. Nor were
they afraid of people who were well equipped with weapons while they [the
Arabs] had nothing in their hands other than knowledge of the shari'ah and
nothing to bind them together other than the rope of religion.49

In this quote Al Imams perception of the shari'ah as standing at the core
of Islamic thinking is made plain, as is the significance in the mind of
the author of the danger which can be presented by a strong and alien
people. Here in the shari'ah seems to lie the fundamental doctrine
to which allusions are persistently made. Moreover the shari'ah is, in
this passage, explicitly portrayed as the the key to Al Imams strategy
of reform.

Shari 'a/i-mindedness

The centrality of the very purest shari'ah is indeed encountered time
and again in Allmam. An article written by an Islamic official in Johore,
for instance, declares that rajas should work closely with ulama because
they will then be able to rule in accordance with the shari'ah.50 We saw in
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the last chapter that, according to the journal, "honour" ought to be
defined not by the royal bestowal of titles or the possession of luxurious
goods but by the shari'ah "as confirmed by all people of akat\ In
insisting on the far-reaching significance of the Divine Law, Al Imam was
obviously declaring far more than that the shari'ah provides a list of
specific rules and injunctions by which to live. The journal indeed
might best be understood as suggesting that it is in the shari'ah that a
person can find answers to questions about the 'meaning' of man, life
and society. Not only does the Divine Law explain man's relation to
God and to His community (umat), but, so the journal suggests, the
actual experience of encountering the shari'ah is capable of developing
the mind. It is perhaps in this sense that the return to the fundamentals
of Islam allows Muslims to acquire (as the Arabs had once done) a new
consciousness capable of preparing them to compete even militarily
with the progressive people of the world.

Such a perception of the shari'ah is expressed with particular clarity
in an Al Imam essay written by an ulama from Sumatra. The shari'ah,
explains this article, is "the most effective light for increasing the gleam
of akaF; it "serves to direct akal toward the understanding of truth" and
also toward the "proper solutions of problems". The "drill of the
science of shari'ah" is able to "foster a spirit and disposition that allows
akal to rise to truly noble levels and to be able to know the highest
sciences".51 The perception of the Divine Law as more than a compen-
dium of rules could not be more plain than this. The Al Imam article
seems to be treating the shari'ah as a trainer in rationality. The shari'ah
as God's Word is necessarily a rational system and thus merely to come
into contact with it stimulates the rationality of the human mind. Such
an encounter with the "pure shari'ah" conjures up again the contrast
with the web of custom and superstition which can confuse Muslim
thinking. Munshi Abdullah, of course, had alluded to the "stupid and
useless" customs with which he considered Malays were besotted; Al
Imam provides an equally vivid account of the ways such beliefs could
distract minds.

When Sayyid Shaykh in one essay asks "What is the reason for the
state we are in?" he replies that his people are not merely lazy but are
persistently interested "in superficial things, relying upon fantasies and
confusion. [We] neglect to enter a house through the door, to examine
things in terms of their causes".52 Here again, just as in the discussion of
the person (zat), the imagery is one of getting beneath the surface to
essentials. However much this argument may have been influenced by
European concepts of rationality and of religious reformation, the
message conveyed to the reader is that the "essentials" themselves, even
the essential nature of reason (akal), are grounded firmly in Islam.
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If we look back once again at the writings of Abdullah and Eunos, it
will be remembered that, when they confronted the problems of alter-
ing Malay consciousness, both authors focused on the development or
the fostering of akal They emphasized the importance of education in
general terms and in particular of literacy. Abdullah pressed Malays to
question the "stupid" and "useless" customs of their ancestors and learn
as quickly as possible about the novelties and inventions of the new age.
Like Francis Bacon he appeared to be urging his readers to "begin
anew". In respect to literacy, the Utusan explained that knowledge
learned "by mouth" was only "remembered in the head"; when we read
it is possible to understand with "our reason". Al Imam's contribution to
this critical discussion about the development of akal was to recom-
mend a peculiarly powerful and Islamic technique. Al Imam insists that
it is necessary not just to strip back the superstitions which muddle the
mind, but also to experience an encounter with the Word of God, in
order for the akal to "shine". Not surprisingly, statements of this type
are also to be found in the writing of the Egyptian, Mohd. Abduh. The
Koran, he explained in his Theology of Unity (1897), "speaks to the
rational mind and alerts the intelligence". Islam is the "first religion to
address the rational mind, summoning it to look into the whole
material universe, giving it free rein to range at will through all its
secrets saving only therein the maintenance of faith".53 We obtain a
further hint of the sort of process of interaction between mind and
shari'ah, alluded to in Al Imam, in a recendy published study of the
education of an Iranian mullah. Even in "attempting to reconstruct the
subtext of premises and methods of reasoning" that underlie the legal
writings of religious scholars, a student mullah is said to "reconstruct the
mental processes of the authors and, ultimately, to read the mind of
their inspirer, the True Legislator, God".54 In the case of the Koran, the
student obviously has a far greater opportunity to communicate directly
with the mind of the True Legislator.

In such a far-reaching shari'ah-mindedness, in urging this type of
return to the fundamental elements of Islam, Al Imam was proposing its
own program for the invigoration of Muslim society in the Malay world
and elsewhere. Just like the reforms proposed by the liberal writers, the
Al Imam program had the capacity to antagonize the traditional
authorities of the Malay community. Quite apart from the obvious
differences in detail, the addressing and shaping of the rational mind
has a democratic significance which possesses implications for all types
of human authority in Muslim communities.

In the liberal and Allmam presentations, the legitimacy of ideas does
not depend on their being endorsed by those in authority, be they
ulama or rajas. In an important sense, the individual alone is the arbiter.
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Abdullah's condemnation of the kerajaan was founded in a perception
of the individual as a growing tree which could not be contained by
the ceremonial rigidities of the ancien regime. On its part, Al Imarris
concern with the individual mind and its relation to the Divine Law
is also radically opposed to kerajaan thinking. It contradicts, for
instance, the understanding of Islamic faith which one finds in the
Malay Annals where the subjects of Malacca are described as being
'commanded' to become Muslims by their raja.55 Al Imam does not
merely judge the kerajaan against the injunctions of the Divine Law (as
many shariW*-minded scholars had done over the centuries).56 It also
chooses as its analytical point of departure the mind of the individual
subject rather than the authority of the raja. That is, it follows
Abdullah's democratic tendency in privileging the individual subject
rather than the ruler.

Little common ground exists, however, in the attitudes which Al Imam
and its liberal rivals take to personal freedom and the control of that
freedom. When Abdullah discussed the development and fulfilment of
the individual he did so partly in terms of the homo economicus of Adam
Smith and Raffles. He presented the individual as working to achieve
"something important"; every individual has the potential to "live like a
raja". For many Malays this type of formulation must have raised
difficulties. Injunctions against "making oneself important" are power-
fully expressed in traditional Malay writings and would continue to be
influential. Although significant numbers of Malays at the turn of the
century might have considered the idea of subjecting the individual to
the kerajaan to be discredited, it does not follow that they were
comfortable with what a modern Malaysian sociologist has described
(and criticized) as the reliance in Western society "upon the powers of
human reason alone to guide man through life".57

As suggested in chapter 4, such anxiety about the sovereignty of the
individual may help one to understand the determination with which
Abdullah and Eunos persistently exhorted their readers to serve their
race (bangsa) at the same time as they advance themselves as individu-
als. It is in Al Imam's proposals for the control of the individual, or what
Europeans had once called the control of the passions, that the Islamic
journal offers an answer to the anxiety about individualism which was
provoked by liberal thinking. Both Al Imam and the liberals agreed that
the only means of ensuring such control lay with the fostering of akal
In explaining exactly how this might be achieved, however, we have
seen that the liberal writings convey a tone not just of experimentation
but also of uncertainty.

By contrast, the Islamic journal appears to offer a confident answer
which firmly establishes the process of perfecting akal in Islamic
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doctrine. The "gleam" of akal increases as the individual is brought into
contact with the shari'ah. Thus, the ideology set forth in Al Imam in a
certain sense recognizes the personhood alluded to by Abdullah and
Eunos, but in doing so, almost simultaneously subsumes the pheno-
menon within its shari'ah-minded doctrines. That is, in Al Imam, Islam,
in particular the shari'ah, is presented as being able to guide and
harness the new individual freedom which could be achieved in the
social setting of 'British Malaya'. Malays escaping from the hierarchical
constraints of the old kerajaan (people such as those arriving in
Singapore in the prahus which missionary Thomsen had initially
approached with unwarranted optimism) would indeed be subjected to
a new form of discipline. Where there developed a consciousness of
individuality rather than hierarchical status it was neither denied nor
suppressed. Rather, through encounter with Islamic doctrine it would
be translated into a devoted obedience to God's Commands. In this way
a particular realization of individuality could be experienced as a
religious act and one which did not weaken but necessarily
strengthened the umat, the community of God within which men lived
their lives.

Such a manner of accommodating, or channelling, individualism by
means of Islamic teaching had an obvious implication for the
reforming of Muslim society. It radically affected the way in which
individual initiative and action might be generated. When Muslims
struggled to achieve great things - and this type of individual action
was encouraged by Al Imam as much as by the liberals - they would not
be perceived to do so in order to "make themselves important" or out
of a desire for "grand houses" and other material rewards. In Al Imam's
terms, these enterprising individuals would be seen as striving for God
and for the Islamic community. From the point of view of the growing
Malay middle class, concerned perhaps about the dangers of
individualism and other forms of social disruption arising from British
economic and educational policies, the Al Imam message would have
been especially attractive. The Islamic response to the rise of individual-
ism, as presented in Al Imam, is reminiscent of the Puritan message in
the circumstances of the social dislocation of seventeenth-century
England. Those experiencing a sense of anomie and rootlessness in
Malay society, no less than the English people presented in Michael
Walzer's Revolution of the Saints, would have found "a new master in
themselves and a new system of control in their godly brethren".58

Answering liberalism

The last pages have been concerned with identifying the distinctive
features of Al Imam's strategy of Muslim reform, and have done so in
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part by means of comparison with the doctrines argued by Abdullah
and, later, Eunos. The analysis sometimes runs beyond the texts in that
we have drawn out implications which are alluded to only in the most
subtle terms in the Islamic journal. In Al Imam, it might be said, the
proponents of the "Laws of the Arabs" were only just beginning to
struggle against the modernists as well as the kerajaan "adherents of the
old Malay usages". We shall see that it was in the 1920s that the religious
reformers argued in a more explicit manner against the proponents of
a liberal philosophy. What Al Imam does reveal with clarity, however, is
the type of distance that existed between the two ideological positions.
Al Imam offered answers to questions such as how to foster individual
dynamism and judgement which were also raised by Abdullah and
Eunos, and it did so in a manner which challenged certain of the
fundamental doctrines both of the kerajaan and of liberalism. One can
only speculate about whether Abdullah would have found Al Imam's
answers convincing. It is unlikely that he encountered a 'shari'ah-
minded' response of the precise type that Al Imam offered, but we have
noted the possibility that he may at least have been attracted to, and
influenced by, a growing stress in Islamic teaching on 'reason'.

What may well have struck Eunos about Al Imam - though he would
not have used this expression - is the particular thematic space
separating him from the views expounded in the journal. In their
rhetoric, their prose style and the actual arguments they presented, Al
Imams editors cited a reality which was fundamental to the ideologies
of neither the royal courts nor such liberals as Eunos. When a kerajaan
legal text, for instance, proclaims that its mixture of shari'ah and adat
clauses were "handed down" by royalty, and that to contravene them
involves treason to the ruler rather than to God, it displays exactly the
type of "confused thinking" condemned by Allmam. Equally it might be
expected that the Islamic journal's editors would consider almost
incomprehensible the aims which Eunos gave his paper. How could it
be possible, they might ask, for the Utusan at one moment to declare its
intention to help Malays "understand matters taking place each day" in
the world and, at another, to declare adamandy that it was not a
religious paper. Al Imam did not ground the education or guidance it
offered in an abstract 'rationality' or a certain scientific thinking. Al
Imam did not by any means turn its back on such modernity, but the
principles upon which it based its response were always founded in the
authority of Islam.

Partly because of these Islamic epistemological credentials, the doc-
trines propagated by Al Imam were capable of rivalling and under-
mining the ideologies advanced both by the sultanates and the liberals.
Al Imam offered a vision for life in the new era and a strategy of reform
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to redress the social "backwardness" of its readers. It addressed not a
specifically Malay but a larger Islamic readership. It insisted that reform
and, in fact, social activity in general, ought to operate not in commun-
ities defined by race or nationality, or allegiance to a secular leader, but
in the community of Islam. Finally, the journal sometimes boldly sug-
gested that the "real rulers" of that community ought to be the ulama,
the scholars of Islam who, like the editors themselves, were those
people best acquainted with the Word of God. Al Imam's program
anticipated a society dramatically different from that either of the kera-
jaan or of the type of bangsa-based structure which was beginning to be
envisaged by such writers as Eunos. It is a distinctly radical program and
yet its proponents were able to insist that it was based on Islamic prin-
ciples of knowledge, and thus endorsed by the religion of their readers
and listeners. In future years advocates of the Malay bangsa, just like
defenders of the sultanates, would face what they perceived to be a
religiously based subversion from within their own communities. In the
manner of the nineteenth-century sultan from East Sumatra who
feared the Paderi revolution taking place in his region, these two elites
were to be challenged by ulama determined to impose "all their
peculiar laws".

A new discourse

To conclude this chapter, however, by embedding Al Imam entirely in
the shari'ah-min&ed tradition is misleading. A significant ideological
distance separates the Islamic journal not only from its liberal rivals but
also from earlier Islamic writings. We have noted that the Al Imam
editors were, in an important sense, modern men. In their journal the
religion and law of Allah are enunciated in a new idiom. To some
extent, in fact, Al Imam and the Utusan actually participate in the same
language or discourse. In this sense the fact that they both employ
concepts of race, personhood, statehood and social change demands
the utmost attention. Like the Utusan, Al Imam communicates a
dynamic view of history as well as a fascination with the technological
and intellectual novelties of the age. Allmam, no less than liberal critics,
claims to be concerned with "things as they really are". It describes
temporal events which occurred in secular time. Its editors persistently
express an awareness of themselves as participants in a specific and
critical moment in history. Like Eunos, they write not as members of an
ahistorical kerajaan which might transcend time, but of a society which
faces seemingly inevitable processes of change. Allmam, like the Utusan,
appears to perceive society as a community of rational individuals. In-
deed it views its own readership in these terms. The journal's programs
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of reform are designed for the attention and for the benefit of such a
rational community.

In their vision of a community of rational arbiters participating in a
process of communication and even discussion (for both papers
encouraged correspondence), Al Imam and the Utusan imagine a
reading public very different from the community of the kerajaan. The
new public was not to be a passive community. In this community,
government - as Habermas expresses it - "would have to be defended
and not merely 'represented'". Both Al Imam and the Utusan postulate
an active public sphere. If Al Imam does not speak specifically of
citizenship it nevertheless assumes that its readers would speculate as
individuals on what was just or unjust government. Like the readers of
the Utusan, they are considered to be capable of making decisions
about the future. The articles in both newspapers assume that more
than one blueprint for change is being laid before this public. Both
papers seem quite aware of the competing claims of kerajaan, bangsa
and umat. (Allmam even uses the relatively abstract term, perhimpunan-
1 assemblage' or 'community' - to facilitate its discussion of different
types of social formation.) In participating in the new public sphere,
both papers also seem to claim priority for their views in a manner
which suggests some expectation of debate.

In the next chapter we will consider the way in which their common
rival, the kerajaan, entered that debate. The kerajaan, as has been stated,
faced challenges at several levels. The Utusan and Al Imam, not merely
in their specific criticisms and proposals but also in their assumptions
about individual rights and needs and in their sometimes unintentional
promotion of a new political sphere, were persistently subverting the
kerajaan. Until this point, we have given little attention to the sultanates'
actual reactions to this assault. The following chapter will explain how
different royal courts responded in different ways. In particular, we will
examine the Sultanate of Johore which, as has been seen, had
established close contacts with the new educational institutions of
Singapore. This Malay court had specific reasons for identifying
opportunities as well as threats in the developing contest of ideologies.
In fact, in 1908 an official in the Johore court wrote a text which,
despite its conventional-sounding title, was a pioneering document.
This text, the Hikayat Johor, displays ingenuity in its appropriation of
certain elements of the language and conceptual armoury of
liberalism. In appropriating these elements the author aimed to
strengthen the particular sultanate which he served. Such innovation,
however, is also risk-laden. Driving the sultanate forward into the new
politics of Malaya, the Hikayat Johor, whatever its impact may have been
on the fortunes of the Johore dynasty, presented a more dangerous
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challenge to the old kerajaan ideology than that offered by either the
Utusan or Al Imam.
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CHAPTER 8

Kerajaan Self-reform:
Chronicling a New Sultanate

At the opening of the twentieth century only certain members of the
kerajaan elite retreated from the challenges of modernity. Others saw
genuine opportunities arising from the political and economic conse-
quences of British colonialism. In the state of Johore, for instance,
there occurred a relatively well-documented attempt to respond in a
creative manner both to the British Raj and to the type of liberal doc-
trines about politics and the state which were being expanded in the
newspaper, Utusan Melayu. A royal ideologue from Johore, Haji Mohd.
Said bin Haji Sulaiman, wrote a narrative account of his sultanate which
displays ingenuity in grappling with essentially hostile ideas. By accom-
modating and even reformulating certain elements of a rival philoso-
phy, this author helped the immediate fortunes of the Johore dynasty.
The long-term consequences, however, may have been very different.

Haji Mohd. Said, who was the personal secretary of the Johore Sul-
tan, wrote his study at about the same time as the Utusan and Al Imam
were being published. It was first printed in 1908 and republished in
1911, 1919 and 1930. A clear indication of the contents of this work is
suggested by the title, the Hikayatjohor dan Tawarikh al-Marhum Sultan
Abu Bakar (The Account of Johore and the History of the Late Sultan
Abu Bakar).1 In the manner of much earlier kerajaan literature, the
hikayat focuses on the state's ruling family. In other ways too it is
reminiscent of traditional writing. It has a strongly panegyrical tone,
often uses the established language of court literature and tends to be
preoccupied with ceremonial matters. Despite these features, however,
the Hikayatjohor is innovatory in highly significant ways. Like the Utusan
and Al Imam, it comments in its own manner on the consequences of
the British presence. Moreover, the idiom in which the text is written is
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intriguingly different from that of the courtly hikayats which Abdullah
had condemned a half-century earlier.

The kerajaan in retreat

In what context was the Hikayat Johvr written? Before comparing it with
other kerajaan literature, and bringing it into dialogue with the liberal
and Islamic writings produced in the Straits Settlements, something
further needs to be said of the historical circumstances of the Malay
courts at the opening of the twentieth century.

When Al Imam had praised Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore (d. 1895) for
rescuing his state from the 'jaws of a savage tiger", it suggested the way
at least some Malays saw the expansion of British power into the sultan-
ates of the peninsula. Over the previous century, the British had estab-
lished possession of the Straits Settlements and then begun to exercise
a gunboat diplomacy in many regions of the archipelago. Beginning in
the 1870s, from the perspective of the royal courts, the British had
bullied a series of peninsula sultanates into accepting a British adviser
whose advice was to be "asked and acted upon on all questions other
than those touching Malay religion and custom".2 In the last decades of
the nineteenth century, these advisers (or 'Residents') had established
elaborate bureaucracies and fostered a sophisticated tin and rubber
industry.

The advance of British power and of capitalism did not entail, of
course, the direct imposition of colonial rule. Unlike the situation in
Burma, for instance, the Malay rulers did not lose their thrones and
their sovereignty. If the sultans had glanced over their shoulders at the
neighbouring British presence in that nearby Southeast Asian country,
they might even have considered themselves fortunate. After the con-
quest of Burma, the king had been exiled and the institution of king-
ship abolished. In Burma (as in the Straits Settlements colony), British
officials governed rather than advised.3 In the Malay states, the sultans
retained not merely their thrones but also the power of pardon in crim-
inal law. As "rulers-in-council", they continued to be the only source of
legislative authority in their states, and it was they who formally
appointed officials and bestowed titles. Much of Malay royal court cere-
mony was also maintained and court chronicles were still composed. As
the heads of the Islamic religion in their states, the sultans had the
authority to control religious teaching or publishing. In fact, their
power to prohibit all types of opposition was often commented upon.
The people did not get "mixed up in politics" before the Second World
War, William Roff was told, because they were "afraid of the Sultan".4
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In these ways the Malay rulers were indeed fortunate. They even had
reason to be confident that they would retain this type of British
support. We know from the administrative records in the British
archives that the colonial officials were wary of tampering with
established social systems in Malaya. Fearing the expense of war or
police suppression, and perhaps remembering the turmoil which
followed the abolition of monarchy in Burma, the British believed (in
the words of one senior official) that without the sultans the "Malays
would become a mob".5 But although such British sentiments made the
sultans relatively fortunate in terms of the colonial situation in other
regions, it is unlikely that their actual perception of the future reflected
this optimistic judgement. They may have been reassured to some
extent by their continued possession of sovereignty, and of certain
specific powers, but other developments would have seemed genuinely
threatening. The danger of exile or even of the imposition of a
Burmese-style colonial government must always have been feared. The
fate of the ruler of Perak, the first state to receive a British Resident, was
probably stamped on the collective memory of all Malay royalty. The
Perak Resident had been murdered by some of the Sultan's men. As a
result, the British sent a military force, exiled the Sultan and executed
the Malay officials considered directly responsible for the Resident's
death. In the state of Pahang, some fifteen years later, Malay resistance
was again crushed by British force.6

In the light of such demonstrations of imperialist tenacity, the royal
courts of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century would have
wished to manage the British relationship with diplomacy and even
guile. From the point of view of many rulers, the period of British
influence was seen as a time of prudent but distasteful compromise.
Occasionally, the colonial records reveal the type of changes which such
monarchs must have abhorred. It was observed in 1891 that after the
introduction of British "protection", Malay commoners had become
"far less submissive to ill treatment".7 Reports from Selangor and
Pahang in the early twentieth century indicate a decline in the particu-
lar practice of commoners squatting on the ground as a ruler passed8.
As Gullick has pointed out, the power of the sultans to punish crime
was also much restricted and even in the formulation of personal law -
marriage rules for instance - they were compelled to pay respect to
colonial advice. When the rulers in the Federated Malay States, for
instance, attempted to introduce a Muslim code in the last years of the
nineteenth century, it took some eight years of negotiations with the
European administration before the "Mohammedan Law Enactment"
was passed in each state council.9
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In a more general way the rulers witnessed a dramatic transformation
of their states, a transformation largely organized by outsiders. As Emily
Sadka has observed in her examination of the last decades of the
nineteenth century, the

populations, industries, administrations and chief towns had become
predominantly alien ... [the] intrusion of the world economy was
accompanied by the growth of a large and highly-developed administration,
directed and staffed by non-Malays, paid for by non-Malay taxation and
largely serving non-Malay commercial interests."10

Various studies emphasize that these great changes bypassed the
Malays in nearly every sense. Colonial Malaya is said to have been a dual
society. On the one hand there existed what was described as a "bustling
commercial outfit" and on the other a "Malay museum".11 Yet Malay
society was a museum only in relative terms. The very presence of the
huge Chinese and Indian populations - however socially distant they
may have been from the Malays - was a persistent preoccupation of
Malay newspapers. This immigrant population, together with the
capitalist economy and all the emblems of British supremacy, such as
the massive public buildings and extensive railway system, must have
convinced the Malay rulers, no less than the editors of the Utusan and
Al Imam, that they had entered a New Age. The Sultan of Perak, who
travelled to London in 1902 for the coronation of Edward VII,
perceived this fact with clarity. Overwhelmed by the sight of the
spectacular military review, he considered that his ancestors had, by
contrast with himself, lived as "frogs beneath an inverted cocoa-nut
shell who dreamed not that there was any world beyond the narrow
limits in which they were pent."12

Even when the late nineteenth-century rulers directed their atten-
tion specifically to their own Malay communities they would have been
confronted by certain unmistakable indications of social change taking
place behind the facade of the "Malay museum". Some Malays were
receiving new forms of education and moving into new, urban-based,
occupations. Others had responded to fresh commercial opportunities
and taken advantage of the innovations in land law. By the end of the
century, at the latest, we know that a section of the kerajaan elite
recognized the threat arising from these developments. They saw the
necessity to respond not merely to British imperialism but also to the
emergence of new middle-class elites propounding hostile doctrines.
Haji Mohd. Said's Hikayat Johor is an example of a text which confronts
both types of challenge. Moreover, in struggling with these challenges,
the author develops a strategy which is both resourceful and
imaginative.
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Johore

The polity of Johore was in a curious situation in relation to the
British.13 It did not receive a British "adviser" until 1914 but for almost a
century before that time the state had functioned and grown in the
shadow of the rapidly growing colony of Singapore. To use Al Imams
language, Johore must persistently have felt the breath of the British
tiger, and in its own way the Hikayat Johor expresses this anxiety. The
island of Singapore had itself once been subject to Johore, and the
British, when acquiring the island, became much entangled in the
dynastic politics of the Sultanate. In the nineteenth century the
peninsular territories of Johore had increasingly fallen under the
personal control of the family which held the title 'Temenggong' in the
hierarchy of the polity. These officials, the Temenggongs, had initially
administered this region on behalf of the Sultanate (based on the
island of Lingga). But they saw opportunity as well as threat in the
British presence in the region, and thus when they assumed an actual
formal control of the peninsular territories in the 1850s, they did so
with the approval of the British governor in Singapore. As the island
sections of Johore - those in the Riau archipelago and on Sumatra -
slipped beneath Dutch sovereignty, the new peninsular dynasty began
to fashion a Malay polity which might gain British respect and, thus,
non-interference. In this sense, Johore was reacting to British authority
and policies even before the first Resident was appointed in Perak in
1874. As we saw in earlier chapters, one way in which Johore reacted
was to participate in the colony's program of European education.

Johore was unusual in its openness, or perhaps vulnerability, to
ideologies imported either from Europe or from the Middle East. It was
in a sense a new kingdom, or principality, and one whose rulers
possessed questionable genealogical credentials. The process by which
the Temenggong family took control of peninsular Johore was gradual.
It took a number of decades for them to assume control of the state
and, even then, they did not immediately adopt the title 'sultan'. Only
in 1868 did Temenggong Abu Bakar - the central figure of the Hikayat
Johor- take the title of 'maharajah'. In 1885 he assumed that of 'sultan'.
(Two years later one of his most senior officials announced that the new
Sultan intended to make Johore "the greatest Malay power, to keep her
free and to make her rich."14) Temenggong Abu Bakar's ascension was
seen by some Malays to have been that of an upstart, and his Bugis
(Sulawesi) blood was ridiculed. A mischievous pantun (poem) of the
time declared that just as the "kris is drawn from a wooden sheath, the
Temenggong has become a Sultan though his royal forebears are
Bugis."15
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The genealogical claims of the Johore Sultans were thus somewhat
suspect and, perhaps partly as a result, their diplomatic, administrative
and commercial talents (and also their longevity) were not to be
ridiculed. The observation applies not merely to Ibrahim (1841-62)
and Abu Bakar (1862-95), but also to Abu Bakar's son, again named
Ibrahim (1895-1959). As Carl Trocki has explained, these rulers forged
an alliance with the British, becoming unofficial policemen on behalf
of the Singapore government on the peninsula. Following Malay
traditional administrative methods, they asserted control over the
vigorous Chinese communities in the region, drawing income from
their highly profitable gambier/opium economy.16

The Johore line won respect from many sides. Al Imam praised these
rulers both for maintaining the independence of a small Islamic state
and for promoting Islam and religious education in their realm17.
British officials, on the other hand, considered Abu Bakar in particular,
to be "civilized". In "tastes and habits", according to one English
acquaintance, he seemed "an English gentleman". He was even reputed
to have succeeded in amusing Queen Victoria whom he visited in
England. Abu Bakar obtained the high imperial honours of GCMG
(Knight Grand Cross of the order of St Michael and St George) and
KCSI (Knight Commander of the order of the Star of India) from the
British government; he was also awarded the Royal Prussian Order of
the Crown, the Commander of the Cross of Italy and the Commander
of the Cross of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha.18

The policies of Sultan Abu Bakar's new state ̂ contained much that
may have been designed to win praise, not just from the British but also
from the liberal and Islamic critics of the kerajaan who were gaining
influence in the Malay community. The fact that the Temenggong
Sultans welcomed Islamic teachers of repute, assembled appropriate
legal texts and organized a regular religious hierarchy,19 may help to
explain the praise they received in Al Imam. The rulers' eyes, however,
were never focused on a narrow segment of potential critics. Sultan Abu
Bakar told the Singapore governor that he had revised his state's legal
code to make it "more conformable to European ideas".20 Perhaps
again to impress Europeans and their Malay admirers such as the editor
and readers of the Utusan, the Sultan formed a police force modelled
on the Singapore police21 and provided the state with what a
contemporary described as "well-laid out roads... 1 arge airy hospitals,
waterworks, and wharfs". The palace too displayed many European
influences. It was "filled up with every European comfort and luxury."22

In the field of education, as we have noted, the Johore rulers again
acted with special energy. Temenggong Ibrahim gave financial
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assistance to Keasberry's school and co-operated with the Governor in
setting up the Malay schools at Telok Belanga and Kampong Gelam.23

This Temenggong was said to have told the British in 1855 that he was
"fully impressed with the importance of imparting Education to
Malayan Youth".24 He even agreed to send two of his sons - one of
whom was Abu Bakar - to the Keasberry school. The Governor con-
cluded that, as a result, the boys would gain "together with a perfect
knowledge of their own language, some degree of insight into Euro-
pean knowledge and science and probably... a fair acquaintance with
the English language."25 Other members of the Johore elite were also
trained at the Keasberry school and when the old missionary died in
1875, Temenggong Abu Bakar had a monument erected over his
grave.26 Abu Bakar also continued to assist the Telok Belanga school,
offering it accommodation in one of his former palaces and allowing
his private secretary to join the teaching staff.27 A British government
report of 1888 declared that at the Telok Belanga school "the influence
of H.H. The Sultan of the State and Territory of Johore, has always
been actively exercised in favour of education." According to this
report, it was the best Malay school in the Straits Settlements.28 Its
graduates, again "due to the influence of H.H." (the Johore ruler),
sometimes went on to higher education at the Raffles Institution.29 As
we saw in the case of one of those graduates, Eunos of the Utusan, this
educational experience might have had a significant impact in the
ideological sphere.30

The author of the Hikayat Johor, Haji Mohd. Said, was not one of
those members of the Johore elite who studied at the Keasberry school.
Like Eunos, he attended the Telok Belanga school and the Raffles
Institution.31 As they were born in the same year (1876), Haji Mohd.
Said and Eunos may well have attended the same classes. They differed
greatly, however, in the careers which they followed. Haji Mohd. Said,
who died only in 1955, spent most of his life in the service of the Sultan.
He was private secretary to the Sultan, a major in the Johore Military
Forces and for a time the head of the Post Office. He travelled to
Europe and East Asia with the Sultan. He was a prolific author who, like
Eunos, was concerned to introduce English terminology and style to
Malay. Not all of Haji Mohd. Said's contemporaries praised his writings.
Zainal Abidin bin Ahmad (Za'ba), the prominent Malay writer of the
inter-war period who had good reason for resenting the kerajaan elite,
commented with disdain that the Johore author's aim seemed "to be
primarily to add number and quantity to Malay literature".32 Never-
theless, as his Hikayat Johor text reveals, Haji Mohd. Said clearly had
some talent for innovation.
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The text

At one level, the Hikayat Johor is a survey of the history of Johore under
the rule of the Temenggong's family and with a particular emphasis on
Sultan Abu Bakar. The concern with this ruler is such that the text
actually concludes with his funeral in 1895. Because the Hikayat is
written from the raja's perspective, contains much other 'traditional'
subject matter, and employs a good deal of courtly language, it has been
called a "conventional eulogy".33 Yet even the form of presentation of
the book is an indication of its departure from traditional style.

Unlike most hikayats, especially those of an earlier period, the Johore
text possesses a preface and a table of contents; each chapter has a
prominent heading providing both tide and chapter number. The
preface sets out the author's aims and makes a comment on what we
might call the methodology of the book. It opens with the statement:
'This is a short account (hikayat) which tells with brevity the story of the
affairs of the state of Johore." The term hikayat, of course, suggests the
text might be a conventional court document: court prose texts from
many regions of the Malay world - texts which explain and celebrate
the institution of kingship - are generally described as hikayat. But the
Hikayat Johor is not, in fact, presented as a hikayat of a ruling house.
Although the text is usually preoccupied with Sultan Abu Bakar, it is
spelt out specifically that this is the hikayat of the "state (negeri) of
Johore." That is, its subject is not a ruling house but a territorial state.
Even in the Hikayat Pahang, a text written a few years after the Johore
text (and perhaps a Pahang attempt to compete with the Johore
rulers), the declared focus is the traditional one of the raja.34 The late
nineteenth-century Riau text, the Tuhfat al Nafis also pronounces itself
a "narrative of the Malay and Bugis kings".35 The Johore account's
concern with the negeri, therefore, suggests similarity with the
geography (the Hikayat Dunia) and Abdullah's writings rather than with
most kerajaan texts.

After declaring this interest in the negeri, the preface then signals
another innovation in the way in which it introduces the British. The
hikayat, it is explained, will not only relate the tale of how the
Temenggong obtained Johore. It will also inform its readers about
Singapore and about how the English race "opened up" that setde-
ment. The story of Johore, that is to say, is to be related to some extent
in the context of British colonial expansion. Such a perspective is novel
for a hikayat but hardly surprising at a time when the presence of a
growing British power would have been the dominant political
development in the region. Finally, in this discussion of purposes, the
preface observes that the book will be concerned in particular with
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Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore, from his birth until his burial on 7 Septem-
ber 1895. As this statement suggests, the largest portion of the book is
indeed devoted to this ruler.

The methodology of the book is now described. Just as the emphasis
on the negeri rather than the ruling family reminds one of Abdullah and
the geography, so in this discussion of 'approach' there are again
echoes of the mid-nineteenth century, Straits Settlements' writings. As a
student of the Telok Belanga school, Haji Mohd. Said, like Eunos,
would almost certainly have read these works. The preface of the
Hikayatjohor explains that the stories related by the text "are gathered
from various recollections and reports which have been proven to be
true, and also from printed books". For this reason adds the text, "it is
to be hoped that [the stories] will satisfy those who read them." The
stress given to "printed books", which suggests the somewhat magical
authority which print was able to bestow on knowledge, is not found in
the mid-nineteenth-century writings. Nevertheless, this methodological
testimony makes similar claims to those we encountered in the
geography, which, it may be recalled, declared its intention to
"investigate" all types of sources and to see "things as they are in the
world." In declaring its method in such a manner, the Hikayatjohor aims
at a new type of responsibility and authority. It also makes far-reaching
concessions to the ideologies which rivalled that of the kerajaan.

The preface now proceeds to establish common ground with both
the Utusan and Al Imam in its use of the word tawarikh (history). This
hikayat has been written, explains the preface, in the knowledge that
there is not yet a "hikayat which might be compared with a history
(tawarikh)" about the great Malay raja, Sultan Abu Bakar. The term
tawarikh, as noted in our discussion of the Utusan and Al Imam, had only
been introduced to Malay in recent times. In the early 1900s it
conveyed a strong sense of the empiricism and historical process so
characteristic of contemporary European approaches to the writing of
history.

The following section of the preface anticipates themes which are
pursued in the rest of the text. Some of these again reflect an awareness
of the issues raised in Straits Settlements' Malay writings of the
preceding half-century. The themes are announced in the context of a
summary of the principal qualities and achievements of Sultan Abu
Bakar. He is said to be a raja famous for his skills, good disposition and
manners - a conventional compliment in much kerajaan literature. He
is also reported to have obtained several ranks and insignia from great
states, a reference to the honours which he received in England,
Europe and Southeast Asia. Finally, Sultan Abu Bakar is described in a
passage rich with significance as having been "energetic" in "raising the
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reputation (nama) of the negeri and kerajaan of Johore and also of its
subjects who are of the Malay race." He had created modern (moden)
institutions and had also been "clever at handling foreign governments
(kerajaan), especially the English government, so that he was able to
leave Johore to his son and heir in peace and freedom (kemerdekaari)."
The quality of "energy" or "industry" which the Sultan is said to have
displayed, is that constantly stressed in the Utusan. The use of the
traditional concept, nama, however, is deceptive. It is not merely the
nama of the kerajaan which is raised (as a conventional eulogistic text
might suggest). Rather, just as in the Utusan's phraseology about service
to the state, the Sultan's success raises the nama of the negeri and of its
Malay subjects.

The actual linking of kerajaan and negeri is particularly noteworthy. It
instantly indicates the felt inadequacy of the word kerajaan to describe
the Johore 'state'. In the manner of the Straits Settlements writings, the
Hikayat Johor implies a certain distinction between the ruler (Sultan
Abu Bakar), the government (kerajaan), and the state (negeri).
Furthermore, in referring to Johore's "subjects who are of the Malay
race", the hikayat places the Malay people of Johore in a broad, Malay
community, a community far more extensive than that generally
designated in court writings. That is, the subjects are not referred to
merely in terms of the raja or the 'state', but also as members of the
Malay race. In fact, the ruler himself is described in the hikayat as a
"Malay raja" and here too the emphasis on 'Malay' tends to imply that
his triumphs might bring credit to a wider social group than that of
Johore. This bangsa Melayu (Malay race) was also a preoccupation of the
author's old classmate, Eunos.

The Hikayat Johor follows the Utusan once again in its concern with
moden, a term which was itself very modern in Malay. In the text the
Sultan's success in raising the nama of his state and people seems to
flow from his achievements in establishing moden institutions in Johore
and in what might be called foreign policy. In drawing attention to the
Sultan's maintenance of the "freedom" of his state, the Hikayat again
conveys a moden tone by using a word, merdeheka, which we have noted
was in vogue in the Straits Settlements at that time. Like the concepts of
"energy", "state", "race", and "modern", it is introduced in the preface
and elaborated later in the book.

The prominence given to Sultan Abu Bakar's handling (or manipu-
lation) of the British is an obvious indication of the British context in
which the new Johore polity was formed. In boasting of a skilful and
'modern' government, the text suggests the way the Johore rulers
worked to impress, and to keep at arm's length, the British in Singa-
pore. But these boasts in a Malay document written in Jawi script are
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unlikely to have been intended primarily for British readers. Nor is
there any reason to assume that the book was merely a typical kerajaan
attempt to compete by means of hikayat writing with neighbouring and
rival sultanates, though this may well have been one motive for produc-
ing the text. The Hikayat Johor might also be viewed as an answer to
some of the ideological challenges presented in the Utusan Melayu and
other writings directed at certain sections of the Malay community in
that period. The Hikayat Johor may have been composed in particular as
a reply to the Malay groups which were beginning to question the
monarchical system. In adopting some key terms in the vocabulary of
the liberal and bangsa-minded writings, the Johore text, commencing in
the preface, announces in effect that it sets out to justify Malay
monarchy within a new discourse.

The final paragraph of the preface deals with matters which are
familiar to readers of many books, especially academic books, written
today. This paragraph contains the author's 'acknowledgements'. He
thanks, first, the reigning Sultan (Sultan Ibrahim succeeded Sultan Abu
Bakar in 1895) and, secondly, Dato Mohamed Mahbub (State Secretary
of Johore 1911; appointed Chief Minister in 1920) .^ Homage to the
Sultan, of course, is hardly novel in hikayat writing but (as was indicated
in our discussion of Abdullah's style) a personal statement from the
author is not a feature of kerajaan literature. Although Haji Mohd. Said
does not use the very personal and familiar aku for T , but rather the
more formal hamba, he concludes the preface by stating his own name,
together with the place and date of completion. The place is 'Johore
Bahru" and the date is given not in the Arabic calendar but in the
calendar of the colonialists across the Straits in Singapore.

Those reading the Hikayat Johor- and they included school students,
because the author actually thanks Sultan Ibrahim for approving of the
use of the hikayat in "places of education" - would realize even by
reading the preface alone that the Hikayat Johor was a new type of royal
text. They would see that in its way the hikayat was addressing issues of
relevance to literate Malays in the Straits Settlements as well as Johore
during the opening years of the nineteenth century. In the Hikayat
Johor, too, so the preface suggests, the world is perceived in terms of
bangsa and negeri, of races and territorial states; modernity is presented
as a desirable object of government policy and the Johore state is
portrayed as actively pursuing that same "freedom" or "independence"
which, according to contemporary newspapers, was so much desired in
many other parts of Asia.

Quite apart from the actual content of the text, the mode in which it
is written would also have seemed amazingly different from that of most
kerajaan literature. Not merely is the individual author explicitly present
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but the readers might soon recognize in the hikayat numerous elements
of the style of writing and analysis which was gaining respect among the
middle-class readership of the colony and the states under British
'protection'. In the hikayat the individual author addresses his readers
directly, assuring them that the book they are about to commence is
based on "truth". The author explicitly and personally distances both
himself and his intended audience from the apparently fantastic and
anonymous world created in traditional courtly writing.

Audience

Not all of Haji Mohd. Said's kerajaan audience, it must be stressed,
would have been startled by the novelty of his Hikayat The concerns,
the themes and the epistemology alluded to in the preface, together
with the language employed, would already have been encountered by
members of the Johore court. We know that, for instance, a number of
the Johore elite, including the future Sultan Abu Bakar, had been
educated in the Keasberry and other Singapore schools. Indeed,
certain other Malay books from the late nineteenth century suggest the
Hikayat Johor was, to some extent, the product of an intellectual court
circle, a group of people who perhaps gained confidence from sharing
ideas with one another. The Voyages of Mohamed Ibrahim Munshi is
another of their products.37

The author of this travel account, Mohd. Ibrahim (1840-1904), who
was a son of Munshi Abdullah, was educated at the Keasberry school at
the same time as the young Sultan Abu Bakar and later served the
Johore dynasty in several high offices38. The printing of Mohd. Ibra-
him's Voyage?9 was actually arranged by the author of the Hikayat Johor.
Like his father, Mohd. Ibrahim wrote in a matter-of-fact style and in the
first person. The descriptions of places, events and individuals are all
authenticated in the observations of the authorial T. Although pre-
senting himself in a traditional manner as a loyal subject of the Sultan-
ate of Johore, Mohd. Ibrahim also portrays ordinary people telling
risque stories, listening to bird calls in the jungle, "talking, laughing
and joking".40 The Voyages of Munshi Ibrahim are less didactic in tone
than those of his father but they, too, deal with the Malays as a com-
munity and not merely as subjects of sultans. Mohd. Ibrahim is pleased,
for example, to find that in Malacca "the Malays live by their own
efforts." These people, he says, are "all hard working, not like Malays
elsewhere".41 In the manner to be assumed later by Haji Mohd. Said,
Mohd. Ibrahim also adopts the practice of quoting from "printed
books". He took material for instance, from John Cameron's Our
Tropical Possessions in Malayan India, published in 1865, and from the
English language newspaper, the Singapore Daily Times.42
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A further student of Keasberry, Mohd. Salleh bin Perang
(1841-1915), was also writing at the turn of the century about the
modernization of Johore government.43 He too rose to high rank in the
sultanate's administration. In a book of 1894 he wrote about the
establishment of a Johore police force and about making "laws appro-
priate for a country which was adjacent to European territory".44 In an
account of his lineage and his life, Mohd. Salleh describes Johore being
"opened up" by the government. Roads were constructed, and he gives
an account of the process of "surveying and determining boundaries"45

between land holdings. He himself was put in charge of surveying and
claims that "after more than three years, the map of Johore was
complete." That map, he adds, "was pronounced correct by the head
surveyor in London".46 Considering that Mohd. Salleh was a profes-
sional surveyor, it is not surprising that his writings stress the physical
aspect of the State of Johore. The stress is clear even in a metaphor
which he employs to describe his own life. When he compares himself,
in the spirit of kerajaan literature, to a plant living on a giant tree
"spreading myself over it and winding myself around every branch and
fork", the tree is not the ruler but the state (negeri) of Johore.47

In their use of modern political concepts, together with a relatively
'realistic' style and an explicit authorial voice, the writings of Mohd.
Salleh and Mohd. Ibrahim must have helped to establish the canons
and vocabulary which are encountered in the Hikayat Johor and
distinguished this text from most court hikayat. These earlier writings
would also have prepared a certain number of readers within Johore for
the innovations which were to appear in Haji Mohd. Said's work.

The innovatory themes and features which are anticipated in the
preface of the Hikayat Johor, as suggested already, frame the rest of the
text. The hikayat is divided into twenty-six chapters of which Chapters 6
to 26 are concerned with the reign of Sultan Abu Bakar. Chapter 1
introduces the kerajaan Johor, and at this point kerajaan is used in the old
sense to imply the 'country' as well as the 'ruler' and 'government'. (As
if to mark the dawning of a new era, kerajaan begins to convey only
'government' when the narrative reaches the nineteenth century.) It is
certainly the country, the physical state of Johore, which is introduced
to the reader in the opening pages. In a manner which conflicts
completely with traditional hikayat (but is consistent with Keasberry's
geography) the text records the size, population and boundaries of the
state. It then relates briefly the history of Johore: again the focus is on
the negeri although the hikayat, just like so many earlier royal texts,48 also
presents a legitimizing case for the reigning dynasty.

After the fall of Malacca to the Portuguese in 1511, the text explains,
Johore became the head negeri - the kepala negeri. (This is a concept
quite new to Malay political thought but is used in Keasberry's Hikayat
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Dunia to describe Brunei's position in Borneo.) In relating the history
of Johore, Haji Mohd. Said reveals his sources. He refers to several
Malay texts, such as the Malay Annals and the Salasilah Melayu dan Bugis
(The Genealogy of the Malays and Bugis), and also cites the evidence of
old gravestones. In discussing these materials, the text communicates a
sense of that earnest verification of sources which was promised in the
preface. Having emphasized the greatness of Johore in early times, the
hikayat now traces the advance of the family of Sultan Abu Bakar. The
death of Sultan Mohamad of the old Malacca ruling line in 1699 is - as
has often been emphasized by scholars of Malaysian history - a decisive
turning point.49 It is stressed that this Sultan is replaced not by one of
his own blood but by his Bendahara, or 'Chief Minister'. This particular
succession, at least in an indirect manner, is of great significance to the
Temenggong dynasty. The Temenggongs of Johore (Sultan Abu Bakar's
family), just like their former suzerains, the sultans, take their descent
from this Bendahara Sultan of 1699 and so are able to claim an equal
genealogical status.

The next chapter of the Hikayat Johor describes the actual break-up of
the old Johore empire and the coming of English government to
Malacca. From this point onwards, events are described in the hikayat as
occurring in the context not merely of the state and royal government
of Johore but also of the British empire. Malay leaders, for instance, are
now judged in part by their ability to get along with the British. Sultan
Abu Bakar's grandfather is praised on this account, and in discussing
him, the Hikayat Johor specifically quotes the Hikayat Abdullah.

Ibrahim and Abu Bakar

The next three chapters deal with Ibrahim, the father of Abu Bakar. It
was Temenggong Ibrahim who obtained sovereignty of most of the
peninsular territory of the earlier Johore royal line (with whom, in fact,
he shared the blood of the 1699 Sultan). Not unexpectedly the Hikayat
Johor gives a highly favourable description of the way Ibrahim consoli-
dated his position on the peninsula. He is portrayed as possessing the
traditional qualities of fine manners and generous disposition and as
being much loved by his people. He is said to have won friends among
the British. With Ibrahim commences the tradition of Johore rulers
receiving imperial honours from the British Crown. As signalled in the
preface, the obtaining of ranks and insignia from foreign states is a
principal concern of the text. The British empire in particular is
portrayed at times almost as a new field in which to advance the nama of
a Malay ruler.
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The Hikayatjohor also presents Temenggong Ibrahim as seeking and
promoting education. This claim is sometimes made for rulers in
traditional kerajaan literature.50 In the Johore text, however, it is not the
scholarship of Islam or the learning of traditional culture which is
emphasised, but Western education. The Keasberry school is explicitly
referred to as a "place of education" where children learnt "writing and
other knowledge".51 The possession of superior knowledge, in fact, is
even revealed to be a key to the explanation of how Ibrahim was able to
take possession of peninsular Johore. The concern for this particular
type of knowledge also suggests the presence of a new view of
government in the kerajaan Malay world. Members of the Sultan's
family are described in the hikayat as handing Johore over to the
Temenggong because they "do not know how to organize the affairs of
the country and its tributaries".52 This statement, it is clear, alludes to
more than knowledge. Thus, just as the preface stressed the 'energy' of
Sultan Abu Bakar, we are again given a sense of government as a
dynamic, 'organizing' activity.

The distinction made between traditional and modern government
by the joint authors of the survey, In Search of Southeast Asia (published
in the 1970s) throws some light on this innovatory perception of
government in Johore. Although the distinction is somewhat over-
drawn, it is nevertheless helpful in examining Malay sultanates to
contrast the traditional ruler whose main function was "to be, symboliz-
ing in his person an agreed upon social order, a cultural ideal, and a
state of harmony with the cosmos", with the modern type of govern-
ments (usually colonial) which "existed primarily to do, providing
themselves with a permanently crowded agenda of specific tasks to
accomplish".53 The lethargy of governments in traditional Southeast
Asia, of course, ought not to be exaggerated: the acquisition and
defence of kingly authority often demanded much vigorous activity.
The Johore leaders, however, at least as portrayed in the Hikayatjohor,
appear to have acknowledged such a distinction and were obviously
inspired by the British model of a "to do" government. They might well
have learned of this type of administration not merely from the
example of the colonial government itself but also from such writings as
Abdullah's books and the geography. Like these works, the Hikayatjohor
judges 'government' in terms of the ability to deliver solutions to what
it presents as practical problems. In this text's presentation, it is not
because of superior birth-right or the possession of special regalia that
the Temenggong is able to take over Johore but rather because he is
able to deliver what we might today call "good government".

The narrative now continues by explaining that after an agreement
involving a regular financial payment to the old Johore Sultan, the
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Temenggong assumes control and the "energy" of his government is
immediately apparent. With "diligence and energy"54 he brings people
to Johore to open up plantations, attracts the capital of Singapore
merchants and negotiates a border agreement. Such a governmental
agenda is very different from that, for instance, of the contemporary
kerajaan leadership of Pahang. At least this is the impression given by a
comparison of the Johore text with a Pahang royal hikayat written at
about the same time. The rulers of Pahang, as portrayed in their
chronicle, were still judged by the quality of their manners and of the
ceremonies over which they presided.55 Just as in Abdullah's time (it
may be recalled that he was especially critical of Pahang), the Pahang
court seems to continue to neglect the practical matters which the
Munshi thought were the real business of government. If Abdullah had
toured the Malay states in the late nineteenth century rather than the
1830s, he would surely have been impressed by the hospitals, gaols and
police of Johore. He would certainly have approved of the administra-
tive agenda which the Hikayat Johor attributes to Temenggong Ibrahim
and his successors.

Chapter 6 of the Johore text turns to Abu Bakar, who succeeded his
father in 1862. The hikayat explains that Abu Bakar, born in 1833,
studies 'appropriate behaviour' (adab) and religion (agama) and then
proceeds to Singapore to attend Keasberry's school. After finishing his
education in Malay, Abu Bakar studies the English language. At this
time he acquires the power of reason (cukup akat). In Abu Bakar's
education, the prominence of the Keasberry school is unmistakable.
We will need to return to the question of why his Islamic religious
education is given far less emphasis than his European training (even in
the matter of fostering akat) in order to understand something of the
Johore court's reaction to the second (Islamic) type of critique.

The remaining chapters of the Hikayat Johor, chapters 7 to 26, relate
the details of Sultan Abu Bakar's career: his involvement in the Pahang
wars which took place in the 1850s and 1860s; the creation of the state
capital of Johore Bahru; Johore's role in the extension of British power
into other parts of the peninsula such as the states of Perak, Selangor
and Pahang; the Johore ruler's overseas travels; his assumption of the
new titles of "maharajah" and, later, "sultan"; the writing of a constitu-
tion for Johore; the death of the Sultan and the arrangements for his
funeral. In presenting this narrative, the hikayat retains in significant
ways the perspective encountered in most kerajaan literature. In these
twenty-one chapters, Sultan Abu Bakar is always at the centre of the
text; the story of his life and deeds gives a unity to the narrative. He is
certainly described in eulogistic terms and some of the qualities
attributed to him are traditional ones. Just as in the preface, his
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speaking voice is said in these chapters to be "sweet"; his disposition
"sincere". Some of his royal tasks are those commonly said by kerajaan
texts to have been performed by Malay rulers. In particular, he bestows
titles on people who "do service to the raja or to the kerajaan"56. Even
the emphasis on the Sultan's own achievements in obtaining foreign
titles or orders seems an indication of the presence of a "courdy"
perspective.

Comparing texts

Despite these continuities with traditional kerajaan literature, these
chapters also display the kind of novel features encountered in the
earlier section of the book. It is revealing again to compare the Hikayat
Johor s account of Sultan Abu Bakar's life with the way his contempor-
ary, Sultan Ahmad of Pahang, is presented in the Pahang text which was
also written in the opening years of the twentieth century. The differ-
ences between these two texts, particularly in their style of presentation
and analysis, are considerable. It is true that the texts share some
common ground. Like the Johore hikayat, the Pahang chronicle lacks
mythical elements, gives careful attention to the arrival of the British
and takes obvious pride in the award to the Pahang Sultan of a KCMG
(Knight Commander of St Michael and St George) from "Edward, King
of Great Britain and Emperor of India".57 (The imperial awards
bestowed on the neighbouring Sultan Abu Bakar are unlikely to have
passed the attention of the author of the Hikayat Pahang.) But the com-
parison goes little further. The Pahang text possesses no preface, no
statement of a modern epistemology, no clear suggestion of modern
concepts of state and government.58 It is both anonymous and focused
on a royal family rather than a polity or the Malay race. It differs again
from the Hikayat Johor in being almost devoid of dates. Where the
Pahang text does use dates is in its last few lines and it provides only the
major dates of the life and reign of Pahang's Sultan Ahmad. It also em-
ploys the Islamic calendar. The Hikayat Johor (again suggesting a more
pronounced European influence) is punctuated with dates based on
the Christian calendar and written in both Roman and Arabic figures.

The contrast between the Johore and Pahang texts - a contrast
revealed in their respective styles of presentation as much as in any
specific statements - is an immediate indication of just how different
the Johore court was from some of its neighbours. The traditionalism of
the Pahang work also tends to confirm the suggestion in European
accounts of the period that the Pahang court exhibited a degree of
conservatism not present in Johore. The Hikayat Pahang was produced
in a court where we know British imperialism and European ideas were
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not welcomed. The voice in which the text is written is consistent with
the image which contemporary British accounts provide of an old
Sultan brooding in the interior of his state, resentful of the British
presence and unco-operative. He had only reluctantly accepted a
British Resident in the 1880s, insisting then and later that the colonial
officials "not interfere with the old customs of our country which have
good and proper reasons".59 He persistently defended these "old cus-
toms" against British administrative encroachment and when conserva-
tive chiefs led a rebellion against the British, the Sultan appears to have
offered it tacit support.60 Later, he retreated up river. Surrounded by a
household of hundreds of female domestics, and maintaining a joget
dance troupe which often won the praise of European visitors,61 Sultan
Ahmad seems to have withdrawn into Malay tradition. It is not surpris-
ing that a court of this type sponsored a text such as the Hikayat Pahang
which, even in the opening years of the twentieth century, asserts the
primacy of long-established Malay literary and social tradition.62

The modernity of Sultan Abu Bakar's court is also evident when it is
compared with that of the state of Selangor. The ruler of Selangor may
well have perceived the changes introduced by the British
administrators very much as the Pahang ruler had perceived them.
Sultan Abdul Samad (d. 1898) declared that he never:

fired an English gun in his life nor wished to fire one; that he preferred
walking to driving, and eating with his fingers, according to Malay custom, to
the use of forks; that wine was forbidden by the Koran and that he did not
know how to play the piano.63

In Perak, by contrast, Sultan Idris (1889-1916) would seem to have
had much more in common with Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore. The
Perak ruler lived in a European house, travelled to England and
employed an English tutor. He admitted that Perak was "a tiny
country", and his observations on its connection with Britain are
reminiscent of the Hikayat Johor's perception of the British Empire as a
field for royal advancement. "It is a splendid thing to think that one
belongs to such an Empire", he declared. "None of my forebears,
stowed away in their forests, enjoyed the greatness that is mine, in that I
am a portion of something so very great."64

Such sentiments suggest that had a Hikayat Perak been written during
Sultan Idris' reign it would have had much in common with the Hikayat
Johor. Looked at in comparative terms both the Perak and Johore courts
were pioneers in ideology-making. Like the Johore text, a Perak hikayat
might also have appropriated key analytical concepts used in European
and European-influenced writings. It too would not have taken an
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entirely negative view of the British empire. As will be revealed in
chapter 9 below, some three decades later, in the 1930s, the Perak court
did indeed commission a text which adopts many of the perspectives of
the Hikayat Johor.

Coping with the British Raj

In contrast with many of the other Malay monarchs, the Johore and
Perak rulers took a positive and even innovative approach to the British
Raj. It is true that the Perak Sultan, who enjoyed the sensation of being
a "portion of something so very great", could have been exaggerating
or concealing his real sympathies concerning the British empire. Yet he
was almost certainly genuine in being awed by its "greatness". Similarly,
a prominent feature of the Johore text's presentation of Sultan Abu
Bakar's reign is the earnest attention it gives to British power and
British achievements. And it is just as clear in this hikayat as in the
newspaper, the Utusan, that the British presence was believed to offer
opportunities as well as dangers. British influence is seen to be
everywhere. European officials are frequently mentioned. Much is said
of the Sultan's visits to England. Even celebratory feasts held by the
Johore court are sometimes described as being in the "European style".
The hikayat, however, is concerned to describe not only the British
themselves but more especially the Sultan's actual response to the
imperialist challenge. Thus, Abu Bakar is praised (just as he had been
in Al Imam) for maintaining the independence of his state. In
particular, his energy and diplomacy are emphasized. On a visit to
England he "does not dawdle" but seeks ways to strengthen the position
of his country. His "cleverness" and "skill" in handling Europeans is
constantly applauded. There is a special tone of pride in the Johore
text's handling of Abu Bakar's relations with the "Queen of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and the Empire of India".65

The Sultan's friendly relationship with Queen Victoria has often
been commented upon.66 The Hikayat Johor's account is especially
intriguing because it represents one way in which the sultanate's
connection with the Empire was presented to the Johore community.
A description of the seating arrangements at a dinner held by the
Queen (in England) is especially revealing. In the style of traditional
courtly literature, the arrangements are described in some detail. We
are told that the Sultan sits on the Queen's right; Ungku Sulaiman
(nephew of the Sultan) sits on her left. The significance in this state-
ment is not that the Sultan holds a position of honour but that the des-
cription is presented in such a manner that the Queen, not the Malay
ruler, is the focal point. To portray a Malay ruler in such a relation to
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another sovereign is not itself a novel development in Malay court
literature. Although the centrality of a ruler in his own polity was always
asserted, Malay ideologues were not locked into doctrines which
insisted on the primacy of a single royal house.67 Kerajaan writers never
seem to have denied the existence of other kingships even when they
possessed a standing equal to, or higher than, that of their royal patron.
Thus, the Hikayat Hang Tuah speaks with awe of the mighty Ottoman
empire.68 In the same tradition, the Johore text situates its Johore
sovereign in a subordinate relationship to the British empress.

The message of the Hikayat Johor, however, is not simply that the
sultanate is able to accommodate British imperialism in a passive sense.
Sultan Abu Bakar is presented as being active in obtaining actual advan-
tages from the European relationship. Indeed, his successful perform-
ance within the empire is signalled as one of the achievements of his
reign. The text seems almost to boast when the Johore ruler receives
imperial honours, implying that as a result he held a special position
among Malay rajas. The details of ceremonial encounters with British
royalty, or with their representatives in Singapore, are also provided,
and in a way which enhances Abu Bakar's prestige. In dealing with the
mere governor in Singapore, so the text indicates, the Sultan relates
not to a figure of power in his own right but only to a representative of
the British monarch. Thus, when receiving an award at the Singapore
Town Hall in 1876, it is stressed that the Governor gives a "speech on
behalf of Her Royal Highness the Queen ".69 A later governor is said to
speak on behalf of Queen Victoria on the occasion of Sultan Abu
Bakar's death.70

Even in the very important business of assuming the tide * sultan' (in
1885), the text suggests that the Johore ruler made use of the British
imperial connection. When the assumption of the new title is
announced in Johore, it is explained that not only was the move
"requested by the royal family and chiefs and subjects of Johore" but
also "acknowledged by Her Majesty the Queen".71 (The term for
'acknowledged' - diaku is generally used when Malays speak of
'acknowledging' or 'recognizing' a ruler.) This statement reinforces the
impression that in the promotion of the royal nama or status, a concern
well established in the ideological thinking of Malay courts, the
imperial relationship was again efficacious. Both in the collecting of
imperial awards and in the critical process of acquiring the tide 'sultan',
the British Empire is portrayed as being manipulated on behalf of the
Johore rulers. Success in such manipulation, moreover, evidently had
the effect of bolstering the Sultan's authority over the people of Johore.

Enlisting British recognition and support was an obvious strategy
for the insecure Temenggong Sultans. Furthermore, the British
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connection also offered new ceremonial opportunities, and this was no
insignificant advantage for a Malay sultanate. The ritual of rulership,
the niceties of formal communication, and the structuring of cere-
monial systems were matters to which Malay rulers and their courts had
long attributed great significance. It could be argued, as has been
suggested in chapter 1, that ceremony had been the substance of the
kerajaan. In the face of British political intervention and British cultural
influence, some of the Malay royal courts engaged in what John Gullick
has described as the "elaboration" of Malay custom. In certain states,
"public ceremonies tended to become ever more lavish - and expen-
sive".72 In the case of the isolated and rearward-looking state of Pahang
(which we have compared with that of Johore) the preoccupation with
"the old customs" was a form of retreat from modernity.

By contrast, in Johore and certain other sultanates, ceremony was
perhaps used in a resourceful manner as a means of exploiting British
colonialism and strengthening the kerajaan structure. (As always, the
fear of foreign intervention would have been linked to anxiety about
internal repercussions.) Integrating Malay and British royal ceremony -
giving emphasis, for instance, to British as well as Malay titles - allowed
Haji Sulaiman, the Johore writer, to assert the high status of his
sovereign within the British imperial galaxy. Stressing the monarchical
and ceremonial aspects of the colonial empire also added to the
legitimacy of the sultanate's own ceremonial structure at a time when
the kerajaan was forced to compete with other concepts of community.
Thus, the awarding of honours, the seventeen-gun salutes, the official
dinners, the 'loyal toasts' and the elegant uniforms of the colonial
empire and its distinguished official class would seem a far less
revolutionary package than the egalitarian principles propounded by
Munshi Abdullah and his successors.

The advantage for the Johore court of the imperial connection, as
presented by the Hikayat Johor, was therefore twofold. On the one hand,
the text claims for Sultan Abu Bakar and his father, Ibrahim, that
because of their diplomatic abilities and energy they possessed a
particular talent for saving the state of Johore from British imperial
rule. On the other hand (and this point initially seems almost to
contradict the first), the dynasty's close relationship with the British is
portrayed as actually enhancing the prestige both of the Temenggong
Sultans and of monarchical rule in general.

Government and vocabulary

The appropriation of the British Empire is only one of the ways in
which the Hikayat Johor portrays Sultan Abu Bakar as exploiting the
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British presence. The second type of borrowing is more surprising and
more risk-laden. As the preface to the Hikayat suggests, Sultan Abu
Bakar is also described as adopting key elements of the liberal ideology
being propagated in the Straits Settlements. Like his father, Ibrahim,
Abu Bakar is represented as the type of ruler whom Munshi Abdullah
might have praised. He is described as an energetic, problem-solving
ruler. His administration is said to cater not merely to the Malays but
also to the growing immigrant population. He is successful in "looking
after the Chinese subjects living in the state",73 and, at one point, the
text offers a description of Chinese and Indians welcoming him home
from an overseas journey.74 In the emerging plural society in the Malay
states, the sultans in later years would often claim a particular qualifi-
cation to rule non-Malay people. Kingship, of course, was capable of
reaching beyond race or nationality. To be a subject of a Malay ruler, no
less than of a Habsburg, offered the opportunity of being free of
nationality.75

Apart from the energy of his "to do" government, Abu Bakar is also
sometimes described as if he participated in a modern, political,
discourse. That is, the text itself uses some of the new vocabulary being
enunciated by such papers as the Utusan and Al Imam, and in doing so
attributes a tone of modernity to the Sultan's administration. This
appropriation of the language of a rival ideology is reminiscent of the
way Eunos in the Utusan employs some of the key terms of kerajaan
literature to enunciate the concept of the bangsa or 'race'. In mention-
ing the aspiration that the "state of Johore" should maintain its "free-
dom" (kemerdekaan), or in referring to the concept of governing oneself
(berkerajaan sendiri), it seems likely that the Johore text is not just re-
minding its readers that Sultan Abu Bakar achieved such objectives. It is
also announcing that the sultanate had assimilated the doctrines them-
selves. The Hikayafs author, Haji Mohd. Said, was writing in a language
which his old classmate, Eunos of the Utusan, respected and used.

Adopting elements of a new mode of thinking about political life
raised problems, certain of which the Johore court, or at least the
Hikayat Johor, was able to solve. The use of the word kerajaan is a case in
point. Like the newspapers of the colony, the text separates kerajaan
from raja and, as a result, raises questions about the meaning of
kerajaan. If the term once meant the "condition of having a raja", it was
now, in theory, possible to consider kerajaan independently of rajaship.
Moreover, the signification of kerajaan was pruned back in a second
direction. The emphasis in the Hikayat Johor on the territorial state as
distinct from its ruler also limits the scope of kerajaan. It may have been
the case that the model of the evolution of the British monarchy was a
consideration in making this second distinction between kerajaan and
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'state'. In England, there was no doubt that Queen Victoria or King
Edward possessed a separate conceptual existence from that of the
government or the state. The question is how Malay courts would be
able to adapt to this new and narrower meaning of one of the key words
in their political culture. If both the territorial dimension of the state
and the monarch himself were now to be distinguished from the notion
of kerajaan, how in these circumstances might kerajaan be redefined?

In the Straits Settlements, as we have noted, kerajaan was beginning
to convey the relatively prosaic 'government'. Demoting so potent a
signifier in this manner would be far more of a challenge for court
writers. Indeed, it seems possible that the Hikayat Johor is alluding to
what may have seemed to be the increasingly elusive character of this
word when it relates Sultan Abu Bakar's attempts to assure the future of
Johore. The Sultan is described as working toward "making perman-
ent", "making strong" or "fixing", the "kerajaan of Johore"76 and these
phrases suggest the task was not merely diplomatic and administrative,
but also, to some degree, conceptual. The task was also the concern of
the author of the Hikayat Johor. It is in the discussion of the constitution
of Johore, proclaimed in 1895, that he confronts the problem of
kerajaan most directly.

A whole chapter is devoted to the constitution, the first Western-style
constitution adopted in a Malay polity. This chapter provides a climax
both to the book and to the development of Malay ideology. The
constitution (drawn up by a Singapore law firm on the Sultan's behalf)
has been described by the American political scientist, Rupert
Emerson, as "essentially a statement and a regularization of the political
structure of Johore, as it existed at that time, with the addition of
certain clearly defined checks on the ruler and his associates, which
only slightly impaired the traditional Oriental despotism".77 In fact,
however, the constitution is likely to have been far more than a
description of the status quo. It was probably a response both to the
British challenge and to that of the liberal critics of the kerajaan within
the Malay community. The fact that one clause actually prohibits future
sultans from surrendering any portion of Johore to "any European state
or power"78 immediately suggests the constitution was written in the
context of British imperial expansion. But the Johore elite is likely also
to have assumed that the possession of a constitution would be seen by
liberal critics of the kerajaan (European or Malay) as a mark of
civilization and modernity. One further reason for writing a
constitution may relate to the problem of the term kerajaan in the
context of a post-kerajaan world.

In the language of the Hikayat Johor, the creation of a constitution
may have been perceived as a way of "fixing" the kerajaan. The actual
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Malay phrase which the Hikayat uses to convey Constitution' makes the
point with clarity: it is called an "undang undang tuboh kerajaan1. Undang
means 'laws', and tuboh is defined as "body in the anatomical sense".79 In
a literal sense, then, the constitution gives 'body' or 'substance' to the
kerajaan. Such a formulation is reminiscent of the way the Al Imam
article 'Honour and Dignity' insisted on the existence behind or
underneath a person's public self of the zat, the batang tuboh or essence,
of the individual human. In the discussion of the state in the Hikayat
Johor, just as in the delineation of the person in Al Imam, it would seem
that new perceptions were being grounded or "fixed" in a new reality.
Just as the individual could no longer be defined in what seemed like
superficial terms, so the kerajaan was now to be given new substance or
'body' in the form of a constitution. The tuboh kerajaan, proclaimed in
1895 and given prominence in the Hikayat Johor, would help to establish
a new meaning for a word which by now had begun to be stripped of
much of its earlier significance. By the same token, it would strengthen
the notion of 'government' as a phenomenon existing independently
of monarchy.

In a sense, then, the Johore translation for 'constitution' entailed
both a terminological and an ideological innovation. It was one aspect
of the author's reassessment of the kerajaan in the light of the new
secular and liberal thought about government. As such, it had long-
range implications for the development of Malay political culture. To
appreciate more fully those implications, it is necessary to examine
briefly the Hikayat Johor s treatment of the second type of critique of the
kerajaan, that of the shari a/i-minded.

Reacting to the shari'ah-minded

Although the Hikayat Johor responds in numerous ways to the liberal
ideas urged by Eunos and his predecessors, the text does not, at first
impression, deal creatively with the form of Islamic critique of kerajaan
ideology offered in Al Imam. The hikayat certainly stresses the piety of
the Johore ruler - Sultan Abu Bakar is full of "faith and devotion
toward God"80 - but such praise is encountered also in traditional court
texts. The reader is informed too that when the Sultan mixes socially
with Europeans, which he does with such skill, that he never forgets the
Islamic prohibitions regarding the consumption of food and drink.81

The presence at court or at royal ceremonies of Islamic officials such as
the mufti (judge) is also noted, as is the performance of correct Islamic
procedures, for instance in the burial of the Sultan.82 Although such
protestations of pious obedience to Islamic injunction are hardly
innovations in court literature, they ought not to be treated lightly. At
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least in the years immediately after Sultan Abu Bakar's death (when Al
Imam commented on Johore), the Johore monarchy was sometimes
commended for its religious policies. We saw that in Al Imam in 1908
Sultan Ibrahim was praised for encouraging Islamic education, includ-
ing importing textbooks from Egypt.83 Despite this compliment, how-
ever, the Hikayatjohor itself makes none of the concessions to shari'ah-
mindedness which it makes to liberal doctrines.

In the Hikayatjohor, as in so much other kerajaan literature, Islam is
portrayed in the idiom of rajaship. The Sultan continues to be viewed
in the text as the focus of religious activity. His piety is stressed, but the
reader obtains no impression of the kerajaan being challenged by the
sort of rival social doctrines which were enunciated, for instance, by the
ulama of Al Imam. Indeed shari '<z/*-mindedness and its advocates are so
completely absent from the Hikayatjohor as to raise the possibility that
Haji Mohd. Said followed a deliberate strategy of appearing to ignore
the Fundamentalist critique of the kerajaan. That he could, in fact, have
been ignorant of their critique would seem almost impossible.

Malay rulers and their courts always appear to have paid careful
attention to religious matters. The opening of the twentieth century,
according to both Malay and European sources, was a time of vigorous
religious activity. In chapters 6 and 7 we examined the activities of Al
Imam. In the early 1900s a British official who attempted to assess the
religious change taking place declared that "the native" of the
peninsula was becoming "less of a Malay and more of a Mussulman".84

The Johore court is likely to have been well aware of the doctrinal
threat posed by this development. Certain of the editors of Al Imam, for
instance, were well known in royal circles.85 In writing the Hikayatjohor,
Haji Mohd. Said also must have been aware of new royal initiatives
being taken in Johore and elsewhere regarding religious administra-
tion. In the colonial period, the sultans gave the appearance of becom-
ing increasingly committed to Islamic administration. It was at their
insistence that in 1903 a 'Muhammadan Laws Enactment' regulating
many aspects of religious life was introduced. The rulers also bureau-
cratized their state religious administrations, creating religious councils
or departments and regularizing the legal systems86. Some of this
activity may have been a consequence of genuine piety: it is difficult, of
course, to judge the spirit in which reforms were introduced. Also, a few
recent studies suggest that colonialism stimulated much of the royal
religious activity. They argue that under British 'protection' the Malay
rulers obtained an enhanced status in relation to Islam which
compensated them for surrendering certain other powers.87 Having lost
much of their "real power", it is argued, the rulers "not unnaturally
turned to the only fields now left open to them, religion and custom".88
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In particular they are said to have copied British organizational
methods in reforming their own religious administration.

A further type of interpretation of the flurry of royal religious
initiatives would stress the presence of the ongoing struggle between
the courts and the proponents of the "Laws of the Arabs". This
interpretation might throw additional light on the strategies of the
Hikay at Johor. The sultans' reforms of religious administration would be
seen not primarily as outlets for administrative energy or demon-
strations of Islamic devotion but rather as measures to gain a tighter
control over the religious life of their subjects. It is significant, for in-
stance, that the 'Muhammadan Laws Enactment', which the sultans had
demanded, included clauses preventing anyone teaching religious
doctrine without the ruler's permission. In later years specific regula-
tions were added prohibiting the printing, publishing and distribution
of religious books unless they were authorized by the sultan.89 The
establishment of religious councils and departments in many of the
sultanates might also have been designed partly to control Islamic
critics of the kerajaan authorities. The Council of Religion and Custom
which was set up in Kelantan in 1915 took over many of the duties of a
particularly shari Wi-minded mufti, a man known for his "steadfastness
in pursuing what he saw to be the law of God".90 The mufti, who was
inspired by the saying of the Prophet that "obedience to men ceases
when it involves disobedience to the Creator", was accused by the
Kelantan leadership of being a traitor. The members of the new
council, by contrast, were mostly men loyal to the Sultan.91 In other
states too (including Johore), Councils of Religion and Custom were
established and generally had a majority of non-ulama members, often
including people from the royal household.92

Like these administrative developments, the writing of the Hikay at
Johor ought to be considered partly in the context of royal reaction to
Islamic Fundamentalism. To quote the Malaysian legal historian,
Abdullah Alwi, the sultans were at that time forced to "adjust to a
changing environment" that involved not only the advance of
European colonialism but also the "threat of Wahhabism".93 It is
possible that the absence of shari 0/nmindedness in the Johore text is in
its own way an attempt to cope with this environment. The hikayat
might be seen as replying to the shari'ah-minded critique, first by
reasserting the authority of the sultan, and secondly, by indicating a
preference for liberal rather than Islamic reform. It is in this light that
one would read the emphasis given to European rather than Islamic
education in the text's discussion of Sultan Abu Bakar's youth. A similar
preference is also demonstrated in the stress which the text gives to the
Malay 'race'. It would seem that when the hikayat expresses concern for
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a community beyond the kerajaan or negeri that concern is directed not
at the umat Islam but at the Malay bangsa.

In making such choices Haji Mohd. Said was signalling a royal
willingness to accept reform, but it was reform of a liberal rather than
an Islamic type. As a new sultanate anxious about its genealogical
credentials and general status in the Malay world, Johore was relatively
open to rival doctrines. But although the emphasis on Sultan Abu
Bakar's piety in the Hikayat Johor is possibly an attempt to reassure
potential Islamic critics, it does not entail a fundamental ideological
shift. There is no development of a new perspective such as one finds in
the case of the text's reaction to liberal attempts. In the opening years
of the twentieth century, we might conclude that the people whom the
Johore leadership really wanted to understand, and at the same time, to
impress and placate, even at the expense of undermining the
traditional kerajaan polity, were those who urged liberal reform.

Shifting discourses
It is partly because the kerajaan presented in the Hikayat Johor seems to
hold firm against the advance of shari'ah-mindedness^ that the text's
adaptations to liberal thought are so obvious. To cope conceptually
with the British Raj itself - as the text does with some skill - seems to
have required ideological restructuring of different types. In one area
this restructuring was relatively risk-free. The hikayat displays ingenuity
in the way it all but incorporates the British Empire into the ceremonial
processes of the actual kerajaan itself. It is when Haji Mohd. Said's text
begins to describe the Johore rulers and their state in the type of liberal
language used in the Utusan by his contemporary Eunos that a degree
of ideological danger or tension emerges in the Hikayat Johor.

The rulers continue to be described as the bestowers of titles or the
linchpins of ceremony but they are also portrayed in the role of
modern administrators in a political state. Furthermore, again in line
with liberal concepts, the Johore text presents the state and even the
constitution and government as entities independent of the figure of
the raja. It defines the state in terms of its territories and embodies the
kerajaan in a document rather than a royal personage. The subjects of
the Johore government are also no longer defined essentially in
reference to their ruler. The hikayat does not depict them as so many
nama embedded in a hierarchical kerajaan. They are not represented as
mere fragments or particles of kingship dependent ultimately on the
royal court to give meaning and purpose to their lives. The subjects of
Johore are described in the Hikayat Johor as members both of a state and
of the Malay race; and the fact that the text is written not by an
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anonymous subject but by a named subject (who thanks other
individuals in his author's acknowledgements) is an indication that the
perception of the subject in the Hikayat Johor is compatible with the
presentation of individuality enunciated in Abdullah's writing. Just as
Abdullah and his successors had advocated, it is implied that individual
persons such as this particular author devote themselves to the welfare
not merely of their monarch, but also of their 'state' and 'race'.

In these ways Haji Mohd. Said is bringing Malay monarchy into the
modern world. But in distinguishing the raja from his state, govern-
ment and subjects, the Johore text is whittling down the claims and the
significance of kingship. The fact that it is engaged, probably unin-
tentionally, in an even more fundamental dismantling of the kerajaan
becomes increasingly obvious when the hikayat removes the raja from
one further sphere. Commencing in the preface, as I have noted, the
text makes clear that rajaship no longer possesses its former epistem-
ological significance. As in the mid-nineteenth-century geography and
the other Straits Settlements Malay writings, knowledge is not depicted
in the Hikayat Johor as being dependent on, or as descending via, king-
ship. Rather, the text implies that knowledge arises from an entirely
different type of process in which the rational individual investigates
sources "which are proven to be true". That is, the criteria and agency
of judgement are now explicitly located outside the kerajaan. In this way,
too, the text conveys clearly that the rajas own performance as a
governor, no less than the veracity of sources, is capable of being
judged. When the Hikayatbases the Temenggong Sultans' claim to rule
Johore partly on their administrative ability, it admits the possibility that
the dynasty might be rejected on the same grounds. The subject, it is
being stressed here, does not owe unquestioning allegiance to a raja.
He may judge the rajas as he judges other matters and determine his
allegiance on the basis of that judgement.

The point is expressed with pristine clarity in another Johore text,
the actual 1895 constitution which is given so much prominence in the
Hikayat Johor. When this constitution declares that the subjects of
Johore are "not bound to remain loyal" to any future sultan who cedes
"any part of the territory of Johore" to a foreign power, the new
contractual basis of Johore kingship is unmistakable.94 The novelty of
the post-1895 relationship between ruler and subject in Johore is
especially evident when this clause in the constitution is contrasted with
a much earlier kerajaan statement about the relationship between ruler
and subject. In the Malay Annals, the founder of the Malacca dynasty is
said to have made a pledge never to "disgrace and revile" his subjects
with "evil words". This pledge, however, does not imply an actual
condition for allegiance because the subjects, on their part, are
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described as agreeing "until the end of time", and even if they endure
"tyrannical and evil" rule, never to be disloyal to the raja.95 In the Malay
Annals, therefore, unlike the constitution of Johore, the ruler's
authority is not portrayed as being explicitly conditional upon his
performance (or non-performance) of certain acts. Although some
twentieth-century discussions of Malay kingship have occasionally
referred to the pledges described in the Annals as if they constituted a
contract,96 it is at most, a covenant. The Johore constitution introduces
without ambiguity the notion of a contract between ruler and people.
In the Hikayat Johor, as we have seen, the new notion is not enunciated
but it is certainly implicit.

In the 1895 constitution and the Hikayat Johor, the ruler is thus not
merely presented as standing conceptually apart from his state,
government and subjects but also as an individual personage whose
royal position and authority is dependent upon the way he serves his
people. Furthermore, by detailing and defending that royal service to
its readers, Haji Mohd. Said's Hikayat Johor in effect draws the ruler into
the new public sphere which both the Utusan and Al Imam, in their
different ways, were in the process of expanding and shaping. In
Habermas' terminology, the manner in which the Hikayat Johor presents
the Johore ruler acknowledges the presence of a public sphere existing
quite independently of the raja, a sphere in which the raja was no
longer merely "represented" or just "displayed] himself. The ruler,
Haji Mohd. Said seems to imply, defends and justifies his actions before
the tribunal of the public. As an agent of kingship, the author of the
Hikayat Johor was himself in effect placing the ruler's case before this
tribunal. In this Johore text, the royal court participates in a public
political arena in which the ruler's actions and the future of his subjects
as a community are expected to be openly debated as matters of
political contestation.

In the transformation of Malay political culture, the Hikayat Johor is
thus a critical document. Although it honours a sultanate as so many
kerajaan texts had done in earlier years it does so at least partly in new
terms. Partha Chatterjee's distinction between the thematic and
problematic dimensions of ideology are significant here and in other
aspects of the Hikayafs presentation of Johore. The Hikayat not only
adopts some of the programs of its liberal critics in accepting the
sultan's new role in the public sphere, it also engages in a more far-
reaching ideological innovation. To consider rulers as practical admin-
istrators whose actions need to be defended, to understand the sultan-
ate as a territorial and bureaucratic state, entails thematic as well as
problematic innovation. At the most obvious level, in the Hikayat Johor
new "key terms" now appear alongside or, in some cases, in place of the
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kerajaan, nama and adat istiadat of traditional Malay culture. The Johore
of the Temenggong Sultans is discussed in terms of 'state', 'govern-
ment', 'ruler', and 'modernity'.

The text examined in this chapter represents an assertion of royal
authority in a new sultanate, and at a time when certain commoner
elites were attempting to undermine the hegemony of kerajaan
doctrines. From one perspective, the text is a reminder that the royal
courts were far from passive in the period of British advance and
indigenous ideological challenge. Reading the Hikayat Johor alongside
Al Imam and the Utusan also draws attention to the real extent of
ideological contestation taking place within Malay society in the early
twentieth century. From another angle, however, the contents of the
Johore text suggest the development of an element of consensus in this
contest. In respect to certain matters, the royal, Islamic and liberal
writers actually seem to use the same vocabulary. There are also signs of
a degree of agreement about what were the important issues to be
confronted by Malay society in this period. The next chapter, which
shifts the time focus from 1900 to the 1930s, and deals with not one but
two texts, is concerned to examine further these elements of agree-
ment. In observing the developing relations between the three ideo-
logical orientations, in delineating their points of difference, we shall
continue to trace the emergence of a common, political discourse.
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CHAPTER 9

Practising Politics in the Mid-Colonial Period

Is it possible to imagine a conversation taking place in the 1930s
between a shari 'ah-minded ulama, the chronicler of a royal coronation
and a left-wing Malay nationalist? The prospects for such face-to-face
discussion about ideology were remote in the pre- or early colonial
period. The way certain ulama are ridiculed rather than debated in the
Malay Annals is one indication of the presence of a type of ideological
or discursive block. Another boundary of incomprehensibility is
suggested by the terms in which Munshi Abdullah rejected the ideology
of the sultanate: the grounds of his critique diverge so radically from
the presuppositions of the kerajaan as to have made it virtually
impossible for him to establish a genuine dialogue with the courts.

It was in the rarefied, colonial context of the Keasberry missionary
school that a section of the elite of one sultanate began to take note of
the doctrines propounded by Abdullah. In this chapter we must be
persistently aware, in fact, of the colonial context. To ask about the
possibility of ideological conversation in the 1930s involves considera-
tion of the extent to which colonialism promoted new discursive struc-
tures in education and numerous other fields. In one sense this decade
witnessed an actual sharpening of ideological divisions. But at a deeper
level, the intensification of debate - a debate which continued to take
place primarily at elite level - draws attention to the further develop-
ment of a public sphere in which ideological antagonists shared com-
mon space.

In this and the following chapter we juxtapose three texts from the
1930s and early 1940s, each radically different in important ways from
the others. The texts, which incidentally contain much data on a range
of aspects of Malay society in the inter-war period, comprise a religious
disquisition, a royal coronation memento and, finally, a left-wing
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analysis of Malaya under colonial rule. Each of these texts possesses
precursors in earlier colonial literature, yet read alongside one another
the texts suggest that something new was happening in Malay society.
Together this apparently ill-suited threesome illustrates not only the
sharp lines of ideological division which had emerged in Malay society
but also the specific character of the developing contest. Indeed, as will
be explained in the final section of this chapter, their ideologue authors
might all be described as participating in the new Malay politics.

The political and social context in which the three ideologues wrote
had altered in important ways since the early 1900s.1 Certain of these
changes will be examined in more detail in due course. By the 1930s,
however, all of the states of what was to be the independent Federation
of Malaya possessed British 'Advisers' who were responsible to a
governor in Singapore. The colonial education system had been greatly
expanded and Malayan economic life had become more fully
integrated into the world economy. That economic integration was
evident in the most negative terms when international trade
depressions brought drastic reductions in the prices of such British
Malayan exports as rubber and tin. Alongside the internationalization
of the economy and the growth of secular education, there developed
such social changes as a vast expansion of newspaper publication and
the creation of modern types of social and political organization. A
growing concern of the newspapers and the new associations was the
expansion in Asian immigration into Malaya. For many Malays the
statistics alone were enough to cause panic. They were even more
dramatic than in 1900. By 1931, in the Federated Malay States (Perak,
Selangor, Negri Sembilan, and Pahang) the Chinese and Indians made
up some 64 percent of the population. In the other, so-called
'Unfederated Malay States' (Kelantan, Trengganu, Kedah, Perlis, and
Johore) these ethnic groups constituted about 29 percent of the total.
Putting together the figures from the Malay states with those of the
Straits Settlements there were well over one and a half million Chinese.2

The implications of such figures were powerfully underscored by the
well-publicized observations of the British scholar, A. J. Toynbee. He
wrote in 1931 that "British Malaya was destined by 'peaceful pene-
tration' to become a new Chinese province".3 As with the expansion of
British colonial power, anxiety about this migrant penetration helped
to shape the ideological struggle occurring in the Malay community. In
the contest for hegemony - a contest which appears to have accelerated
by the 1930s - such issues helped to put on the defensive both the
ulama and the royal courts.

The social and political circumstances of the Malay community
during the 1930s will be investigated further in the next chapter. The
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text examined there - the last of our texts - is explicitly concerned to
present such an overview of the period. In fact, it is its particular style of
sociological and historical analysis which distinguishes that work from
the earlier writings which we have considered. The present chapter,
however, focuses upon two texts possessing more obvious antecedents
in the period around the turn of the century. The first text, Islam and
Reason, takes us back to the Islamic journal, Allmam.

Islam and reason

Islam and Reason was written by Sayyid Shaykh Al-Hadi (the former,
shari a/i-minded, editor of Al Imam), and published in 1931. Its
contents, however, suggest that by this time the author's preoccupations
were different from those which he and the other editors of the
pioneering Islamic journal held in the early years of the century. In
Islam and Reason he continued to urge the claims of the Islamic
community (the umat) and the shari'ah, and to attack rajas who
governed "according to their lusts",4 but it is clear that by now the
liberal heirs of Munshi Abdullah were his principal concern. In 1931 he
consistently addresses liberal anxieties - thereby admitting their
growing significance in Malay society - and explains that it is in the
religion of Islam that all such human problems find solution. So sharply
does he focus on the type of issue dealt with in the Utusan two decades
earlier and in later liberal and bangsa-minded newspapers that at some
points Islam and Reason seems to come close to adopting the point of
view it seeks to refute.

Islam and Reason comprises a series of connected essays, all of which
are written in a powerful didactic style. Much of the material in the
book is present in earlier shari 'ah-minded writings; it is the manner of
presentation which requires particular attention in an attempt to
analyse the emergence of political conversation among the Malays. The
influence of the Egyptian, Mohd. Abduh (whose discussion of 'Reason'
was referred to in chapters 6 and 7 above) is evident from the first
pages of the book. In the preface Sayyid Shaykh declares, in language
which Muhd. Abduh might also have used, that he had for a long time
wished to write for students and other Muslims a book which explained
that the "laws of Islam do not ever contradict Reason". The following
chapters (nine in all) expound different aspects of the religion and of
its obligations. The book concludes with essays on the Muslim tithe, the
fasting month and the pilgrimage. Although these chapters do not
present a single, systematically developed thesis they contain a series of
trenchant arguments all of which are united in an explicit and coherent
point of view. In each chapter, as the preface promises, the discussion
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stresses that Islam is consistent with 'Reason'.5 The book also emphasizes
what Sayyid Shaykh persistently calls the religion's "superiority and
usefulness".

Islam and Reason commences with a one-page statement about the
religion of Islam. In a typically long and repetitive sentence it is
explained that Islam:

is a religion which is true, permanent and in accord with the reason (akal) of
rational people; they are people who in every period of the past have
investigated and examined minutely every desire and aim, every order and
obligation, which the religion contains for the benefit of mankind, for the
benefit of every race in every period of the past.6

The fact that 'reason' had only in quite recent decades7 become a cen-
tral concern of Islamic thinkers is one cause for suspecting this may be
an anachronistic interpretation of the Islamization process. The stress
which Sayyid Shaykh places on a community of "rational people",
however, certainly casts light on the type of readership he anticipated
for his book.

The statement continues, explaining that the chapters which follow
will confirm the "superiority and usefulness" of Islam. The style is some-
what conversational. The author is persistently present (almost as much
as in Abdullah's writings) and he contrives to speak to his readers on a
basis of equality. "Come along", Sayyid Shaykh declares, "we will read
the verses of the Koran together and take heed of everything they say".
Such an authorial tone reinforces the impression that his intended
audience is not the hierarchically minded subjects of Malay kerajaan. It
does not necessarily suggest, however, that he was addressing a primar-
ily religious readership. Some commentators, it is true, have viewed his
writing in terms of a specifically religious struggle taking place within
the Islamic community. Sayyid Shaykh is described as one of those
authors and teachers who led the Kaum Muda, a reformist movement
seeking to reappraise the wisdom of the fundamental works of Islam,
the Koran and the Traditions, and to introduce elements of modern
education into Muslim schooling. The traditionalist religious oppon-
ents of this group were referred to as the Kaum Tua. They included
many rural ulama and much of the religious establishment of the
sultanates. They were suspicious of any re-examination of Islamic doc-
trine.8 We will certainly see that Islam and Tleason offers criticism of this
Kaum Tua, but there are indications that the book was designed, in the
first instance, not so much for a religiously oriented as a possibly
sceptical audience.
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Sayyid Shaykh seems to speak specifically to a public of "rational"
beings, to people who are likely to be convinced not by the authority of
an author but by the soundness of an argument. The way he addresses
his readers suggests they were expected to include people sceptical of
religious authority and even unconvinced about the "usefulness" of
Islam in the twentieth-century world. There is no reason to conclude that
the audience of Islam and Reason was assumed to be especially devout.

One final feature of this postulated "rational" public is the suggestion
that it was local in orientation. Here too Sayyid Shaykh distances him-
self from much other Islamic writing. As in Allmam it is still the Muslim
not the narrower, Malay, community to which the book is ostensibly
directed, but in Islam and Reason we encounter also quite frequent
reference to geographic identity. That is, although the author does not
generally address his readers as "Malays" he uses such phrases as "the
Muslims in Malaya" or the "Muslim community on the Malay
Peninsula".9 In this way, and in the use of a "rational" style, Islam and
Reason conveys the sense that it was designed to influence much the
same Malay readership - we have termed it 'middle class' - which had
been fostered by Abdullah and Eunos. The book contains indications as
well that Sayyid Shaykh was aware of the problems and issues which, in
the inter-war years, occupied the attentions of this culturally
transitional audience.

In Islam and Reason, the "people of Reason" are constandy urged to
understand that Islam provides answers and directions not only in
matters concerning the hereafter but also in every aspect of life. Even
when raising specific local problems - Sayyid Shaykh is just as
concerned as liberal writers, for instance, about the economic decline
of the local Malay Muslim community - the book demonstrates the way
Islam can offer solutions. Today we might say that Sayyid Shaykh was
insisting on the modern relevance of Islam. Furthermore, he did so
with a determination and a degree of anxiety which was not apparent in
the writings of Al Imam.

In chapter 1, akal (reason) continues in the foregound. 'The religion
of Islam", Sayyid Shaykh explains, "respects akal and depends on it to
understand the role of Allah and his power in the activity of the
world".10 In such statements akal even appears to be given a priority over
God himself until we are reminded that it is Allah who created the
world and who "guards" the akal of all mankind. This akal has long
been "asleep" but God "excites" (or "activates") the akal of every man
(manusia) to "carry out the obligations which he/she has sometimes
neglected in the past". It is God who has "shown the akal of every man
the way to think on all the things which are contained in all the
creations of God". It is He who has made man think of "the causes of
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things as they are". God "aims to activate the akal of mankind to debate
and investigate the origins of every single matter".

Certain of these sentiments were considered in our earlier discussion
of Al Imam. They concede the validity, of course, of some of the central
principles enunciated by the liberal ideologues and their teachers. To
speak of investigating causes and origins reminds one of the Christian
missionary determination to teach the natives "to think" and of the
epistemology spelt out in the Hikayat Dunia. If such statements, how-
ever, can be seen as concessions to a rival ideology at one level, at
another, arguably deeper level, Sayyid Shaykh grounds the entire enter-
prise of rationality in the Will of God. It is God who is presented as
activating the akal which leads one to investigate the things of this
world, all of which are themselves His creations. What is more, Sayyid
Shaykh gives God a persistent presence in the text itself by continually
citing God's Word as revealed in the Koran. It is true that he does not
generally give details of Koranic chapter and verse and provides his
quotes only in Malay. He admits too that these quotes are only "more or
less" exact translations.11 From the perspective of Sayyid Shaykh's
audience, however, his translation procedures may have been of only
secondary importance. Many of his readers are unlikely even to have
known that the word akal does not appear in the Koran. It is the
rhetoric of Islam and Reason which would have had a special impact on
this audience. Sayyid Shaykh's presentation would convey two
unambiguous messages: first, that, Islam no less than liberalism is
impatient with those who do not think for themselves but rather (as
Sayyid Shaykh puts it) "follow...what was done by our fathers and
ancestors"; and, secondly, that the demand to free akal (to allow it to
"move with liberty") is grounded in the teaching of Allah. This double
message concedes ground to liberalism with one hand and then, with
the other, immediately retrieves that ground on behalf of Islam.12

Sayyid Shaykh adopted a similar strategy in his discussion of a further
Enlightenment concern, that of "equality".13 In matters relating to
rights and obligations, he insists, Islam does not distinguish between
"Rajas and commoners, between rich people and poor people, between
men and women, between the learned and the ignorant - absolutely
everyone in Islam is of one type". There is in Islam "only one type of
justice". The ruler in Islam must maintain "equality among all people".
Far from being "above the law", he himself must act in all matters in
accordance with the shari'ah.14

In regard to the maintenance of "social unity", too, Sayyid Shaykh
recognizes and answers liberal anxieties. In the manner of Al Imam, he
cites the "history" (both sejarah and tarikh are used) of the Arabs as a
demonstration of the benefits of Islam. By means of Islam, he explains,
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a people can leave the state of savagery; they discard customs (adat
resam) and dispositions which are evil. The Arabs, before Islam, were
always at war with one another and this warfare broke up their "social
ties and crushed any plans for their welfare as a racial (bangsa) and
national (watari) grouping".15 In this reference to bangsa and watan
Sayyid Shaykh again addresses issues of immediate relevance to the
contemporary Malay 'middle class'. By commenting in so derogatory a
way on Arab custom, Sayyid Shaykh (no less than Munshi Abdullah and
his successors) also draws attention to Malay adat or custom as a
possible cause of disunity and retardation among the Malay people.

Proceeding with his homiletic history of the Arabs, Sayyid Shaykh
claims (predictably by this stage of our examination of the Islamic
critique) that with the arrival of Islam they were "bound together in a
brotherhood in equality with one another. They lived in peace and
security".16 Islam, he drums home, is the basis for the "construction of
the community", and the word he uses for 'community' is not the
Arabic, umat. He presents two alternative terms, and they both suggest a
more generalized, and neutral, category of 'community' than that
conveyed in umat. These terms might be best translated as 'society',
although this word in its abstract usage was employed widely in England
only in the eighteenth century.17 Sayyid Shaykh uses the concept with a
certain tentativeness. Under Islam, the Sayyid continues, the people
create a "society" {"perhimpunan or masharakaf) just as they might con-
struct a "building made up of layers of people who have in common the
fact they all utter the two testimonial declarations of Islam".18 (The testi-
monials, it is well known, are: 'There is but one God; and Mohammed
is his Prophet".) The fact that Sayyid Shaykh presents alternative trans-
lations for 'society' adds to the impression of a degree of hesitance in
his approach. Indeed, in the 1920s and 1930s in Malaya neither word is
likely to have expressed 'society' with unambiguous clarity. The first,
perhimpunan (which we saw in chapter 7 was used in Al Imam) derives
from the Malay berhimpun, 'to gather'; the second, masharakat, is an Ara-
bic borrowing which can refer to a specific society or company as well as
the broader notion. Today masharakat is commonly used for 'society.'19

In seeking a relatively empty category rather than employing the
more concrete and specifically religious term umat, Sayyid Shaykh
might be seen as probing a new type of social reality and, at the same
time, facilitating conversation with a sceptical audience. He was
participating, one might say, in a discourse which has more in common
with the innovatory, theoretical reflections on 'community' associated,
for instance, with Thomas Hobbes than with the specific investigation
of Islamic doctrine. In Islam and Reason Sayyid Shaykh postulates the
existence of a desire for social unity which was not necessarily spiritual
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and only then argues that Islam provides such a bond. For Malays who
were not yet committed in an exclusive sense to the umat Islam the
message was that this religion has a practical and even secular
"usefulness", a relevance to the unification of any community. Just as
Islam had united and brought peace to the Arabs so it might also bring
great advantages to the Malays.

Islam and Reason deals next with the issue of progress (kemajuan).
Here again Islam is highly "useful". The religion "orders people to be
energetic and to work"20 and the author, as always, quotes several
Koranic verses to illustrate this point. God, he explains, has created all
manner of things in this world and it is the responsibility of man to
exploit them; Islam commands people to be "industrious", and the
expression which Sayyid Shaykh uses to convey the notion of
'industriousness', usaha perkerjaan, is that often employed in the Utusan
and later liberal writings.21

In the matter of 'freedom', again given particular attention in bangsa-
minded writings, Islam is once more portrayed by Sayyid Shaykh as
being instrumental. Islamic doctrine provides a deeper understanding
of an issue raised by the Sayyid's rivals. By means of faith in God, by
believing that He alone possesses power, men achieve a real "sense of
freedom" (kebebasan). He is evidently thinking of the limitations of
Western-style liberal thought when he adds that the Islamic concept of
freedom is entirely different from the sense of "fear and trembling"
which we experience when we believe things "have no explanation".22

The subject of the next chapter is the theme of most of the book:
"Islam as a religion for every bangsa in every period". (We will return to
his use of the word bangsa.) Further categories of "usefulness" are now
added to Islam's practical credentials. "Devotion" (ibadat), for instance,
has the practical effect of reminding a person not to fall into the
danger of following the dictates of animal lust (hawa nafsu). 'Devotion'
encourages people to think not just of themselves (dirinya sendiri
sahaja) but of their particular community (perhimpunan kaum) and of
the community of mankind in general (perhimpunan manusia amnya). It
is not mankind in general, however, to which Sayyid Shaykh gives most
of his attention. His continuing concern is with Islamic society,
particularly that portion which is located in the Malay world, and it is in
this respect that he restates time and again the promise that Islam
provides the "medicine" for our "illnesses". Indeed he argues (and is by
no means the only Muslim scholar to do so)23 that the "progress"
(kemajuan) and "modernity" (kemodenan) of Europe itself were
established on an Islamic foundation. (The English word 'foundation'
is actually included in parentheses.) What is meant (and briefly
explained) here is that the Spanish and others learnt much from the
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texts of Islamic learning which they translated. It is an argument which
provides an answer to the extensive claims made for the superiority of
European knowledge. Again Sayyid Shaykh may have been trying to
influence the relatively uncommitted middle-class Muslims. He seems
to be saying that 'you do not need to look to Europe for ideas of
progress and modernity, the Europeans themselves have succeeded
because of Islam'. Moreover (as Islam and Reason argues here and in
many other places), the doctrines of Islam offer the most effective
solutions to just those urgent and secular problems which concern the
liberal writers who address this same audience.

In chapter 6, Sayyid Shaykh discusses the specific "articles of faith" in
Islam - the statement of belief, and also the duty to pray, to pay the
tithe, to fast and to make the pilgrimage to Mecca. Not unexpectedly by
this stage, he stresses the worldly utility of these five articles. He
describes their "use for life in this world as well as for the life of one's
particular community and for the community of man in general".
Prayer, for instance, has particularly "great benefits and uses". It "prom-
otes peace and builds energy and the strong desire to work". In
discussing the benefits of Friday prayers, Sayyid Shaykh might actually
have had Eunos in mind. Islam and Reason was written not long after
Eunos had established the Singapore Malay Union, the first Malay
political association. Sayyid Shaykh actually notes that, at the time of
writing, "people of Reason" were setting up associations with leaders
and officials in order to help their community and to "move their race
forward" to "greatness" and "strength". Such organizations, he ob-
serves, entail much expenditure. The question Sayyid Shaykh now asks
is why Muslims do not merely exploit the institutions they already
possess. Every Friday, he reminds his readers, all Muslims are sum-
moned to hear speeches. This occasion, he argues, surely offers the
appropriate opportunity to lead the people forward in the ways of
progress (kemajuan). To this end, he insists sermons ought to be
capable of being easily understood. Also, they must not be concerned
merely with matters which took place 700 or 800 years in the past.
(Sayyid Shaykh is here chastising the type of old-fashioned teachers of
Islam, the Kaum Tua, about whom AlImamhaA been so critical.)

Just as Friday prayers might be utilized for the promotion of progress
- as a gathering point for community discussion - so Islam and Reason
argues that the Muslim tithe (zakat) might be used in productive ways.
Funding a college or university of Islam, for instance, could certainly
"bring benefits to Muslims". An "Islamic bank" might also "give oppor-
tunities to the poor and help with the education of their children".24

Clearly this was not the way the religious establishment in general
thought about zakat at the time Sayyid Shaykh wrote. He mentions
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Islamic officials (as Allmam had done two or three decades earlier) who
were concerned only about their "tithes" and never got the proceeds of
the tithe into the hands of the poor.

In commenting next on the fast (puasa), Islam and Reason again con-
centrates on what it describes as the "use" rather than the "meaning" of
the practice.25 In the fasting month, it is explained, Muslims are
"united, cooperating with one another, giving love and affection to one
another and helping each other in practical ways". At precisely the
same time of day, people of all ranks and all degrees of wealth are
equally hungry. In this way, the fast is able to consolidate the unity of
the umat of Islam.

Following this train of thought, the "uses" of the pilgrimage, the haj,
are not difficult to imagine. The haj, Sayyid Shaykh argues, is not just an
opportunity to gain the title haji and to wear a turban. In making the
haj Muslims become aware of the far-reaching bonds which unite them.
In prayers a Muslim is bonded to others in his village or his state
(negeri). On the pilgrimage Muslims enter a community of mankind
which "consists of many races and all sorts of customs". When these
different peoples come together, Sayyid Shaykh points out, they do so
with one single aim. At the same time, however, they are able to learn
about one another and also to make arrangements for trade. Indeed
"no [trade] fair in the world can equal that of God in Mecca". The
pilgrimage (and this is the last sentence of the book) is a time when
people of different backgrounds are able, on the one hand, to learn
from each other about "all sorts of matters which add to [one's] know-
ledge and obtain benefits" for one's life; and, on the other hand, to
strengthen the "bonds of brotherhood and affection which are so
strongly demanded by Islam".

According to Sayyid Shaykh, therefore, Islam is able to unite a
community and to give it purpose, to ensure human equality, to foster
habits of industry, to enhance true personal freedom and to promote
progress. To the "people of Reason" who were expected to read the
book, these qualities, argued in this particularly rational way, could well
have been convincing indications of what Sayyid Shaykh persistently
refers to as the "usefulness and superiority" of Islam. In arguing that
Islam rather than any other belief system provides answers to the
questions of the day, the Sayyid draws attention to the continued deep
divisions in the Malay community. The way in which he argues,
however, suggests a significant area of consensus. His presentation is in
a certain sense defensive.

Even more than the earlier Allmam, Islam and Reason seems to accept
the local, liberal and political agenda. Both Islam and Reason and Al
Imam, of course, privilege rationality. In discussing epistemology they
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make statements very similar to those of such writers as Eunos. Just as
the Sayyid wrote in the opening years of the century about "fantasies"
which are capable of confusing the process of thought,26 so Islam and
Reason urges "rational thought and the need to investigate the origins
of every single matter". The 1931 book, however, appears to be
particularly designed for a local audience possessing the type of social
concerns enunciated by Eunos, his predecessors and his bangsa-minded
successors. Although often writing in generalized Islamic terms^ we
have seen that Sayyid Shaykh also speaks of his audience in specific
terms as the "Muslims of Malaya". He recognizes their wish for
economic progress and for social unity. He acknowledges the desire to
establish associations which will advance the cause of the people. In
each of these cases Sayyid Shaykh insists, in the shari'ah-minded
tradition, that the fundamental doctrines of Islam are the best possible
guide to achieving success. But the cases themselves - the issues which
he formulates - do not emerge from a specifically shari'ah-minded
discourse. Insisting constantly on the "usefulness" of Islam, the Sayyid is
always privileging a reality external to the religion. In discussing the
rational individual, the community, the race (bangsa), the ideas of
progress and equality and so forth, Sayyid Shaykh employs the
conceptual framework of his opponents. More than Al Imam, Islam and
Reason seems to employ this language of reason and utility, this political
language of Enlightenment-derived reform. In this way, Islam and
Reason assumes the appearance of a political text. In its concerns and its
manner of argument, the book is not just a religious statement but
rather a vigorous Islamic contribution to a political debate. It addresses
the political issues of the day and argues in the discourse of its rivals.

Why Sayyid Shaykh moved to enter the new discourse of politics is a
question which requires further examination. The exponents of a
shari'ah-minded version of Islam, it will be seen, are likely to have felt
even more vulnerable to the liberal challenge in 1930 than they did in
1900. But before seeking the reasons for this development we will turn
to another type of ideologue who may have felt himself to be in retreat
in the late colonial period.

A coronation manifesto

In 1939 a kerajaan document was written to mark the coronation of
Sultan Abdul Aziz of Perak. The book employs certain of the inno-
vations and strategies used in the Hikayatjohorand also displays some of
the tension exhibited in Haji Mohd. Said's text. The Perak document
combines a reassertion of the ceremonial prowess of kingship with a list
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of further claims to what Sayyid Shaykh might have called the
"usefulness" of royalty. In addressing the public sphere the Perak text
makes direct appeals of a type only hinted at in the Hikayat Johor. In
some places, these appeals make the text read less like a coronation
memento than an election manifesto.

The Account of the Coronation, as the book is titled, comprises seventy-
one pages.27 Edited by Raja Lob Ahmad, a member of the Perak ruling
family, the book includes not only the program of events associated
with the coronation but also texts of several speeches, biographical rec-
ords of the new Sultan and other royal personages, lists of the titles and
offices of the state of Perak and an account of the government and his-
tory of the state. The contents and presentation of the book suggest the
influence of British coronation mementos produced in the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.28 The Account of the Coronation commences with
a "Preface". It describes the scope of the book and expresses the wish
that the book be viewed as a memento "of our loyalty to the Raja". The
preface is written over the editor's own name. He also calls himself "I"
(saya) and acknowledges the assistance he received from the "master of
ceremonies" for the coronation. In this way Raja Lob follows Haji
Mohd. Said, the author of the Hikayat fohor, in breaking away from the
tradition of anonymity which governed earlier kerajaan writing. The in-
troduction, which comes after the preface and is written by the Master
of Ceremonies of the coronation, stresses the hope that the book will
serve in future years as a "memorandum" or a "memoir". This state-
ment suggests a fear that procedures of coronation ceremonies were
beginning to be forgotten in Malay society. It is a fear which is also ex-
pressed in other documents of the period.29 By merely recording Sultan
Abdul Aziz's ceremony, the introduction implies, the coronation text
might help to arrest a decline in kerajaan ceremonial and, presumably,
kerajaan authority. The text developed, however, certain other and
more innovative strategies for defending kingship.

Advocating the cause of the Sultanate, of course, is unlikely to have
been the sole purpose of the Account of the Coronation. The author wrote
at a time when many philosophies were competing for attention and
the text itself is in part a record of his attempts to come to terms with
new concepts. Also, the Account was probably designed for several
audiences. For many of the elite of Perak, for instance, the mere listing
of titles and offices - so essential to the designation of status - is likely to
have been of absorbing interest. But if the coronation text, like many of
the other documents which we have examined, possessed multiple
concerns, the defence of monarchy is nevertheless a persistent theme
of immediate interest in the historical development of Malay political
culture. As in the case of the Hikayat Johor, it is a defence which makes
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no attempt to deny the existence of powerful forces of change in the
Malay states.

From the opening pages, for instance, the importance of the British
is evident. The first section of the book commences with the text of the
Sultan's "Declaration of Loyalty" made during the installation cere-
mony. In this Declaration, he promises to administer Perak "under the
protection" of King George VI. The next item in the coronation book is
the text of the "Proclamation" delivered during the same ceremony by
the British Governor in Singapore (who held the position of High
Commissioner in relation to the Malay States). The Proclamation "an-
nounces" that Raja Abdul Aziz is now a sultan, and then reminds
listeners that he assumes his throne "under the protection" of the King
of England. Only after this Proclamation, so the text suggests, does the
Sultan ascend the throne as his forefathers had done with all those in
attendance crying "Daulat, Daulat, Daulaf ("Long Live the Sultan").

As the volume proceeds, the deep impact of the British on the actual
administration and society of Perak is readily admitted. The section of
the book which deals with the history and government of Perak makes
clear that the British presence - though it is described merely as
'protection'30 - involved genuine innovation in the administration of
the country. In "former times", the text explains, "all matters" were "in
the grasp" of the sultan: "Nowadays those matters relating to the
shari'ah and the custom (adat) are in the ruler's hands".31 (The con-
tinued subordination of the shari'ah to the sultan is worth noting.) But
in other areas - the collection of taxes is given as an example - the sul-
tan is "helped by a State Council and by the advice of an English gov-
ernment official called a Resident". (I shall discuss in due course this
apparently prolix description of the British colonial equation in Malaya.)

A further section of the book, entitled the "History of Perak",
presents a more general account of the development of the polity in the
colonial period. The editor acknowledges that this entire section was
"plucked" from the Perak Department of Education.32 Presumably this
statement means that the editor used information recorded under the
auspices of the British-administered department. As such, there is an
implication that in presenting these historical data, the author is citing
the authority of the government bureaucracy rather than that of the
royal court itself. This is a surprising move to encounter in a kerajaan
text. It immediately suggests an appeal to new epistemological
foundations.

The style in which this historical section of the coronation memento
is written conveys a similar suggestion. It is more matter-of-fact, less
flowery, than the language used in most of the book. After relating
information about some of the earlier sultans of Perak the "history"
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explains in straightforward fashion how and why the British intervened
in the affairs of the state. (Like the Hikayat Johor, the Perak text is
concerned with a state and not just a royal family.) The appointing of a
British Resident in 1874, his murder the following year and, finally, the
British military occupation of Perak are all discussed in a manner
favourable to the British. In describing the "administration of Perak
after these disturbances" much praise is lavished upon the new Resi-
dent, Sir Hugh Low.33 This official (who served from 1877 to 1889) is
described as settling the financial debts of Perak. The text records that
he brought about many "new changes" such as the abolition of slavery
and the establishment of magistrates' courts. In his time, the government
(kerajaan) began to build highways, hospitals and a post office. The tin
and mining industries also developed. For all "this loyal service" (the
text remarks with apparent satisfaction and a genuine appreciation of
the dynamics of royal reward), Sir Hugh Low received from the British
monarch the lofty award of GCMG (Knight Grand Cross of the order of
St Michael and St George).

In this account of Low, it is evident that imperial awards and titles
continued to be an avid interest of the Perak court. Sultan Idris (1887-
1916) also received a GCMG from the British and the pride with which
the text tells of this achievement is reminiscent of the way the Hikayat
Johor lists the Johore Sultan's collection of imperial honours.34 The
coronation book gives the same Sultan Idris considerable praise in
respect to the modernization of Perak. In fact, it seems to contrive to
associate the Sultan with the "prosperity" which Perak achieved in the
colonial period. The text suggests that under Sultan Idris' administra-
tion, and only by implication under the guidance of Low's successors as
Resident, the population of Perak increased and the "state" was
"organized in the manner of civilized states".35

These remarks on the "new changes" in Perak provide a valuable
context for Raja Lob's presentation of the Perak monarchy. They
demand further analysis. The state, as we know from numerous other
records, had developed administratively and economically at a faster
pace than most of the other peninsular sultanates.36 The coronation
text's remarks on this development are so sympathetic to the British
that one might suspect they were designed to win favour among
colonial officials. The fact that they are written in Jawi Malay, however,
suggests they were intended primarily for a Malay audience,37 a
significant element of which must have approved of Perak's rapid
'development'. The text's comments on this 'development' are
certainly couched in a manner flattering to the ruling family. The way
in which the text associates not only Sultan Idris but also later,
twentieth-century Perak sultans with this 'progress' is particularly
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significant. It has the effect of distancing the rulers from the
"backward" conditions over which their predecessors presided and, at
the same time, tends to soft pedal the contribution of the British and
Chinese in the transformation of Perak. The Account, in fact, conveys
the implication that the state's development was to a considerable
extent actually generated by the royal court. Even to praise the econo-
mic and administrative achievements of Perak in a court document has
such an effect. It strengthens the image of the Perak royal house as a
promoter of modernization. The Account of the Coronation is cast, in this
manner, as an innovatory book concerned with an innovatory royal
family at a time when rival, non-royal elites believed they had better
credentials for leading the Malay people.

Such campaigning for monarchy, such updating of the kerajaan, is
present in more obvious form when the text actually describes the new
Sultan and his coronation. The ruler and the ceremonies are portrayed
partly in traditional and partly in modern terms. In the manner of so
much earlier kerajaan literature, for instance, the Account describes the
new ruler as "sincere" and 'just". The seven pages38 devoted to a chrono-
logical summary of the events associated with the coronation again
provides evidence of the persistence of earlier kerajaan preoccupations.
The installation itself is described as being carried out in accordance
with the "customs and ceremonial of Malay rajas of former times".39

There is also mention of the long-established ceremony of bestowing
titles on members of royalty and on chiefs. Indeed these tides receive
much further attention in the book. About a quarter of the entire
volume is devoted to listing the royal officials of Perak. In some cases
this involves no more than a record of their titles and names, in others
there is a summary of their careers in royal service. In this attention to
titles and to traditional ceremony, Raja Lob's Account, whatever the
author's own personal preoccupations may have been, was evidently
catering for the more conservative concerns of its audience. During the
1930s there must still have been large numbers of courtiers and
commoners who would find meaning and reward in such a presenta-
tion of monarchy. We see mention of this type of royal subject, for
instance, in the third text discussed in the next chapter. Furthermore, it
is noteworthy that one of the most perceptive European observers of
the 1920s considered that the "great majority" of Malays of that time
continued to express a "strong attachment" to the sultans.40

The innovatory, modern, elements in the description of the Sultan
and the coronation ceremony were perhaps directed in particular at
that specific Malay audience which would have approved the text's
endorsement of modernization. Such readers - the sort of people who
could be expected to have reacted positively to the doctrines
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propagated in such papers as the Utusan - are likely to have been
especially impressed, for instance, by the emphasis given in the corona-
tion proceedings (and the account of the proceedings) to such British-
inspired events as a state ball, a seventeen-gun salute, the electrical
lighting of the capital and the football games on the "Polo Ground".41

In considering the balance of 'modern' and 'traditional' concerns in
the coronation text, it is revealing to examine the way Malay court
writers have handled other royal installations. If we compare the Perak
Account either with earlier, more conventional, descriptions of corona-
tions or with later, post-colonial mementos (which at least follow the
format of the 1939 text) it is striking how little mention Raja Lob's work
gives to traditional ceremony. In the Perak Account, the actual installa-
tion ceremony and the title giving, for instance, are described with
striking brevity.42 Distributing its emphasis in this way Raja Lob's text
once again gives a strong impression of an attempt to stress the
modernity rather than the tradition of Perak monarchy.

Such a deliberate neglect of tradition is remarked on by other, non-
courtly, writers of the inter-war period. A modern Malay history written
in the 1920s, for instance, comments that "nowadays the royal custom-
ary ceremonial and sumptuary regulations are fading". Since coming
under British influence, the book explains, the rulers had been attrac-
ted rather to the "progressive institutions of our era".43 In the corona-
tion text, by contrast, the shift of emphasis to the 'progressive' did not
entail a rejection of ceremony per se, and it definitely offered no impli-
cation of compromise over the centrality of the Sultan in Malay life. As
the timetable of the coronation (printed in Raja Lob's book) suggests,
the Perak court and its chronicler might rather be seen as having
attempted to bolster the ceremonies by incorporating modern institu-
tions such as the state ball, sports events and electric lighting. The aim,
one assumes, was not to undermine but to update the rituals of the
kerajaan. Whether the Perak ideologues underestimated the ideological
costs of this updating is another matter.

Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the renovation of the
monarchy involved the presentation of the ruler himself as a modern
administrator. Here Raja Lob built upon the type of presentation we
found in the Hikayatjohor. Sultan Abdul Aziz, in fact, is described in the
Perak memento almost as a politician.44 In the account of his life and
career, and in the wording of his royal address, one gets the impression
that he competes unashamedly with other leaders in the expanding
public sphere. The coronation account records that Sultan Abdul Aziz
was born in 1887 and educated at the Malay College in Kuala Kangsar.
(The "Malay Eton", as it was often called, was established by the colonial
administration to train the sons of the Malay establishment.)45 The
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"biography" then provides considerable detail about Abdul Aziz's career.
He is revealed to be an experienced bureaucrat. After holding the post
of Assistant District Officer in a number of districts he became Deputy
Head of the State Council. He was the Perak representative on the
Federal Council, the federal legislative body located in Kuala Lumpur,
the administrative centre of the Federated Malay States. He was a
member also of the "Standing Committee"46 of the State Council (the
state level legislative body) and of the "Inquiry into State Industries".
Discussing the Sultan's character and attitudes, the coronation text
again moves well beyond the conventional qualities of "justice" and
"sincerity". It is explained that the Sultan likes to get up early in the
morning, appreciates cleanliness and is "careful and conscientious".
(All these qualities are presumably signs of ideal bureaucratic material.)
He enjoys working to "modernize education" and to "improve the lives"
of his people.47

These compliments, remarks the author, in a sentence which would
be unimaginable in pre-colonial kerajaan writings, are "not merely
presented as praise". Clearly hoping to distance himself from earlier
styles of panegyric, Raja Lob stresses the point that his statements about
Sultan Abdul Aziz "are true statements and can be proven".48 The
author then proceeds to provide what he seems to consider factual
proof in the form of an examination of the way Abdul Aziz had per-
formed in his earlier administrative career. It is noted that as heir
apparent (Raja Muda) he had walked many miles inspecting rice fields.
He encouraged paddy planters to "work diligently". He wanted the rice
production of Perak to be just as progressive as that of the best fields in
Malaya. Abdul Aziz also promoted health measures. He encouraged
cleanliness, especially in villages located many miles distant from towns.
He arranged for water to be piped to such villages rather than leave the
people to drink from rivers. He took steps to obtain medicines for
them. In the field of education, the text explains, Abdul Aziz offered
prizes as incentives; he also lectured people on the "usefulness of
knowledge" and encouraged them to be "diligent and industrious in
their study".

The Malays, according to the Account of the Coronation, had been the
object of the Sultan's particular attention. He was always concerned
about the fact that the Malays had been "left behind" in the
modernization of the state. As a result he had "busily sought ways to
encourage" the Malays. He opened daily and weekly Malay markets, for
instance, in the hope that they would gain "practice in trade".

Reading this check list of royal achievements and qualities, we begin
to tick off the themes encountered repeatedly in the Utusan, Al Imam
and their successor newspapers. Many of them appear again, of course,
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in Sayyid Shaykh's Islam and Reason. Conscientious "to do" government
(to use the language of In Search of Southeast Asia introduced in the last
chapter), a commitment to fostering education and industry and a
concern about Malay backwardness were objectives enthusiastically
supported by the kerajaans rivals. According to the coronation account,
Sultan Abdul Aziz even possessed an "egalitarian (samarata) point of
view". He "does not distinguish between his subjects... b etween poor
and rich". The "proof of this statement, according to the Account, is
that when residing in the town of Telok Anson he "ordered his only son
to study at the Anglo-Chinese school" and "directed the teacher not to
distinguish between his son and others".49 (There is plenty of evidence
that earlier sultans were equally determined to prevent their children
being educated alongside commoners.50)

No less than his commoner rivals, the new Perak Sultan - according
to the coronation text - also urged "unity" among his subjects.51 In the
past, we are told, he had wanted the people to "work together and unite
because otherwise we cannot be successful." He had pointed to certain
causes of division such as the desire of some Malays not to mix with
those younger than them, or those they considered less pious. (The
latter is a clear reference to the division over religion with which we
have often been concerned.) Townspeople, too, sometimes did not mix
with those in the country. In such circumstances, Abdul Aziz had
declared: "How can we possibly unite our race (bangsa)'1?52 This last
statement, reported in the Perak text, is highly significant. The Sultan is
presented here as a promoter of bangsa-mindedness. He is not content,
so the chronicler suggests, to be identified merely with the sultanate.
Far more than in the case of Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore, he is
portrayed in the context of the Malay bangsa. Indeed, the implication is
unmistakable that the Sultan possesses a certain claim to leadership of
the race. Urging the unity of the bangsa he might be understood as
merely assisting the new political leaders. But his expressed concern
about bangsa could also indicate a desire on the part of the ruler (or the
chronicler) to challenge the new middle-class leaders who followed in
the steps of Mohd. Eunos Abdullah.

The timetable of the coronation events printed in Raja Lob's book
provides a further indication of the ruler's position vis-a-vis the bangsa.
A list is given of the "speeches of submission" which were delivered
before the Sultan in a ceremony at the Polo Ground. Among the
groups participating in this ceremony, mention is made of an "Associa-
tion of the Brotherhood of Malay Pen Friends".53 This association was
one of the earliest Malay bangsa organizations to extend across state
boundaries. It rose to 12,000 in membership and by 1939 was pro-
moting what appears to have been a self-consciously Malay program of
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literary and linguistic reform.54 To draw attention to the participation of
this Malay association in the coronation underlines the ruler's engage-
ment with the bangsa and not just the negeri. What is more, it seems to
imply a significant leadership role for the ruler in relation to the non-
political peasantry, and also to the middle classes who had taken
important initiatives in the development of a bangsa consciousness.

In three further areas the Sultan is portrayed as possessing what
might be termed leadership claims. First, although aware of the
particular problems and needs of the Malays, he is described by the text
as reaching out to all the races of his state. As we noted in the case of
Johore,55 such transcending of ethnic loyalties is a feature frequently
encountered in discussions of monarchy. The Perak text makes no
secret of the huge non-Malay population of the state. It even includes
official population statistics showing, for instance, that in 1937 Perak
had 376,950 Chinese and only 307,245 Malays.56 In the description of
the coronation it is recorded that not only Malays but also Chinese,
Ceylonese, Indians and Japanese made formal declarations of loyalty to
the Sultan. The ruler himself, in a speech printed in the volume,
announces that he had "always been friends with many of the other
races in this state... I have not forgotten the help these races have given
in making Perak wealthy and prosperous".

In the same speech he talks of being 'Very loyal" to the British and
praises the resigning Resident of his state. This British relationship is
the next area on which the text claims expertise for the Sultan. The
handling of the British is presented as a complex matter. Just as there is
ambiguity in the praise of the residential administration and its conse-
quences so it is difficult to interpret the Sultan's reported declarations
of loyalty. Thus, when the Sultan's speech expresses the hope that the
new Resident will give him "help and advice" and "lessen my own very
heavy obligations",57 one senses a certain patronizing tone. In expres-
sing his gratitude to the British official, the Sultan treats him almost as a
servant of the Sultanate rather than as an instrument of intrusive
European imperialism. In the coronation ceremony too it is difficult to
decide whether the inclusion of the British High Commissioner, and
such features as the state ball and the seven teen-gun salute, are signs of
weakness or of strength. At one level, they recognize British colonial
domination but they also involve a degree of kerajaan assertion by
means of incorporation. Whether or not by specific design on the part
of the author, the institution of Malay monarchy is represented as
potent in the face of British threat. In fact, the Perak text sometimes
gives the impression of deliberately situating the 'progressive' products
of colonialism, not only novel items of ritual but also economic and
administrative 'development', within the framework of the kerajaan.
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Raja Lob's book, therefore, communicates the impression that Sultan
Abdul Aziz, and even the institution of the kerajaan, has the capacity to
accommodate the British. He is portrayed as being accomplished in
dealing with British officials. His speeches and skills suggest that he
possesses the diplomacy, the experience and the personal stature to
cope with the potentially difficult colonialists.

The third area in which Sultan Abdul Aziz's leadership capacities are
stressed is that of religion. As in the case of the Hikayatjohor, the Perak
text takes pains to publicize the ruler's piety. The new Sultan is des-
cribed as reminding his people to "study religious knowledge and per-
form good works and always visit the mosque and religious schools".58 In
the written program of the coronation ceremony, prominence is given
to Sultan Abdul Aziz's visits to various mosques and to the participation
in certain events of the mufti and other religious officials. Comparing
this program with the Malay accounts we possess of pre-colonial cere-
monies (contained, in particular, in court hikayats), it would seem that
Islam and Islamic officials assumed a higher profile in the 1939 corona-
tion than in those of the nineteenth century and earlier.59 It is possible
that such changes in ceremonies and in descriptions of ceremonies re-
flect genuine changes in commitment to Islamic doctrines. It may also
be the case that Raja Lob was attempting to placate actual or potential
religious critics. If the latter is true, however, the accommodation
involved no compromise regarding the position of the ruler himself.
The coronation text is adamant about the authority of the Sultan in
religious matters. The ruler's role is not formulated in a manner which
would have pleased the shari'ah-minded critics of Allmam. The shari'ah
itself is presented as being "in the hands o f the Sultan and the
immediate responsibility for the religious administration of the state is
said to be the duty of the senior royal official, the Raja Bendahara.60

The only place in which the text reacts with some directness to the
type of claims being made by the shari'ah-minded is in its statement
about the divisions in the Malay community. When the Sultan warns of
the dangers of people refusing to mix with those they consider less
pious, he might be seen as opposing those who insisted on the primary
importance of the umat. The unity of his subjects and, perhaps in
particular, of the Malays seem in this statement to be given higher status
than the unity experienced in the community of God. In future decades
other sultans, and also the nationalist leaders of the independence
period, would often warn of the dangers of divisiveness and would
blame the Fundamentalists for their role in bringing it about.61 The
coronation manifesto, by referring to the sultan's leadership in over-
coming religious dispute, implies that in this area also royal leadership
has advantages over any other type of leadership in Malay society.
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In issues relating to the non-Malay communities, to the British im-
perialists, and to Islam, therefore, the sultan is described as possessing a
convincing claim to leadership. In discussing such matters Raja Lob's
book - compiled ostensibly to commemorate a coronation and provide
guidance for future ceremony - conveys a specific vision of monarchy.
Not just in its discussion of the qualifications and policies of a particular
sultan but in the way it describes the ritual of the coronation and the
history and administration of the state, the Account of the Coronation
stresses the "usefulness", the relevance, of monarchy in regard to the
major problems of Perak and the Malays. Like Sayyid Shaykh's Islam and
Reason, Raja Lob's text addresses important issues of the day. The plural
society, the British presence, Malay economic backwardness, Malay
disunity, the opposition between hierarchy and egalitarianism: these
were precisely the topics which dominated the Malay debate, or at least
Malay newspaper writing, which, as we shall learn, burgeoned in the
1920s and 1930s. In each specific case, the royal chronicler insists that
his patron can provide answers, can offer leadership. And in this
respect the message of the coronation manifesto is similar to that of
Islam and Reason.

The coronation memento and Islam and Reason, it is now clear, are
not just genuine reactions to ideological and other challenges facing
Malay society. They also promote rival philosophies and competing
leaderships. Indeed, by presenting Sultan Abdul Aziz in such dynamic
terms, the Perak text will actually surprise many students of the colonial
era in Malaya. Sultan Abdul Aziz, unlike Sultan Abu Bakar of Johore,
was the ruler of a state actually under formal British authority. Much of
the secondary literature on British Malaya insists that such Protected
Sultans were only figureheads; they tend to be portrayed as doing little
more than "grac[ing] the imperial scheme of things at occasional
durbars".62 They were allowed to indulge only in "pomp and cere-
mony".63 The "actual substance of political power" lay in British hands.64

As suggested above, however, Raja Lob (unlike these modern commen-
tators) is unlikely to have dismissed as insignificant the symbolic aspects
of monarchy. He would have understood the continuing importance of
royal ceremony for the conservative Malay majority and even for those
Malays who merely sought to anchor new change in longstanding
institutions. But Raja Lob also offered the image of rajaship, even
during the colonial period, as active political leadership. Even more
vigorously than the Hikayat Johor, the Perak text represents the ruler as
engaging practical issues of government.
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The Coronation text in context

Particularly in respect to this claim about royal political action, we may
ask to what extent Raja Lob's account of rajaship under British
imperialism can be seen as realistic. Was he merely an optimistic or
ambitious courtier who, in the course of his panegyric, misled his
readers about the opportunities available to Malay royalty in the
colonial situation? The situation is complex, but there are indications
that certain sultans exercised great influence even in negotiations with
their British 'protectors'. In some cases, as we saw in chapter 8, sultans
proposed new legislation; it is also known that their wishes were often
respected in the choice of British administrative personnel to serve in
their state. One of the rulers' powers often mentioned is that of
censorship: they were able to ban the publication of books or expel
religious teachers of whom they disapproved. Perhaps the most
convincing testimony to the continuing authority of the sultans in the
colonial period, however, comes from their ideological opponents. At
the end of the British era some of these Malays recalled the "fear" of the
sultans which prevented many Malay subjects from taking part in
political activity.65

This fear, of course, did not always prevent the expression of antagon-
ism toward royal power. Sayyid Shaykh's Islam and Reason, as has been
noted is primarily concerned with his liberal opponents, nevertheless
the author also criticizes sultans who governed "according to their
lusts". Similarly, a poem of 1937 in the newspaper, Majlis, contains bitter
sentiments in a sarcastic prayer:

Oh, save the Sultans
and the noblemen and the wealthy ones

oh, pray that
they are saved from going to hell
because of their negligence
in protecting
the welfare and the security
of the rakyat66

We find attitudes of this type expressed again, though a little more
diplomatically, in our third text of the inter-war period, which is dis-
cussed in the next chapter.

Vigorous condemnations of this type, however, tend to communicate
an image of potency on the part of the condemned. They imply the
Malay rajas were men of some power rather than "mere figureheads".
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In this way, the comments of the twentieth-century opponents of the
sultanates (like those of Abdullah or the kerajaan a century earlier)
actually provide confirmation of the apparently ambitious claims made
in many court documents.

The impression of a dynamic, colonial, sultanship which the corona-
tion manifesto conveys is qualified in one vital respect. The text gives
further weight to the impression that although the descendants of the
pre-colonial rulers retained a good deal of authority in British Malaya
they were nevertheless gradually losing ideological hegemony. In the
very energy of Raja Lob's reply to liberal and bangsa-minded doctrines,
there is a tone of defensiveness. In its almost feverish recording of the
new Sultan's experience and qualities to rule, the coronation text is
similar to Sayyid Shaykh's Islam and Reason in conmmunicating a sense
of troubled urgency. Both works give the impression of being composed
in the face of a formidable challenge. To a high degree, for instance,
they each address an agenda formulated primarily by their liberal
opponents. Unity, economic backwardness, progress and equality are
portrayed both as Islamic and as royal causes. Moreover, the language
used by Raja Lob - although employing certain elements of the
vocabulary and style of traditional court writing - also displays the
heavy influence of such writers as Eunos. The Account of the Coronation is
by no means a book concerned primarily about kerajaan, nama and adat
istiadat. It addresses the problems of a 'state' and a 'race'. The author is
anxious about the canons of good 'government", the fostering of a
work ethic and the maintenance of social unity. To return to Partha
Chatterji's terminology, the "problematic" of Raja Lob's work may
differ from that of liberal authors, or that of Sayyid Shaykh, but to a
large extent all these authors have begun to share a single 'thematic'.
They write very much in the same liberal, political, discourse.

Raja Lob, of course, aimed to strengthen rather than weaken Perak
kingship by appropriating the language of liberalism and addressing
issues usually neglected in kerajaan texts. In his intentions he seems to
have had much in common with Haji Mohd. Said, the author of the
Hikayat Johor. Both men were drawing liberal thinking into the royal
sphere. As noted in chapter 8, however, in the long term the
incorporation of such new doctrines is likely to have had far-reaching
conceptual implications for the kerajaan. Even when the royal
chronicler simultaneously expressed respect for traditional kerajaan
ideas or institutions, the introduction of such novelties is certain to
have had ideological costs. In some matters Raja Lob goes so far as to
offer deliberate criticism of the old courtly culture: again he may have
considered it possible to condemn one element without damaging the
whole. Thus, in his concern to provide correct statements about the
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Sultan - statements which are "true" and "can be proven" - Raja Lob
directly implies a distrust of kerajaan epistemology. Like his acceptance
of European notions of good government, such declarations bring into
question the entire ideological structure of the kerajaan. They indicate a
sense of embarrassment about the traditional royal ideology, an embar-
rassment felt most acutely perhaps when he considered himself to be
addressing the emerging middle-class audience. (We shall examine
further this audience in the last section of this chapter.)

The relative neglect of 'traditional' ceremony in the timetable of the
coronation may also be an indication of such discomfort. The fact that
the post-colonial coronation mementos give more rather than less
attention to tradition (here is the 'revival' if not the 'invention' of tradi-
tion)67 may suggest they were designed for a different audience. In the
independence period, in the early years of a democratic political
electorate, the royal courts may have feared losing not only the middle
class but also the conservative support for monarchy. By contrast, in the
1930s it is possible that the Perak text was designed specifically for the
relatively small but apparently growing bourgeois public sphere.68 The
compiler may have been inclined to take for granted the allegiance of
the more conservative, often rural, segments of the Perak community.

The public sphere

The expansion of the public sphere or public tribunal (which we
discussed initially in chapter 5) is critical to explaining the
preoccupations and the style of both the Account of the Coronation and
Islam and Reason. The presence of a substantial public of "rational
readers" is implied in each book and there are also numerous other
indications of such an audience expanding in the 1930s. In the decade
or so before the Japanese Occupation many new Malay-language
newspapers were established as well as a number of political
organizations. As will be seen in the next chapter, it was actually in the
1930s that the word 'politics' came into circulation. The excitement of
this new politics was remembered in later years. For instance, several
Malay memoirs of the period have been written and they speak with
rapt enthusiasm of the way the pioneer journalists "delved into the
political situation of the homeland".69

Certain Europeans also noted the growth of this middle-class tri-
bunal. According to one observer, an educationalist named L. Rich-
mond Wheeler, it included schoolteachers and "superior agricultural
Malays, some of whom are acquiring considerable wealth through
rubber ". This "middle class" formed a "growing section of the public,
men with a stake in their country...able to take an intelligent interest
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in public progress... and to make a stand against old superstitions or
extravagant feudal claims". Such "men" deposited money in savings
banks and "developed ideas" by reading newspapers, by "mutual inter-
course", and by "conversation" with those Englishmen "who are able to
converse fluently in Malay". Among the expanding Malay middle class,
there was particular support for "the racial and national ideas" which
Wheeler considered to be increasingly prevalent in Asia. "Sometimes",
he reported, such ideas were "associated with modern democratic
notions".70 In the next chapter, in discussing the third text of the 1930s,
we will examine a Malay "nationalist" who possessed notions of this type
to a radical degree.

Some factors leading to the expansion of a Malay middle class in the
last decades of the colonial period are not difficult to identify. The
growth of Malay smallholder production in the rubber industry, for
instance, helped to establish a prosperous peasant group.71 A recent
study on Pahang rural society during the British era gives actual
examples of Malays who, having amassed wealth through rubber
production, sent their children to modern schools. These children
were likely to be politically aware and even be members of the new
political movements.72

The specific educational influences which would have promoted the
advance of a public sphere in the inter-war years have been examined
with care by William Roff.73 He identifies three separate streams of
education: an English-language and a Malay-language stream, both
under British administration, and an independent Islamic school sys-
tem. Many Islamic schools offered significant elements of a modern
education, for instance, making use for reading matter of current
Malay newspapers. The European-run streams were at first treated with
suspicion by Malays but at least by the 1920s this attitude had changed.
In the Federated Malay States, enrolment in the government Malay
vernacular schools increased from 6,000 in 1900 to 20,213 in 1920.74

Even English-language schools became increasingly popular.75 In discus-
sing the geography, the Hikayat Dunia, we saw the potential for Western
training to shape a new political consciousness. In the 1920s, more than
ever before, the government education reports speak of the propaga-
tion of a "new learning" and of "scientific" knowledge.76 They declare
with pride that school teachers were now on a "different intellectual
plane".77 In these years European government officials declared pub-
licly that their educational policy was having revolutionary effects, and
certain of these effects must inevitably have played a role in fostering
the public forum.

In one respect, this educational activity gave British policy a contra-
dictory character. Although the British took pains to support the royal
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courts, such vigorous action in the field of education, together with the
introduction of new political and social concepts in the actual process
of government, inevitably had the effect of undermining the
hegemonic kerajaan ideology. The new learning, of course, also
challenged certain Islamic doctrines; but here British aims were
consistent. There is no doubt that many Islamic doctrines caused them
concern. In 1906, R. J. Wilkinson had feared that the "native of the
Peninsula is becoming less of a Malay and more of a Mussulman".78

Islam, he believed, damaged the welfare of the Malays and was also a
"quasi-political force, a militant brotherhood ".79 One way in which the
British hoped to undermine Islamic influence was through education,
particularly through the risk-laden attempt to combine traditional
culture and "new learning". A direct form of attack on Islam was
believed to be the substitution of the Roman for Arabic script in the
writing of the Malay language. As the Annual Report on Education for
1904 declared, the Arabic character was "associated with the unintel-
ligent study of the Koran"; the Roman alphabet was "associated in the
Malay mind with the vigour and intelligence of white races". The report
recommends that the Arabic character be "gradually discontinued".80

It was in the context of this type of British opposition that Sayyid
Shaykh wrote Islam and Reason, just as Raja Lob's portrayal of the Perak
monarchy was designed for a readership that he considered to be
imbued with the colonial "new learning". The texts examined in this
chapter are certainly not the only indications that their authors were
entering a new political sphere. Thus, Sayyid Shaykh took the
innovatory step of choosing the genre of novel - he has been called the
'father' of Malay novel writing - in which to express his religious views
before a wider audience.81 He also promoted the teaching of English
and other aspects of a modern education in Islamic schools.82

Aristocrats like Raja Lob, as noted already, were engaged in obtaining
real political experience as members of British-inspired government
councils.83 The actual wording of such texts as Islam and Reason and the
Account of the Coronation, however, offers insights into precisely what was
involved in entering the new politics, and, of course, the particular type
of influences which may have determined that new consciousness.

In considering the circumstances in which these two texts were
produced, therefore, it is essential to stress the character of British
imperialism in Malaya. We need to note, in particular, the economic,
administrative and educational forces unleashed by the British on the
Peninsula. The third text of the pre-war period, Ibrahim Yaacob's
Surveying the Homeland, a left-wing analysis of the state of Malaya and of
Malay society, actually contains a Malay attempt to assess these forces. It
is no disinterested analysis, however. Like the two other texts, it also
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participates in the increasingly heated ideological debate taking part in
Malay society. Ibrahim Yaacob, a product himself of the British
educational system, condemns colonial rule and (in the manner of
Munshi Abdullah's writings) also advocates some of the doctrines most
fashionable in Europe at the time he wrote. It was Malay authors such as
Ibrahim Yaacob who established the agenda and language of politics
and thus placed on the defensive both the ulama and the courtly
writers. In certain areas, however, he was himself vulnerable to the rival
ideologies of his opponents.
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CHAPTER 10

Surveying the Homeland:
Sedar and Dialogic Processes

On first impression our final text, Melihat Tanah Ayer or Surveying the
Homeland, seems to view the world much as we do. It provides an
analysis of the Malay community of British Malaya at the end of our
period, on the eve of the Japanese Occupation. It possesses a language,
style and perspective congenial to many present-day readers. This
perspective - nationalist, left-wing, and highly political - promises a
familiar vantage point, permitting us to discern the essential realities of
colonial Malaya. In short, the text, on initial encounter, offers the
opportunity of an appropriate closure to this study.

Despite this first reaction, however, on closer inspection the ideo-
logical imperatives of the text are less straightforward. Surveying the
Homeland, like so many of the earlier texts, is constructed dialogically.
Although participating in, and even promoting, the new political
sphere, its ideological messages are only partly a product of Western
influence. They emerge also from a perceived need to satisfy long-
standing Malay preoccupations, one of which concerned the relation
between the individual and society. To some extent this apparently
unambiguous, liberal-socialist, document arises from a process of
ideological concatenation reaching back to the confrontation between
the kerajaan and Munshi Abdullah.

The author of Surveying the Homeland,1 Ibrahim Yaacob, declares his
particular perspective in the opening paragraphs of the 'introduction'.
He describes the ninety-six page book as "a gift" to the Malays and
declares his intention to "carry out a service to my bangsa".2 He seeks,
he says, a "strategy" (muslihat) for the advance of his people. The fact
that the 'introduction' makes no pious reference to Allah immediately
conveys that, unlike Sayyid Shaykh, this author was not seeking a
"strategy" among the doctrines of Islam. He displays a different type of
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disrespect toward the kerajaan. Here it is revealing to note the way that
Ibrahim expresses his "acknowledgments" to members of certain royal
courts for assisting him in his travels around Malaya. (These travels, he
suggests, led to the writing of the book.) The manner in which he
thanks these figures contrasts revealingly with his devoted references to
the Malay bangsa: "I wish to express my great debt," he declares, "to the
Tengkus, Rajas, Datuks, Tuans, Inchis, friends and comrades who have
given me all sorts of help " It is not just the use of the familiar T {say a)
in this author's remarks which distinguishes them from those used by
more traditional authors in addressing royalty. Rather the summary
jumbling together of different types of Malay tides (Tengku, Raja, Datu,
Tuan, Inchi) has an unmistakably irreverent effect. In not listing the
precise and complete titles of those who had helped him, he communi-
cates a lack of respect toward Malay convention. It is an irreverence
which is reminiscent of that of Munshi Abdullah and it is always present
in Surveying the Homeland.

Almost immediately following the 'introduction', Ibrahim Yaacob's
disdain for the Malay royal courts is expressed even more openly.
People of "high rank," he declares, tend to be "absorbed in finding ways
to secure and increase their rank. They forget about the ordinary
people."3 Here is one of the most persistent criticisms of Malay royalty
made by earlier liberal ideologues, and yet, one ought to add, it would
certainly not be true to say that Surveying the Homeland is in every way a
liberal document.

Ibrahim Yaacob was a journalist who, both during and after the
Japanese Occupation, was also a controversial political leader. Like
Mohd. Eunos Abdullah many decades earlier, he studied to what was in
British Malaya the highest level of the colonial educational system. He
attended the elite Teachers' Training College in Perak, an experience
which gave him access to a range of European doctrines including that
of anti-colonialism.4 Ibrahim's radicalism was significantly different
from that of Eunos. Had Eunos been able to read Surveying the
Homeland, he would have been struck by the degree of its antagonism
toward colonialism and its consequences. (This attitude actually led
Ibrahim to be imprisoned by the British.5) Eunos would also have noted
two further novel features. Although possessing some of the same
concerns, and using much of the same language as his predecessors,
Ibrahim gives an even greater stress to bangsa. Secondly, as already
stated, he replaces the earlier bourgeois liberal doctrines with
something closer to a modern socialist perspective. Both of these
innovations, the added stress on bangsa and the socialism, can be
interpreted not merely in terms of prevailing intellectual trends in the
wider world. They were to some extent products of the ideological
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debate taking place in Malay society. They may both be seen as answers
to the challenge of rival Islamic and royal ideologies.

In the manner of the Voyage of Abdullah, Surveying the Homeland
presents both an account of the Malay condition and an ideological
summons. Ibrahim's book is actually divided into two sections. The first
is a brief survey or overview of the history and the government of
Malaya. It includes also an important discussion about the impact of
capitalism. The second section is a more detailed report on several of
the states and Settlements, noting their social and economic condi-
tions. This section covers only the west coast states (including Kedah
and Perlis), Pahang and Penang. On the last page Ibrahim promises a
second volume which will deal with Kelantan, Trengganu and Johore.
(This volume was apparently seized by the colonial police.6) The report
section, too, is often polemical in style, complementing effectively the
declarations of the first part of the book. Ibrahim never seems to soft-
pedal or disguise his ideological position. He also persistently displays
an analytical and ideological rigour that would have been striking to his
readers. This rigour was present not only in his writing. We know, for
instance, that a fellow journalist in the 1930s considered that even
Ibrahim's spoken language was unusual in its "precision".7

Reportage

Contained in the reportage chapters of Ibrahim's book is a quantity of
valuable data on the pre-war situation. In particular, Ibrahim's observa-
tions throw light on the context in which ideological debate was taking
place. It is revealing to consider these observations before examining in
some detail the main thrusts (such language is appropriate when faced
with his didactic style) of Ibrahim's argument.

First, although Surveying the Homeland possesses an explicitly anti-
colonial bias, in some ways its description of British colonial govern-
ment seems remarkably restrained. The British administration in
Malaya is in no sense presented as a juggernaut, thrusting into the
Malay lands. (The way Ibrahim portrays capitalism is another matter.)
Rather Ibrahim's account is in important respects consistent with that
of Raja Lob in the coronation text. In describing the administration of
Malaya, Ibrahim distinguishes between the Straits Settlements, which
are "subject" to the British, and the Malay sultanates which are "pro-
tected states".8 That is, in the manner of the kerajaan author, he takes
seriously the legal sovereignty of the monarchs. Especially when we
compare his portrayal of the British Malayan states with his references
to those Malay states under Thai authority, the sovereignty of the Malay
rulers in the British sphere is evident. Thus, the states of Patani and
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Singgora are said to be not 'protected' but "under the administration"
of the Thai government. (The Malay word persistently used for 'pro-
tected' in this and other Malay texts, naung, also suggests 'sheltered'.9)

Ibrahim's discussion of the actual operation of government helps to
explain this choice of terminology. He focuses especially on the
working of the state councils. (In legal terms, the supreme authority in
each state rested in the ruler in his state council, but just how
significant the councils were in the running of a state has been a matter
of some scholarly discussion.10) The British adviser or Resident in each
state was a member of the state council and Ibrahim persistently em-
phasizes his strictly advisory status. The Resident's views are certainly
described as carrying considerable weight in the councils of the
Federated Malay States: "usually it is he who answers and gives deciding
opinions on questions and problems brought before the council."11

Nevertheless, even these FMS advisers operated, so Ibrahim observes, in
a council headed by the sultan. In the case of the Unfederated States,
Ibrahim's account suggests, the British official was far less influential.
Kedah, he explains, still had an "aristocratic system; that is, the right to
govern is entirely in the hands of the Raja and chiefs." The British
adviser was "the only British official" on the council and his task was
"strictly to give advice."12 In the Johore council, Ibrahim emphasizes, the
adviser talked only about those matters for which he was responsible.13

In denying the British officials centre stage, Surveying the Homeland
tends to attribute a correspondingly greater prominence to certain
Malay protagonists in the colonial situation. In fact, in Ibrahim's writing
- just as in Raja Lob's - the sultans and certain other contenders for
power in Malay society seem to possess a larger degree of agency than is
suggested in most historical studies of the period. Ibrahim makes us
increasingly sceptical about the judgement that the rulers were "mere
figureheads". His assessment makes us question especially the view
expressed in a major study of the inter-war period that the British had
"acquired complete effective control and direction of every state and
settlement in Malaya."14 Ibrahim's book reminds us, at least as
convincingly as Raja Lob's text had done, that this "control and
direction" allowed a real degree of political and ideological elbow room
to members of several Malay elites.

In the case of the sultans, he asserts their enduring potency, as other
critics of the kerajaan had also asserted it, partly by means of his actual
antagonism toward them. Even though the sultans were "protected"
and forced to tolerate the presence in their courts of a British adviser,
Ibrahim still presents them as his principal ideological opponents. He
insults them. He repeats the old charge that the rulers are preoccupied
with status issues and also claims that, since the fall of Malacca to the
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Portuguese in 1511, they had failed to provide the Malays with suitable
leadership.15 We shall see that Ibrahim was especially exercised about
the way in which Malay royalty was able to frustrate the development of
a Malay fomgs<z-consciousness.

Alongside such expressions of irritation, Surveying the Homeland also
offers insights into the nature of the rulers' authority. Like Raja Lob's
text, Ibrahim's book suggests that in the colonial period the rulers were
not presented or displayed before their people merely in traditional
terms. Interestingly, he implies that the Perak court leadership (des-
cribed in such innovative terms in the coronation text) was relatively
conservative. In Perak, the insistence was maintained that the "hornbill
must fly with the hornbill, the sparrow with the sparrow";16 that is to say,
that the ranks in society ought to be respected and observed. In
Selangor, however, relations between commoners and the aristocracy
had become more informal and relaxed. The ruling groups there,
Ibrahim explains, were "becoming conscious of the weakness of their
race in these times."17 In a number of states, political associations had
been formed in the late 1930s to defend Malay rights. (In the Straits
Settlements, Eunos' Singapore Malay Union of 1924 had been the first
such organization.) Some of these associations, so Ibrahim reports,
were actually supported by the royal courts. In the case of Pahang, the
association was led by a son of the late Sultan Ahmad, the Sultan who
had sulked for so many years after British intervention.18

Was this involvement in modern political organization an innovation
aimed at safeguarding the position of the rulers vis-d-vis their subjects?
Ibrahim's book - like the coronation text - certainly gives the
impression that the rulers were concerned to shore up their authority.
They are presented as doing so, for instance, with respect to their
Chinese subjects. Thus, in Kelantan the Sultan is noted as having
bestowed a title on a Chinese merchant.19 In Johore the state council
building reminded Ibrahim of a Chinese audience hall because it was
decorated with Chinese writing. He asked for an explanation and
learned that the writing "records the praiseworthy services [of rich
Chinese people] to the Raja."20

Surveying the Homeland says far less about the Islamic, ulama
leadership than it does about the royal elite. Yet Ibrahim's frequent
mention of the modernization of ulama-run, "Arab schools" (as they
were sometimes called)21 at least conveys a suggestion of the presence of
the type of ideological activity which Sayyid Shaykh represented. (We
know from other sources that Sayyid Shaykh was an active supporter of
such educational reform22 and Al Imam certainly hammered home the
need to introduce secular and scientific instruction into the Islamic
syllabus.23) Ibrahim stresses also the international networks in which the
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Malayan Islamic schools were engaged. Thus, he describes female
students going from the peninsula to institutions in West Sumatra;24

certain Islamic groups in Kedah established a school of the "Egyptian
style";25 and another "new style" of school had been established in
Perlis.26 The teacher of this Perlis school, Ibrahim records, was actually
an Egyptian.27 Ibrahim seems to support much of this educational
change. He is impressed, for instance, that "a little English" is taught in
the Perlis Arab school - but adds that it is "not sufficient".28 He also
clearly welcomes the displacement of the old Islamic system in which
texts were "merely learnt by heart."29

These comments by Ibrahim on Islamic schooling suggest he would
have applauded some of the central declarations in Islam and Reason.
Such a positive reaction from a bangsa-minded critic, of course, was
intended. To win the respect of people with Ibrahim's educational
background is certain to have been one of Sayyid Shaykh's objectives.
There is absolutely no indication, however, that Ibrahim was attracted
to the ideological or religious perspective enunciated in Islam and
Reason. Ibrahim does not assert a religious piety; his book contains no
quotations from the Koran, no invocations of Islamic doctrine.
Ibrahim, it would appear, merely approves those ulama-led reforms
which coincide with his own "strategy" for Malay reform. That is,
although his comments on Muslim education imply a degree of
approval of his ulama rivals, they also define the very limited area which
he will accept as common ground. It may be through the silences in
Surveying the Homeland, therefore, that we sense most distinctly the
presence of the shari'ah-minded challenge in the ideological struggle
for hegemony taking place in Malay society.

Not surprisingly the ideological protagonists to whom Ibrahim gives
greatest attention are those of his own persuasion. He discusses openly
the rivalry between the "old style" and what he calls his "new style"30

leadership. The royal courts had so failed the Malays, he argues, that
the Malay people were like a "boat which had lost its steersman."31 The
"new leadership", which he refers to time and again, is described as
giving the Malay people in many matters a "correct understanding".32 It
is clear that Ibrahim considered Surveying the Homeland itself
contributed to the inculcation of such an understanding. As author, he
presents himself as a prominent member of the "new leadership", and
the book seems designed to assist him in the "War of Position" against
the kerajaan. Equally, the actual journey or tour which led to the writing
of Surveying the Homeland was in the service of this war. As the book
records, Ibrahim lectured to Malay groups all over the country, urging
them to consider the plight of their people and promoting among
them a consciousness of bangsa.
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There is nothing new, of course, in this attempt to ground a claim to
leadership in the possession of a "correct understanding". Eunos in the
Utusan of 1907 had declared his intention to teach Malays to
"understand matters taking place" in the world; the ulama of Al Imam
and the royal chroniclers were equally vigilant in propagating their own
perceptions of the world. What is novel about Ibrahim's book is the
extent to which he makes clear that his own campaign is carried on in
the context of contending claims. He speaks explicitly of Malay society
containing "no single aim or set of beliefs regarding bangsa" but rather
numerous different "understandings" on the part of different "sides" or
"parties".33 Writing in this way, Ibrahim not only participates in but
describes the debate. Moreover, by presenting the description within
his report on the British colonial presence and its consequences, he
encourages the impression that this ideological struggle was in no sense
a peripheral development. To an important extent, Surveying the Home-
land focuses on the rivalry between Malay ideological sides (pihak)
rather than the matter of British imperial domination.

Playing down in such ways the administrative predominance of the
colonial power, Ibrahim's survey of Malaya nevertheless attributes a
weighty significance to the economic and social forces unleashed by
colonialism. These forces, he implies, were of the greatest importance
in understanding the ideological changes taking place among the
people. In Surveying the Homeland, as we shall see, it is not British
officialdom but rather the force of "capital" (modal) which was
transforming Malaya.

Putting aside for the present the socialist perspective in which this
analysis is embedded, the book's actual eye-witness description of the
process of transformation is enormously valuable. In many regions of
the Peninsula, Ibrahim explains, the Malays were "jostled" or "pres-
sured"34 by the invasion of foreign capital, foreign goods and foreign
labour. The Malays were losing land which they once used for
agriculture or mining. They were unable to afford the heavy machinery
used by Chinese and other foreigners.35 The Malays were also being
pushed out of the markets in the towns. Even in such places as Kedah
where efforts were made to encourage Malays to engage in trade the
Malay merchants could not compete.36 On the Pahang river, too, where
there had once been a lively indigenous trade, the Chinese now
outmanoeuvred the "Malay middleman".37 In trade, as in agriculture
and mining, the Chinese and other foreigners had the advantage of
"capital". They entered such states as Pahang on the new highways and
railways using their capital to open mines, establish plantations and
dominate trade.38 In some areas nearly all the coolie labour was "in the
hands of Chinese and Indian workers".39 The number of Malays with no
work at all, explains Ibrahim, "increases year by year".40
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The "jostling" or "pressuring" of the Malays, as presented in Surveying
the Homeland and also in several current academic studies,41 affected all
aspects of life. Not only were Malays withdrawing from the towns42 but
even the Malay language was in retreat. Malay merchants, for instance,
increasingly found it necessary to use foreign languages "which they do
not wish to learn": in legal matters, too, the Malays had to use English.43

Malay culture was also changing because of the influx of capital.
Ibrahim makes a link, for instance, between the changes in house style
and furniture types and the new economic forces. It was particularly in
the villages near to the new highways, he explains, that these new styles
were encountered. "Bedsteads replace mats; and the custom of the
people is no longer to sit cross-legged but many rent tables and
chairs."44 With transformations in material life, as Ibrahim portrays it,
there came alterations of consciousness. He notes that the "good char-
acter" of the people had been "damaged".45 They were now confused;
they would not work together; everyone "follows his own wishes".46 One
aspect of this changing "disposition" (an encouraging aspect from
Ibrahim's point of view) was that some Malays rejected their old, royal
leadership.47 Another aspect was the emergence among the Malays of
what Ibrahim refers to as a "consciousness" or "awareness" (sedar) of
their plight.

Awareness

The word sedar is used persistently throughout the book. It is in the
1930s, Ibrahim explains, that Malays had become "increasingly aware
(sedar) of the feebleness and degradation of their situation, of the
poverty of their lives."48 They became "aware" of these matters and
blamed the foreigners. In the 1930s, he notes, a real "feeling of hatred"
toward foreigners had developed.49 Ibrahim disapproves of this feeling
of hatred, insisting that the cause of the Malay crisis was foreign capital
not foreign races. Nevertheless, the actual "awareness" (sedar) of crisis is
something he welcomes. And in the second section of the book he
meticulously describes the presence or absence of sedar in each of the
states. At certain points, Ibrahim seems to attribute this new sedar
entirely to the impersonal workings of capital. The new Malay "con-
sciousness" is brought about "not by education or knowledge but by the
pressure of poverty on their lives."50 In other instances, Surveying the
Homeland draws attention to the significance of the "modernization" of
education and the growth of the newspaper industry in the expansion
of awareness (kesedaran) among the people.51

Although sedar is obviously a word of vital significance - and one
which we shall see has resonances elsewhere in the colonised world -
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precisely what it means in Ibrahim's writing is not entirely clear. In
specific terms it certainly relates to an awareness of Malay "feebleness
and humiliation." But it also appears to suggest a more general
engagement in the political sphere. Thus he writes of certain Malays in
Kedah being "sedar and able to think about the political (siasah) matters
of their state (negeri)."52 This statement seems to refer to the type of
attitudinal changes which led some observers of the 1930s to speak of
the rise of politics. Ibrahim's comments would appear to relate
precisely to that "growing section of the public" which consisted of
people whom Wheeler described as having a "stake in their country"
and as taking an "intelligent interest in public progress". Reading
Ibrahim's comments on the decade before the Japanese Occupation, it
is not surprising that it was in this period that the word "politics" came
into more general currency. The fact that Ibrahim uses two words for
politics - siasah and politik (the first in brackets after the second)53 -
encourages the impression that the concept was at first used experi-
mentally and perhaps with some caution. Indeed, we know from other
sources that it was only in the 1920s that these words began to be used
in Malay newspapers. {Siasah generally implied 'policy' or 'organiza-
tion' and was used less frequendy for 'politics'.54) The term politik, it
would seem, suggested a specific and novel manner of behaviour. Thus,
when a Malay article of 1926 described an Egyptian nationalist leader
being trained in France, it is explained that the Egyptian "became
acquainted with and involved himself in the customs (adat) of political
people".55 The word politik, we can assume, signified what the author
recognized as a novel practice which it was necessary to learn.

Surveying the Homeland, in some respects, merely confirms what has
been said earlier in this study about the way in which the new political
consciousness was being aroused. Ibrahim's stress on the influence of
the press is repeated in other writings - both Malay and English - about
the decade. The emergence in the 1930s of "a fully professional class of
Malay journalists"56 has been commented upon, together with an
increase in the numbers and print-runs of newspapers. (While the
Utusan Melayu had a run of only some hundreds, certain 1930s papers
reached about 2,000.57) A Malay contemporary commented that such
newspapers exerted "a strong influence in shaping public opinion
among their readers, in spreading general knowledge about the world,
and in awakening and shaking off the apathy of the Malays towards
progress".58 Sometimes, editorials expressed explicit politicizing aims. It
will be remembered, for instance, that the newspaper editor, Mohd.
Eunos Abdullah, had been a pioneer in urging Malays to become
involved in political matters affecting their community. In the 1930s the
influential paper, Warta Malaya, also declared that it aimed to make
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Malays "aware of what is taking place" in the world and expressed
enthusiasm when Malays took an earnest interest in "matters of
importance to the negeri."59

In Surveying the Homeland, Ibrahim Yaacob adds a further dimension
to our understanding of the expansion of a political sphere when he
describes his own lecturing tour around the country. (As we have
noted, the book itself was to a large extent a product of this tour.) In
one district of Selangor, for instance, Ibrahim reports that "they
listened to my speech on the matter of bangsa sentiment."60 In regard to
the interior of Pahang, he records that "when I arrived in Kuala Lipis I
was asked by the Malay Association of Kuala Lipis to lecture". That
request he valued highly: he had been born and went to school in
Pahang, and now he was returning to the state as a "lecturer in the
matters of bangsa and the homeland."61 By listening to such speeches,
we might assume, the Malays of Pahang were drawn gradually into the
political life emerging on the peninsula. Ibrahim's audiences were
developing sedar. His listeners would have been learning, too, not
merely from the content but also from the style of these speeches. As in
the book itself, Ibrahim would have demonstrated the type of sharp
analysis, of rational precision, which might serve as a model for debate
and discussion in the growing public sphere. Finally, as Ibrahim would
undoubtedly have added, those speeches were delivered in the specific
context of the expansion of capital which "jostled" and "pressured" the
lives of the Malays.

In these different ways Ibrahim's writing throws light on Malay
cultural and socio-economic change as well as the advance of
colonialism on the peninsula. Particularly in his reports of his own
political activity, Ibrahim helps to illuminate the circumstances in which
ideological debate was carried on within the Malay community. It is
abundantly apparent, however, that his primary aim was not to present
a disinterested survey. Rather his purposes were transparently
polemical.

Socialism

One of Ibrahim's two principal contributions to the debate is his
enunciation of a socialistic perspective. A certain Marxian rigour is
immediately evident in the way in which he examines the trans-
formation of the peninsula in terms of the march of "capital". He
enunciates his viewpoint no less explicidy and trenchantly than Sayyid
Shaykh had done. "Political matters," Ibrahim proclaims with
formidable certainty, "cannot be separated from economic matters."62

This principle underlies the historical framework in which he
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encapsulates his analysis of the Malay situation. The Malays, he
explains, had been in the process of moving from one system to
another. They had left the "power of the Maharajas' iron hand" and
entered the "power of capitalist (kaum modal) democracy."63 This transi-
tion, he adds, also involved a global revolution (noted by some of our
earlier authors) in which the East had declined as the countries of the
West arose.64 In the eighteenth century, Ibrahim continues, the
"administrative power of the capitalists from Europe had become
increasingly great and strong in the East."65 Indeed, it was in these
circumstances that the Malay states, which had for centuries been
engaged in civil wars, came under British power and entered the world
economic system.66 Within that system, capital and labour now entered
Malaya while, on its part, the fertile soil of Ibrahim's "homeland"
produced the type of products (rubber and tin) which "are much
needed in a world possessing modern armies and the wonders of
electrical power."67

The implications for the programmatic content of Ibrahim's
ideological position of such an analysis of the Malay, and Malayan,
historical situation are obvious. This perspective is at variance, first, with
the type of interpretation of the Malayo-Muslim plight enunciated in
Islamic writings which lay particular stress on the efficacious
significance of Islam and its Divine Law. It is the transforming power of
capital rather than religion which is given emphasis in Surveying the
Homeland. Secondly, Ibrahim's approach to the Malay community
contrasts sharply with the type of individualistic policies advocated by
Eunos. (Some years later Ibrahim actually described those urging such
policies as burdjuis feodalis.68) It is not personal energy and freedom
which Ibrahim urges. He seems to abhor the idea of individual Malays
"following their own hearts" or "caring only for themselves". He stresses
time and again the need for organization. He urges Malay unity and the
creation of Malay associations to advance Malay interests. In trade, as in
other areas, he explains, Malays must combine together. They will fail if
they try to "stand alone" with insufficient capital.69 Malay problems
cannot be overcome by hard work alone. Those Malay leaders who (in
the spirit of Eunos) persistently call upon Malays to work more
diligently were misled. As Ibrahim knew from observing farmers in the
fields, Malays were far from lazy and yet their economic situation had
actually declined, not improved, since the 1930s.70

Advocating rejuvenation through combination is an important ele-
ment in the second of Ibrahim's contributions to the ideological
debate, his energetic bangsa-mindedness. Ethnic unity is an obvious
basis on which to organize a community in response to the inter-
national challenge of capitalism. Moreover, there were models readily
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available for combining socialism with ethnic and other forms of social
unity. Ibrahim, we know, was particularly well aware of socialistic and
nationalistic developments in Indonesia during the inter-war period.71

The socialism of Surveying the Homeland, however, may also be seen to
some extent as a response to ideological failure; it is in one sense a
product of the failure of liberalism. For many Malays, the liberal
program and the liberal analysis, both of which must always have faced
scepticism from a community nervous about individualism, had simply
not worked in practical terms. The dilemma was identified in chapter 7,
in considering one Islamic, shari'ah-minded response to liberalism. By
the 1930s the economic arguments for anxiety about individualism
were difficult to resist. For instance, although the temporary success of
individual Malay rubber (and coconut) growers would have encour-
aged some optimism earlier in the century, recent research has demon-
strated that the smallholders were soon undermined by colonial
government policies and international economic processes. Following
the Great Depression, the prospects for individual economic endeavour
looked especially dismal,72 and, as a result, those Malays who paid
attention to public affairs would have found little in liberal-style philo-
sophies that could explain their economic and social predicament.

Sayyid Shaykh certainly offered a rival explanation for Malay
economic and social crisis, and one likely to be attractive to an
audience already imbued with Muslim values. His analysis situated
Malays within a much wider Muslim crisis and he advocated programs
for the reform of the Malays which, like those of Ibrahim Yaacob, were
not focused primarily on the individual. Raja Lob's analysis was in some
ways the most conservative. He recognized the need to protect and
reform the Malays as a community and suggested that this was best
done under the aegis of a modernizing sultan. Reading Surveying the
Homeland alongside Raja Lob's and Sayyid Shaykh's books encourages
one to perceive Ibrahim's socialistic bangsa-mindedness, also, as a
contribution to this debate. The stress on bangsa was more than a
consequence of his exposure to new doctrines from England and the
Dutch East Indies. In his advocacy of modern education, of political
engagement, of a rational-scientific mode of thought, and of the Malay
socialistic bangsa, Ibrahim shared much with his liberal predecessors.
But in adopting a socialistic viewpoint he was also reacting to the
challenges of his kerajaan and Islamic rivals.

Dialogic bangsa

Ibrahim's vigorous fomgsa-mindedness might be understood in other
ways also as a reactive measure. The vigour itself is significant. The
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emotional nature of Ibrahim's commitment to bangsa is evident from
the first introductory comments where he dedicates his work to the
Malays. The first chapter is called "My People"73 and the language he
uses to describe the "retreat" of the Malays in their own country could
hardly be more powerful, more heavily loaded with sentiment. The
Malays are presented as being 'jostled", "squeezed", and "pressured".
They are "humiliated".74 Throughout the entire text Ibrahim constantly
declares his desire to instil a "feeling of Malayness",75 a bangsa-
consciousness, in the people. Along with these passionate and polem-
ical declarations, moreover, the book charts the development of this
fozngso-consciousness throughout the peninsula.

In Surveying the Homeland, more than in any previous text, the bangsa
is revealed as a community which needed to be actively constructed or
conceptualized. Ibrahim explains that after the fall of Malacca to the
Portuguese, in the period when the Malay world was divided by all sorts
of squabbling and warfare, the people did not even "know their
bangsa".76 During the time Ibrahim was writing, he says, many Malays
continued to give priority to local or factional identities. In Perak, for
instance, he encountered immigrant peoples from Minangkabau
(Sumatra), Banjar (Borneo), and Bawean (near Java) who did not
consider themselves Malays.77 In Perlis many of the Malays did not
"understand how to love their bangsa99. In commenting on this absence
some years later he added that the Perlis people were "loyal only to
their Raja."78 This opposition between court and bangsa is a persistent
theme in the book. The sultans are portrayed not just as alternative
focii of loyalty but also as active enemies of bangsa-mindedness. The
royal courts, Ibrahim asserts, "still hold firmly to the old feeling and
strongly oppose the new desire to unify the Malay people."79 In Kedah,
for instance, a certain section of the ruling elite opposed the formation
of a Malay association on the ground that Kedah "possesses a raja".80

The apparent ability of the sultans to frustrate the bangsa movement,
as suggested above and in other accounts of the inter-war period,81

illustrates again their continued potency in the colonial period. It is a
reminder that much of the old ideology, as well as the old estab-
lishment, remained powerful in the Malay community. But Ibrahim's
account conveys also, of course, the dynamic character of the
movement to create a Malay identity and a bangsa community. In the
west coast states - in Pahang, in Kedah, indeed in "every state of
Malaya" - he records the rise of a "spirit of unity" among the people.82 It
is well known that newspapers had in the late 1930s done much to
promote this spirit.83 Associations had also been formed to struggle for
the Malays and in some states such as Selangor they were explicitly
called "Malay associations".84 (In Perak as in Kedah, Ibrahim explains
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that royal opposition seems to have discouraged the use of the term
"Malay".85) Young people, in particular, were acquiring a consciousness
of bangsa, and partly at Ibrahim's instigation. On his visit to Selangor,
for instance, Ibrahim stresses this aspect of his lecture to an audience of
Bawean youths. He tells them to be aware that Bawean was only a small
island north of Java and urges them to remember the important thing
was that their bangsa is Malay.86 (It is in reports of this type, of course,
that Ibrahim throws most light on the way in which the bangsa
movement was promoted.)

Although no text of a lecture is given, it is clear from Ibrahim's
comments in Surveying the Homeland that he was passionately concerned
both to make his listeners conscious of political matters and to instil
among them "a feeling of bangsa identity."87 As he declares at one point,
he hoped to "erase" the divisions within the Malay community.88 It
would seem that Ibrahim travelled all over the peninsula, in almost
electioneering style, to achieve these aims, arousing wherever he could
a Malay sentiment and inculcating a vision of a united Malay race
struggling against the forces of capitalism. Such electioneering offers us
a glimpse of the spirit of the contest of ideologies. Ibrahim Yaacob's
account of the bangsa campaign brings the writings of both Sayyid
Shaykh and Raja Lob into sharp focus. Ibrahim, as already noted, is
entirely open about the fact that he advocates fozngso-mindedness in the
face of competition from other types of social identification. In his
presentation, the bangsa contends not only against local identifications
(Bawean is one example) but also against that other social construct,
the kerajaan. In the case of Islam, he does not debate head-on against
his Islamic rivals. He argues more by emphasis, answering the author of
Islam and Reason by neglecting the umat of Islam in favour of the bangsa
Melayu. Islam, as Ibrahim actually remarked in a later writing, was in
one sense to serve the purposes of the bangsa.89

Occasionally in the writings of the pre-war years this competition
between bangsa and Islam is not merely implied but declared, and such
declarations can throw light on the processual character of bangsa.
Abdul Rahim Kajai, one of the other influential journalists of the
period, is known to have stated the claims of the bangsa in particularly
stark terms. He pronounced in 1940 that Islam was "not a bangsa",90 and
by so doing implied a warning to religious leaders that Malay unity must
not be neglected in favour of the bonds of Islam. Kajai was at least
partly concerned to discredit Islamic leaders of Arab or Indian descent.
(Sayyid Shaykh is just one example.) Kajai argued that if the "Malay"
movement was led or even merely joined by foreigners then it could not
be understood to be a Malay bangsa movement.91 He expressed a similar
viewpoint by the insulting way in which he described Malays of mixed
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ethnic origins. Thus he referred sarcastically to Malays possessing Arab
or Indian "blood" as DKA (Darah Keturunan Arab) and DKK (Darah
Keturunan Kling) .92

Such a stress on descent makes Kajai's bangsa-mindedness a little
reminiscent of the "scientific" racism which had developed in Europe.93

By contrast, Ibrahim's understanding of bangsa seems to be charac-
terized by its inclusiveness. He invokes a broadly defined Malayness. He
does not specifically exclude Muslims of Arab or Indian "blood" and,
for instance, explains to his readers that the Malays consist not just of
two and a half million people in Malaya but also of 65 million in
Indonesia.94 The latter claim has an obvious significance in the develop-
ment of a nationalistic perception of bangsa. In later years - specifically
in the 1940s and 1950s - it led Ibrahim to become a proponent of a
Greater Indonesia incorporating the British and the Dutch colonial
spheres in the archipelago.95 In Surveying the Homeland he takes pains to
focus primarily on the Malays of Malaya. In both cases, however, he
certainly freights the concept of bangsa with a powerful territorial
commitment.

Ibrahim, that is to say, goes beyond the editor of the Utusan in
developing a nationalist dimension to bangsa. Indeed, he went beyond
his contemporaries, because the impression one gains from memoirs
and other writings on the period is that (at least until the late 1930s)
"the peninsular Malays had not yet understood the idea of nation and
nationalism".96 In Surveying the Homeland Ibrahim declares, for instance,
that he wants immigrant peoples in Malaya to acknowledge the
"national rights" (hak kewatanan) of the Malay bangsa.91 The Malay
kewatanan conveys clearly the notion of 'national', as our earlier
discussion of the word watan (state) suggests. Furthermore, Ibrahim's
preoccupation with the concept of 'homeland' {Tanah Ayer), com-
mencing with the actual title of the book, gives a distinct sense of this
territorial dimension of his fomgso-mindedness. Whether or not he had
doubts in 1941 about limiting the Malay 'homeland' to 'Malaya', there
is clearly no question that the fostering of a bangsa sentiment entailed
for Ibrahim the ideal of possessing a territorial state. And here again
the passion of his advocacy is critical. Although the connection between
the bangsa and tanah Melayu was established in Eunos' writing at the
opening of the century, the added emotion embedded by Ibrahim in
bangsa conveys the special character of his investment in the idea of a
Malay nation. In this sense most of all, Surveying the Homeland contri-
butes to the 'process' of bangsa; it helps to make fozngso-mindedness the
equivalent of what we might term 'nationalism'.

The same emotiveness draws attention, once again, to the reactive
element in Ibrahim's use of bangsa. Moreover, it is at this point we
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return to the longstanding Malay concern about the relation between
the individual and society. Ibrahim's emotional commitment, of course,
was not unique. Although striking when we read Surveying the Homeland
in dialogue with the writing of Raja Lob, Sayyid Shaykh or even Eunos,
Ibrahim's sentiments are often repeated in bangsa-minded writing of
the 1930s. The newspapers, for instance, were full of the type of
sentiment expressed by Ibrahim when he speaks of "service to my
bangsa" In the words of a recent memoir of the period they "fanned the
fire of bangsa feeling among the Malays."98 Thus, the Warta Malaya,
which commenced in 1930, declared in its opening issue that the aim of
the paper would be to "raise up"99 the Malay race. And later editorials
often refer to "loving one's race." The early Malay novelists working in
these years also commonly wrote emotionally of their race. Some even
dedicated their books to the bangsa. An author of 1930, for instance,
declared his purpose to be that of "increasing the literature of my
bangsa" and he hoped that his story "would give some benefit to the
bangsa I love."100 In songs and poetry the passion for bangsa became
increasingly evident in the 1930s. One contemporary writer observed
that although in the previous decade Malay music had been based on
"traditional tunes" and possessed words "meaning nothing", in the early
1940s "our music instils a feeling for bangsa and a love for the
Homeland."101 As regards poetry, a recendy published anthology of
"nationalist poetry" illustrates superbly the intensity of emotion. "Raise
the bangsa to the sky," cries one poet of 1929.102 "Be Aware - Be Aware in
this time, My brave and praiseworthy bangsa," declares another author
of the same year.103 In 1930 a third declared:

Love your bangsa until eternity
Lift it up onto a throne.104

To explain such devotion to bangsa, expressed by Ibrahim and his
contemporaries, we ought again to consider the colonial context. As
noted in chapter 4, the commitment may have been fostered in part by
British and other European examples of pride in race. And in Europe,
too, racial and nationalist sentiment were often merged. Another factor
helping to sharpen Malay ethnic consciousness, of course, was the
growing perception of Chinese and Indian threat. (This point has often
been made in studies of the period.105)

A further perspective, one with important consequences, arises from
the specific vocabulary employed in the 1930s in relation to bangsa.
This vocabulary draws attention to what might be termed an
autochthonous line of interpretation. Here we encounter the reactive
character of the concept. The vocabulary employed reminds us once
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more of the need to read intertextually, and to examine ideological
change in terms of dialogue and argument. In the 1930s, more than in
Eunos' Utusan Melayu, we frequendy encounter kerajaan language.
When Ibrahim Yaacob writes of offering his book as a "gift" to the Malay
people, the word he uses for 'gift', persembahan, carries the notion of
'obeisance' (sembah).106 Similarly, his aim to do 'service' to his bangsa is
resonant of court usage. The poetic statement about lifting the bangsa
"onto a throne" is an even more explicitly kerajaan reference. The
words for "praiseworthy" and "brave" used in one of the 1929 poems are
also words often employed in court literature. In another poem, there
is an allusion to "service" to the bangsa in terms suggestive of service to
a raja. That is, the word junjung is used, and it suggests the way a royal
subject 'carries on his head' the commands of his master.107

A certain bangsa indebtedness to royal tradition is not merely to be
found in the appropriation of language. It is evident also in the early
Malay attempts to construct a bangsa history, a presentation of the past
focused not on some royal lineage but on the Malay people as a
community. Although Ibrahim Yaacob writes of 500 years of civil war
between rival royal houses as damaging the Malay people, he implies
that the Sultanate of Malacca, before its conquest by the Portuguese in
1511, deserved the respect of the bangsa-minded. Only after the Sultan
"ran from Malacca" are the Malays portrayed as being in decline108.
Other writers of Ibrahim's time, and general frame of mind, presented
the glory of the Malaccan Sultanate in far more direct terms. A large-
scale history of the Malay world written in 1926, and likely to have
influenced Ibrahim, gives much attention to establishing the impor-
tance of Malacca in Chinese as well as Malay accounts of the period.109

The author of this history, Abdul Hadi, was a lecturer of the Teachers'
Training College and it is noteworthy that one of his most prominent
former students, Harun Aminurashid, wrote numerous novels celebra-
ting the Malaccan period in a manner obviously designed to arouse
bangsa-consciousness and pride.110

Although exploited by Malay ideologues, this growing interest in
Malay historical achievement, in heritage and in history as a mode of
thought, was stimulated to some extent by the British. Valorizing the
pre-colonial sultanates, the origins and ceremonies of which were as
much Hindu-Buddhist as Islamic, seems to have been one aspect of a
strategy of promoting Malay "tradition" as a bulwark against what the
British saw as the expansion of "pan-Muslim" influence among the
Malays.111 The British, at the same time, probably also expected the
study of pre-colonial sultanate history would be to the ideological
benefit of their royal 'allies'. Such writers as Ibrahim or Abdul Hadi, of
course, appropriated the achievements of Malacca to enhance the
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dignity not of Malay royalty but specifically of the Malay bangsa. We
noted in the case of Eunos' Utusan that sultanship was beginning to be
perceived in terms of its service to the Malay race. (Even the court
writers, Haji Mohd. Said and Raja Lob, to a certain extent, began to
acknowledge this role.) It is also worth mentioning, that when Eunos
and others started the first Malay political association, the Singapore
Malay Union, the inaugural meeting was held in a former residence of
the Sultan of Johore.112 The use of such symbolism, together with the
appropriation of royal history and royal vocabulary, throw light not
only on the rhetorical techniques but also on the motivations of Eunos,
Ibrahim Yaacob and other bangsa-rmn&ed authors.

In chapter 4 above, in considering the way Malay royal tradition was
employed by the advocates of bangsa, it was been argued that this
strategy may provide insights into certain Malay perceptions of 'race'.
Bangsa, we noted, could have been expected to fulfil some of the
purposes which the kerajaan had sought to satisfy. This impression is
strengthened when we look at the type of discussion of bangsa which
took place in the decade or so leading up to the publication of
Ibrahim's book. In particular, the formulation of the concept of a Malay
bangsa might be examined in terms of the rivalry with those other forms
of community and identity offered by kerajaan or Islam. Increasingly
during the colonial period the argument between ideological positions
was not merely one of emphasis, assertion and counter-assertion.
Authors reacted to one another. They debated, and their debates
sometimes progressed in dialectical form.

The difficulty encountered in advocating Western notions of
individualism seems to have initiated one such dialectic. In discussing
Ibrahim's socialism and, earlier, Al Imams answer to Abdullah and his
successors, we noted the problem of arguing these notions in a society
not accustomed to foregrounding the private self at the expense of the
community. The kerajaan through its ceremonial and status system
certainly catered to a society of 'public men'. The Islamic writers of Al
Imam, on their part, appeared to accept the individualistic perception
of man and the desire for personal freedom, and then, almost
instantaneously, they grounded this perception in the doctrines and
community of Islam. Eunos of the Utusan attempted to foster both a
sense of individualism and a sentimental attachment to bangsa. We
asked whether he might have seen himself as addressing two types of
Malay audience.

Ibrahim Yaacob took a relatively negative view of individualism. It has
been seen that he rejected the notion of individuals "caring only for
themselves." He expressed little economic hope for the Malays - faced,
as they were, with the threat of international 'capital' - if they failed to
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combine together, and merely acted as separate individuals seeking
their own personal fortunes and "following their own hearts". Such
comments are far distant from Abdullah's invitation to the individual to
achieve "something great" or Eunos' valorizing "hard work" which is
capable of promoting personal independence. Ibrahim's attitude has
something in common with that of certain renowned socialistic Malay
authors of the early 1950s who rejected what they called "the T
perspective". In discussing creative writing these authors vigorously con-
demned the individualistic manner of thinking, urging one another to
"go down into society and immerse [yourself] in the very being" of the
people.113 It would seem to be the thrust of Ibrahim's argument that all
Malays should "immerse" themselves in the bangsa. And here the use of
kerajaan and other emotive language and symbolism is especially
revealing.

The Islamic and court writers, confronting or exploiting anxiety
about the "I" perspective, had reaffirmed their own characteristic paths
to immersion. Thus, as Raja Lob's attention to titles and status suggests,
Malay royalty still claimed the loyalty of Malay subjects partly in terms of
the kerajaan*s capacity to immerse human individuality in nama.
Through the bestowal of titles, participation in royal ceremony and
being named in royal documents, the court offered a kerajaan-based
definition of nama. Islamic writers offered the opportunity of another
type of "immersion" within another form of community, that of the
umat. In the face of such competition, the use by the bangsa-minded of
emotive language, in particular the employing of kerajaan terminology,
can be viewed in part as a reply. The emotional (we might say
psychological) needs of Malays, so such language suggests, might be
satisfied just as effectively in the case of the bangsa as it was in the
kerajaan or the Islamic umat. Not only might the notion of bangsa be
able to cope with Malay discomfort about the "I" perspective. As we saw
in our discussion of Eunos' writing in chapter 4, bangsa was valuable too
in that it was capable of providing an alternative basis for nama, the
concern about which was in no sense restricted to courtly circles. As a
Malay historian and social critic commented in 1929, Malays in general
continued to be "preoccupied with the search for namd\ (The Chinese,
he explained, devoted themselves to "industry" rather than nama.114) By
invoking royal doctrine through royal language, the bangsa authors
conveyed the idea that in the bangsa, no less than the kerajaan or the
Islamic umat, Malays preoccupied with nama would be able to achieve
the public reputation, the nama which lasts beyond death, which they so
strongly desired.

From this point of view, the increasingly emotive perception of
bangsa, just like the shift from bourgeois individualism to socialism, was
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an admission of a degree of liberal vulnerability. It is true that the royal
and Islamic ideologues were also, in important ways, very much in
retreat. They were beginning even to argue in the discourse established
by their liberal rivals. Where these kerajaan and umat ideologues
themselves made positive contributions to a process or, more stricdy, a
concatenation of ideological development, was in the role they played
in setting the agenda of debate. Specifically, in relation to the issue of
individualism, the kerajaan and Islamic spokesmen raised questions and
provoked anxieties (perhaps not always intentionally) to which Ibrahim
Yaacob and others felt themselves forced to find answers. The urging of
a socialistic and emotive presentation of bangsa was, at least in part, an
attempt to provide such an answer. It was a formulation of bangsa
designed specifically to compete with the kerajaan and probably also the
umat. In attempts of this type, it is clear, Malay ideologues demonstrated
that they were not merely locked into fixed oppositions. They joined in
a dialogue which moved forward incrementally and to some extent
dialectically.

Surveying the Homeland, therefore, does indeed offer one type of
ending to a study of ideological contest in colonial Malaya. Here we
find displayed, more than in any of the earlier texts, the dynamics of
the struggle for hegemony within the Malay community. Ibrahim
Yaacob explicitly reminds us that alongside - and within - the drama of
colonial expansion, an internal Malay contest, a "War of Position" (as
Gramsci called it), was taking place. In his book the struggle between
bangsa and kerajaan, in particular, is brought to the foreground; compe-
tition with advocates of a community perceived in terms of the Islamic
umat is only implied. In Ibrahim's writing, it is equally important to
stress, we also find those preoccupations and modes of expression,
anticipated in the earlier writings of Abdullah and Eunos, which
constitute the discourse of politics in which all ideological contenders
were beginning to participate. Ibrahim writes in the rational style
("precise" in the view of his contemporaries) of twentieth-century
Europe, and such works as Surveying the Homeland thus offered a model
not only to his allies but also to his opponents. Finally, like so many
early nationalists he was a disciple as well as a critic of the West, and yet
in contributing to the process of ideological transformation he was
more than the bearer of foreign doctrines and perspectives.

Although Surveying the Homeland, on first encounter, seems further
removed than any of our earlier texts from the concerns and style of
presentation of kerajaan writing, it might usefully be read as being in
dialogue with that world. To describe Ibrahim's book as the product of
a Malay tradition, would of course be misleading. It is, nevertheless, a
reaction to longstanding Malay concerns in a sense that it participates
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in an autochthonous, dialogical, Malay process. In the manner of our
earlier formulators of ideology, the author developed strategies in
dialogue with both his predecessors and his contemporary rivals. Just as
his own views of bangsa emerge to some extent from such dialogue, so
too did his opponents begin increasingly to argue their own percep-
tions of Malay identity and community in the political discourse (the
"thematic", to use Chatterjee's term) of which Ibrahim was so exem-
plary an exponent. In both directions of this exchange, Surveying the
Homeland contributes not merely to a contest. It participates, in fact, in
that dialectical drive which, although failing to resolve the debate over
Malay political culture, transformed the actual issues and terms of that
debate during the century of colonial rule.

In the next and concluding chapter we will review both the dynamic
of change and the significance of the new discourse. What is the
importance for the study of Malay society of the particular ideological
contest described in the course of this study? What light might the
Malay case throw on developments elsewhere in the colonized world?
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CONCLUSION

The Malay Political Heritage

We have travelled from nationalism to politics, and in doing so have
examined questions of importance for understanding present-day Malay
politics. At the outset we noted the danger of structuring colonial Malay
social history around the master narrative of the development of
nationalism. Concepts of 'the nation', it was shown, were enunciated only
in the most limited and hesitant way. What preoccupied the ideologues
examined in this study was the contest between several social ideals,
particularly that between the monarchical vision and two other concepts
of community, the first based upon the community of Allah and the
other upon Malay ethnicity. The ideals, moreover, were never static.
They were persistently reformulated, often in dialogue with one another.
Analysing colonial Malay society in this way, I have countered the incre-
mental development of nationalism with an alternative image of fluidity
and contest. In the course of this study, however, there has emerged one
vital qualification to such an interpretation.

In an important sense, my project was hijacked. The initial aim was to
avoid the 'retrospective' creation of master narratives, and to investigate
a series of textual episodes in the subversion of Malay royal authority.
By demonstrating the range and character of ideological debate in
Malay society, I expected to be able to evoke the element of contest
rather than consensus.

In many parts of the world, the "destruction of royal authority", as
Michael Walzer has noted, "was a long and difficult process" which
frequently entailed a "sense of adventure and of danger".1 In focusing
on the Malays, I selected a colonial situation in which different and
competing ideological strains came to the fore in the course of a sus-
tained and sometimes subtle attempt at destruction.

282
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Investigating these ideological elements and their operations, it might
be assumed, would contribute to a wider, comparative analysis. Would the
Malay experience, I wondered, suggest new perspectives for examining
political debate and political change in such countries as Indonesia,
Burma, Vietnam and Cambodia, which had also possessed well-entrenched
monarchies? The Malay material, one could anticipate, would provoke
questions about the process of undermining royal hegemony. It might
also help us to understand what happened - for instance, in Burma -
when the colonial power actually destroyed a royal regime with a single
death blow. My Malay study was intended to assist in a reconsideration of
monarchy not only as a traditional institution but also as an ideological
contestant in a colonial and post-colonial context. In examining the
Malay contest I was determined, as well, to bring to light the historical
agency of the Malay participants themselves. Through a close and inter-
textual reading of my documents I hoped to draw attention to the ways
in which Malay authors, despite the presence of colonialism, were able to
experiment with new ideas as they tried to test, reinforce or undermine
the doctrines they inherited from the pre-colonial period.

Concepts and ideals which have assumed a dominating significance in
modern Malaysia were formulated during the British era. The concepts
of'progress', of the territorially-defined 'state', of'national-ism', even of
'Malayness' itself, were all experimented with and debated during the
years examined in this study. It was my intention not merely to reveal
how historically contingent and contested these ideas were, but also to
investigate the human dynamics involved in such an ideological process.

In certain respects, these research aspirations, developed early in the
project, have been achieved. The turbulent and splintered character of
Malay ideological activity, in particular, is undeniable. The 'conceptual-
izing'2 of a Malay national community and, more often, a Malay ethnic
community has always taken place in the face of competition from
advocates, on the one hand, of the Islamic religious community (umat)
and, on the other, of the raja-defined community (kerajaan).

In tracing the course of this three-cornered contest, however, we have
increasingly encountered another, and to a certain extent counter-
vailing, development. Despite my efforts to resist a master narrative, the
interrogation of Malay writings has identified an important social theme:
the constitution of a discourse of politics. In attempting to account for
this theme, moreover, it has been necessary to return time and again to
the presence of colonialism. Finally, and again unexpectedly in terms
of my earlier anticipations, one of the consequences of this theme
appears to be the promotion of an element of unity rather than division
in Malay society. In fact, in identifying the invention of politics in the
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intertextuality of Malay ideological dispute, we discover the expansion of
a public sphere which gives substance to the development of the modern
Malayan/Malaysian state.

The deciphering of transitions in discourse is by no means a new type
of historiographical concern. There have been widely influential studies
of changing structures of perception and understanding, for instance,
in the historical analysis of such fields as scientific discovery, mental
health and criminal punishment.3 In Asian studies, investigations of this
type are relatively rare. One exception is the case of Vietnam, where
changes in political culture during the colonial period have been treated
with linguistic sensitivity by David Marr and Greg Lockhart. The latter's
analysis of such changing or emergent concepts as 'monarch', 'country',
'people' and 'nation' has immediate analogues in our Malay writings.4

In Malay studies Henk Maier has examined critical transitions in the
field of literature. He has demonstrated, for instance, how traditional
hikayat literature has been read in entirely new ways by modern
Malaysians, how a "radical transformation within intellectual circles"
has led to Malay communities being "no longer willing to accept the
relevance and skillfulness of the heritage".5

The present study is also concerned with the 'how': in seeking to
delineate the issues and progress of ideological debate it throws light
on the actual process by which a new 'politics' emerges. It is the stress on
the mechanisms of change, particularly on the acquisition of a new
vocabulary, a new agenda and new structures of justification which gives the
Malay experience a wider significance. To study the emergence of politics
in such a colonial and non-European context may supplement the
pioneering research which has been carried out regarding the introduction
of a political 'civic humanism' in Italy and other European societies. It
contributes, I would argue, to an intercultural investigation into the
expansion of what Jurgen Habermas has called the "public sphere".6

Contesting Community in Malaysia Today

It is important at this point to qualify some of my earlier discussion of the
struggle of ideas between the kerajaan elite and its rivals. To stress in our
investigation of Malay textual episodes three types of community vision
or orientation - the kerajaan, the umat and the bangsa - offers certain
explanatory advantages. But it also risks over-simplification.

Identifying these orientations, each based upon a concept of com-
munity - the monarchical, the religious and the ethnic - certainly
provides a point of departure for assessing significant divisions in Malay
society, not only in the colonial but also in the post-colonial period.
Two major developments in the recent past of the last decade are
illustrative in this regard. In what has been termed the 'constitutional
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crisis' of 1983-84, there occurred a confrontation between the prime
minister and the sultans which was, at least in part, a dispute over
whether bangsa ought to be given precedence over kerajaan. Similarly,
the emergence of the Islamic dakwah, or missionary movement, which
burgeoned in Malay society during the 1970s and continues to be
influential today, promoted debate about the merits of all three types
of community. Those advocating the bangsa, for instance, sometimes
described the Islamic activists as dangerously dividing the Malay people;
the dakwah people, some of whom actually gained control of the
opposition Islamic Party (PAS) in 1982, declared 'nationalism' to be in
conflict with the tenets of Islam. This party (which in the 2000 election
obtained a half of the Malay vote) claims to be concerned, of course,
with the fortunes of the Islamic umat rather than merely those of the
seemingly narrower and parochial Malay bangsa.1

A clear illustration of the continued significance of the three-cornered
ideological struggle in the independent Malaysian state appears in a
widely publicized speech (of 1983) by Anwar Ibrahim, Deputy Prime
Minister of Malaysia 1994-98. In the context of the constitutional crisis,
he warned the sultans to remember who their true protectors had been.
Despite their real differences, he explained, the ruling United Malays
National Organization, the party of the fozngsa-minded, had been willing
to defend the institution of the sultanate since independence; but he
warned that certain Islamic fundamentalists, by the 1980s influenced by
the Iranian example, passionately desired to reconstitute Muslim society
in Malaysia in a manner which would exclude monarchy.8

Part of the business of representative government in modern Malaysia,
it is clear, is to manoeuvre politically between the three orientations. The
existence of this range of ideological perspectives among the Malays adds
to the plurality of a Peninsular Malaysian society already divided by the
presence of a huge (36 percent) Chinese and Indian minority. Why the
contest for hegemony within the Malay community has not been settled
is a puzzling and important issue. In some other communities that have
faced genuine threat, no such ideological splintering has occurred. A
1985 study of Japan, for instance, suggests that in its critical late Meiji
period the creation of a new dominant ideology was far more con-
sensual.9 The reason for the lack of resolution in the Malay case may lie
with colonialism. It suited the British to prevent either the complete
overthrow of monarchy or the triumph of one of its opponents. In the
post-colonial period the Chinese and Indian role may also have been
decisive. They, too, perceive certain advantages from the presence of a
divided Malay majority and partly for this reason, from time to time, they
forge temporary political alliances with both royalty and the Islamic
party. At the same time, it must be admitted, the fact that the Malays are
still only about 57 percent of the total population helps to explain the
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passion with which many of them continue to strive for the unity of their
community. It also suggests why, in the first half of the twentieth century,
the exponents of the bangsa-based vision moved so tentatively toward
a full-blown nationalism. In the anticipated nation-state, the Malay
community, no longer guaranteed in its sovereign existence by British
colonialism, would indeed be vulnerable.

To perceive the struggle within the Malay community in terms of
bangsa, umat and kerajaan, therefore, draws attention to long-term ten-
sions in Malay society. It is an approach which possesses, also, the further
advantage of demonstrating the depth of ideological division. Although
the three Malay concepts allude to different social visions and different
versions of the past, what each of them signifies above all is a com-
peting notion of community. That is to say, in the struggle for hegemony
there was a fundamental disagreement even over the character of the
community for which the rival philosophies were designed. It is a dis-
agreement, obviously, which entails at the same time a far-reaching
dispute about personal identity.

In considering now the analytical costs of this three-cornered analysis
of Malay political debate, the problem of over-simplification arises. To
stress these broad divisions tends to obscure other competing viewpoints
and to ignore the extent to which each of these three orientations itself
contains a range of sometimes competing doctrines. My discussion of
the umat perspective, for instance, does not bring to the fore the con-
frontation between those Islamic groups often referred to as the Kaum
Muda and the Kaum Tua - between the advocates, on the one hand, of a
modernized Islam and, on the other, of apparently more conservative
doctrines. This confrontation, as noted in chapter 9, is well documented.
For my purposes, however, it is significant that those placing the umat
above either the kerajaan or the bangsa could be found in both kaum.
When such Kaum Muda figures as Sayyid Shaykh vigorously argued the
claims of Islamic fundamental doctrine they presented themselves as
inheritors of a long tradition of shari'ah-mindedness in Malay society. It
was a tradition which was fostered also by those religious scholars who,
at least by the 1930s, were to be branded as members of the 'conser-
vative party'.10 By appropriating Islamic doctrines, for instance by
translating and commenting upon the canonical texts, these scholars
helped to provide a body of Islamic learning to compete with the wisdom
of the 'indigenous' (or 'Hindu-ized') kerajaan. In the language of post-
independence Malay writing, many of the Kaum Tua, no less than the
Kaum. Muda, were pejuang-pejuang Islam, or "warriors for Islam".11

Another division in Malay society that I have neglected is that between
the religiously pious and those people whom a Malay author of 1936
described as viewing religion with "scientific doubt and broad-minded
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indifference".12 This so-called 'progressive' group was compared with
those people in power in Kemal Ataturk's Turkey. Members of the
Malay 'progressive' or 'Turkish' party may well have formed a significant
element among the bangsa-minded, and some are likely to have been
included among the more modern-minded advocates of the kerajaan. In
later years they have been found in important positions in government
and certain political leaders, including Mahathir Mohamad, have been
called 'Kemal Ataturk-Types'. Again, however, my concern with religious
commitment is focused not on private piety but on the implications
of religious belief for perceptions of social organisation and identity.
Whether a person was committed to being a 'warrior' for the Islamic
urnat, rather than for the bangsa or the kerajaan, is the issue of first
importance in my analysis.

For similar reasons, I give little stress to the distinction between
the Malay and the English educated which is a crucial element in
William Roff's study of colonial Malay society. This distinction, it is
true, promoted rivalry and tension, and has continued to do so in post-
independence Malaya/Malaysia. In the advancing of the bangsa, however,
graduates of the government Malay education system often combined
with those of the English system. Eunos and Dato Onn, for instance, were
both trained in English schools, but we have seen that they were not
less vigorous than Ibrahim Yaacob or Abdul Rahim Kajai (both Malay
educated) in pursuing the bangsa cause. The point is that education, in a
modern sense, was the crucial leavening factor, not English as against
Malay education.

Finally, the book does not attempt to investigate all those local or
parochial sympathies which Ibrahim Yaacob identified and confronted
in his attempt to promote commitment to the bangsa. The fortunes of
certain Indonesian immigrant groups - the Bawean, for example - are
indeed others' tales' (to recall Joan Scott's phrase which I quoted in my
Introduction) which are obscured in studies focused on such master
themes as the development of a state, a nationalism, or even a dominant
ethnicity. They are 'might have beens' and, having noted their existence,
I have tended to ignore them, as many before me appear to have done,
largely to reduce the level of complexity in my analysis.

In one area, at least, it has been possible to temper the over-
simplifications inherent in my approach, and in doing so we encounter
what has emerged as the central theme in this volume. The textual
episodes which we have examined suggest that only in certain specific
instances are the relations between the three orientations entirely
antagonistic and exclusive. The battle lines are drawn with clarity, for
instance, when Abdullah or the Al Imam journal condemn the kerajaan.
When an Islamic spokesman declares that in Islam there ought to be no
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bangsa-consciousness as something distinct from a commitment to the
"aims and obligations of the religion",13 and a bangsa-minded journalist
later replies that Islam is "not a bangsa",14 we see further indications
of ideological confrontation. In struggles taking place within Malay
society in recent decades we continue to encounter examples of such
stand-off.15

The essential ideological divisions in Malay society, however, are not
always so rigid. Indeed, the texts examined in this book suggest none of
the specific orientations - kerajaan, umatox bangsa- has been a fixed or
static category; each was reformulated over time, often in fundamental
ways. The point is particularly telling in the case of kerajaan. The spokes-
men of the royal courts so restructured the claims of their patrons that
the presentation of the sultanate at the end of the colonial period, and
in recent years, would have been inconceivable in the early 1800s.
Certain Malays, it is true, have followed their ancestors in continuing to
perceive the sultanate as an all-embracing kerajaan in which the nama,
the reputation and status, of every subject could be located: for these
Malays the ceremonies and ritual of the court are all-important. From
the middle years of the British period, however, monarchy began to be
re-defined. In the Johore text the polity itself is described territorially
and not merely as an extension of rulership; the sultan is portrayed
primarily as a governor or administrator. The 1938 Perak coronation
account goes further: this document, which is in some ways a precursor
of the royal celebratory albums that appear today, praises the Perak ruler
in a manner that reminds one of a modern election manifesto.

The Islamic 'umat', too, signified new things by the end of the colonial
period. Indeed, in the writing of Sayyid Shaykh and also more recent
Islamic spokesmen, it takes the form of an association ideally suited to
the needs of an economic and political progress defined in broadly
Western-modern terms. Finally, bangsa, which was still quite novel as a
term for 'ethnic group' in Abdullah's time, acquired a growing force and
a territorial connotation during the following century. Our review of the
development of bangsa is a reminder that Malay ethnicity must be per-
ceived as a dynamic process rather than a fixed primordial identification.
It is a process, moreover, which leads into the development of what
was to be later described as Malay nationalism.16 In the 1990s Malays
struggled with the term 'bangsa' again when Prime Minister Mahathir
took the radical step of urging them to think of themselves as members
of a 'bangsa Malaysia*rather than merely a 'bangsa Melayu'.

In considering such revising and reconstituting of ideological positions,
this book has examined the colonial context of Malay society. The British
government, it has been argued, endorsed explicitly or implicitly certain
elements, for instance, of the liberal program developed by the bangsa-
minded. The socio-economic change of the period also produced a new
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middle class likely to be attracted to the type of egalitarian and indi-
vidualistic attitudes expressed not only by Abdullah and Eunos but
sometimes by their Islamic and royal opponents. It requires emphasizing,
however, that colonialism and its consequences cannot obscure the
genuinely intellectual dimension of Malay ideological work. Moreover,
creativity in this area was stimulated by interaction and dialogue between
the different orientations. Here again the three-cornered analysis has not
disguised complexity.

The texts examined in this book, in fact, often give the impression that
ideas were forged in dialogue. Examining Eunos' presentation of bangsa,
Sayyid Shaykh's umat and the description of monarchy by Haji Mohd.
Said or Raja Lob reminds one of Kenneth Burke's dictum that "critical
and imaginative works are answers to questions posed by the situation in
which they arose".17 Specific statements in our Malay documents react to
and build upon one another so that bangsa, for instance, becomes in
significant respects indebted to the kerajaan. That is, in order to compete
with the royal ideology, bangsa*s own development - its emotive content,
its role as an object of devoted service and a focus of personal identity
- begins to be shaped by a kerajaan agenda. Despite the association of
/w^gs/Miiindedness with many of the tenets of modernity, certain authors
sought to adapt the concept of bangsa not just to the needs of a middle
class acquiring modern values, but also for those Malays who, even when
monarchy itself was being undermined, possessed older-established
concerns, such as anxiety about nama. Such efforts to reformulate bangsa
have implications for the way Malays view their ethnicity and nation even
in the twenty-first century and, in addition, suggest the need to reassess
the significance or potency of 'tradition'. Speaking of Autonomy' with
respect to Malay political development does not imply that 'tradition'
continues to be a rigid template for social action. Rather, autonomy
arises from the fact that 'tradition' continues to act as a dynamic force,
driving forward a dialectical change.

The dialogue between ideological orientations - kerajaan, umat and
bangsa- undergoes one further and critical form of transition during the
colonial period. In our textual episodes we have been able to track the
development of a new discourse that is of far-reaching importance in
modern Malaysia. In the changing terms of debate we have discerned an
invention of polities', an expansion of the public sphere.

The Invention of Politics

In one sense the struggle for hegemony, the 'war of position', which
divided Malay society was resolved neither during the colonial period nor
even in the decades of independence which have followed. Even today
Malay ideologues disagree radically about both the past and the future
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of Malay society, and about the proper reference point for community
loyalty and personal identity. In these matters we continue to see
presentation of what appear to be mutually exclusive claims. By the time
of the Japanese Occupation, however, there are indications that a vic-
tory was achieved at the deeper level of discourse, or of what Partha
Chatterjee calls the "thematic".18 In the texts of the early colonial period
we noted that differences between orientations were not merely "pro-
grammatic" but also "thematic"; that is, the differences concerned not
just the claims of ideology, the possibilities and programs, but also the
justificatory statements', 'rules of inference' and epistemological basis.
By the 1940s, so our texts indicate, a significant degree of resolution had
taken place at the underlying level of discourse, or of the "thematic": the
kerajaan and the umatwere to a large extent defeated.

The royal and Islamic spokesmen in effect capitulated when they
began to defend their respective patrons with new arguments in a new
language. The innovations are implied in the various reformulations of
kerajaan, bangsa and umat. These reformulations entail a type of inter-
action between ideological orientations fundamentally different from
that existing in the early nineteenth century. By the mid-colonial period,
Sayyid Shaykh, Raja Lob and Ibrahim Yaacob all assumed the need for
what has been referred to as a "to do" government which addressed a
development' agenda. Each recognized the fact that the Malay Muslim

community faced a crisis and that there was a necessity for social unity.
The values of rationalism and egalitarianism were also givens in their
writings, and furthermore in virtually the whole range of Malay political
writing in the present day.

In analysing Munshi Abdullah's work and the geography, the Hikayat
Dunia, we took note of the origins of such concepts. The state as a terri-
torial unit, government as an instrument for facilitating the exploitation
of that territory, the categorising of humans as individual persons and as
members of states and races, are all concepts or values established in
these early colonial writings. The idea that rulers are responsible to their
subjects rather than merely to transcendent principles and designs, the
justification of social programs in terms of the perspective and interests
of the individual subject, and the right of that ordinary subject to engage
in the administration of his community, began at least to be implied in
the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century texts of the umat-minded
and the kerajaan. A sultan, that is, was now said to acknowledge the exist-
ence of, and communicate with, a nationalist organization; an Islamic
author now identified a human, rational essence behind worldly titles
and public face, and insisted that the success of a ruler depends on his
ability to serve the welfare of a community of such individuals.

Rational individuals, so our texts begin to take for granted, combine
together in a political community, a rational tribunal, to which all rival
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ideologues appeal. The very assumption of a public of individuals
possessing the right to be consulted is perhaps the most fundamental
element in the new politics. In its consultations and disputes, moreover,
this community is revealed as using a novel vocabulary. Those whom
Ibrahim Yaacob calls "people of awareness" (sedar), irrespective of which
ideological background they emerge from, all tend to speak of negeri
and bangsa; they also reduce in meaning (to 'government') the formerly
potent word kerajaan. When "aware people" (in our chosen documents)
advocate one form of community rather than another they do so in
terms of abstractions: rival ideologues at least share the view that the
'individual' must live in 'society' (perhimpunan), and only then argue
about which moral or legitimate basis (monarchical, religious or racial)
that society' should possess. Spokesmen of all three orientations cite
the actual standards of a modern rational tribunal in several ways.
Grounding their contending programs in an assessment of the past, for
instance, they each - bangsa, umat and kerajaan authors - insist this assess-
ment is founded on precepts not of superstition but of positivistic fact.
Knowledge of this fact, all our competing texts suggest, is not reserved to
an aristocratic or spiritual elite; it is available to all who possess rational
power. In this spirit, readers are urged 'to think'. Even the syntax of the
new Malay writing tends to stress the active, rational and instrumental
rather than the passive and organic. Employing such a style, all the
modern' authors, commencing with Abdullah but most especially in

the case of Ibrahim Yaacob, reinforced the message that individual
Malay subjects possessed the capacity to engage in the engineering of
their own destiny.

The process by which this new discourse of politics emerged has been
discussed at various points in the book. As in our examination of the
formulating of the different ideological orientations, I have situated this
development in the circumstances of an expanding British imperialism
and a transformed economy. Ideology, as so often remarked by his-
torians, tends to be enmeshed in changes in the wider social structure.

Colonialism, in my analysis of discourse, involves not merely the role
of a persistent European threat and a large-scale Asian immigration in
making a common crisis for all Malays. It entails such specific develop-
ments as the introduction of a technology of printing and the fostering
of a close, urban settlement, both of which promoted the newspaper
industry. Benedict Anderson has observed how such "print capitalism"
fostered the imagining of a national community in many colonial
societies.19 In the first instance, however, it promoted the development
of a public sphere in which not just nationalism but all types of social
identity or political policy might be debated.

The colonial education system, too, together with the particular
procedures and style of colonial bureaucratic government, effectively
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provided and endorsed specific models of administration and political
participation for the Malay intelligentsia. Similarly, new economic
mechanisms and alien concepts of law (including land law) ushered in
by colonialism communicated potentially political precepts. Considering
the role of European-derived law in this way suggests colonial Malaya
might be compared, for instance, with British Bengal, where Ranajit
Guha has drawn attention to the fundamentally exotic character of the
British "rule of property".20 What impact, we may ask, did such radically
new doctrines have when located implicitly within those colonial insti-
tutions which exercised the widest influence on the subject community?
Changes in the legal, administrative or economic spheres, as far as the
colonialists themselves were concerned, probably possessed no deliberate
ideological purpose. Nevertheless they tended to promote, for instance,
perceptions of the individual and his role in society which would have
challenged profoundly certain critical and longstanding Malay doctrines.

The impact of colonialism, therefore, provides a context in which to
explain the discursive or thematic transformation which took place in
Malay society. Identifying this impact reminds us specifically that the new
politics' is to a large extent a derivative discourse. Partha Chatterjee, we

have noted in chapter 1, has argued that nationalism, although osten-
sibly the principal antagonist of colonialism, in fact shares the same
"thematic" with its designated enemy. In other words, despite the fact
that nationalism and colonialism are radically opposed to one another in
respect to programs or "the problematic", they are both grounded in the
same "justificatory structures" - the same epistemological principles,
rules of inference, types of moral justification and so forth. They are both
products of post-Enlightenment Western thought.21 What our readings
in Malay ideology reported in this study suggest - particularly in the case
of Sayyid Shaykh, Haji Mohd. Said and Raja Lob - is that in Malay society,
and perhaps other societies, not only nationalist but also religious and
monarchical ideology may become established as derivative discourses.

Ideological Work

Once again the hegemony of colonialism should not be exaggerated.
In the interstices of British power we encounter important examples of
Malay ideological innovation. Several of our authors executed what
J.G.A. Pocock has described, in his meticulous investigations into the
changing idioms of modern European thought, as those critical "moves"
which "modify or innovate upon" an established "language" or "dis-
course".22 Abdullah made such "moves" in the way he wrote about bangsa
and negeri and also dropped the word kerajaan as a description of
sultanate'. Haji Mohd. Said's writing reconstitutes the Johore polity in

territorial terms and refers to a written constitution (rather than the
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monarch) as the 'body' of the kerajaan. Sayyid Shaykh performed a
similar reversal in the Malay context when he defended the umatin terms
not of its obedience to God but of its capacity to satisfy the rational
requirements of a modern political community. In each of these inno-
vations - these strategic "moves" - the terms of ideological debate were
radically revised.

Just as in the formulation of the different orientations in Malay society,
the actual creation of the new political discourse emerges often from
dialogue. Tacking back and forth between different texts, as we have
done, helps to retrace the steps in this process. It alerts one to the way
Malay ideologues responded to each other, noting threats and oppor-
tunities, acting with ingenuity and imagination. To perceive them as
mere cynics, ideological 'hired-guns' concerned only to defend their
patron, would conceal the intellectual character of their endeavours.
They engaged in genuine experimentation. Like so many ideologues in
other countries and other eras they must also have been driven by a sense
of real puzzlement.

The fact that not all innovative moves arise solely from strategic
necessity needs to be stressed. As participants in an intellectual milieu,
the Malay ideologues were stimulated by the formulations of fellow
writers as well as by the demands of patrons. In the excitement of debate,
moreover, their responses sometimes ignored or neglected long-term
political consequences. Did Haji Mohd. Said and Raja Lob, for instance,
realize the impact on the interests of monarchy of their acceptance of
a broadly European epistemology? They wrote in dialogue with such
authors as Eunos and, in choosing to endorse the empiricism of modern
historical research rather than what might now be dismissed as the
magical knowledge of the old hikayat, they were perhaps driven above
all by a desire to update kerajaan ideology. It is in hindsight that such
concessions to modernity necessarily undermine the kerajaan's actual
conceptual foundations: perhaps believing themselves to be engaged
merely in ideological repair, these authors were in fact helping to
establish an entirely new ideological architecture.

Reading our texts in dialogue with one another, reading them inter-
textually, thus encourages speculation about the possible mechanisms
of innovation. Indeed, by noting the presence of unexpected outcomes,
our intertextualism leads to a further series of questions about ideo-
logical linkage, about the possibility of regular interconnections which
may promote the clustering of concepts and perceptions. In this respect
a phrase employed by the anthropologist Marshall Sahlins is helpful. He
uses the expression "structure of the conjuncture" when referring, for
instance, to such a generalized phenomenon as commercial exchange
having "its own sociology".2* To what extent, we may ask, is 'politics' a
component in such a structure? Are certain ideas about the individual
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person, the polity, government and perhaps 'truth' inevitably bound one
to another? Can we then move automatically from the interconnected-
ness of concepts to the establishing of a fixed relationship with economic
and social 'reality'? In seeking to ground the conceptual manoeuv-
1 ings of the ideologue in specific historical context, we necessarily aim
to balance the significance of Malay agency against the imperatives of
imperialism.

Politics and the Malaysian State

The enquiry with which I wish to conclude, however, reaches out in
another direction. Does the emergence of politics in modern Malaysia
and elsewhere, it may be asked, foster a certain type of social unity?
Indeed, might politics be understood to add substance to the state? Our
investigation of ideological struggle in colonial Malaya suggests the
modern Malaysian state has inherited not only an unresolved dispute
between kerajaan, umat and bangsa, but also the foundations of a new and
unifying discourse of political contest. The sample of texts examined in
this book reveals only early and tentative steps toward establishing this
discourse. Ibrahim Yaacob alone seems to have been sufficiently imbued
with the new consciousness to define it as sedar.

In today's Malaysia, although there are still strong complaints about
restrictions on democratic freedom, the practice of politics in un-
doubtedly well established. The idiom is Malay, of course, and this is
partly to be understood in terms of the continued relevance of the
struggle between bangsa, umat and kerajaan. In Malaysia, as one per-
ceptive commentator has explained, there are "different visions of what
the national identity should be".24

The impact of the Malay heritage, however, is evident in other
ways in which politics are carried on in the modern state. The post-
independence prime ministers, many of whom have aristocratic or royal
backgrounds, have tended to act with some of the formal dignity once
associated with the hierarchical tradition of the sultans. Like the royal
leaders of the past (including Sultan Abdul Aziz of 1930s Perak), they
also appear to see their governing task partly in terms of educating the
Malaysian community, and this can involve censorship as well as didactic
speechmaking about social, economic and religious issues.25

The specific relationship between leader and follower in Malay
political life is also reminiscent of an earlier period, at least with respect
to the degree of devotion which Malays often display in their allegiances.
One consideration here is that the follower or supporter in the Malaysian
context can often expect material advantages. Voters may be given
special land selection rights; members of a particular national leader's
faction may receive permits, licences, approvals and contracts that bring
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great wealth.26 This is the 'money politics' often condemned by critics of
Malaysia but, as the discussion in the early part of this book suggests, it is
also consistent with the patronage system of the pre-colonial era - a
system that was not then perceived to be immoral.

The devotion of the follower in modern Malay political life, however,
also seems to be inspired by the desire for less tangible gains. Watching
the manoeuvres of prominent Malay leaders over the last decades - right
down to Prime Minister Mahathir, former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar
Ibrahim and the Kelantan political-prince, Tengku Razaleigh —  one
sometimes gets the impression that their followers are driven by some-
thing quite similar to the search for security and personal reputation
(nama) that had characterized Malay behaviour in the pre-colonial
sultanates' period. So dependent is Malay identity on personal allegiance
in today's political system that one social analyst has referred to modern
Malays as participating in "a culture of deference".27

The complex process by which earlier Malay style influences current
political practice, however, can in no way disguise the degree to which a
novel discourse has impacted on modern Malay life. The public sphere
has continued to expand and its protagonists are presumed to share a
cluster of pivotal assumptions. Islamic, nationalist and kerajaan leaders all
claim to address a rational audience possessing the right to judge. Politics
are designed to benefit both the individual and society. Even one of the
most prominent leaders of the Islamic party - noted for his rigorous
s/mnVz/i-mindedness - claims that Islam more than any other doctrine
caters for the individu.2* Government is judged in nearly all pronounce-
ments in terms of service to society; and in a broad range of Malay
writing the term 'society' (now usually masharakat rather than perhim-
punari) suggests a generalized community which, in political conver-
sation, actually transcends the concepts of kerajaan, umat and bangsa.

The terms of debate encountered in this advancing public sphere in
Malaysia - terms which have the effect of mediating all contending
ideological orientations - can actually gain greater currency and potency
in the heat of increasingly adversarial contest. The acceleration of debate
- a phenomenon which has been particularly evident during the two
decades of the prime ministership of the quintessendaily adversarial
Mahathir - can unintentionally temper rather than exacerbate tension.
That is, the impassioned pleadings of Mahathir and his Islamic and royal
antagonists, so long as they continue to be expressed in the discourse of
politics, have the effect of entrenching that discourse. The strengthening
of discursive bonds, what is more, has the capacity to envelop Chinese
and Indian contestants no less than Malay. And it is particularly in
considering this last possibility that the student of modern Malaysian
society begins to consider the contribution that 'politics' can make to
constituting the modern state.
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In Malaysia, where despite the recent attempts of the government
to promote the concept of a single 'Malaysian people' (bangsa Malaysia),
nationalism remains in contest, the ideological content of the state is likely
to be especially nebulous. Other forces capable of binding a citizenry
include the bureaucracy, the communications system and structures of the
state economy: in Malaysia's case all three institutions have tended to be
vigorous, despite the challenge of the 1997-99 Asian economic crisis. In
some countries a pervading threat of state violence is significant, although
it is a relatively remote possibility in Malaysia. The actual visibility of the
state, its visual solidity, is constituted primarily in its architecture - the
physical structures which house the government and bureaucracy- and in
the highway systems which enmesh province with metropolis.

Working against such unifying forces, of course, are all types of power-
ful and conflicting loyalties. Until Malaysia has developed the type of
melting-pot nationalism capable of bonding together members of all
the main ethnic communities, the issue which might be considered in
the Malaysia case - as in certain other post-colonial and post-communist
countries - is whether the plurality of competing loyalties, which seem-
ingly subvert the progress of state formation, can in certain circum-
stances also act to promote a more fundamental unity. When Mahathir
or his opponents have been at their most aggressive, gesticulating
energetically as they spell out one point or another, is it possible that this
expression of adversarialism, so long as it is delivered in a specifically
political discourse, can promote the expansion of a socially-bonding
public sphere which adds substance to the state? Or must we con-
clude that 'politics' flow too easily within or beyond ideological or state
boundaries, creating new unities, sometimes wider, often more parochial?
The question, which concerns the relation between political discourse
and social structure, requires specific case studies. In Malaysia, where
political debate seems to be increasing, there will be further opportunity
to test whether 'polities', which had once exercised a corrosive influence
on the Malay kerajaan, nevertheless has a special capacity to contribute to
the modern process of nation-building.
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investments 11, 115, 183, 263-4, 267,
274; Depression 268; international-
ization 227, 267; price reduction 227;
private enterprise 35; rural credits 117,
121; see also immigration, specific states
and subjects pertaining to economy

education: English-language stream 250,
287; English missionary schools 40, 59,
63, 72-3, 76, 93,118,199, 207;
importance and initiatives 10, 12,13,
45-7, 49, 59-83 passim, 92, 100, 115,
121-2,129,139,196-7, 226-7, 242-3,
250-1, 264, 268, 292; Islamic religious
education 48, 94,176-9,185,187-8,
198, 208, 218, 229, 245, 250-1, 261-2;
Malay schools 72-3, 75, 79, 90,118,
199, 250; Malay-language stream 250,
287; neglect of 17, 33, 35-6, 42,122;
number of schools 72-3; number of
students 72-3, 93, 118, 250; percep-
tions of 45-50; secular education 72,
79, 93, 158, 227; text-books and
syllabus 72, 75, 90, 93, 95-6, 118, 199,
203, 209, 217-18, 229, 250, 261; see also
murshid, specific schools

Edward VII, King of England 196, 209,
215

egalitarianism 53, 114, 118, 213, 229, 231,
236, 243, 246, 248, 289-90; see also
samarata

egotism 45, 124, 126
Egypt: banking 115; colonialism and

development 100, 106, 110, 120, 143;
educational book export 217; Egyptian
Reformers 138, 172,174, 181; Islam
and 140, 152, 155, 181; Khedive of
Egypt 125; nationalism 120

electricity 173, 241
Elias, Norbert 27
Emerson, Rupert 215, 246, 255
energy, personal 202, 234, 267
England 19,129,187
Enlightenment 3, 10, 46, 48, 50, 66-7, 70,

83, 85,132,180, 231, 236
entrepreneurship 116-18, 121, 124,132,

159
epistemic rifts 67, 80, 88, 249; see also

discourse
epistemology 60, 235-6, 238, 249; see also

Islam, doctrines and philosophy
Errington, Shelly 46
ethnicity see bangsa, race
Eunos see Mohd. Eunos Abdullah
Europe 173; eighteenth century 3, 10, 27,

33, 46, 48, 174; Enlightenment 3, 46,

48,132; imperialism 2,10,13, 60,
64-6, 70, 89,195-6, 209, 211-13, 215,
244, 246-7, 251, 291, 294; liberalism
10, 26, 33, 179; nineteenth century 19,
130,138,174; post-Enlightenment 292;
scientific racism 271-2; seventeenth
century 128; twentieth century 271-2

evolution 107

fasting see Islam
Federated Malay States 91, 103,115, 127,

195, 227, 242, 250, 260; see also
individual states

Federation of Malaya 227
fishermen 118
football 92
Foucault, Michel 67
France 19, 27,124
Free Press (newspaper) see Singapore Free

Press
freedom 13, 61-2, 66, 81-2,125, 202, 235,

267, 274; see also betas, kebebasan,
merdeheka

Fundamentalism, Islamic 160, 163; see also
shari 'a/a-mindedness

furniture 116, 118,264

gambling 17, 33, 77,198
Geertz, Clifford 24
George VI, King of England 90, 238
Gibb, Sir Hamilton 152
Gluck, Carol 285
Glugor school 72
God (Islam) see Allah
Gokhale, Gopal Krishna 84-5
gold 15, 41, 64
government: concepts of 24, 32, 35-6,

207-9, 214, 248, 290; participation in
vi, 26, 120, 128-9, 190,194; see also
civic humanism, citizenship, politics

gramophone 116
Gramsci, Antonio 27, 53, 276
gravestones 206
Great Depression see economy
Greater Indonesia 271; see also Indonesia
Guha, Ranajit 11-12, 292, 297
Guizot, F. 173-4,181
Gullick, J.M. 91,117,158,195, 213

Habermas, Jurgen 130,190, 221, 284
Habsburg dynasty 214
Hadhramaut 159
Hadith 159
Haji Mohd. Siraj's press 95
hajis see Islam
hak kewatanan 271
HangTuah 102
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Harun Aminurashid 272-3, 280-1
Hasan al Banna 155-6
hawa nafsu AAr-b, 49, 233
hidup 177,179
Hikayat Abdullah (Mumhi Abdullah) 13,

15, 33-5, 38, 40, 49, 63, 75-6, 80, 95,
206

Hikayat Dunia 59-71, 73-7, 79-84, 93-5,
97,104,107,109,118,123,173, 200-1,
205-6, 231, 250, 290

Hikayat Hang Tuah 23, 81, 126, 212
Hikayat Johor dan Tawarikh al-Marhum

Sultan Abu Bakar 190-1, 193-4, 196-7,
199-222, 236-7, 239, 241, 245-6, 248,
288

/w&tfya* literature 13, 16, 32, 35, 38, 48, 60,
66-7, 69-70, 77,122-3,149,170, 200,
203, 284, 293; see also kerajaan,
literature; Malay literature

Hikayat Pahang 103, 200, 209-10
Hikayat Perak 210-11
Hikayat Sen Rama 150
Hill, A.H. 34, 39-40
Hinduism 61, 273
Hirschman, Albert O. 33
Hirschman, Charles 107-8
history, concepts of 61, 69-70, 81, 120,

173-4, 231-2, 293; see also tarikh
Hobbes, Thomas 232
Hodgson, Marshall 147
Hooker, Virginia Matheson 52, 58, 192
horses 141, 182
hospitals 198, 208, 239
Hourani, Albert 173
houses and housing 14, 18-20, 24, 33, 44,

116-18,141,177,182,187, 210, 264,
295

humanism 22, 42, 51, 68, 233; see also
mankind

Hussain, Sultan of Singapore 39

Ibn Batutta 147
Ibn Taymiyyah 147, 152, 181
Ibrahim (1895-1959), Sultan ofjohore

198, 203, 217
Ibrahim (1841-62), Sultan ofjohore

198-9,206-8,213-14
Ibrahim Yaacob: background 258-9, 262,

266, 287; bangsa sentiment 258, 261-3,
266-77, 287; comments and writings
259-77, 291; disdain for royal courts
258, 260-2, 267, 269; ideological
position 251, 257-9, 262-70, 274-7,
290-1, 294

ideology 2-3, 27, 53-4, 282-96;
ideological 'moves' 293; see also
dialectical change, discourse,

epistemic rifts, Malay society,
problematic, thematic

Idris, Sultan of Perak 210-11, 239
ilmu (knowledge), 176-80
imagined communities 89, 283
immigration 13, 52, 91-2, 97,102-3,119,

121-2,124,159-60,173, 214, 227, 263,
269-72, 291; see ako races and ethnic
groups, specific ethnic minorities and
states

imperialism see Europe
In Search of Southeast Asia 243
India 53-4,106,110,115,120-1,146,155
Indian immigrants: education 100;

increase and size 92, 102,121,196,
227, 272, 285-6; Johore 214; labourers
124, 263; moneylending activities 119;
Negri Sembilan 102, 227; Pahang 102,
227; Perak 102, 227; present-day
politics 295; resentment 263, 270-2,
285; Selangor 102, 227; Straits
Setdements 102

indigo 117
individualism 6-21 passim, 32-50, 53,

70-1, 77-8, 82, 90-132 passim, 159-89
passim, 216, 220, 257, 267-8, 272,
274-6, 289-92

Indonesia 60, 268, 271, 283; see also
Greater Indonesia

industry 42, 179
intelligence (akal), 35-6, 42, 44-6, 49-50,

60, 65, 82-3,122,140,144,176,
179-80,184-7, 208, 251, 293; see also
Reason

intelligensia 284, 289, 291-2
interpreters 79
intertextual analysis 6, 80, 272, 293
inventions 47,173,178,185, 189, 284
investments see economy
Ipoh 119
Iran 285
Islam: arrival and spread 61, 146-7,149,

183, 217, 232; British policy toward
153,156,159,195, 217, 251, 254;
concept 229; devotion (ibadat) 233;
doctrines and philosophy 11, 50, 150,
160-1,167-91, 218, 229, 232-6, 245,
251, 257, 262, 267, 274, 286; fasting
(puasa) 228, 234-5; food and drink
prohibitions 210, 216; Friday prayers
234; fundamentalism 139, 141, 151-4,
159-61,171,181-5,188, 217-18, 245,
285-6, 294; hajis (pilgrims and
pilgrimage to Mecca) 138, 151-2,
154^5,157-60,162,182, 228, 234-5;
impact and influence 65, 84, 94,127,
133,150,153-63, 251; kadi 157-8;
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Islam (cont.)
kingship concept in 146-9, 161-2;
monarchical system and 3, 6, 10, 23,
27, 53,133, 137-54, 156-62,174, 208,
216-18; mufti2W, 218, 245; mullahs
185; Muslim saints 138; prophets 148;
qadis 147; reason and 188, 228-36;
reforms and modernization 139,
167-91, 229-36, 268, 286; resurgence
3, 76, 153-6, 158; shaykh 138; tithes
(zakat) 228, 234-5; ulama (scholarship
and teaching) 148-52, 155-62, 168,
172,175-6,178, 181, 184, 189, 207-8,
217-19, 226-7, 229, 252, 261-3, 283;
see also Koran, Muhammad, the
Prophet, shari 'a/i-mindedness, specific
sects

Islam and Reason 228-36, 243, 246-9, 251,
262, 270

Islamic community 137-40, 143-5;
Islamization process 19, 229; loyalty 17,
116, 137-63, 167-90; Muslim
immigrants 159-60; Muslim-Christian
hostilities 75, 153-6, 158; religious
division 149-63, 229, 235, 243, 245-6,
286

Islamic writings 43-4, 49-50, 150-1, 189,
194, 230, 267

Jamal al-Din al-Afghani 175
Japan 100, 104-5, 125, 139, 168, 173, 285
Japanese occupation of Malaya see Malay

history
Java 61-2, 65-6, 68, 83, 119, 124, 148, 150,

159
Jaxvi Peranakan (journal) 96-7, 104, 115,

131
jewellery see luxurious goods
Johns, A.H. 150, 160, 164, 253
Johore: aristocracy 63, 80, 157-8, 199, 204,

215; British presence 193, 197-200,
206, 208, 210-11, 215, 217, 219;
constitution 208, 215-16, 220-1, 293;
Dutch interests 197; education 63, 73,
76, 80, 94,158,190, 197-9, 207, 217;
ethnic minorities 198, 214, 244, 261;
history and administration 14, 63, 104,
197-208, 210-20, 259, 293; Islam 198,
208, 216-19; land surveying 205; laws
198, 205, 217; liberalism 193; Military
Forces 199; police, 198, 205, 208;
postal service 199; public works 198,
205, 208; royal court and dynasty 63,
69, 73, 76, 100, 143, 190, 193-4,
197-222, 288; State council 260-1;
tuboh kerajaan 216; see also individual
rulers, Temenggong dynasty,

Unfederated Malay States
journalism and journalists see individual

persons, newspapers
judiciary 127, 239
junjung273

kadi see Islam
Kampong Gelam 177
Kampong Gelam school 73, 93, 96, 158,

199
KaumMuda 229, 286-7
Kaum Tua 229, 234, 286-7
Keasberry, Benjamin 66; death 74, 199;

education activities 59, 63-4, 73, 75-6,
79-80, 93; missionary work 71, 74,
154-5, 157; Munshi and 59, 66, 73;
printing activities 59, 74, 123

Keasberry's school 63, 73, 75-6, 79-80,
93-4, 96,158,199, 204-5, 207-8, 226

kebebasan 233; see also bebas, freedom,
merdeheka

Kedah 14, 75-6, 97,157, 227, 259-60,
262-3, 269; see also Unfederated Malay
States

Kelantan 14, 63, 97, 115, 151, 218, 227,
259, 261 see also Unfederated Malay
States

kemajuan 48, 90, 233-6, 239, 241, 248, 265,
283

Kemal Ataturk 287
kemodenan 233; see also modernity
kerajaan: concept and ideology 6, 10-27,

103-4, 202, 219, 249; literature, 16-68,
96,101,114,124,126,141,148-50,
164-5,193, 201, 203, 212, 236-40, 245,
248, 276; vocabulary, 26, 221, 248; see
also hikayat, Malay literature

kewatanan 271
kingship, concept of 214; see also Islam,

kerajaan, sultanates
Klinkert, H.C. 81
knowledge 6, 47, 67, 176-80, 185, 234-5,

242, 245, 250, 264, 291; see also ilmu
Koran 46, 49, 75, 125, 139-40, 148,

159-60, 170-8 passim, 185, 210, 229,
231, 233, 251, 262

Kuala Kangsar 241
Kuala Lipis 266
Kuala Lumpur 242

labour 263, 267
Labuan 64-5
laissez-faire 43
land: boom 91; holdings 116; land laws

and tenure system 117, 129, 132, 196,
292; prices and sales 117, 177;
surveying 205

Langkat139, 171
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languages: Arabic 13, 49, 72; comparisons
46; English 13, 72-3, 123, 199, 208,
264; instrument of change 46, 293;
Sanskrit 43, 51; Tamil 13; see also
kerajaan, vocabulary; Malay language;
politics, vocabulary

Laski, Harold 81
legal system: Adat Melayu 151, 188;

commercial law 148; contract law 132;
criminal law 194; customary law {adat)
12, 15, 20, 22, 37, 61, 151; European-
derived law 19, 62, 132, 292; Islamic
law 121, 139-40, 145, 147-8, 151,
160-1; land laws 196, 292; law and
order issue 17; 'Malaccan digest' 148;
Malay 'status' legal system 132;
marriage laws 130, 148, 195;
Muhammadan Laws Enactment 195,
217-18; Undang-undang Melaka code
20, 151; see also sumptuary laws

liberalism 10, 80-1, 83-5, 89, 109-10,
131-68 passim, 179, 186-9, 193-4, 203,
214-48 passim, 257-8, 268, 275-6, 289

LimTeck Ghee 117-18
Lingga 14, 16-17, 197
literacy: impact and success 46-7, 78-9,

83, 115, 123, 130, 179, 185; reading 78,
123

living standards 230
Lob Ahmad, Raja 237, 240-9, 251, 259-61,

268, 270, 272, 274-5, 289-90, 292-3
Locke, John 81
Lockhart, Greg 91, 284
London Missionary Society 72, 74, 76-7,

153
Louis XIV, King of France 19
Low, Sir Hugh 239
Luther, Martin 181
luxurious goods 141-2, 182, 184

Ma Huan 147
Macassar 64
Maier, Henk 88, 284
Majlis (newspaper) 247
Makepeace, William 92
Malacca: Asian immigrants 13; British rule

206; description 12, 17-20, 39, 51, 102,
204; education 72, 90, 94; laws 148;
Portuguese conquest 67, 149, 205,
260-1, 269, 273; religious life 72, 75,
149-50, 153, 158, 186; royal court and
dynasty 220-1, 273

Malacca Fort 40-1
Malay Annals 17, 19-20, 22-5, 60, 66-8,

75, 149-51,186, 206, 220-1, 226
Malay history 61-6; British involvement 2,

10-12, 31, 61-6, 91,121,153,194-200,
206-27 passim, 238-67 passim, 276-7,
282-3, 285-6, 288, 292; colonialism
2-4, 10,12, 14, 54, 61-2, 64-5, 67,
81-5, 89, 91, 121, 149, 193-227 passim,
252, 263, 266, 276-7, 282-3, 285-6,
288—91;  communist uprising 119;
Dutch interests 12, 13, 61-2, 64-5, 91,
197; independence 285; Japanese
Occupation 4, 6-7, 249, 257-8, 265,
290; Naning case 158; Portuguese
advances 14, 61, 63, 67, 149, 205,
260-1, 269, 273; post-colonial period
285, 288, 294; pre-colonial 11, 15, 273;
Thai rule 156-8, 259-60; wars and
conflicts 18, 25, 62, 64, 152, 158, 161,
189, 208, 210, 267, 269, 273; see also
specific events, states and subjects
pertaining to Malay history

Malay language 2, 13, 16, 36-8, 42-6,
49-52, 72-3, 81, 91, 97, 99,103-4,
115-16, 142, 208, 264; bangsa
vocabulary 272-3; Jawi 239; linguistic
reforms 244; romanization 94, 251;
styles, 115-16, 122-3, 180, 229, 238-9,
259, 272-3; see also kerajaan,
vocabulary; languages; politics,
vocabulary

Malay literature: chronicles 15-16, 20;
court literature 11-12, 17, 23-5, 35,
38-40, 43,104, 141, 150, 193, 194, 202,
205, 208, 216, 245, 248; new writers
and writing 199, 283, 291; novel, the
251, 256, 272; poetry and poems
(pantun) 197, 247, 272-3; see also
hikayat literature, Islamic writings,
kerajaan literature, newspapers,
individual authors and specific literary
works

Malay Magazine 74, 76, 96
Malay music 272
Malay society: clothing 12, 18, 20-1, 24,

33, 79, 85, 91-2,116, 118,141-2,
182-3; concept 178; customs and
habits {adat) 12-49 passim, 62-4, 66,
69, 82,100-1,117,122,125,129,
175-89 passim, 210, 232, 238, 258, 264;
ideological debate vi, 1-15 passim,
25-6, 31-51, 60, 65-71, 77-85, 89-110,
114-33,137-63,167-91,193-222,
226-52, 257-77, 282-96; integration
process 12, 101-2, 295; loyalties and
tensions 10-27, 31, 36, 51-2, 90, 99,
103-4,107,109, 125,137-62,168-91,
269, 275, 290, 295; overseas Malays
100-1, 271; population 14, 91, 102-3,
196; social and political change 31-2,
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Malay society (cont.)
34, 47-8, 50, 70, 84, 89-110, 114-33,
137-63,167-91,193-222, 227-52,
257-77, 282-96; see also bangsa,
Malayness, subjects pertaining to Malay
society

Malayan administration: Advisory
Councils 129; armed forces 199, 287;
British direct rule 12, 91, 116, 129,
153, 194-5, 246, 259; British indirect
rule 187-8, 246, 259-60; British
Residents and Advisors 194-5, 210,
227, 238-9, 244, 260; bureaucracy 129,
179, 194, 238, 287, 292, 295; Councils
of Religion and Custom 218; Federal
Council 242; imperial propaganda
62-6, 70, 108,121, 200, 211, 238-9;
State Councils 238, 242, 260; see also
individual states

Malayness 101, 269, 271, 283; see also
bangsa

Malaysia 60
mankind (manusia) 35, 42-3, 45-6, 51-2,

68, 82,142-3,174, 177, 179, 230-1,
233, 235; see also humanism

manufacturing 42, 179
manusia see mankind
Marr, David vi-vii, 284
Marsden, William 43, 81
marxism see communism
masharakat 295; definition 232; see also

perhimpunan
Matheson, Virginia see Hooker
Mecca 149, 152, 159; see also Islam
Medhurst, W.H. 76
Melbourne 104
Melihat Tanah Ayer see Surveying the

Homeland
mental health 284
merdeheka 61, 81-2, 125, 202; see also bebas,

freedom, kebebasan
middle class 79-80, 84-5, 91-2, 100,

182-3, 187, 196, 230, 243-4, 255, 263;
tribunal 114-33, 249-50; see also
politics

Milne, William 41
mining industry 91, 119, 121, 239, 263
Mission Press 75, 79, 93-4
missions and missionaries: activities 12, 50,

66-7, 71, 156-8, 160-1, 181-2,187,
231; Christian techniques 155;
conversion efforts 59, 76-8, 80, 150,
153-5; education and 71-8, 83;
Muslim missionaries 150, 157, 160;
printing and 74-5, 79; see also
individual missionaries

modal 263; see also capital and capitalism,
economy

modern institutions 127, 173, 241, 244
modernity 93, 106, 134,139, 202, 233
Mohamed Ibrahim Munshi 204-5
Mohd. Abduh 138-9,173-5,185, 228, 252
Mohd. Eunos Abdullah: background 90,

93-6,108,181,199, 201-2, 234, 248,
258, 261, 263, 274, 287; Munshi
Abdullah and 93, 95, 98-100, 108, 119,
123, 127, 130; views and contributions
84-145 passim, 167-8, 175-6, 179,
185-9, 202, 214, 216, 219, 230, 236,
243, 258, 265, 267, 271-6, 289

Mohd. Said bin Haji Sulaiman, Haji 193,
196,199, 201-6, 213-15, 217, 219-21,
237, 248, 274, 289, 292-3

Mohd. Salleh bin Perang 205
Mohd. Tahir bin Jalaluddin Al-Alzhari,

Shaykh 138-9, 170-1
Mohd. Taib bin Osman 122-3
monarchical system see kerajaan
monasteries 116
moneylending 116, 119, 121
mortgages 116
mosques 153, 175, 245
Mt Zion, school 73
Muhammad Abduh see Mohd. Abduh
Muhammad Ali 143
Muhammad Shah, Sultan of Malacca 20,

148, 206
Muhammad, the Prophet 141, 146, 148,

218, 232
Muhammadiyah brotherhood 155, 161
mullahs see Islam
Munshi Abdullah see Abdullah bin Abdul

Kadir
murder 195
murshid 169-70, 175-6
mushlihat 257

nama and taraf system 21-4, 26, 36-8,
43-4, 69, 103, 108-9, 125-7, 141-6,
206, 248, 274-5, 288-9, 294

nationalism vi-vii, 3-6, 13, 71, 84-5, 106,
107,120,129,167-8, 172, 226, 245,
250, 257, 271, 276, 282-3, 286-S, 292,
295

natural resources 68
naung260
negeri 104-5, 120, 178, 202; see also specific

states and subjects pertaining to negeri
Negri Sembilan 91, 102, 117, 151, 227
New Testament see Bible
Newbold, Thomas 155
newspapers 90, 96, 98, 115, 119, 123-4,

130,132,196, 227-8, 242, 246, 249-50,
264, 269, 272, 291-2; see also individual
journalists and specific newspapers

North, Alfred 71, 74, 77, 80
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occupations 196; see also specific occupations
Onnbinjaffar287
Ong, Walter 47
opium 15, 17-18, 33, 64, 198
Ottoman empire 67, 212

Paden; campaigns 152, 161, 189
Pahang: British involvement 208-10;

ethnic minorities 41, 102, 227, 263;
history and description 14-15, 20, 63,
68, 91, 195, 200, 208, 210, 259;
housing 14; laws 20; literacy 47; politics
and social change 131, 266, 269; royal
court and rulers 18, 20, 76, 208-10,
213, 261; rubber industry 117; wars 18,
208, 210; see also Federated Malay
States, individual rulers

Palembang 151, 159
passive revolution 3, 8, 27, 53, 276
Patani 97, 139, 151, 156, 158-9, 182,

259-60
patriotism 172
peasantry 244, 250
pekerjaan 124; see also work
Penang 10, 12-13, 31, 72, 75, 79, 91, 94,

157, 159-60, 259
pepper trees 21, 43
Perak: aristocracy 237, 251; British

presence 195, 197, 208, 210, 238-40,
244—6;  economic development 239—40,
243; education 79, 242-3, 258; ethnic
minorities 102-3, 227, 240, 244, 246,
269; history and government 237-46;
judiciary 239; mining industry 239;
population 102-3, 239, 244;Toyal
ceremonies 101, 114, 196, 236-8,
240-1, 243-4, 246, 288; royal court
and rulers 79, 101, 195-6, 210-11,
236-46, 248, 251, 261, 288; rubber
industry 117; tin 239; see also Federated
Malay States, individual rulers

perhimpunan 179, 232, 291, 295
perhimpunan kaum 170, 233
Perlis 227, 259, 262, 269; see also

Unfederated Malay States
Persia 120
Philippines 106, 110,115, 120
pilgrimage to Mecca see Islam
Pilgrim's Progress, The 74, 77-8
piracy 16, 41
plantation industry 91, 118, 208, 242, 263
PocockJ.GA. 128-9, 293
police 118,198, 205, 208, 259
politics: concept, vocabulary, language vii,

1-3, 7, 8, 50-3, 67,103-10, 205, 221,
236, 252, 257, 262-4, 266, 276-7, 283,

289-96; constitutional crisis 285;
Dumont's statement 1,11; left-wing
bias 226-7, 252, 257; new political
consciousness 120-1, 250-1, 265-6,
270, 282, 284, 286-7, 289, 294; term
first used 249, 265; see also discourse,
epistemic rifts, middle class, sedar,
specific states and subjects pertaining to
politics

politik 265
press see newspapers
printing and book industry: children's

books 64; distribution 74-6, 83;
printing and printers 47, 59, 74-5,
78-9, 94-6,118, 291; religious
publications 74-6,154-5, 218; secular
works 59, 74—5;  see also specific literary
works and individual authors and printers

problematic, the 53-4, 84, 221, 248
progress see kemajuan
property 19, 33, 43, 82, 128, 131,179,182;

see also land
prospective analysis 4, 9
Protestantism 50, 83
puasa see Islam
public buildings 196, 295
Public Man, the concept of 22, 36, 108,

141-2
public opinion 265
public sphere, the concept of 129-30, 190,

249, 284
public works 198, 205, 208, 239, 242
Puritanism 181, 187

Qadis see Islam

race, the concept of 31, 42, 50-3, 68-9, 90,
102-3,119-23,132,172,189, 263-4,
268-72, 291, 295; see also bangsa

races and ethnic groups 189, 202, 248;
Aborigines 64-5, 70, 83; Arabs 159,
177,183-4, 232-3, 270-1; Bataks 44,
62, 68,102; biological determinism 66;
Bugis 52, 64, 197; Ceylonese 244;
Chinese 13, 41, 52, 91-2,102-3,105,
119,121,173,196,198, 227, 240, 244,
261, 263, 272, 275, 285-6, 295; Dayaks
63, 65-6, 68; DKA {Darah Keturunan
Arab) 271; DKK (Darah Keturunan
Kling) 271; Dutch 61; Egyptians 262,
265; English 35, 45, 61-2, 66, 69-70,
108; Europeans 13, 60, 64, 70-1, 74,
77, 91,119-21,177; Indians 13,92,
100,102,119,121,124,159,196, 227,
244, 263, 270-2, 285-6, 295;
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races and ethnic groups (cont.)
Indonesians 287; Jakun 62-3, 65, 102;
Japanese 105, 177, 244; Javanese 61,
68, 83, 124; Malay 6, 12-14, 17, 31-132
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